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PREFACB.

LrrrLE need be added by way of a preface to the present

volume.

The work may be said be the natural outcome of the fact

tlat the author lives in a negh orhood once densely populated by

the Indians, as attested by the th sands of stone implements that

are scattered over the fields.

As in the course of my rambles in.search of relics, I have always

met with kindness and aid from all who could assist me, it is scarcely

practicable to mention every one who kindly o red assistance, gaye

mý specimens, and in. other ways furthered the unnertaking. Many,

however, have beena4amed in the text, in connection th-the speci-

mens they have furnished, or the information derived fro them.

Still I feel it is incumbent upon me to acknowledge my ndebted-

ness to Prof. F. W, Putnam, Curator of the Museum of Archmology,

at Cambridge, Mass., and 'to Lucien Carr, Esq., assistant curator

of the same institution. Without -the aid so kindly rendered by them,

it is doubtful if the volume could have been completed.

I .amtIso indebted to the late Prof. S. S. Haldeman for the

kindly interest he fook in all that pertained to the :preparation of

the work. The treasures of his cabinet-were always at my disposal,

and I \have drawn from it and from his correspondence, almost ail the

matte relating to the archâeology of the valley of the Susquehanna

river.

Tg Henry Carvill Lewis, of Philadelphia, my grateful acknowl-

edginerft is also due for assistance in many ývays; and particularly

81918



VI PRFACE.

for the .hapter containing the results of his latest investigations into

the geology of the Delaware river valley, which he has contributed to

the work. By so doing, he has added greatly to the scientific value

of that.portion relating to the evidences of Palæolithic Man on the

Atlantic seaboard of North America.

It is a pleasant duty, furthermore, to acknowledge,,at this time,

my great indebte(Iness to my father, ''imothy Abbott, Esq., of Trenton,

N. J., whose unfailing interest in my labors, and substantial encour-

agement in meeting many of the expenses of the undertaking, enabled

me to overcome many difficulties that seemed insurmountable.

To the Hon. Abram S. Hewitt, of New York, I am greatly in-

debted for valuable aid, here, inost gratefully acknowledged.

-In conclusion, I would. add that the series of illustrations of

objects from"California, which have been used for purposes of com-

parison, are copied from the SëventIÈ Volume of the U. S. Geographical

Surveys West of iooth Meridian; Capt' G. M. Wheeler in Charge;

and their use in advance of the appearance-of that volume arises from

the fact that the author was associated with Prdf. Putnam, t principal

author, in its preparation

Realizing how much is yet to be done in the field'of investigation

treated in this volume, theýwork -has been written, not so much, indeed,

with the hope that it may add materially to our common stock of

knowledge, as that it may induce others to explore suchr, localities

as they have the opportunity of doing, and topreserve such traces of"

early man. as they may find bypÀz/ing them in public museums. If,

in so doing, my readers shall find this volume a worthy guide, my

pleasant labors during the many years in which I have been a collector

will ever remain a happy reco1lection, -

C. C. A
Prospect Hill: Trenton, N. J.

July f, 1881.
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INTRODUCTORY.

WHILE the early inhabitants of the continent of North America are

collectively known-as" Indians," it has been lim-scertained that they

present distinctions which widely separate them, and'possibly point

to several and- diverse origins. A study, therefore, of the handiwork

in stone, bone an dclay, of the.formnier oic-upants f any one portion

of"the country is not, òf itself, sufficietstggve an acpirate knowledge

of the vnderful variety of forms, and skill exhibited, in fashioning

the articles which their needs demanded. Such, however, is the simi-

larity existing among the objects generally known as "hndian relics,

wheresoever found,:that we are led to conclude that, to a limited ex

tent, through a system of barter or theyvicissitudes of warfare,. the

distinctive -weapons and implements of pne people became mingled

with the home productions of their neighbors. -It is evident,.therefore,

that, in treating of the implements, veapons and ornaments found in

any one locality,- we cannot be, at all times, positive that any

given specimen. is the frodtïctioniof the tribe of Indians known to

have inhabited the country where it was found. The influence of the

introduction of objects of European manuTacture· must also be taken

into cohsideration, as in the century or more that elapsed between the

visits of the first èxplorers and the arrival of the colonists at Plymouth

and at Jamestown, and later, at Philadelphia, the introduction of a few

foreign trinkets and -metal cooking vessels greatly influenced the home

productions of the various Indian nations. -Many of the later articles

made by them wçr doubtlessly modelled from similar objects of Euro-

pean origin. From this relinquishment of the customs established by
them, during their happy ignorance of European civilization, may be

(1)
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2 PRIMITIVE INDUSTHV.

dated the term iaion of the career of these people in manufactures

of a purely Amer can character. As one of. their own people has

well said :1 "we li ed beforethe English came -among us, as well or

better, if we may b lieve what our forefathers have told- us. We had

then room enough, and plenty rbf deer which was easily caught, and

thoughwe had not knives, hatchets nor guns, such as we have now, yet

we had kiv-es f stone,-and hatchets of sfone, artd bows and arrows,

and these served ou es as well then as the English ones do now."
As the one general localit , tensive as it is, treated of in the

present volume, does. not nIude any te known to have been

permanently occupied bythe so-called Moundbuilders, the relationship

of that people to the supposed ruder hunting tribes of the Atlantic

seaboard will not be discussed, although the belief may be here ex-

pressed that they are not necessarily older than the earliest occupants

of the Eastern coast.

On the other hand, the'scxmewhat vague historical·references to the

presence of the Eskimo a permanent occupants of the coasts of the

New England States, and 'veri farther south, will receive brief atten-

tion in connection with a class of objects which were probably the

handiwork of thatpeople.

It has been necessary tp adopt some method of classification in

studying the great number of distinct patterns of stone and bone im.

plements describedin the succeeding pages. So far as possible this

has been done by followin the references of the early writers, to the

utensils and weapons of the Indians. When there were to be found

no such. guiding references, the suggested purposes are necessarily

conjectural; and if the suggestions are, in a few instances, made in a

somewhat ex cathedra manner, it is because the author is fully con-

vinced of the probability of the suggestion, and not because it could

be demonstrated as true. In the mofe general classification, how-

ever, implying a greater antiquity of a given class of objects over

those of another, and in separating the traces of the pre-European

1
Acrelius. Memoirs Penna. Hiistoricàl Society, Vol. XI, p. 52. (Speech of Canassatego.)

s



INTRODUCTORYO 3

occupants of the eastern ccast of NorthlAmerica into thiree divisions,

each antedating the other, it is fully b ieve d that the facts justify the

implied relative antiquity and chr nological sequençe. E'xception

therefore is firmly taken to the view expressed by Prof.WVhitney,s that.

'it is evident that there has been no unfolding of th'e intellectual fac-

ulties of the human race on this continent which can be parallelized

with that which has taken place in Central Europe. We can recog-

nize no palæolithic, neolithic, bronze or iron ages. Over most of the

continent, as it seems to-the writer, man cannot be considered as hav-

ing made anyessential progress towards civilization." The- careful

and systematic eramination oNe surface geology of New Jersey, of

itself, it is believed shows ap abundant and unmistakable ëvidence of

the transition from a true palæolithic to a neolithrd'condition, as is ex-

hibited in the traces of humari hàndiwork found in the'valley of any

European river. The proofs of this earlier than an Indian occupancy

of the Atlantic coast of North America, and .of the intermediate

perioàl that connects this earlier wit the true Indian age, will consti-

tute the second part of the volume.

As the greater number, by far, of the various implements and

other objects of stone, bone and'clay that are here described, are un-

questionably the handiiork* of those tribes which were in peaceful

.osses ion of. the Atlantic coast when first visited by Europearn ad-

ventur rs, a brief reference to them collectively seems necessary,

althou h the scope of the present vume does not include. a dis-

cussio of the ethnic relationship of the various native races of the

yAtlantic coast, but merely an illustratio of how far their ingenuity

a had expressed itself in .utilizing stone to supply their several wants.

These so-called Indians, which have figure'd so largely, in the earlier

historic times, as well as filled a large place in the prehistoric annals

of America, are known to ethnologists, as the Algonkins and Iroquois.

2 
Memoirs Pf the Museum of Comp. Zoology, vol. -I (st Part): The Auriferous Gravels of

the Sierra Neiada of California. By J. D. Whitney, Cambridge, Mass., 1879. (Chapter III, Sec.

V, Human Pemains and Works of Art in the Gravel Series, p. 287.)



T se are eopids of holly diverse escent and langua e who, àt

e time of the discovery, re te so possessors of the r ion noiv

mbraced-by Canada aed th east n United States north of the

thirty-fifth parallel. Th" latte occupied much of he soil

from the St. Lawrerice 'and Le ntario to the Roanoke. Y*

They were race o>f warrior cq rgeous, cruel, unimaginti e, but

- of rare>oli>-ai ,sagacity. ey more like ahcient Rom ns than

Indians and arê,ading figu es in he colonial wars.

The Atgonkins surrounde the on every side, occupying the rest

ofthe region mentioned, nd ru ning westward to the base of the

Rocky Mountains, where o e of eir famous bands, the. Blackf et, still

hunts over the valley of tle S skatchewan. They were more genial

than'the Iroquois, of mil nners.and more vivi4 fancy, and were

regarded by these with auous mixture of respect and con tempt.

Some writer -has connect d his difference 4ith their preferenrce for

the open prairie coun y n contrast to the -endless and s&nibre

forests where were the m s of the Iroquois 'Fheir history abbunds

in greatmen, vhose a it ous plans were'foiled by the levity of, their

allies and their want f ersistence. *eyit was who under King

Philip fought-the Pu àta fathers ; who t tie instigation rf 1 ntiac

doomedito death e ry white trespasser or their soil; who, led by

Tecumseh and Bla Élawk, gathered the clans 6f the forest and

mountain for the 1 t itched battle of the races in the Missis ippi

valley. To them b g the mild mannered Lenni-Lenapé, who little

foreboded the'han d iron that grasped thei own so softly under the

elmrntree of Shack dxon ; to them the rest ess Shawnee, the gysy

of the wilderness the Chippeways of Lakè Superior, and also to

them the.Indian girl ocahontas, who in the egend averted from the

head of the white man the blow, which, rebo nding, swept away her

father and al his tr

3 Brinn. theew World, nd ed. p. 6. New York, 8 6.
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CHAP E- I

GROOVED SiONE AX S.

GING from a eries of over t hundred cxam es o grooved

axes gathered from nearly every couàty of the state of N -Jersey,
and the full series f axes from Ñew England, in e P ody Mu-

ýeu -òf ArchaOol gy and Ethnology à Cambridge, t is è i ent that

one pattern f tl is foim of stone implement i pec ia to any
n ghborhood, andl n form occurs in 'he south o west in ry way

d ering frpm those o curring on the Aiantic seab ard.
The material of w ich they are ma! varies lmos as uch as
oe5 that of the arro heads, although 't is rarel that we me, t with
xes either of quartz o jasper, yet such are not vholl wanti . Ii

rost cases, a clos-gra ned, heavy mineral, susc ptibli of poli was
chosen, although th gi dinofany partfthe surfae, exc pt at the
edge, vas mostly omitte

In glancing over any onsiderable ,series of axes We find the sanie
variatior in the degrec o finish, that we see i every form of w apon
or domestic implement; ,.bt perhaps the n;i st noticeable d ffe ence
is in t e size. Many o these axes a pe to be too large to be
readily ýelded for any p rpose'; w the small st doubtlessly were

3 pys.

e As so large a number f thes imple ents~ l avegaad th.eirs ape
Seterined by the conto the pëb es from 'which they vere

ashio ed, it- is difficult to. eternine wh is to be considered a ypi-
lqal a e, if indeed,' the i one. 'ehe se of a water-worn pe bl

of miivex~n an it as slo ofi a beforer n h e ad ilta e-o
as a hammer, sim held n the han , was among the f-st acts

- p mitive i-- and ita not I g before the advantag 
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a han le to suéh ston was recogn ed. nce hafted ad in use,

either a hammer or a ea on, if the ends at all e in sharp

s's point "ort nn ss o edge, th desi ability f increasing the

effe tiveness of th e featur s- would i'ck sugge t titself. -In this

w we an see ho readily water-wdn p bble would be conveted

i o wh we have re desiated as an xe,..and see also, how in-

efinite ust have een the s apes of t.hose fir ise.

If we endeavo to\trace a y development of t more speciaized

rms of stone plnents, it will prove a puzzlin p'rblem to con-

ect the ecke and olished grooved stone axes f neolithic times,

ith the ihipp d imp ments the-river drift. two forms opld

b more issi ilar, yet the hatëýhet of the one per od and axe f he

oher are su posed t< have hàd similar uses. or 'use as a c ttxig

pleme t, ne might well hesit te between the tw forms, for rude as

tehe ett r ade chip >ed implemenits of the .driftappèar-to be, they

are quit available or most of the purposes' for which the vgroed

stone ax as designe The p ople that used the on certainly'never

develop them into the other; nor, wculd the chipj>ed hatets-of

the be er class alw ys be disarded for the axe. ;It is, truh,

inconc ~able that t ese latter hould be the production of the same

people who used t e chipped iniplements; and i they ôriginated

among the descendants of the paleolithic folks ofhe same. river

va ley , they are of quite re5çent times comparatively,/ and came

grdu l'y into ug/as a specialized i'mplement, intended( for but fe

p rp ses, just 'as a an apparently later date, we fid the gouge

h e ýnd celt Ther is no relationship to be traced between the twý

fo s, or evidence thàt the makers of the one were at all related to

the inventors of the other.

n exanningi any la ge series of grooved stone'a:xes, the fact that

the shape was of less imtporXance than som other of it features be-

come very evident. Occasionly, we meet wit an axe that has no

trace of rk upon it, otherithan the groove; the çge being a hat-

ural feature the pebble; othe s again have only me slight in-
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equalityj peeke Jay; andf om s ch an one' w have r >ular

gradation in de ee * ateraton of e original surface, to su h are

wholly attifici 1 r' slkpe, of erfedt symmetry, and exquisite ol h:

0f tholethat are s aped witho reference to the previou iz or
shap>e of the selectedstone, the is not- a very extended png o
patterns. Apparentyvery Ind' n. being his ow axe-maker if ot
content with t e simpler form o à slightly modified pébble,fahio ed

de novo suchVan implement as eased-him, and whether" the e e

very broad and the axe short, < ust the reverse, was a mere Wim

the maker. One feature, in t s respect, may be héld as true, t t t

depth of :the groove, symrne ry Pf thtblade, and degree f poli

are all more marked in tho e s ecimeni.s that are wholy of iarfi i
design, and havebeen sha ed from a mass of stone that orig y

bore rfo res rùblance to ' th fin&šhed implément.

The maximum size of tie axs may be stated to be tweive i si
lcngth, and six to ig jnches in width. Those 0f this lma m

ength are very rare, vhil those neasuring one-half nd t o-th of

tbat size, are extremely ommon. The weigh of urse,va · it

thiesize.a-dé the deisify of the ineral used. \Soe axes, of iorite,
or\of rphyr ofsmà size, are as.heavy as hers that a ruch

larger, fsandstone. he small st axe I havl ever found or seeî,
from New Jersey, me re but o and three-forths inche n ength.

It is well shaped, h îhe groove extending entirely aru/n t, and has

had ari excellent e g s the surface is now soN weatl ed anda

the minêral is not ery compact, it is impossibl to dte ne whethe'

ehas be n polish d or no t.

The môst noticeablj feature of grooved tone ax s the gr ove
that either partiajy or wholly ecircles the im lement. 'hile in rany
cases, it is merea saao deression roug y pecke way, in ot ers

it is very deep and occaiona highly polis ed ; but y it shoul be

so, considering the one objec of the groov , it is dif i1t to conj ct-
ure. Certainly the materia) f whidh the andle was de, whe her
hide or wood, would enot polish it, even f t were ped tig tly

about the axe, ! was necessary, in rder t s4cure. it ectively. As

AL
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I have already mnentioned, this groove is occasionally protected by

prominent ridges on each side, which also deepen it considerably.

The position of the groove varies from very near the centre of the

axe to a poinit so n'ear the head, that but a narrow rim rotects it.

On measuring nearly one thousand examples, I find that the oove'in,
l~ fte ttllngth distant from the

most cases, is about one-thirà of the total lenghdsatfo h

head,and is at right angles to the upper margin of the implement.

In many specimens, where the groove is quite in the middle of the

axe it is evident that the blade has beep repeatedly shortened by

grinding the dge anew, and so, in some instances, fully one-third 'of

theimplem~ t has been worn away. In the valley of the Sfisque-

ha.nna river in Pennsylvania, the- majority of the grooved, axes have

had an oblihue direetion given to thé groove, which of course would

alter the s4tion of the handle, from that of right angles to the axe.

Whatb ct there was- in this peculiarity,.it is difficult to determine.

This patt rn is not unknown, but is 'very rarely met with in the valey

of the I elaware river, or elsewhere. in New Jersey. They are of

more fre uent occurrence in New York, but probably do.not occur in

New England. There is no example of this pattern in the large series

of New England axes in the Museum at Cambridge.-

A large proportion, possibly two-thirds of the stone axes found in

New Jersey, have the groove extending along the sides and across one

margin ; the opposite margin,-in these cases, being fiat or slightly con-

cave. This same pattern is common also to New England;but not to

suçh an extent; one-half, probably, of the axes found in Connecticut

and northward having the groove entirely encircling the ston'e.

As the implements.under consideration are called "axes," it is nat-

nral to infer that dhe edge, which in many specimens is quite sharp,

should be adapted to cutting. If not, the term axe is a misnomer.

It is generally-conceded that, with these.implements, standing timber

could not be cut. This is not true of all axes, however, and one of

nusually:sharp edge was found, by experiment, sufficiently sharp

to enablefne to cut-not bruise-a small tree, by bringing the edge

in contaet with the tree, atan angle, say of forty-five degrees. But the
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labor was such as would have disheartened an Indian nd the task

could scarcely be sùccessfully repeated on trees of larger girth. No

stone axe, that I have eveý seen, would be available for felling trees of

even a foot in diameter in a reasonable length of time.

There is such a difference in the finish of the edge of any ordinary

series of these axes, that it is probable this feature, in connection

with- the size, determined the particular use of each ; adid there was

that range in use, as is apparent in the case of celts which, varying in

length frorn fifteen inches to onè inch, could not have been intended

for one and the same purpose.

The thickness of the blade varies to a considerable degree, and

many of the broadest examples are quite short. The siope to. the

edge in such cases is very pronounced, and however sharp the edge

may be, its cutting power is necessarily much reduced. Such short

and thick axes were even better weapons than those that are thinner.

From the great number of stone axes already gathered, and that

remain to be gathered.from the area of the state of New Jersey, it is

clear that this form of weapon or implement, as the case- may be, was

in constant and universal use among the Delaware Indians.-,Ioiqme

localities, of several square miles in extent, there havebeen found from

three to five axes in every ,one hundred acres, and still others are

occasionally brought to light by the plough. -Allowing but one-half the

smaller number to have been left lying in every one hundred acres of

the state's area, when abandoned by the Indians, there would remain,

for the benefit of archæologists, the enormous number of one hundred

and twenty-five thousand stone axes. Ifthese axes are as abundant

elsewhere,. as they are in Mercer and Burlington counties, New Jersey,
it is quite within reason to believe that one-half that number were left

by the resident Indians, when they reli'nquished their territory to the

founder of Piladelphia.

However incorrect the above estimate of the abundance of axes in

Newv Jersey may be, it is certain that there have been many hundreds

gathered in the past, without'any apparent diminution of their num-

bers. Yearly the plough upturns as many as in previous years, and the
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thoughtful observer, who chances to seek for thèse scattered relics, is

amazed at their frequent occmrence.

Supposing that these grooved axes, exeept such small examples as

were probably toys, were only used and ownd ,by men, does this

great abundance of them indicate a larger populition,4han is gen-

erally supposed existed at any one time, or may we take it as indic-

ative of a smaller community, whose occupan1y extended over an

immense lapse of time ? So far as axes not in use, or those deposited

in graves affect their numbers; it may be remarked, that we find that

several early authors mention- the fact cif. the handing down from

father to son, of the cherished sfone axe, to fashion which, "the life

of a savage is often insufficient.' 4  This shows that the custonr of

depositing them in graves.was only occasional ; and therefore, it -may

be considered, that such setting aside of a.certain number wpuld not

materially affect any calculations based ubó their numbers, as now

found scattered broadcast over the entire area of, the state.

.In New England, grooved stone axes are .by no means àbundant.
They are a well known fórm and a dozen or more may be collected in

the course of a summers work, but in no portion of fhis extended

area, do they appear to have been in such common use, as i'n the more

southern states. Prof. George -H. Perkins 5, in treating of the archæ-

ology of the Champlain valley, remarks that "grooved axes are not

common, though some very fine specimens· have been fobnd, but I

have seen none that would compare favorably with the finest wçstern,

specimen.s either in -size or elegance of forn. The largest I'have

seen is nine inches·long and four and one-half inches wide, but most

of the grooved axes are much sinaller. Such specimens of axes as

have been collected have been obtained, one here, and one there,

singly; nowhere in such groups as some collectors describe. I pre-

sume that all the grooved axes ever found in the Champlain valley,

unless many were destroyed before collectors began to save them,

MSeurs des Suavages Ameriq., Vol. 1, p. 11o, Paris, 1724. Quoted by C. C. Jones, jr.

American Naturalist, Vol. XIII, No. 12, p. 738, 1 .

r



s would not amount to so largê.a number as Dr. Abbott mentions from

a single small excavation made in digging a cellar in Trenton, N. J"
s In Massachusetts, there is a greater abundance of these implements,

than would appear to be the cae in western Vermont, as is showri by
the large series in the Museum at Cambridge, and in the collection of

the Peabody Academy of Science, in Salem, Mass.; but while rela-

.n tively moe abupdant in eastern Massachusetts, than in the Champlain
d valley, they are carce as compared with- the humbers found in New
at York and New Jérsey. Nor -is this abundarices at ail corifned to the
m middle states. Southward of Pennsylvania, they are abundant; and

*fe along the greater part, if not the entire extent, of the Atlantic sea-
of board, the statement that in Georgia they "are frequently met with in
ay the sepulohred tu.muli, upon the sites of old villages, -in relic-beds,

ot and in' cultivated "fietds,"6 is equallyapplicible.

)w As foind in Nkw England, axes are essentially a "surface" find, no

reference to them being made by any of the archæologists who have

it. so carefully examined the graves of the Iridians'of Massachusetts.

CelÏs and ornaments, as will be mentioned ina subsequent chapter, are

ed frequently fouid, but never the grooved axe.' In New Jersey, a small
re proportion of the graves of Indians contain, among other patterns of

stone implements, 'a small grooved axe, such as, from the size and
:ot finish, may be considered the prototype-of the more modern iron

tomahawk. It is doubtful if the largest of these implements were used

'rn as weapons, as they do not appear ever to have been placed among
ave the "treasures" of any warrior, vho was fortunate enough to secure a

ost careful burial at the hands of his friends.

as Fig. i is a very good example of the most common type of
cre, grooved stone axes. -This specimen measures ereven and one-half
>re- inches in total length, and is but four inches wide at the broadest

ey, portion, the. ridge immediately in front of the groove. The groove
m.M itself is but seven-eighths, of aninch in width; and the head, or that

- portion posterior to the groove, varies from one and one-half inches

q Antiquities of Southern Indians, p. 274. New York, r873

I
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to one inch in length. The cutting-edge is but two and one-fourth

inches in extent, and is still

moderately sharp and well

preserved. Although the

specimen still shows the

marks of the hammer, yet

it might also be placed un-

der the head of polished

Kt axes, as the weapon has

f l.been so carefully smoothed

c down that the slight ine-

4 qualities and shallow inden-

tations can scarcely be feit

by the hand. Its w-ight is

seven and one-half pounds.

M-ith the handle placed

where the groove is, it must

have produced a great strain

upon the wrist. Axes, with

the groove so far removed

from the miiddle of the im-

5 aplement as in this instance,

are not oftén met with,

except such as are more

nearly of equal length and

breadth.

It is remarked by Los-

kiel,7 of the stone axes

of the Delaware or Lenni

Lenapè Indians, that "they

were not used to fell trees,

but only to peel them, or

FI c.. - New Jersey. toili their enemies." Cer-

Hist. of Mission of United Brethren, p. 54, Lonn, 1794.

t -A
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STONE AXES. 3

tainly the axe before us might have been used for either purpose

but in an attempt ât class.ification, I shokul refer the smaller spei

mens to the category of Weapons or "tómahawks;" to which clàs

fig. i, judging from its weight and size, could never have beknged.

Few Indians of tu-day, certainly, woukl care to place this axe

anong their side-arms, or be compelled to use it in-a handyo-hand

conflict.

This specimen was fot 44> a smalfgravelly island inthe De laware

3.--New Jerse
Fio. 2.-NewJrsey

river, and was presented to tf athor Gý is friend Mr. WillianDeang

of Lambertville, N. J.
Fig. 2 represents an aveege Fxample of this pattern of grooved

axe, which is fond ih eate r less-,abundanee throughout th e nited

States, east ofthe . Iississippi river.' Such axes generally are about

seven inches in length, the extreme, being from two and one-half

inches to eleven and one-half, as in the preceding illustration. It is



very seldom'that one is found that measuresless than four inches, and

but few arë eçn in any collections so smallas the minimum here

mentioned. -

When of such diminutive size,'these obje'ets become toys rather

than weapons, although if muinted on a slender, flexible handle, their

value as a weapon would not be .inconsiderable. Figs. 3 and 4

represent excellent average examples of the. smallest size of grooved

axes. Whether toys or weapons, as much care has been expended

upon thei, as upon the largest,

and the battering to which the

edge of No. 3 has been exposed

shows that, if a toy, the play

mnust have -been rough and very

realistic, that so completely de-

molished the cutting edge. In the

smaller of the two specimens,

fig., it will be noticed that the

edge, which is still preserved, is

very smoothly polished. It is the

more probable. that these small

axes were made for children's

uses as we find not only all

weapons reproduced in miiia-

FiG. 4.-Nýew Jersey. ture. but. even such prosaic arti-

cles as mortars, and cooking vessels. _The same is true of the

pottery; especially of the kidifound in such great abundance in

the western and southwestern states; where besides lay images,-

the .counterparts of modern children's dolls,-miniature vessels of

most of the pattérns in vogue at that tmine are common.

Fig. 5 is an admirable example of an axe made of a porphyry

pebble of this pattern, worn down by continual resharpening. The

specimen now measures four inches in lengh by three and three-

efghths in width, and is two and one-half inches across the head or

back. It has a well-defined groove running along one margin, a

./ N
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feature common to this pattern of stone axes. Into this marginal

groove a wedge is supposed to have been driven in order to tighten

the handle. This is possibly the true explanation.

r Seveiel specimens of axes have been collected quite recently, how-

r ever, which have this marginal groove duplicated, each being quite
deep, and the separating ridge as high as the exterior edges of the

grooves. Were the object cf the single depression the insertion of a

wedge, as. suggested,,these doubly grooved axes would need two such

tightening wedges, which is not probable. If, ·however, the end of

the handle- was placed against this margin of the axe, and so notched

a. to ft closely the single or

double groove;as the case might

be, then the binding withe or

sinew wrapped about the impl

e ment would closely adhere to-

the transverse groove at every

e part, and; need no wedges to

s secure the attachment of the axe

e firmly to its handle.

In many axes of this pattern

the groove is but very slightly

defied, and in none from the

Atlantic seaboard is it so deeply

cut, as in a number of those found FIG. 5.--New Jersey.

e west of the Alleghany Mountains.

n Fig. 5 is of especial interest as showinig .how carefully preserved

were these stone axes, whether used as weapons or merely cutting tools.

So long'as any blade was left to be sharpened, it was utilized. This i

more marked in the above than in any other axe in thecollection of

the Museum at.Cambridge.

This variety f axe is usùally of sandstone, and the ordinary cobble-
stones, or water-worn pebbles of the adjacent river-beds. t and

above Trenton, N. J., the .bed of the Delaware river is wholly com-

poséd of loose stones of various sizes, with here and there an out-
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cropping of rock. These loose pebbles are frequently found on ex-

amination to bear considerable general resemblance to finished axes,

*and to need little work upon them other than making the groove andý

rubbing one end down until a cutting-edge is produced. So abundant

are the well-adapted stones; in shape and size, that we wonder weg.

so frequently one méets with stone axes that have been c'arefully pecked

over the whole surface to bring them down to the proper shape. ·This

may be explained, perhaps, by the suggestion that many axes were made

where suitable stones Wvere difficult to obtain, and that the frequent wars

or wanderings of a community and bartering may have resulted in the

commingling of the axes of a multitude of localities, many of then

miles distant from each other. It is known, too, that tribes came from

long distances to make autumnal visits to our seacoast, and, of course,

on such joumeys' they would always be provided with, and frequently

lose, as they passed through the state, many specimens Pf both weapons

and domestic.implemen.ts.

The routes taken by th Indians who annually crossed New -Jersey,

from their homes in the mountains of Pennsylvania, on their autumnal

visit to the seacoast, were well known to the early surveyors of the

state; and several of the principal thoroughfares, extending from

the Delaware river eastward, are the sites of those trails over which the

Indians had been accustomed to pass, for unknowri centuries.

It is in the immediate vicinity of these trails tl at we still find a

great number of the various patterns of stone implements and frag-

ments of pottery, which are largely the traces of those'inland com-

munities which passed yearly, by the same path, to their chošen

locality on the coast. Year after year, they camped -at the same spot,

while en route, and left imperishable traces of their sojourn by the

sea, in the well-known Indian shell-heaps.

It has been thought by many, and confidently asserted by a few,

that this particular form of stone axe was peculiarly a moundbuilder's

weapon or implement. Certainly many of the finest examples of this

form have been picked up in the immediate vicinity of mounds;

though it is well known that axes of any description have been but



rarely found in the mounds ; moreover those of the max imum size

and highest finish are not confined to the vicinities of mounds.

A.very fine spechhen of a large axe is in the cabinet or Rutgers

t College Museum, at New Brunswick, N. J. It was found within the

limits of that -town, on the banks of the Raritan river, which was

probabl a favorite locality with the aboriginps, on account of the na-

tive cop1 er that was formerly found there, and which they highly prized

e for. a va iety of purposes, especially ornamental. The axe above re-

XS ferred to is of identical pattern with that figured by'Squier a-nd Davis
e » in Smithsonian Contributions, vol.· 1, p. 216, fig.~ 1o8 (Anc. Mon.

Miss. Valley), but is somewhat larger and heavier. The former neas-
ni ures nine inches in length by six inches in wiclth, and weighs an ounce
'e, or two over nine pounds. The western specimen "is made of very

compact greenstone,'and measures eight inches in length by five
ns inches and a half in its greatest breadth, and weighs eight pounds."

Squier and Davis furth'er state that his "is regarded, as a genuine relic
y of the 'ioundbuilders. Its form alnost identical with tat of he

aal forest-axe of ie present day." The result of investigations up-to- te

.he , present time, ip and about these sane mounds, renders it almost cer-

tain, that the above mentioned ax was itself a forest.axe."

Fig. 6 represents one of the fir est spécinmens of a large stone ax

that we have ever met with. Ver many that we have seen have been

a as large; a number have'been of more finished workmanship, but no

ag- one has as many features of interest as this. This specimen measures
m- eleven inches.in length. The conical head is three inches long, the

;en groove and ridgestogether two abtd one-quarter inches, and the blade

within a small fraction of five anà three-quarter inches. The conical
the head does not appear to have met with very hard usage, and was

probably intended for ornament. ould' seem as though the ridges.

at Çach margin of the groove, uld be of great advantage in fasten-
cr's ing the-handle to the axe asnluch as it secures greater depth to the
his groove without cuttin to deep y into the body of the implement it-

sself; but such plausible reasonxng. somewhat vanishes when we come
butý to compare weights and find !hat this.specimen (fig. 6) weighs but

2
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six pouà, whereas fg s, with one pou d and a half greater

, weight, has a groove

only one-half the depth

aüd width, placedas

xear as practicable to

one-cnd, v~hile in fig.

6 it approaches note

nearly to the middle.

Axes of this pattern,

having both the pro-

jecting and protecting

ridges at the groove

and a conical head, are

comnion within limited

localities in New Jer-

sey. Thus, in Glouces-

ter ýounty, in a series

of one hundred speci-

mens, about twenty

were of this patterft.

Al were similar to the

specimen hère figured

though not so large

and in no instance was -

the conical head .so

sMmetrical.

The material of which

this axe- is made is

very compact and un-

yielding; and-consider-

ing theamount of work

Fi6.NewJersey. .upon it, one can- well

realize tha m ch time was consumed ere it was complèted.

Axes this fo do ot appear to be widely distributed, as judge
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by thè e ination of large series from v ous states. Ir sorie ol-

e lecti>s, the e a but a single example, hilst in others othing at

ýh ll.similar to t w s seen.

as Fig. 6 w four d on the shore of the elaware river, ear Tren-

, i. j., a d was presented to the writer y Dr. J. W. Wa d of that

g, e ty.

rte Fig. sents n ax ofsomewhati ilarutl e to the

cedinghav* ri ges that

mn a e on the ma gin groove

vry well defin d, but the taper-

ng in , co ical 1ead is by no

ve m ans s art stically finished

re as in the fcrm r instance. As

:ed th illustr tio shows, this

er- ~ sp cimen has been pecked

ov r its whble surface,' and is

ies a good ex m le of the per-

severance and patience of the

ty pri itive folk vho accounted

:r. su h weapos ong the chief-

the es of thir orldly goods.

ed A es·of ths sh pe and pattern

eocur in my parts of New

was Jkrsey, but are less common

so. i New ýngan . No better

pportnity for ontrasting the Fic. 7.- w Jersey.

iich rude with the el borate specimens of a similar imp ement ià furnished,

is than by a stud of this axe and the pieceding. In th sp cimen

un- before us, ive h é the same high protecting ridges to the gro ve, as

ler- in fig. 6, but thout a trace of the care and orkman hi there

vork show . Tle conical head is symmetrical, and has been brou ht by

well peckg to its p>resent shape, but it is not much al ered, in compari-

son h thpoirkted back or head of the preceding specimen.

Lged M ch been said, by early writers, of the use of these axes as
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wede spittiang~~wd~ad. t is implies the use of a aul of

som sort, there is an apparent gxpl nation of the frequent fr ctures

d-- of te head of the axes, as nowfond StilI, it is doubtful if ooved

axed were customarily used in this way, as the labor of making them

was far too gret to warrant their be ng sýbjected to blows which wqold

ver quickly destroy them. --ertainy axes like the-present and re-

eed ng examples, which shýw no #rks. of vioîence, could not h ve

~ been so u

eg. 8 re ese mark yfnaekaarlpple of a psed

a8e.,a The illustration gives

\a better idea f -the sgpec-
imren than can anydesrip-

tion., Suffice to say, that

the Îhole su ce bas een

beautifully pol' hed, and the

edge, still p rfect, 1ias

as it c n be made,

and describes nearly an ac-

curate arc of a circle. It

will be npticed that this axe

has two°groves; ope of
them shallower and much

less wIl' defined than the

Fi. 8.-'New Jerse . .· posenor an deeper Oâne.

he object of the double groove, wich is I ut seldôm met with on

t e Atlantic seaboard, is by no means clear. o sinmilar exarnpleÀis

fcund in -either of the large New Englnd collections· at Cambridge,

at Salem, M d suc axes ccur in any numbers, appar-

ently except-in the irmediate vicinit of where -fig. 8 was found.

Polished axes of somewhat sihnilar form t without s ch a well defed

cùtting edge, are met \with in N w Meico.s Specimens have been

found in the anctent pueblos, w th the t gi-oos, yery 1e defined.

'U.5. Geg. Suivey of Terriories, est of oo merd. Vol." , PI. xvii, xviii, xix P. 377.

i K ~.I * UîeofTer
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These d9 bly gro cd axes, or xe shaped im lerrents possess sev
eral mar ed I)eculiarit . Some of thosedes ibed n the lume

referred o "Sem to hav hal cu tng edges, they owso blinted
that they appar to have bee use more fprgvin boó thando cut-
ting purjoses. Thy ar of ai e and may have ben moanuse ents of. war itt'Crs si 1aôt e ron tomhawk te
date. * thrs ought fathe Cro be called4~~ rsxs,fr they vtly

never wc e feni ed with a-
thing a proac ini a cutti
edge, an t1 ei rouhdeda

fractured ends há that the'
have lon been used as ham-
mers. * Thes pueblo

are highly oishd.

Wuile no oub 1y<rooved

axes. have bee found \on the

Atlantic oast that ýhave p
completely los their cutti

edges as have hose dcsc ibed

hy Pofes or Putnarn, t i no
uncommo flto cþrrence to meet

wit rdi ary ixs that ha#e
been con erte into hammeis

1)3? the gý osof thcjt
cutting edges, and the frac-

ture urfce -orn -to com- 9--Ne rsey.
-parively s 'th- Oe cither by, d or as the resuit -of use
hamnmer. E probable that rmo t he grooved ham rs, othan those cy indrical in shape wer~~ , gmnally axes of thý ordi
patterns.

Fig. 9 reprc snts a fait average pe mcn of a ct bblestone
in which the -ove extends ent el und the ve on. O
ture is partic y noticeable in he e es, iz., tha th grooye is

k 
01
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more nearly iithe miecimen. I have examined a

-arge seres of axes,and;find4th-arthToowing characteristc.is .com-

mon o al the examples that have come undei rny notice, viz.: that

when the grove extends entirely around the axe, it is in advance of

the u ual pos\ition of the grooves that do not meet above, or on the

upper margir\, as in fig. Î. There was' something in)he method of

using these i plements that is yet to be learned, before an expla-

natioè can be iv'n of this curious feature of the varying position of

the g oove. Oertainly, the original shape of the selectedpelbblé had

nothi g, or very little, to do with dgteriýning the'lobation. This

specinen (fig. .9\ is abost'the average size of a y ordinary.collection

i of these stone axes as atheréd from any one eighborþood. They

range from fou -é it inches in length, seldom xceeding this limit;

and ein nber of instances of axes less than f ur inches in length

omis-coparatively few.'As a class, the completely rooved axes do not

appear to be as well finished as the preceding styl ; and beng usually

6f ":rooked" or irregularly-shaped stones, whe a riumher are to-

g,ehehr, there appears to.be but little in common e cept such features

as pr >nounce them' alI "axes.

Su; h an axe as fig. 9 is the simplest, if it may. ot be considçred

the ,rimitive form of this implement. This is true, if the minimum

amou t of labor expended upon them is indicativa of the first steps

towar s the production -of such an axe, as the oh imrMiediately pre-

cedin'. There is little, however, to warrant such n opinion and it

would rather seem that if axes were. the-outgrowt of some simpler

form, they originated beyond our boundaries. It h occurred to the

writer that as axes were made not by professional, as was largely

true iri the case of arrowheads, but by-each man for'imself, they âre

really something of an indication of the great indi tdual differenes

that e isted among the ,Indians; a 'rude axe being t e workans iip

of a 1y man,-affd a symmetrical« one, the result 'long, pati'nt

labor n the 'part of a person who had the tate to design- and t e

pluck to accomplish what, to them, wayd serious ndertaking, aid

involved, as we have seen, a'great expenditure of tim

VE 
INDUSTRY
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ý reents an exceedingly crude axe , when figured,

e the very 1"plainest" specime a ever met withx-Since

then, however, others, e more primitive, and yet unquestionably

"grooved ston es," have been collécted: The specimen liere

figuredas the groove -on each side and above and below of a uni-

FIG. ro.- New Jersey.1

form depth, and is well defined throughout, as the illystration indi-

cates ; but, in the still plainer specimen, the groove consists of a faint

oughening, that seems of little use, being scarcely uneven enough to

prevent the fastening frorm.slipping:; but, like fig. io the groove at '

the top and bottom is pra.tically deepened by a projecting knob of
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the stone, at which points all the strain of the fastening of the handle

must have come.- In the specimen figured (fig. 1o), the sides of

the blade of the axe have been dressedown with a harimer-stone

to a pretty well deflned edge ; but in the still plainer specimen before

us there is found that upon one side a few chips only have been struck

off, and on the other two great portions have been artistically knocked

away, and the then roughly-prepared blade bas been rubbed with a

>polishing-stone until a small but highly-polished edge bas been pro-

duced. I cannot imagine any more difficult task than really cutting

or splitting w\od with'such a weapon as this, and would, therefore,

restrict its use to bruising the bark of trees." Judging-from their pres-

ent appearances, t edges only of these axes have been used ; the

back, which is very uneven in each case, does not show any trace of

having ever been struck with a hammer; and I find in many of the

axes, especially in the pattern. of figure 1, that they were so struck,

thus converting the. axe for a time into a wedge. Loskie19 says:

"Their batchets were wedges, made of hard stones, six or eight inches

long, sharpened at the end and fastened to a wooden handle."

Occasionally we, meet with crooked or bent axes, which have, how-

0 ever, moee method in their irregularitie than bas fig. 1o. Several such

specimens have been colT~cted in New ersey, which were originally

nothing but ordinary cobble-stones slightly bent or bow-shaped.

Stones of thisshape were frequently chosen, as I have seen a number

of specimens from widely distant localities. The best illustration of

such bent axes is one measuring nine inches in length by three and

one-half iches in width. The head alone is the natural surface of

the stone, except a narrow strip immediately in front of the groove;

al the rest has beçn carefully worked but 'never polished. These

so-called bent axes are.-attractive in appearance, but do not seem to

possess any especial advantage over other forms.

Fig. 11i represents -an irregularly shaped cobble-stone with three

uncommon features: the near approach of the grooveto the middle

Mission among N. A. Indians (Delawares), page 54.
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of the specimen ; the almost flat surface or one side of the imple-

ment; .and the intended double edge. It may be that the shorter

end has had a cutting-edge, although there is now no trace of it left,

or the brolen condition of this end may be the preparatory chipping,

to have it ready for grinding to a cutting-edge at any time it might be

desirable to do so. This specimen measiires six inches in length by

two~ and one-half inches in breadth, except at the projection imme-

diately in front of the groove on

the upper margin, which projection

is about one-half an inch in length.

What might b the object in hav-

ing one side flat, or nearly so, does

not appear; but it will be seen

that this peculiarity is not 'confined

to this axe, or to a few axes as a

class by themselves, but occurs in

weapons and implements of very

different character.

If the specimen here considered

is, or was, a double-edged axe, it

is the. only example, so far met

with. In describing axes. found in

the southern states, Col. C. C.

Jones 10 remarks, that while "in

most cases the groove is near the
FiG.ei . -- New Ji-sey. i

head of the axe ; occasionallv this

transverse furrow runs aross the central portion, thus affording an. op-

portunity for a double edg~. -Speeimens of this latter vanety, so far as

our observation extends, are carelessly made, and- of soft material.

They could have been used for little else than offensive purposes."

The above does not apply to the axes found either in New England

or the middle states. Properly speaking there are no double-edged axes

10Antiqtities of Southern Indians, p. 276, New York, 1873.
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in tne Museum at Gambridge, or elsewhere in the United States, so far

as I have seen, and the impression among many people, that such are

occasionally found, arises from the habit of, app)ing the term "axe"

to the small ceremonial objects which, whatever their-significance,

were certainly neyer used as weapons, or implements of any kind.

Mention has already been made of grooved axes with the i'urrow
extending obliquely a-

cross the implement.

Such axes are character-

istic of, but not peculiar

to, the valley -o'f the

Susquehanna river, Pa.

t In a great majority of

t 7these te groove does'

not encircle ..the axe.

A few specimens have-

been noticêd that were

simply wafer-worn peb-

bles, such as fig. ;9. An

estimate based upon.the

examination of several

hundred specimens fron

- that valley, and which

tallied with the infor-

mation received from

correspondents, who had

FIG.12. Pennsylvania. colle c ted at different

and widely separated points, leads me to infer that in about sixty per

cent. of the axes found there the groove was oblique. In New Jersey,
not more than three per cent. are of ·this pattern.

Of the' stone implements generallv, as gathered in the valleys of

the Delaware. and the Susquehanna, there is little to be said of the

cne series, that does apply to the other. The same people were at

the same time the sole occupants of the two localities, and it is a
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fct. of peculiar interest that so markeA differênce "should occu in

so proriinent an implemept of daily use, as the grooved axe. It is

in vain tg attempt to offer any reason for the difference. The bare

fact is all that we can ever know, and we' are only left tò wonder why.

the oblit ~ groove,

apparernrymuch less

çles-irable for every

purpose, should have \f é4.

been preferred 1ÿj a

people to whom the

strairht and more

desirable metrod

mu t have been ýfa-

mihiar.

Fig. r 2represents

an average example

o this pattern, and

well exhibits -the pe-

culiarity of the ob-
lique groove, referred

to in the preceding

paragrapls. It is

common, to the axes

found in the-Susque-

hanna vaIIeyÇwhether\

of the largest or small-

est size, and thus,= of

itself, is not indicativë FIG. .New Jersey..

of any particular purpose,uts might reasonably be sqpposed, if it were

limited to axes of a certain gize.
In any considerable series of axes from the New England states,

there will be found a certain proportion with the groove running in a

more or less oblique direction, but very seldom is it so pronounced,

as in fig. 12.

--- I

ý «b - ,
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A modification of the grooved axe is to be seen in that pattern where

the groove is teduced to a deep marginal notch, as in fig. 3 This

illustration is an

excellent eïample

'of th-isdorm of

stone axe. It' is

fogr inches in

length, by two and

one-half in width.

It .'is of uniform

thickness, the edge

bèigg quite'abrupt,

? and hence of very

%ittle cutting pow-

er. The surface of

the iinplement has

-been polished ex«'

cept at the heàd,

which has been

pecked to the de-

sired shape.

Fig. 14 repre-

\ sents a second ex.

ample of this form,

and differs princi-

pally from thé pre-

cedinig, in'· being

an ordinary vater-

worn pebble, that

has been, notched

and bva little mod-

ification brought to

FIG. 14-.-New Jersey. + its present shape.

Except thisa1 the examples of iotched axes have b-eén well polished
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and have received that finish over the entire surfaçe which charac-

terizes a polished celt.

Two other examples of this pattern have been collected in Glouces-

ter Co., N. J., one of which shows-a trace of wear upon one side, ex-

tending from notch tonotch, though it does not amount-to a groove.

This scratched and worn surface was. caused, probably, by the band.

that passed around the implement to secure the hande , although

how the handle was attached, if differently from thé method. fo-

lowed in hafting the ordinary grooved a s, is not nade clear, by

themere presence of the notches, unless they can be considered as

replacing the groove which is hardly possible.

Notched. axes, such as the above, while not common in any

part of North. America, are of comparative frequency in South

America. In the cabinet of the late Prof. Haldeman there is a

beautifuLexample from Demerara; in the Museum at Cambridge,

there are others from Brazil and the West India Islands, and in the

Archives of the National Museurn of Brazil,1 a specimen very similar

to. fig. 14 isrepresented.

Fig. 15 represents a highly finished example of a grooved im-

plement, which :may originally have been an .axe. At present, the

point that replaces the edge nakes it difficult of classification, as it

is quite unlike any other specimen from the localities, whence are

derived the material upon which this volume is .based. It is not,
however, by any means a unique specimen. Axes with an edge so

narrow, as to be almost pointed, are occasionalty found in Pennsyl-

vania; and in Ohio, specimens that are distinctly pointed, and not

simply with a narrowed edge, are even more common. They do not

occur in New England, at least nothing of this character is -found

in the collections of axes in the museums there.

T4ie upper margin and a portion of each side of the specimen here

figured, from near. the middle to the extreme point, are quite highly

polished. The under surface and head of the implement are pecked

1I Archivos do Mus.'Nac. do Rio-de Janeiro, Vol. z, Trim 1o. Est. z, Fig. 2, 1876.
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and smooth, but not polished. .This polishing of one surface only is

indicative, probably, of the fact that the specimen was originally an

ordinary axe, with an edge equal in length to the width of the blade;

and the polished surfaces result from grinding the face down to its

present outline, in consequence

of some accidefit by which

the edge was destroyed. This,

however, is wholly conjectural.,'

As an' instance of the oé-

currence of a well known form

\: Uof stone' implement far, be-

yond its supp osed boundaries,

fig. 16 is worthy of attention.

Not only does this specimen

prove the occurrence of

-grooved axes on the coast.of

California, but it is also an

instance of the pointed instead

of edged axe. This axe, if

such -it may be called, was

found by Mr. Schumacher, at

the steatite quarry, on St.

Catalina Island, and it shows

in the thin coating of steatite

dust which is ground into it,

that it has been used for the

purpose of pecking or ham-

ering out masses of soap-
Fic. 15 .- Ncw Jersey. . tone, for subsequent conver-

sion into the cooking vessels, that are f und in that neighborhood in

such great abundance.

While in the immediate vicinity.of the cality, where the preceding

example of a pointed axe from New Jerse.was found, there is an ex-

tensive soapstone quar, that was well k own to the Indians, it is

30 PRIMrrIVE INDUSTRY.
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_not probable that this specimen was used in working it, as it is free

from such sctatchês and slight fractures as wou d result from the con-

stant hammering upon.even so yielding a mat rial as steatite. In ail

probability, the pointed axe,

fig. 15, was a weapon, and

the somewkiat similar speci-

men from California was a

tool. r f '

Dr. Daniel Wilson, in "Pre-

hisforic Man," page 412, gives

an illustration and comments

on an "inscribed axe" that

was found in New Jersey, and'1
so claims a notice here. We
quote in full: "In 1859, Dr.J

John C. Evans, of Pemberton,

N. J., communicated to the

American Ethnological Society

an. account of a stone axe.in-

scribed in similar. [that is, to

the 'Yarmouth Bay Stone,].

unknown characters, *wh i c h

had been recently ploughed P!Î1
up on a. neighboring farm.

The axe,, which measures 

abgut six inches long by three

and a half broad, is engraved

from a· drawing furnished to

me by Dr. Evans. Dr. E. H.

Davis, after carefully ýexamin-

ing the original, informs me
FiG.i16.-California.

that, though the graverl char-F

acters have been partially retouched in the'process of cleanin it,

their edges present an appearance of age consistent with the ixlea
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of their genuineness, and the circumstances attending its production

furnish no grounds for doubting ,its.authenticity. Two of the char-

acters are placedi on one side ir t e groove for the handle the others

arently form a continuous line, running round both sides of the

axe blade.'

An examplé of an inscribed axe is n^w in' the collection «of the

Museum at Cambridge, from New Jersey, which certainly annot be

considered as of modlern origýn, nor is the "inscription" of an "alpha-

betical" character. Yet there can be no doubt that it is a carefully

carved inscription, whatever its meaning may be. The fiures or

marks are as follows "i r i ." They are deeply cut, and ae about

as closely placed' as -they woud be. were it..intended to w iite that

date.

Such 'an instance as this cannot be ,attribted to plough marks or any

accidental occurrence of that character ; and if it has any reaning

such as ownership, it is of great .interesi, and may be allied to the

peculiar notchings on many ornamental objects, which are of such a

character as to lead to the supposition, they are not simply attempts

at ornamentation.

The Pemberton axe, referred to above by Dr. Wilson, has at times, ex-

cited considerable discussion ant is a fraud, so far as The "inscription"

goes. It should in allssuch cases be remembered that the discovery

of such specimens, even when.made- by people of .known integrity,

does not by any mèans, settle the question of ýthe genuineness of.the

inscription. Those vho unfort.unately have so little to do, that they

can find time, and are malicious enciugh to perpetrate -stch hoaxes,

desire, above all things, that their handiwork should fall into just such

hands as did the Pçmberton axe. WVhen such remarkable objects are

foünd by men of respectability, they are received with that attention

and interest, which the fabricators could not hope to gain, were they

to present the discovery as• their own. For'tunately the poor fool,

who carved a few meaningless lines on n axe, overshot the mark,

and in imaking them too much likç kno characters, he failed to

mystify the.honest workers in archoology.

32
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An here, a' o, it 1ay be well t caution arèheologists a ainst frauds

f\a d fferent harac er, which ar even more likely to eceie the

n1r) Thes are mitations in soapstone of well knqw patt rns of

pl'nents,.rar or e 'en wholly dvnting in sorie cases in tsh lo' lities

fr m ich they a e id to come. Frtaudulent axes1 of Èèýishe ste-

ati e, e utiful in for and finish, do fnot unfrequentiy fijd their way

int th \abinet of rivaie coleet§or where, howeverhey gecom-
plis but litte h

I would be eas tý go o for an indefinite time, and point out pe-

culi features in t e ulti des of stone axes that are to be found in

ever museum, n se ttere throughout the country, but it is iinnec-

es to give addit*onal ex mples.

W atever may b tough: of the scientific value of single specimens

of th se axes, or of. t er reics found lying .upon the surface of the

groun\, that value is ehan d perhaps, or at least intere iis' attached

to the pecimens, wh rnwe casio.nally have the good ruine to un-

earth a so-called "de si " f these specimens, sometim s rnimbering

several hundred.

In o e case, in digg g a eliar:in Trenton, N. J., one undred and

wenty ere found,- "ai clos i hudtlled up together," as described by

the m who found tin T ey were about. three f et below the

surface, nd a "foot ep' in t e-gravel underiying t le soil. They

were su unded by, an ent y c vered with, a bright rick-red pow-

der. Ag in, in·digging r e r ceiving- aulfof the Riverv ew cemetery,

near Tre ton, N. J., a b shel-bask tful-f 'these ax s was found,

packe dclo ely together, si eet deep in he ground." n the neigh--

borhood of he bluff fron the Pelaware ver, about three miles.be-

lo w Trenton, N. J., sev' rauch instances h ve come tý the notice of

the writer. Iii the first two istances, the spe rmens wete all grooved

cobble-stone axes. Inanotier case, fifty: porp yry cel were found.

Theseapearede to ha e bE n carefully deposit , not thrown

pell-meilflito the hole ug to contain them.

In all such cases of 'e sits" of either axes o celts, there has

bee-no commningling f a nu ber of forms of imple ents, nor any.
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trade of fire.' The infe ence, udging irm the conditiors u der wiich

tho e in Néw Jerey w re fou d, is th t they have been bu ed fôr the

pu ose of temporarily conceà ing the

ut one single fact has »co e, und rnotice that in any. vay bears

Ùpon the subject of t e age of these els.

he instançe referred to was- as fo lovs: on the 3 d of ly, 186k,

a làrge white oak, measuring twe ty-se en feet im circimference

at three feet from the ground, duri a high gale of win l was up-

rootýd. A short titne afterward th& mense stump was removed pre-

par ory to levelling the ground The 1ole that the extra'cted roots

left measpred seven feet in depth. d thirt-three in circumfeier ce.

Four feet below the 1ottom of this ole, '16 levcti feet from the ur-

ace of .the ground, was found a vc du stone. axe, entangled i a

as of -fibrous roots that had beec off from the main root' of

e tree. In this case the axe must hav een buriEd in the earth e-

re this old tree was an acorn. No, as to the age of-the tree.

here were not less than five hundr d rings clearly'to be traced n a

s ction of the ttee afterward made and a large pQrtion of the centre

a d another portion about the circ mf rence could not be determied

a ciirately, but which, on compa iso with so much -of the tree as

re ined the. rings sufficiently dist nc to be counted, might safely be

es mated at as many more circles. thout allowing for any tin to

have elapsed from the time the a e il to the ground, or was int n-

tion ly buried, we have here with c rsiderable certainty, indications

of the long stretchbof one tho usan as that thiÏe has been qui tly

resting in the grour .

.-.------
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CHAPTER'

CFLTS, CHISELS AND GO

TaHE apied to ýcetai oisedcttnste~

THE term Ceit," from the Latin Cetis, a isel, has been tinive 1

sally adplied to certain polished . cutting impf'ý men Of Stone, whic
may be c9 nsidered .as .the typical form of im emet of the polish

stone, r neolithic. period.12 The .term, as dinari y used, howeve

include:; such a, egnsiderable ranige of forms, it at me limited su

division seems desiable to avoid confu ion.

The series of olished and worked stone impIements that arý

collect' efy described in the present chapter are, iri accordance with

this , subdivid d into three classe: the elts proper, with broad

conve cutting ed es; the chisels or narrow elts wi h straight edgesý

and t e gouges Ir celts 'with. concave -41ales,/ anî curved cuttin

edges.

As n all cases, where an attempt is mad to classify a large series

.of st e impleme ts, so it will be found he , tkiat 'nany objects are

so l sely related to. each otlier, that plac s e assigned to them

accor ing to the fncy of the collectof.

In considering the various-forms that hav beek gathered, the

grou ing . as been i1ade about the nost pron unced examples, and

the oundar line in most cases-bas been ob4lerabD2 Y

inte diate forms.

the celts proper, muc has-b n, et h le positively as-

ed-as-to their uses. ere w reno ro ved kes found ai

o1 tâilimplemeuras this, ter divisioSr o tone AYare /zsed, but many are

simpi ecked and hëamirnreà ia the desired shapes. Such ements re strictly "neolithic

ge
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our Atlantic seaboard, the. larger cel4 mig t be onsidere4 as axes;

but under the circur stances it cannyt be sh wn th t they wjre merely

a simplèr forn of that im

pYement. The smaller celts

have be n supposed to be

used as knives for skinn g

animals. yet no savage(was

ever seen to skin an ani-

mal with one of them. On

the contrary, stone knives-

of a very different pattern

are used for this purpose,

The typical chisels were

doubtless used in much the

same manner as the steel

chisels of to-day: the wood

having beei' previously

charred, so as to make

these primitive tools, avail-

able. Such of these as are

of very small size are a

puzzle to the archæcologist;

and they are called celts or

chisels from the[r'general

resemblance to other and

larger objects, of similar

forn, the use of which is

indicated by their size-anid

shape.

There exists less doubt

in the mind of the col-

lector, as to the gouges,
Fic. 17. -Néw Jersey. .i- ¯ f

than.as to-ny other fori

of stone implement. That they çould be use in any oth'er manner,
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than as their, name indicates, Wins monceivable; nevertheless, we are

here confronted by thé difficulty that besets the satisfactory classifi-

cation of other forms, that there are numbers of these gouges too

small to be of any practical use. In this case, they cannot be

disposed of as "toys for children,," and hence,'as far as they are

concerned, we are.left in the dark.

Fig. 17 represents what may be called the typical celt or axe without

a groove. This specimen measures e even inches in length by four in

greatest width, and has a beautiful, e en, sharp cutting edge, of -semi-

circular outline, which is perf&tly e in every' detail. The entire

surface is evenly polished, but the aterial -a very .compact fine

grained sandstone-has not that glossiness of surface found on celts,

made of porphyry or diorite.

Admirably fashioned and well ddapted as it is even-to cutt ing wood,

itejs difficult to conjecture any use for. such an implement, e cept it be

securely hafted; and that it was used in connection with a handle,

therecan be but little doubt. If such celts as these, whic are very

abundant along our northern Atlantic coast, had been usua y hafted in

stag-horn, as are many of those fgund in Swiss lakes, it is scarcely

possible that ail trace of such horn handles should have isappeared,

especially as other implements of antler are exceedingly c' mmon; and

in one case a finely polished celt of that very material ha been taken

from a -burial mound in Arkansas.

Ip the collections of the American Museum of Natu al History, at

Central-Park, New ¥ork th i reserved a beautifu example of a

polished celt of this attern, stilretained in its woode handle. This

handle is made of some hard'wood, apparently black walnut, worked

to-a.nearly cylindrical shape, and about fifteen inches in length. The

handle, has been perfórated for the insertion of the i plement, in the

same manner as the 'wooden .and horn handles found in the- Swiss

lakes. In' the New York specimen, the celt was'hafted so that the

implement projected equaly from both sides of the handle, and thus

rendered availâble for use, the pointed end, as weil as the cutting edge

of the tool. TÉ4s hafted celt-was found near Lake Luzerne, N. Y.
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If such implements as fig. 17 could be referred to the simple class of

chisels, which is scarcely warranted, and considered'only in connection

with a hammer, _as implements for working in wood, as canoe-making,

then, indeed, there would be no reason for supposing that they were

ever hafted, but the specimen found with its handle, to which refer-

ence has been made, shows that, at least to some extent, these larger

celts were attached to handies.

Mr. Morgan'3 bas remarked of the Iroquois, "for cutting trees, and

excavating canoes. and corn-mortars, in a word, for those 'necessary

purposes, for which the axe would seem to be indispensable, the Iro-.

quois used the sfone chisel Uh'-ga-o-gwät-hâ. In cutting tree's, fire

was applied at the foot and the chisel used to clear away the coal.

By a repetition 'of the process, trees were felled'and cut to pieces.

-Wooden vessels were hollowed out by the same means. Fire and the

chisel were the substitutes for the axe. The chisel was usually about

six inches long, three wîide and two thick ; the lower *end being fash-

ioned like the edge of an axe. Stone gouges in the form of a convex

chiselwere also used when a more regular concavity of the vessel was

desired."

If it be proper to call all such polished stone implements, chisels

and consider them only as a carpenter's tool; it is evident from the

faet of their very frequent occurrence in graves, that they- pbossessed

a high value in the estimation of the natives, which is.somewhat im-

probable, if they were never put to other uses than boat-building and

the felling of trees. Fig. 17, associated with another celt of-equal

size and scarcely inferior finish, was ploughed up in a field known to

have been an Indian burial place. When 'discovered, the two were

lying side by side, in actual-contact.

à there is a well-marked class of implements found in the same

localities where celts occur, which are true chisels, it is not without

reason that such large celts as fig. 17 should be considered weapons.

In figs. 18 and 19 we have examples of common celts. These are

League of the Iroquois, p. 358. New York, 1849.
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the ordinary forms as gathered in the ploughed fields, found in graves,

or unearthed in digging about village sites. Although not so abun-

dant, they are almost as well known as arrowheads, or grooved axes.

In the two specimens here figured, there will be noticed one marke&l

difference. Fig. 18 is acutely pointed at the upper end; while fig. 19

is as markedly blunt, and further shows that it has been subjected to

hard usage, as from blows from a stone hammer. Does this difference

between the- acutely pointed and the blunt head indicate that the

A

FIr 18.-New Jersey. . FiG.. 19. -New Jersey. 1.

latter was used as a chisel? It -would indeed be difficult to strike an

effective blow, with certainty, on the pointed head of sach a. chisel

as fig. 18.

This pattern is found in every part of the globe where polished

stone iiplements occur, showing that it best met the common wants

of mankind, everywhere; and possibly; if we could determine one

use to which such axes were adapted, of a strictly universÊfnature, it

LI
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would be safé to apply a name suggested by such use to this form, now

known by the somewhat objectionable te'rm of "celt."

Sir John Lubbock1
4 

figures a-celt, similar to fig. 18, from Ireland

Nilsson figures them from Scandinavia; and-the pattern is nearly

approached in axes from

Accra, ,West Africa, figured

by Sir J. Lubbock.'
6

Fig. 20, represents a speci-

men of the larger ungrooved

celts, that show but little trace

fof human workmanship, other

arrthefmey=w¯ouFfdge,

and a limiféd polishied surface

othe upper and lower mar-

gins. It measures cight and

one-quarter inches in length,

by four inches in width, at a

point a little-in advance of the

middle. It is of ordinary sand-

.- P stone, and originally was very

neaifoits present 'shape.

One, side is flatter than the

other, and appears to have

been -ecked and then sone-

what polished. The margins

have been polished for a short

distance from the'edge, and,

G on the lower margin, there is.a

very smooth surface, a little over an inch in extent either way, that

appears to be such "pecul1arpolished space, which has beerrproduced

by the frict'on of the wood," described y Lubbock as exhibited in

-Pehîstoric Time d ed., figs. 97-. page 88.

15St6ne Age in Scandinavia, pite vii, figs. 15: and 162.

Jo rri. Anthrop. Inst , London, vol. , page xcv (Proc. Eth. Soc.).
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some specimens found in Europe. There does ýot appear to have

been a'ny hard hammefing upon the head of this c.elt. -

Rude celts of this very primitive pattern are by no meáns comihon

in New Jersey, nor are the; any more so in the New England states.

Possibly, to some extent, they may have been overlooked, for suçh a
celt as fig. 20 would scarcely be recognized- if found lying in a

stony field. Pebbles thus sharpened at one end'may have been used

for a short time only and then thrown aside, and under most circum-

stances, such discarded im-

plements would have, the

edge-broken by violent

contact with other stones.

The puzzling featare of

such rude implements as

the above is, that one fails

to com prehend why such

should ever have been used,

when there was-appirently

such an abundance of bet-

tcr nes, and when the edge __;

s too 1irgited in ektent ap-

parently to be of any use

for cutting purposes.

Fig. zr represents-a com-

parativelv common style of FIG. 21.-NeCWJersy..

cet made from a pie'ee of serpentine, pecked to a blunt point

at the back. Frorn about ihe middle of the ~implement. to, the

edge it is very smoothly polished. This specimen measures a littde

less than three inches in length, and two inches in width along'

the. cutting-edge, and is a very good averagrexaple of this class.

of implements.

Objects of tha:character, made,-mot only of serpentine, but of much

denser mineral areA-ery common, wherever tone implenients of any
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pattern are found. This particularshape itnven more abundant than

the niodification of it, which has the head nely or quite as broad as

the edge.

ln Nuewny Enzfou d, though not iare, thîse small ceits are less fre-

quently found .thanthroughout New York and New Jersey. This

- c arative scarcity throughout. New England is the more noticeabie

from t fact, that there does fnot appear to be any cominon form of

stope imple nt found there which might readily replace it. As a

rule, these small ts are still found with entire or but slightly factured

edges,;which is p1 of of the †

fact that they were nôt ek

posesi to violent. contact with

ubstances -harder than wood.

Z Indeed, their size and shape

show that they were not

m ounted in handle',aswere

grooved axes, however it may

have been with such long and

slender forrms as fig. 17, but

may have been hafted in deers'

horn, as were all the similar

celts. found in the Swiss lakes.

In the magnificent series of

small c:Its, contained in the

Clement collection of the Ar-

chæologicat Museum at Carn-
F i,.. .- New Jersey.

bridge, there' are hundreds

which are mounted in horn or bone,-'hy being inserted into the handle.

in such a manner that only a small porticn of the blade projects' The

use to·which these diminutive implemeints wer'e put, is, of cotirse, a mat-

ter of conjecture. They may have been weapons, and ýpossibly were also

used for s litting the long bones of those animals which were used for

food. The identical character of t.he inplement as found in America,
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does not, however, indicate necessarily that they were used in this

country in the same manner as were thos'e found in the Swiss lakes.

Fig. 22 represents a slightly different pattern, being nearly square

in outliné. This blunt head, however, is .carefully smoothed, and

shows-no trace of hammering,'as might be l'ooked for, had the imple-

ment been used as a chisel. This difference in outline does not indi-

cate any difference of çrpose, probably, and. no us could be made

of this celt wh'ich could fnot lerriade of the one immediately preceding.

As yet, the^collections of'-stone implements made do not supply us

with any examples of pebbles -of this form, with simply an edge

worked upon one end, as we have seen lis true of such larger celts

as fig. 20. Small celts, like figs. 21 and 22,' and, as will be seen

later on, 'fig. 25,. have

had their entire surfaces

carefully worked, and it

is .not unlikely that, in

many cases, these smaller

specimens were origin-

ally much longer, and

constant resharpening

has reduced. their origi-

nal length, possibly one-

half. Grooved axes, w

have seen, have been

regronnd until, their-FiG 23.Ne*Je

length wa• quite disproportioned to the breadth and thickness of the

blade, and such, too, was the case with many of the grooved hoes that

have been collected.

Fig. 23 represents an, éxcellent example of tese srn'll.ceits greatly

reduceed mn iength by successive sharpenings. This specimen is -a por-

phyry pebble, originally glob-lar in form, although it rnay have been

ova, and hence the original gnding away of so much as was neces

sary to produce an edge was not as great as now appears. It, indeed,

seems incredible that a- pebble of one inch and three-eighths in thick-

4'3
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ness, and'less than two inches in length, sho Ild be chosen for making

orne of these small implements.

Quite small celts, with cohvex sides, curve edges, and of a thick-

ness usually equal to one-half the width, ar almost as abundant

as those J have called the typical, medium size ceit, such as fig. 18.

It is difficult te determine the relative abundanc of various patterns,

as we are still,.of course, ignorant of how great a nùmber of these

same forms are left in the .soil, for future explo ers to collect; but

basing calculations on such large series as have bee gathered, il may

be stated, that celts are abundant in proportion to their approach to

such sizes as t ose represented

in figs. 18 an 9i; and that

larger and sma ler specimens

are rare in prop rtion as they

exceed in size, o are smaller

than, figs. 17.and i.

Fig. 24 represe ts an ex-

ample of a thin peb le, quite

similar to fig. 22. his, little

celt is made of very ompact

stoneanid has not nly a

S arefully worked edge ut is

eevenly polished over the en-

tire stface., Such thin,sqt e

celts às this are freque ly
found i\ Ne\v Jersey, anà 0

casionall \ in \ew Fnga

In Oh1o and westward \thy are èi ente ab dande, and\ ta
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broad sides. This specimen differs in these respects from the average

implement of this pattern, found in New Jersey, and is similar to the

najority of those found.in Ohio and Indiana.

Fig. 26 may properly be placed in the same " class" with the pre-

ceding. Although a much less filtished specimen; it was unquestion-

ably put to the sarne uses. It is made of a fine-grained porphyritic

stone, and has been polished over its entire surface. This little "celt"

measures two and one-eighth inches in length by one and three-

quarters in width. The cutting edge was originally good. The back

FiG. 25 .- New Je . . FIc. 26. - NerJersey..

has a ridge rurining bli uely crosit, from which the surfaces slope

at an angle of fôrty-fi-e grees.

Sir Jon Lublbock, in ome " N es .n Stone Implements from

Afri a and Syria,'l gi s fi res a tual size of stone axes, which

certa'nly are identi a1 i sha e, an 'ha e'ben used, no doubt, iri an

entical manner. h auth r say, wi reference to them: "So-me

th West African xe, as w be en by te figures (plate ii, figs.

i and i), closely rese so of the -er axes so common in

"iJourri. Anthrop. Inst., Lond>n vol 1, pag xc, p te\figs. z and 2 (Eth. Soc. Proc.).

P~ t
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Western Europe;" and adds, as has already 1en observed of the

preceding pattern, " Indeèd, this type may b said to be cosmo-

poli an, and needs no description."

Fig. 2 represents qne of those very diminuti e celts that are not

un> mmon in almost any considerable collect n of Indian stone

imp ements. This e ple is a serpén'tine pel ble carefùlly rubbed,

down, until brought/o convenient shape, and th n given an excellent

cutting edge. -Exep the still smaller hematit celts, of which but

very few examples e been found in New Jers-y,,and none in New

England this is abo the smallest of this class cpolished stone i n-

plements. For what purpose'they were made, i is in v con-

jectùre, ,'but it must not b erred because this

specimen¿ meas ' less t an ttvo inches in

length is ed by -the sam name asf 17,

which iKcks little of being twelve inches in

length, that they were regardâd as idêntical im-

plements by.the people who fashioncéd them.

The hematite celts, to. which reference has

been made, are seldom smaller than fig. 27, but

are thinner and hâve had every surface carefully

worked down td a polished state. The cdgesof

these celts are well pi-eserved, d whiie usualiy
FiG. 27. -New jersey. ½

sharper than even the best s cimens made ôf

hornstone or porphyry, there is= not that- differe ce which wouid

seem to warrant the extra labor of reducing hem tite to a suitable

slhape.

It. is an interesting fact with reference to the use of this minerai, by

the Indians, for making cither im.plements or ornaments, that in Hun-

terdon and Warren countiies, Ncw Jersey, where hem 'te occurs in

the greatest abundance, that so few specimens of imp erits made o

it should be found. Ordinary stone implements, of every pattern

occur in the greatest profusion, but of thousands of specimens ex

amined, less than a dozen were made of'hematite/ It is not irdroba

ble that the few that have been found were br ught from a disance,

46
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and that the resident tri s were not acustomed to rnake use of thi

material.

.Fig. 28 is a remarkabl pretty example of a elt of'to ly di ere t

shape and' character, beir g a long, slender o , edged a one end,

instead of on the margin of one of its o r es. The llustration

will convey a better idea of the specime i el than can a dscrip-

tion. The specimen is horrtone pebb autifully polshed over

the greatèr portion of it surface. One blurh, as t4ough ab

ruptly broken off, but is nows-wepolished as any of other

parts. From this bl end, the-idth of the specimen du

increases with ut a corresponding decrease in the

M

FG. 28.-NewVJersey.

thickness for the distàncel'--n inch. whenithè width decreases ry a

beautiful curve more marke1 ujog the upper margin, which mîrgin

becomes the edge at the descent of urve, and continues so until

it joins the straighter portion of the lowél outline of tispecimen.

The blade, or edged end, is slightly bent, or, atilegt, has tha pear-

ance, from the edge not being in a-Eine with the miditesof the thi est

portion of the iÏnplement. If the specimen is.held with tie-traighte

side (/orzer side, in our figure) up, then the blade is bent toSrteight

and las just the proper "twist" to separate the skin from the muscles

most readily, if the implement is, as was.proIàble, a knife for skinning

animals. Certainly to such a purpose, it is iýr every way well adapted.

Still other foris presenting slight variations might be readily given,
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and an unbroken'eries from one extreme to the o erYnight be pr

vided from the hundreds of these elts that havereadybeÉí gath-

ered ; but a suffic ent number bave breen notic d etail to enáþ,

any one, who happily may chance pon one of e impiemen

the course of a sunimer iamble, o ecognize it v ut difficu n

if our studies of hundreds of .seci ens do n 0ot tr ht upon

the part hey ed in the daily lives of

the s 'people who m de them.

Il the preceding us ratio of this

chapter, the cuttin edge a been pro-

du ed y caretfully grindi the ·ston

fro>m eac sidte, so that. the ping shou d

be equaland the edge in e middl of

the -natural margin of the p ble or.slab

of stone used. Furthermor -aIl these

cels have a distinctly conve edge, as

has been already mentioned. ig. 9,

while in. many respects quite similar to

the celts proper that have been described,

varies in having a straight édge, in being

but little altered överrmuch of.its surface,

and in hving a large pqrtion of the peb-

ble split off, thus giving the blade of the

chisel an upper surface that is flat. Were

there no 'other examples of this forço in
Fz. 29. -New Jre.&

the collections made in New Jersey, this

might be considered a chapce occurrence, and had resulted from

finding a pebble with a coiveniet fracture, which had been utilized

by being ground down to a cuttipgedge at one end. A sufficient

number of this pattern-have be > fomn.d, however, to show. that it -is

evident that the partial splitting off of one surface of the pebble was

intentional. It is ûot of the least ,interest in this connection to de-

termine ·how this was accomplished; for the evidence favors the

conclusion that the specimens wre shaped by this process, and
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were not brought to t e general patt rfi of fig. 2 by pecki4 or

rinding. Chiseis of h s pattern are no abundant ir New Jersef
Fig. 30 represents polished iornsto e.pebble, 4rfe tIy flat.kpon

one side, and convex pon the other. 3iere is a-syinmtriaI c ical

head, bew whi actipn in fhýwidtho the blade, pro-

cing shallow notches\ >on the m Jaut whcl do not mee o

as to form ~a groove. e cutting e#e is

éryv sa, and lias be 'n quite straight. At

ýresent the corners ar vorn away. This

impleent, supposed to be a chisel, is el-

sentiaIl the same as the )receding, and

peasurýs seven and one- aIf i c s in length,

by two and three-eighth ing eatest width.

In speaking of a chisel; e are apt to as

soeigte it with the idea of hammer, as it is

of but little use, except a b w,7as fro a ham;

mer, be given it.. This is t e of th modern

ste chiselnd is the more o %ith an imple-

n mert reade of stose, such fig. 29, even if

ch4ed wood be the princi al substance cut

with it. In this instance th narrow conical

head seems to offer a seri us obstae l to

the asý of a hammer; and moreover, the

pqlished condition of the hea learly idi- /

cates that- it has never been e posed to any

violer tÙsage,

It has been suggested that this implement
FIG. 3o. - New Jersey..

might have· been used in detaching bark from

trees, either for canoe purposes or for coverings for huts ;\that by

placing the flat side down or up4n the body of the tree, and pushing
the implement forward, the bark w lu1d be detached from the. trunk of

the tree without danger of cutting it, as the edge of the implement

pressed -upon the wood, and the curved back of the blade lifted the

bark up as the blade moved forward
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Other chi1 els, or chisel-like modi cations of he tter own

consist of c lindrical and. quadrangu ar, imple hts, usually of serpen-

tine, rreasuing from three to five inches in en h and of n less tþan

an inch in width if square, or half a i*hn iameter if ylindrical.

These very small chisels have an edge arying fr m one-fourth to three-

fourthsofaninch in extent. ButÀery few havpbeen found in New

JerseyJnd they are still more arely met with in. New Engl d; but

as we bass westward of th Alleghany mouhtains, they are o n e

frequßnt occurrence, and -are fairly abundant throughout OIi ancJ.

Indiarna.

The purpose of th e dimintive chiels is difflùt to dete 'in ; and4,,

we can only safel place them -aMong that in4efinite class of st ne

impl mentswhi , it is evident, ere used as t ols.for making.oter

objects, 4 nd ere in wMay everjbrought-int -,y as weapo s. his

is, Indeed a somewhat unsatisf ctoiy 1method o disposing of a ast

n mber f\the most interesting forms of stone inlements; b t as the

arIy ites .either did not se them inI act/a use, or ee ave

nog eted to mention it, we are left in ignoranc o the part th- ere

ended to play in the daily life of the native/laces, or are for d to

ke refuge inconjecture, as to the purposes o a considerable p opor-

tion of these objects, which is, at best, a hazadous experiment.

Stone gouges, such as that represented frfig. 31, are very abun-

dant in New England, and comparatively ren-w York and New

Jersey. In'eastern Massachusetts, and.p ctiIry.-in Essex Co., they

are even more abundant than stone axes in central New Jersey, and

are as characteristic of every series of tone implements frodm that

vicinity, as are the axes froi the former locality. Still, they do notin

any way take the place of the axes, for these are fairly abundant in

New England, althôugh nowheré of as frequent occurrence as in more

sotithern portions of the Atlantic seaboard:

Fig. 31 is made of a compact, granitic rock, and has been carefully

wrought by pecking, until brought to its present symmetrical shape.

It is nowhere polished or smoothed, but the surface is, nevertheless,

quite even, and has a finished appearance, notwithstanding the slight
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length,-measures eight and three-fourths long by about three inches

in greatest width. Unlike -many, the

¢urved edge is of :limited extent,

vhile the hollowe<l portion of the

mplement itself is nhearly eqal to

the greatest width. A secon4 pe-

culiar feature, which, with- various

slight modifications,-is commoh to

many of the New England pat1erns

of stone gouges, is the transvèrse

dorsal ridge, which in this case is

duplicated. The object of these

ridges is quite clear, when we cqn-

sider the 'implement. as a gouge

for working in charred wood, asn

hollowing out a log canoe; for, a

\such, it required a handle to whicI

t was attached in much the same

manner as a New Zealand adze was\

hafted. Except in the one feature of

a more or less degree of curvature

of the cutting edge, the New Eng

land gouges are the American rep-

resentatives of the Pacific Island

adzes refeired to. This, of course,

does not apply to all of them, as FIG. 3!.,Machusetts

many are too small to have.been

used as -cutting toQls, unless in cases where the material worked

upon was very yielding, and the implement was held in the .hand,

or possibly used in connection with a hammer. While many gouges

have been collected in. New England considerably longer than this

specimen, it is seldom that they are wider or even as wide, and

therefore thts example may be fairly considered as about of the max-

CELTS, CHISELS AND GOUGES. 51
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imum size. As has already been mentioned, these larger gouges,

particularly, vary greatly in minor details, and the same slight differ-

ences are noticeable that have already been pointed out as common

to the grooved·stone axes. As in that case, so it may be with gouges,

every Indian was his own implement mak-er, and made the gouge

of the pattern,he thought would best serve his purpose.

Of the gouges of the Champlain valley, it has been remarked, that,' 8

"though not among our most abundant sp.ecimens, they are yet rela-

tiyely quite commn1-, and of an almost endless variety of form. That

ail of these grooved implements were used as gouges is very doubtful.

Of some of the specimens I have found it impossible to do more than

conjecture the use. None of the objects found are more ctrefully

formed and fincly finished th'n some of these 'gouges,' and most of

them'are far more carefully made than the 'chisels' or celts. Some of

the larger specimens are a foot in lIength, of basalt or other hard stone,

but yet are made with a degree of skill, as exhibited in the symmetry

of. form and smoothness of surface, that excite 'great admiration.

In some the groove is deep and'wide, and reaches from end to end,

each end, in some cases, being ground to an edge, in others it is short.

Some are flat on b9th sides, others on one, others convex on both.

Some have one edge finished 4ike a gouge and the opposite like'a

chisel, and in these the gouge end is flatter than usual and the exca-

vated portion but little concave. Some are of such soft material,

steatite, that it is difficult to see.how they could have been of much

service as implements, but most are of hard stone. Several long

'gouges' have been found which are somewhat peculiar in form. All

of these are very finely made in cross section they are shaped like

a narrow Gothic arch, the point- coming opposite the groove, or, in

snuch as have only a short groove, the portion above this may be nearly

cylindrical." In this communication reference also is made to two

gouges, measuring, respective1y, eighteen and nineteen inches.

Fig. 32 represents a second example of New England stone gouge,

Perkins, Amer. Naturalist, vol. xiii, p. 744.
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which has two very marked

differences from the preced-

ing. In this case, instead of

the two transverse ridges near

the upper énd of the hmple-

ment, there is a flattened ob-

lique stem or projection form-

ing the head, of the gouge,

and the blade is wider at the

broad cutting edge with which

it terminates, than at any other

part. The curvature of this

cutting edge is very pro-

nounced, and it is suffiòientlv

shairp, even now, to make the

imj>lement avery good t l
for the purposes for which

was intended. The projection

at the head does not afford a

surface of sufficient- width to

enable one to use a hammer;

and it is safe to suppose that,

when made after this pattern,

they were intended for remov--

ing such yielding material as

charred woodl, and énot for

cu-tingzwffod in' its natuiiral

state. hilt there i

great variation in the lish
of the heads of these goug«es,

t is seldom that we meet

with one of this peculiar

paàtern. Indeed,.-the form

is not particularly desira-
Fro. 32.-;Massachusetts.

ter
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ble, 'in view of the use to which is putsthe carpenters' gduge of

to-day.

Fig. 33 represents an excellent exanMple of the simpler form of

gouge, -stch as is-more--or

less common along the entire

Atfantic coast. -They are quite

comrnon in New York ; and in

some Portions of Pennsylvania

they are more numeroas-than

the strigt--edged celts, or

els proper. In. New Jer-

~ sey, this form of implement is

not common, in comparison

with ordinary celts, but it is

found in such numbers, as to

be generally represented in a-

local collections. Thle speci-

men herergured isimade'of

very ha unyieldinr so

sone, and has been hllowed

out as deep as was compatible

with the strength of .the~imple-

ment. The- back has been-

quite evenly smoothed, · ri

may have b_,een worn so by.

long continuied use. At the

upper end, a hole has been

*- rilled partly through the

stone. This specimen liresents
G . 3 3 .dassachui3' the maximum iegree of curva-

ture of the cutting . as seen in tliese gouges. Of the very large

series from Massachusetts, in Nuseum at Cambridge, and at the

Academy of Science at Salem, not one ded and but very few

approached it in this respect, From the worn conditio the cutting
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edge, it is probable that, when made, it projected forward, as is well

shown in the following example, from New Jersey.
Fig. 34 represents a 'similar plain gouge from New Jersey. This

specimen differs only in having a

projecting or convex edge, which

makes the specimen in .this respect

nore like the ordinary celts. It is

probable, however, as before sug-

gested, that this was a common

form of gouge, and that the edge

was gradually worn away by long

continued use. Of the series of

gouges, from New Jersey. whether

plain or with worked knob:like

head,. none possd so niarked

a di rfe :e.urvatuie of th' þlade

as dygthis specimen. h is ndt*

without- interest to know 4 hat of

the gouges of this patern' that

have been found in New Jersey,
all have the upper end or head

badly batte¶Çd,.thus showing that

thev had been used with .a maul k
or hammir7, whilst those wîth a

conical or j1otherwise d esi,gned

worked-heàd, such as the chisel

in fig. 30, show no trace of any 3
such usage. Whether this fact

indicates a different use-of these

implementsi.and hence the infer-

ence that th¢y are not gouges in . FIG. 34 .- New JeTsey 

the ordinary acceptation of that tern, is left for the reader to de-,

termine.

In the northem counties of New Jersey, and about the region of
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the Delaware Water Gap there is frequently found a pattern of gouge

or chisel, as the case may be, which is. strictly an intermediate

form. It is made of compact stone, is well polished, and has a

straight- cutting edge which is bounded by a narrow rim upon- each

side, extending at right angles to the blade. It is not apparent what

advantage arises from these narrow. boundary ridges,,if the implement

isé a chisel, such as is now used; and the slightly elevated edges of

the sides of the blade scarcely convert the impleme bt"o a gouge

proper.



CHAPTER IV.

GROOVED HAMMERS.

IN an attempted classification of Stone implements,,there is often

great danger of making a distinction where no differen-ce exists: This

is particularly truie of the grooved globular pebbles and small bowlders,

that are so cornnon throughout the whole extent of the Atlantic

coast. Examples of these, of a small size and carefully worked; have

been described as probably "club-head" stones. Others, of ruder

make, as the natural pebble witb a groove only worked about it,

were probably used in the same inanner as the notched, flat pebbles.

Besides these, there are larger examplesof practically the same form,

which are of.such dimensions, and, in some instances, show such evi-

dence of work, other than the pe.cking out of an encircling groove, that

their use as hammers or ýmauls seems to be indicated. While none

have beenïfound in New Jersey, or throughout New England, as large

and as heavy as the'largest stone mauls from the Lake Superior copper

regions, they do occur of such size -and weight as. render them avail-

able for all ordinary purposes for which a ,hammer is required. A

srhall series from Gloucester Co.,New Jersey, are hard, silicious peb-

bles or small bowlders, varying from five to seven inches in length, and

three and one-half inches'to foui and one-half in diameter. None of

these are worked othei-wise than'by being grpove.d or by having pecked

out a shallow chanel around them, at or near the middle -of the stone.

The ends, in two specimens, are slightly battered, as though used for

hammefing substances equally as hard as the mineral of which they

are made. The others show no trace of usage.

Stone hammers 'of this character, but of beautiful workmanship,

having wholly artificial surfaces, and the groove protected by a narrow,

(57)
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slightly elevate <e ha 4 been obtained froni Indii graves in

Kanas. A ser(s of the \re contained in the collICt ns of the

Museum of\Arch1eology, at Carhbridge, Mass.

Figure 35 epreîents the mòre usual shape and size of

,hammers, as wc\ find them in New Thisspecimen i exactly

five inccs-In t . It was originally of th\ Ordinary oval outline

so common to the coble-stones of the river-bed, and afterward cked

at the head to ma it flatter. 'I hàs a very shallow groove peck.d ir-

regularly àbout it ; the lressing down'.w-as apparenty md're with a iew
to obliterate projectin angles than t secure a depression or gro ve

for the handle-fastening At the nd r point there is a small peck -d

Fic. 35- New Je s\ &

surface w hich may have been ntended to ýroduce a blunter ed, or

caused by hamnimring upon other stones, as tusing the stone chisel

or goge.

Fi. 36 represents'a natural pebble which, bei grooved -already,

was ùtiIbzed as a hammer. The circumstances under which it was

foundiare the only reasons for- placing it with the grooved hammers.

It was associated with a number of arrowheads and other objects,

and the. assumption is, that,. like them, it had been placed where

found,'by the Indians. So admirably shaped is this stone, that, could

theyebe readily obtained, there would be no'incentiVe to niake and

groovetless shapely pebbles, for in no respect is this specinen inferior

to the others.
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unmarked. If used as a maul, i connection wirh a stone gouge,

the suifaces would soon becorne bat red.

Fig. 38 represents a peculiar pattern· of stone hammer, in which we

have the hammer-head and the handle, in one. This so-called
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"handle" is a continuation of the had, but 'has been pecked,

ground and chipped, until it is cylindricel. While the outline is that

of a hammer, it is not im-

probable that it was used as a

pestle, although the end is

fnot battered or wom in any

way.

The "head" var s con-

siderably in thickness,arid-on

that side projecting from the

handle is quite narrow, and

has the appearance of having

been chipped; or, possibly,

this is the result of long con-

tinued. usage, in hammering

against stone.

Perforated stone hammers,

similar to those found in such

abund\ane in northern

Europe, de of rare occur-

rence in YNorth America. I

know of but a singlespeci-

\me of forated stone im-

p1emerinwhich may be

considered as probably a

hamrnmer. is in the collec-

tion of tlî late Professor

Haldeman. :This h mmer

measures eicrht and one-half

inches in lengt y four in

FIc. 38.- New Jersey. . wid h. It is oval in shape,

and through the middle is a carefully drilled perforation, four and one-

half inches in length, and one inch in diameier. The stone has been

pêcked over its entire surface, and is a heavy,' finely grained sandstone
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pebble from the bed of the river. It was found ' hiGkie

Lancaster County, Penna.

Wooden mauls, it wou.d appear, wereso times used. Mr. E.

Ellsworth19 has described the circumstances the discovery of

wooden maul, in the valley>'f the Conieçtictut iv . This imple-

ment is twenty-one inches in length. "Lerigth of hea , eleven and

one-fourth inches; length of handle, ni andthree-f rth inches;

diameter of the head measuning in a plane oincident wit t e 'c&rve

of the handle, five inches. This specimen sh>s two, ind ted and

battered surfaces. "Professor Rau has suggestedtat the , let was

used for driving stone celts. This is probable, both r e fo, and

position of the indentations in the mallet."

s

"Ellsworth. Sithsoneian Amual Rèþrt foi 1876, p. 46, fig. .





CHAPTER V.

SEMIIUNAR SLATE KNIVES.

Ir is proposed to consider.herp, a class of kn fe-like 4 plements,

which, from their shape, have been design4ted s Semil nar Slate

knives. Throughout New England, and as far s uth as Maryland,

these knives occur\vith more or kss frequency as t e localiti s happen

tol be rich, or are wanting, in the ordinary' atter s of%n\ian stone

iîplements.

A typical kuf o this form may be briefly dscribed as a thin,

b 'e ý ýdi. of about six inches n length, aný two in greatest breadth,

the cutting edge'bein'curved, and extending fro end to end of the

blade, thus making it semilunar in outline. As a rule there extends,

along the back, a narrow, thick ridge of uniforn width, which affords

a convenient and secure hold, when the knife is ken in hand.

In New Jersey, these knives, now usually uch broken, are not

uncommon on former Indian village sites; b in other localities, or

singly scattered about our iélds, they are s ldom or never found.

Whatever may have been t ie us to which t ey were put, their shape

certainlv indicates that they(wer a domestc implement, a household

knife, for cutting flesh or equall yielding ubstances; and not such a

knife as the men would car ith hem

These knives possess an ad itionainterest from the fact that they are

a well-known form of cttfin implement of the Eskimo and Alaskan

Indians. In the archeol gical collections of the museum at Cam-

bridge, are two specime s (P. M. Nos. 2053-54) of this form of

knife, each wiih a blade f slatý inserted in a wooden handle. Except

that the handle is of another m\terial, they differ in no respect.

(63)
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Knives of this pattern, made of iron and ivory bfýthe Eskimos of

Cumberland Sound, have been desctibed by -Lud'vig Kumlein, in the

Bulletin (No. 15) of the U. S. National Museum. This author says:

"The favorite and principal tool of the women is aj.nife;~shaped Jike

an ordinary mincing knife. Nearly all the Cumberland Eskimo have

now procured'iron enough fro'n some source or other so that they can

have an iron knife of this pattern. Before they could procure enough

iron they made the knife of ivory, and merely sank flakes or pieces of

iron into thé edge, in the same manner as the natives of North Green-

land do at the present time. This same practice of sinking iron flakes

into the edge was also used on~their large skinning-knives, which were

made from a walrus tusk, and .much after the pattern of an ordinary

steel butcher-knife. Some of these ivory knives have no iron in them;

but at the present time they are used principally, if npt entirely, for

cutting snow anid re oving ice from their kyacks.

he women seldo use any other kind of knife thlIn such as just

describ . Vith then th remove the blubber from the skin, split

skins cut meat, and whe sewing this instrument is used instead

of scissors. hey begin a garnùint by sewing together two pieces of

and shapin hem a.s they.go ng by means of the knife, cutting

for an hor two d then sewing.' he lwayspus-the knife from

them when rking it.'

As these semi ar is are more abuntant in New Englandthan

in the mid tates, a do appear to have been in use among-.

t outhern coast tribes, 1 s obabe~that the patern was deri'ed

from thé Eskimo with whom th rthe Algonkins were frequently

1 contact.

39 represents a fine ex ànple of se te knives, such as are

found the localities mentioned. It w hed up in a fleld

bordering n Crosswick's creek, Burlington Co. Jersey, in which

locality not o ly scores of ordinary axes.knives a d a wheads have

been found, but ragments of at least thirty diferen e s of this

patern of knife. ey were about, equally (dvided be een cIy as



were'perfectly plain, as in this instance, and such as were ornamented

with incised lin -s of various

patterns on the des of the

dorsal ridge .or back of the

knife.

This specimen, fig. 39,'is

made from a slab of com-

pact, fine-grained yellowish

slate, or, more properly,

clay-slate, and has been at

one time, highly polished.

Portions of this pçlished

surface are still to be seen

in one or two plaées. Fig.

39 measures six inches in

length at the back, and the

blade, wvhich is one-fourth

of an inch thick, is an inch

d a half wide at the-.

widest portion. T h e fi c e,

towards each end, it de-

scribes a curve an4 de-

creases in width.

These knives, of which

so manva-e found -in New

England, have been so well

described in detail by Prof.

F. W. Putnam, in the "Bul-

Jetin ofthè Essex Institute'

of( Salem, Mass., that we

quote his remar - fuil.

"i Mny beautiful c ting

imrlen ents have been foùd Fic. 39.-Ncw Jersey.

in varioÌùs countries, especia in North America. Schoolcraft, in his

SEAMLÉNAR SUATE KNIVE.. 65
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extended voWkon the Tndian tribes, figûres several 'fine specimens,

otably the one represented onj1 ate 45, figures ito 3 (vol. i), found

Hartford, Washingtôn bunty, N. Y., which he states to l>e carved

froa a piece of green serpentine. This knife is somewhat sickle-

shaþed, flV-e and three-quarters inches long, with a curved triangular

blade descending from a well f9rmed rounded h4dle. Schoolcraft

also figures· (vol. ii, pL. 49, fig. 4) a cutting implement with a blade

five and three-quarters inches long by an, inch in width. The 4gure

shows a thickened portion answeÉi g for a back or handle. This

spécimen was found'in Genesee Co., N. Y. The drawing is, however,

very poorly executed and the description is so briefs as to leave us in

doubt as to th e exact character of the implement. The specimen

figured on his plate 5, figures 5'ýnd 6 (vol. ii), under the title of

'fragment of a blade of a battle-axe,' and described as made of si-

licious %1ate, is far too thin and fra ile an implçment for a battje-axe,

and 'is more likely another form f slate knife, perhaps having two

symmetrical blades, through the entre of which (the figure shows a

br en groove, w'hich may rXpresent, a hole drilled through the

c ntre of the blades) a wood n handle was iniserted.

Squier and Davis iu their work on the 'Ancient Mo umènts of

the Mississippi .Valley,' p. 216, give. a small. voodcut o a semi-

lunar-shaped knïfe, which they state is a form 'occasionally f und in

the Eastei-n states. They are sometimes composed of slate, a d are

of various sizes, often measuring five or six inches in length.· ey

are WIell adapted for flaying animals, and for other analogous purpo s.'

Their figure represents a knife of the same shape as the one here e -

graved (fig. 4 0).r

'Of these semilunar knives, I have seen quitea number of specimens

in varions collections, but thus 'far all, as stated by Squier and 1avis,

have been from the Eastern states. In the Peabod Museum of Ar-

chzeology, at Cambridge, there are several of this form,\ne of which

is about eight inches long and is labelied 'Paring Knife, Amoskeag

Falls, 1795.

"'The one represented here as fig. 1-(Fig. 40) is beautifully fi *shed
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and perfec . It was found in Salem and placed in the Museun ofthe

East India Marin ciety. It is not quite five inches in length and

is a little less than two'hes in greatest depth of blade and back.

The back is about half an inc depth and a little over a quarter of

an inch in width at the centre,

narrowing at the ends, per-

fectly flat above. The blade

is e-fifth of an inch thick

along he under side of the

thick ba k; it is gradually

thinned out to the cutting

edge 911 round, which is only

one-tenth of an inch thick

about one-fifth of an inch from-

its outer margin, which is

evenly and nicély brought to

sharp cuttirg edge. The

en ving sho4 vs the shape f

th k e btter than wbi

will ese it. It will

ntieed Ya the blade is

sligh mo p 'nted at one

xtrem than t e other.

mate 1 is slate

h sever\ ,fi ne *ns a

h>aàde tance\qua )

show" in engrating:

quite oqiam d with seve

dark wavy lines, ht streaks

and bands, and a berof

irregular wavy lines o red

mineral running in all i-

rections over the sIrfaee, b not indi ed e -era
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"Another specimen, also received by the Academy from ite East

India Marine Society Museui, was fotmnd uon the farin li Danvers

fornerly owned ,by Governor Endicott. This spucirnen consists of

about one-half of the knife, and was evidently, when perfect, about

six inches.long and tvo and a quarter deep. It was made of a slate

very much like the Salem specimen, but withouit the dark and red

veins and mottlings."

Although these knives are made of a material readily.obtained and

easily worked, they were not always discarded, when they chanced

tu get broken in halves,. Many of theni had the broken end ground

down to a smooth bluint edge, and the cuttiug egile slightly ground

away at the same end, and thus a new knife wasnade out of half of

an oli one, which was almost as good as the original' for the purposs

for which such knives were made. It'is eviudent, hower, that these

knives were thrown aside. when others .of nietal were obtained, as

the appearances of the fr'ctureul edgeus of such as we now fird indi-

cate that they have been broken or .crushed, as by the tread of a hor-

in comparatively recent times.

Fig. 41 represents "a knife. of dark ta s ate which is unlike-

any other that I have seci ,ound near the church in Putnam-

ville (Danvers), Mass. amd is thus ofnarked intérest to us as a relie frpr

Esse county.. It is sligttly over five juches in length. and alout on.e

and one-half inches in depth at ts centre. It is worked to.a rouînded

point at each end, as shown by the engraving, and the smooth cutting

edge is from point to point. The greatest thickness of the blade is

one-fifth of in incl. The back of the knife s ground off to quite a

thin edge, but evidently vwas never sharpeued to forn a cutting edge,

though tL e back is sý thin as toe"nder its being held in the hand an

uncomforle matter while usin the knife uinthis way ; anf'the three

holes that hIve been rudelv -cut, apparently by seping ba-kwards:and

forwards with· a pointed stone. on both sides. until a hole was made,

are evidence that the knife w- niounted on a handie 1y passing bands

'through the holes and around-the handle, which was probably grooved
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along its uh/ler side to fit over the sharp back of the kñife. In cor-

mon with. the other slate knives, this specimen was. finished °with care

'sind is pevfectly smooth aid well sharpened along its cutting edge.

Eva4s, in his instructive work on

e 'encient Stone Implements of

Great/Witain,' mentions (). 311) that

in smeEsquim~aux knivés, the blade

s t d to a wooden back by a cor<f

w h pa.ses thromjh. a hole in the-

It woul thus seern that ur New

England In(lians, for to thern I think

we must look as the. makers and 'iI

owner> of the knives I have specially

dlescribelere not satisfied with using

simple flakes of sone ani broken arrow

and spearbea<s for knives, but that

withei therù as. with -us 'to-day there

were many, and often eLaborate, styles

of this most Iisefûl implement. ahd

who can say that to posss a good

knîifes not as much the anbition of

the men of the departed race as it is

with those who have succeedlel them ?"

As willTe noticedi, by referring tol

thintroductory renmarks .on t h e se

kniw4.s, a. a class. I o not agree with

the conclusion in the above iquotation'

The New England Ir lians, as weU as

those in New Jersey and elsewhere,

had better knives fo ordinary pur-

poses-than these of slate.

Anothe s j,- 4 r - Matssachusetts.
A noth er specimen. fig. .4z. - is ~ t M~cu<~.

-'nearly perfect, onW end only ieing broken off, as shown in the figur.

lea
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Allowing for this missing fragment the knife was about seven inches

long : the back is three-quarters of an inch deep and the blade about.

one and one-half inches. The thickness of the blade in the centre is

about three-tenths of an - inch. The peculiar workmanship of the

back, as shown in the- section, in the form of a series of untven

knobs, was probably, intended to givt dfirrñness to 'the hold when

grasped by the hand. This specimen was fo:md in a sand deposit

tiear Kingston Falls, Kingston, New Hampshire."

A finish very *indilar t' that on te' back of these siate knives is

seen in some of the fragmentary spec i ens from New Jersey, now in

the .archæeological Museum, at Cambridge, Mass. Upon one of them is

a series of lines similar to those upon the illustration of the New Harnp-

shire knife. These etched or graved lines are,'in some instances, upon

F:r- 42.-New Hampshire

so limited a portion of the back, that they ca sèarcely be ,considered as

ornamental ; and it seems not uireasrblç o consider them as marks

indicative of ownership.

Fig. 43 represents a most remarkable. form of theseste nives,

which, although of more tha ordinary rude finish, hh.s certain pec -

arities which are of great interes These strikiig features sist of'

series of etchings and deeply -in'd .lines of per s no meaning.

Taken in order, it will be noticed that at the back of the knife are

four short ines at uniform distances ap and a fifth, near the end of

the implement. Besides these arefifteen 'horter parallel lines, near

the broader end of the knife and about-the iddle of the blade. A

series of five zigzag lines are also cut on the ol osite end of the blade.

s it possible that such simple -márkings can h ve been intended as

,70
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men of North America may have been, in times prior to the advent of

SEMILUNAR SLATE KNIVES. 7"

mere ornainentation? However "primitive" the mind of the red
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Europeans on this continent, it is difficult to imagine that theirideas

of ornament and decoration should have been so crude as to)be satis-

fied with slight and inconspicuous scratches. Nor does it accor<d with

their evident appreciations of symihetry and elements of beauty,

which we see in various specimens of their handiwork. Hands skilled

in the production of faulilessly designed celts, and of animal sculpture,

such as the bird-shaped objects figured in another chapter, could never

have intendèd such simple devices as those upon this knife blade

as an attempt at ornamentation. Setting aside, then, this explanation

of their meaning, it may reasonably ·be asked, have they any other

meaning? That they have is more than probable, though what that

meaning is remains to be determined. More prominent than the

numerous lines to which. reference has been made, are the clearly -

defined, u mitakable birdýs eads, placed midway betweenrthe two

series of ines. What they indicate is of course a mystery; but it is

not a ittle curious that there were, among the Lenni Lenapè. or

Delaware Indians, three grand clans or principal divisions of the -nation.

These were, respectively, the Wolves, the Turkeys and the Turtles.

In the mountainous region of the head-waters of the Delaware\ riverv

and'southward to the Water Cap, the Wolves or Minsi. were in un-

disturbed possession of the land. Southward, and westward to the

Susquehanna, were the Turtles, or Unâmis; and along the coast, the

Turkeys or Ùnalachtgo. If we can, by any allowable use of the imagi-

nation, see in the crude attempts at piçtorial. representation, heads of

turkeys, a bird once as abundant in a wild state, as, it is now under

domestication, the inference is legitimate that thly pictures on the knife

may have some reference to the people, whose "totem " was the bird

in uestion.

As bearing directly upon the question of the significa ce of tiese

representations of-heads..of birds, attention is here calle to a s ell

disl from Tennessee, fig. 44, upon which are four figu,res sim4lar

to the two on the .knife from New Jersey. Such carved shells aie

qµite common in Tennessee and southward, and have been usual\y

takei from gr'aves. Can they be regarded as totems? It haý
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been stated of the Virginia Indians,20 "of this shell [cunk] they also

make round tablets of about four inches in diameter, which they polish

as smooth as the other [shell beadls, etc.], and sometimes they etch or

grave thLreon circles, stars, a half-moon, or any ,/ther figure suitable

to their far.cy. These they wear instead of medals before or behind

their neck, etc." Here we see a reference apparently to just such

shell disks as fig. 44; and the interest in the reproduction of the same

figures on other objects, found in New -Jersey, lies in the probable in-

dication that there is, in the latter, a trace, at least, ot tribal relation-

FIG. 44.-Tennessee.'4.

ship with the southern Indians. Did we not learn from the writings

of l-eckwelderthat the Lenapè had "the turkey totem," we might

supp.ose that this drawing of such bird heads originated with the in-

trusive southern Shawnees, who, at one time, occupied lands in the

Delaware valley, and who àre supposed by some writerý to have been

closely related to the earliest inhabitants of the southern and south-

weern states. Inasmuch as we shall fnd that, not only on this slate

"Beverly:" Hist'ry. and Present State of Virginia." Book H1, Chapter xii, P. 58. London,

S 1705. Quoted by L. C. :Jones, jr., in "Antiquities of Southern Indians.

7/3
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knife, but upon a bone.implement alo ilar heads of birds are-en-

graved, it is probable that the identit of the design is not a mere

coincidence, but that it must be» ex 'ined efther in accordance with

the .statements of leckwelder o be considered as the work of

southern Shawnees, after theif- val in New Jersey. In the latter

event, the theory that these dis were the work of .-a people differerit
from and anterior to the nd s found in the Cumberland valley, at

the time of the discovey o that region by the whites is, apparently,

not sustained by the fats.
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. K Ii ES.

e sameallys of our cre k and

pearpoints ad arrowheads, there

iplement equa1ly\ variable in size

e .promient fe ure, these obje ts

ently c sed as 'ýchipped knives ,"

ordin#ry spearpq<nts, that it is no

hichi f the t o ofms they really

b m e, by strikin from a pe ble

Wh uch great pains should ve

per\ nives that we fnd>pciall

on em was not for\ the improe-

be n remarked of primitive stone

an stone whi h will ciii) easily to

fi cutting implement, 'nd is much

ar wont to suppose. S<me of the

u of the most primitive form of

have described to me practices

on. illustrating the modç of man-

dest cutting -tools. Thcý Indian,

ress a deer almost as quickly as his

bis hunting knife. Picking\up the

it, tnder sharp blows with another

th afew blows he would bring it to

(75)



the de ired form, and, commencing his work with a drawing motion,

would open the skin with great nicety."1

Imîlements that'were unquestionably used as cutting tools are no-

wher as aburdant as airrowheads, but they seem to bear such a retation-

ship, in point of numbers, to arrowheads, as 0vould be expected from the

use ýf the two forms. The one fnot bieing able to be lost, and lasting

perhaps a lifetine, is much more scarce than'the other which was certain

to l e quickly lost, and of viich a vast nu rrber were necesdary even if

thév were not used in warfare, as we well kno v was the case. On

the other hand, if we call every object, tha seemns badly designed for

a spear or an arrow, a knife, we .have theñ ajvast increase in this class of

o jects and almost as many specimens are found of one form as of the

ôther. Unleks, however, it is supposed that knives were .rnade, used

and thrown aside, on the spot, it is manifestly wrong to consider every

small spear or large arrowhead as a knife. To do so presupposes a very

dense population, or a long occuparcy. If we call all these objects

knives, we lessen materiallv the number of arrowheads, which lattr

were, necessarily, vastly more abundait, than any other implement e

Inlians possessed.

While a few spearlike fonns have been classed as knives, for' re· sons

mentioned, it is by no neans certain that they were not quite a: nmuch

in ie as spears, as they were as knives. -If we endeavor to picture

the ordinary avocations of the natives. 'of our coast, especialy bçfore

the arrival of European settlers, we shall find, that hunting ecessarily

occupied nuch *of their time. 'he skinis of animals were t e depend-

ence for clothing, and their flesh with that of fishes was n important

element in their foodI-supply. So varied in size, and i habits, were

the mammals they hunted, that it can scarcely be dou ted, that there

vas in common use a greater variety of hunting iinp ements, than of

weapons of war, if indeed, any distinction was ma between them.

For hunting certain anim s, as well as for spearin certain fish, the

Indians dotubtlessly made use of particular patte s of stone imple-

SM. C. Read.. Tract of w~ e.Reserve Historical Society. No date. p. 2. Ohio.

76 PREITrIVE INDUSTRY.
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ments which have been called spearpoints, arrowheads and knives.

So few, comparatively, of the latter, and so many of the larger arrow-

heads and smallest spears, were required as spears fur the smaller

mammals, that it is safe to consider, simply as knives, as few objects.of

chipped flint as possible, and to regard all such as could be so uped,

as heads of spears and arrows.

I he cireumstançes, too, under which occasional specimens have

been fo mi, have a direct bearing

upon this matter. Chipped in-

plements that seem 'ill adapted

for use as arrowheads, have-i-en

found, in one in: nce, deeply

e7lbedde( in a lumbar vertebral

of an and a smali blnt

spear for ed into the shoulder-

blade -of a hear. These in-

stances s ggst the use of a bow

and arrov rather than a spear.

Certainly they do fnot indicate

their use as knives. A third in-

Stance i. known of an indiffer-

ently c ipped and scarcelv a

pointed arrowhead, being found

in the v ry centre of a large white

oak. I had evidently pierced

thetre , when a sapiling ; and,the ~Fic. 45.-New Jersey. j
remain ng in the tree, had been

in tim enclosed by its growth. When felled, the tree nieasured neary

five fe t in diâmeter.- How unlikeiy is it that this implement used as

a kni had been left sticking in a tree!

Fié. 45 represents an excellent exan pie of what may be considerel

a tpcal chipped flint knife. That it is a cutting tool alonc s evident.
Whekher held in the hand, by grasping the implement as it is, or

whe4her it had a wooden or bone back, into which the more irregular
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margin was inserted is not evide t, from any peci iarity of the j.peci-

men•; bt-that the ha was protec d in some way rom the jýgged

back cf t i e is ve irobable.

Knives of th. p ttern ar of common ccurrence in ail' rts o th'è

country, and be t e sam'e elationship tQ the common rnis of

chipped objects tha th groun< celt does to those that are polished.

Stich knives, however, a e <t alway. as coarsely flaked as in t

'rhose that are*of a less w y surfac e edge, have no ad-

vantage as mere cutting tools. That

iey were nàch used, except for skin-

ning and distnembering· umals, is

very improbable.-.,,

In the limitation made in this chap-

ter, fig. 45 is considered as a knife

pxoper and is of about the maximum

size. Those of the size of fig. 46 are

much more common. This specimen,

whih str ngly suggests the blocked-

out arrow iead, is a .most common

object on Ivillage sites, and;wherevgr

ordinary fo s of stone implements are

found.

FAI-New Jeer. Ion som ocalities, as in tie im-

mediate vicinfty of ihland ponds, and r 'short distances along

many s\all streams, often a hundred o more of these knives

will be found scattered over the .ground. When a number are

thus found together, they are very .unifornm in chipping, and present

a gr-at similarity to figures 46 and 47. When,, further, it is noticed

that they were all apparently made from the same bowlder, it be-

comCs evideht that. for some given purpose, and probably by some

one person, a quantity g)f knives were made, and used by the little

community, which Ôften has ft scarcely any other trace of its

ancient solourn on the spot.

Fig. 4 represents a common forni of knife, that also bears a strong
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resemblan to an unfinished ef-shaped arrowhead. Were such -

implements. thered from the refuse ,left where arrowheads have been

made, it woul be looked upon a

simply a discarded cimen but w

we find them si i ler may have

eir origin, it is presumable thet

they were used as knives. Many show

indications of use by a stri ion and

setni-polsh of the surface ; whenthis is

found,. it is evidence that, to some ex

tent, they were used as knives. The

width, in comparison with the length,

and the obtuse point, presuming this to

be a finished implement, clea indicate

that they could have had n other use

than that of .knives.

Fig, 49 represents a flint knife from 47- N Jc .

California, to whiclr attention is called,

in connection with the descriptions of the preceding -exampÍes of

chipped implemàents, figs. 45-48, wlAich have been considered as

-cgting tools. This California specimen is

a flaÌkef striped jasper or hornstone, which

has been detached by a single blow. The

surface shows no trace of secondary chip-

ping, except at the very edge, which has

bèen slightly modified by the removal of a

series of minute chips. The cutting edges

are not sharp, nor the point acute. At

the base, there still remains much of thè

asphaltum used in secuning a handle to the

specimen.. These handles were usually of

Fm. 48.-New Jersey.' wood. (See Vol.: VII, of Georaphi<Él

Survey of 'U.S., West of rooth Meridian, from which voltme this

illustration is taken.)



W'hile asphaltun was not known to the Atlantic coast tribes, thèy

still had an abundance of glue of excellent quality, and it iS te

probable that such knives as figures 45 to 48, inclusive, were haftedd

iuch the saie manner, as the specimen represented in fig. 49.

In fig. 5p we have the highest type of these oval knives, and an

excellent example of the dexterity acquired in chipping flint to any

desired form.

FIc. 49. -Caifomnia. ~.

As compared with such as have justbeen considered, these knives are

not abunlant in New Jersey and th'ev are cormparatively rare through-

out New England1,ex ce>t in the Connetctieut v:lley where they ,arequite

çomnmon. In,Ohio; these'knives are more abundant thai along our

seaboard. and there, thev are usually made of the bluish hornstone so

characteristic of the best examples of flint chipping found in that state

.80
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The N w Jersey examples of this pattern, which vary much in size,

althoug not generally larger than fig. 49, have been found mostly on

the banki ofi the Passaic and Hackensack rivers, in the eastern > art of

the stat ; and, as in many other localities, they have been considered

as "fish-knives," for nq othef reason, apparently, than that they Were

found i i the immediate vicinity of

the river.. Tfere is some danger of

being mi -e,d, in thus naming an im-

plement rom the character of the

locality-wl ere it was found, because

villages were i uated near

or on the very b;nks of all our rivers,

and especially at such points as

,,fforded favorable opportunities for

- fishing. In sueh localities, therefore,

all the storie implements used by the

Indians are likely to be founi, and

great care must be exercised in draw-

ing inferences from the mere position i

of an implement when found, or from

the nature of the locality, in which it !j '
was discovered. That such knives 7

ap fig. 50 are admirably adapted to

cutting and* scaling fish is unques-

tionable ; but until they are found so

4associated1 with other objects, anld in

kitchen middens wbiere fish-bones

charactetize the heap it cannot be
-x;5° .New jvrgey. j

shown ,hat they were designed for

particuh >Y-)urpose, but ratherwere applied to all the ordinary uses

o such a

igs. 5 1 and\2 rep nt other forms of these broad-bladed knives,

whi -h are cornpai4ttively co on throughout the lngth and breadth

6
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are the prominent feature of such implements leads. very naturally to

the inference that they were used as cutting tools.

Fig. 5 1 appears to have had a short drill-like projection at the upper

end, which has been broken off; but that it w,as really such a drill is

not evident. It bears, however, a close resemblance to certain perfor-

ators or combined drills and knives.

Fig. 53 represents a beautiful specimen of the maximumsize, of a

FIG.- ,5.-New Jersey. . FiG. 5 .- New Jersey. {.

class of chipped implements which. is rarely met with in the New

England states, but more frequently in New York and New Jersey,

particularly on a much smaller scale, and then it is known as the trian-

gular arrowhead.

Like the long oval knives, these triangular knives, if such they are, are

chipped from flint or jasper, that is free from foreign mineral, and hence

susceptible of being worked to a very sharp, straight edge. The blade

itself is as thin, as in any implement of its size, of any pattern.
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Were it fnot that dagger-like implements are almost as abundant as

specimens of this character, it would seem proper tó refer these to that

class of weapons, rather 'than to

considers them as knives, or as

plain spearpoints. . The absence

of the worked base seems to be

a sufficient reason for not con-

sidering· them as spears. This

may be an error, but as un-

questionable spearpoints are

abundant, and implements. like

fig. 53. comparatively rare, it is

quite as probable, that they were

used as knives, possibly for sone

one purpose alone, 'as that they

had any other significance.

Knives of the plainer patterns,

here.mentioned, are equally abun-

dant in the valley of the Susque-

hanna river. In the very complete

collection of stone implements

from this region, made by the late

Professor Haldeman, are many

chipped knives of .the size. and

shape of figs. 45 ànd 46. The

majoiity are made of jasper, and

are very evenly chipped; but a

few are made of the limestone of

the vicinity, and are admirably

well finished. A few specimens - G 53.-New J +.

of the highly finished oval, and

long triangular knives also, were collected by him, and in every case,

they are made of the peculiar bluish .hornstqpe found in Ohio. It

is probable, therefore, that these were brought from that state.
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This implement, except in being .somewhat shorter, is of- the same

character as the large chipped cher implements from the California

coast, figured in the seventh volume of the 'U. S. Geographical Survey,

West -of the irooth Meridian. While many of these latter are fully

double its length, they do not differ in any other

particular. When of such great length, however,

they could scarcely have.been used'as knives.

Knives of this pattern have occasionally been found

in -"deposits " of consideiable numbers. In the

museum at Cambridge is a series constituting a por-

tion of "a deposit of about two quarts," ývhich was

ploughed up near Denmark, Lewis Co.; New York.

Those of the series sent to ,the-mnsessra are all of a

dull bluish color, made of jasper and remrkable for

their uniformity of size and finish.

FIG. 54 .- New In the American Naturalist, vol. vii, p277, a

Jersey. . description is given of a series of forty-two speci-

mens of knives, which were- found associated with other implem ts,

about a buried fireplace. The knives of this series averaged thre

and one-half inches iù length by one inch in breadth.

Figs. 54 and 55 represent two characteristic examples of a class

of chipped implements, which, being evidently fihished, may safely

be considered as small knives, though Iheir size seems

to cast a doubt upon their use as cutting tools. There

does not appear to be any evidence that a knife; or

saw-like implemet, where many of these were-placed

in a ro a wooden or bon»e handle like the Aztec

"M;ce uatl," or the sh'ark's footh-sword of the Pacific

î:IE ders, was ever used by the Indians of the Atlantic FIG. ss. - New
Jersey.

coast. Such implements are found in other localities, but

they are usually armed simplywith pointed flakes of flint or obsidian.

These small chippedknives are all carefully finished, and are not, as

now found, sufficiently sharp to have beesn used, collectively, in the

manner.described. Like the smallest.scrapers, they seem to have had
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some pecial use, but what.that was cannot now be determined. They
are nowhere very abundant, or else they have been strangely over-
looked by collectors. They have been found throughout New Jersey,
and in the Connecticut valley, and occasionally specimens have been
found in Messachusetts, It is not improbable that many implements
of diminutive size are supposed to be of .very rare occurrence, simply
because they have thus far escaped notice.

Figs. 56 and 57 represent specimens of so-called knives, wlich are
of quite common occurrence in som ocalities. Those found in

FXG- 56. - New Jersey. F-.m. 57. - New Jersey.-.

the valley of the Delaware river have almost invariably been broken
at the ends, as shown, in the illustrations. This fracture is believed to
have been intentional and made when the knives were chipped.
While, as a class, .they may be considered as double-edged knives,
somc arc much blunter along one margin, than on the cutting edge
proper. -Whether thiis thicker edge constituted the back of the impie
ment, or was used for some purpose other than cutting, is uncertain.
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Professor Perkins 2 bas found many knives of this pattern in the

Champlain valley. He remarks, "it is interesting to notice·that, on

bioth shores of Lake Champlain, we find the same quadrangular forms,

broken across one end' as those figured in the Anhual Report of the

rnithsonian Institution for 1875, page 30',

figs. i îiand 112," and adds, "from the

appearance of our specimens I am in-

clined to agree with the author in believ-

ing th- the break was not accidental, or

i frather, g'd'think it more probable

that thebroken end is siinply the original

· surface of the block of flint or quartz from

which the knife was flaked, and while all

the other sides were chipped this was left,

perhaps for insertion in some sort of han-

dle of wood or bone.

We now corne to consider a class of

c'hipped flint knives

which .are so worked -in

every detail, that their

imnport cannot be mis-

taken

Figs--58 and 59 rep-
FIG. 58.-New Jersey-, resent stemmed kni s

of jasper, -of about the maximum and minimum

sizes. In both these examples,'the character of the

chipping is such, that it is evident that the irmple-

ment is now in its original condition, and not a

re-chipped spearpoint. The cutting edge proper is FIG. 59.- New Jer-

supposed to be the one on the left, as shown in sey.

the illustrations, although there ·is no difference in the character of

thechipping of the two sides.

.21 Perkins, 1. C. P. 745.

_________ - -
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Fig'. 59 differs from the larger specimen in being a fiake, chipped

only upon- the one side. When stemmed knives of the above pattern

are as small as fig. 59, they were generally made of flakes ; but s yet,

no flakes as large as fig. 58 have been niet with that were so used.

That such wili be found is, however, very probable.

Knives, thus fashioned, are common in the Champlain valley, and

somewhat abundant along the Connecticut; they are occasionally

found in eastern Massachusetts, and are of£ more or less common

occurrence ii New Jersey, though

they do not anywhere appear to

be more numerous than the oval

or quadrangUlar kniv'es already de-

scribed.

Fig. 6o represents a stemmed

knife that strongly suggests the XK

spearpoin, an'd, indeed, it may

possibly have been made from an 4
implement of this kind which had \

been broken near the point, and

was rendered of value again .by

the substitution of a cutting edge

for the point it originally pos-

sessed. This knife, thus made

from a spearpoint, if it really were
Fie. 6o.- New Jersey.j

so m ade, does not seem so de-

sirable a cutting implement as the foregoing; nor is the cutting edge

as well wrought. Of a series of stemmed knives from New Jersey,
four-fifths are of the pattern of figs. 58 and 59, and the fact that so

many were made directly from the original mineral, is souiewhat in-

dicative of the fact, that those resembling spearpoints have also been

made directly from the unworked pebble er bowider of jasper.

Fig.,61 represents a fourth exam~ple of a -stemmed knife which, if

t fed but rarely, would probably be classed as an arrowhead. A suf-

ficient iúmber-have been collected from one limited locality, to show
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that the fbrm is not a chance occurrence ; and the marked convexity of

one side and slight concavity of the other show clearly, that thè imple-

ment was intended as a cutting instrument, and not as an arrowhead.

All these stemmed kniv.es, it is supposed,

were mounted in wooden or bone handles.

Figs.-62, 63 and 64, represent chipped

implements, which, gathered casuglly from

the fields, as they there occur associated with

arrowheads of ail patterns, might be classed

with them. Yet, it is certain that, even

when armed with sharp:points, many of them

were used as, knives.

The archæolqgical explorations in.southern
FIG. 61. -New Jersey. {.

California, made under the dir.ection of Capt.

G. M. Wheeler,'U. S. A.,22 and the subsequent labors- of Schumacher,

Powers and others in the same localities, have thrown much light tipon,

the uses of various formos of stone implements.

Especially is this true of· those large arrow-

head-like implements, which seemed too small

to be classed as spearpoints, and were un-

desirable as arrowheads by reason of their

size and weight. These are now known to

have been used as- knives, and itis fair to as-

sume that they were put to the same use when

found along our Atlantic seaboard.

In .the plate referred to, there is rep

sented a series of knives of flint, four of whidh

have sti attached fo them the short wooden :

handles au. which they were mounted. Of the

series of seven flints, six are acutely pointed; FIG. 6. - New Jersey. .

and, if dissociated from their handles, thev would be generally con-

2 2
U. S. Geog. Survey West rooth Meridian, vol. vii, Archa:ology, "Pl. iv, figs. 1-7. Wash-

ington, D. C., 188o.
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sidered as leaf-shaped arrowheads; but on comparing these Paci C

coast specimens with the arrowheads found in the same locali ty,it

vill be noticed that true arrowheads,.while of the same shape ae

much smaller and invariably thinner. This feature of size, and also

the relative thinness of specimens, must be always borne in mind, in

classifying these objects- for, if thick and heavy, they would require

an expenditure of force, to enable them to penetrate the body of an

animal, that perhaps, an Indian could not command.

Fig. 65 represents one of these large leaf-shaped knives, from New

1-

FIG. 63.- ew Jersey. . FIG. 64.- New Jersey.

Jersey, which was formerly supposed to be an arrowhead. If we com-

pare this imple'ment with the leaf-shàped arrowheads figured in a sub'

sequent chapter, the differerice will at once be seen; and in classifying

these objects.as found on the Atlantic coast, as it is necessary to do, in

studying the same forms from California, it is obvious that the dis-

tinction should be drawn between leaf-shaped knives and leaf-shaped

arrowheads. Of a somewhat similar charac'ter, are the arrowheads

mounted.upon shoh woden shafts, found in Peru.

Fig. 66 represents one of these, which; although differently secured

î_
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to the wood, is otherwise of the same character as those found in Cali-

fornia. The Peruvian example may indeed have been intended to be

attached to a reed and so used as á spear, but the size and shape of

both head and shaft are so similâr to those found in California, that it

is probable at least, that they were also used as knives, even if prima-

rily intended for use as spearpoints. Judging from what we learn of the

native races of other countries, it seems safe to conclude, that a pro

portion.of the arrowhead-like imiplements we gather along the Atlantic

seaboard were used as knives, ant were

hafted in a practically simuilar manner to

that shown in fig. 66.

Figs. 67 and 68 represent. specimens

that are in outline quite. similar to ordi-

nary arrowheads, but the- width in com-

parison to the length is such, that even

as spearpoints they would be of very little

value. Placed at the end of an arrow

they would be so clumsy and heavy, that

it is questionable if an arrow' could le dis-

charged with any accuracy that carried such'

a load.. As a knife this same forrû, especial-

ly when made of jasper, is in every way de-

sirable. Fig. 68 is of slate and muchweath-

ered. An example of this kiid is of course

more open to question as to its use ; as,
FiG. 65.- New Jersey.

with a moderately long shaft, it might have

been used as a-spear. The probabilities are, however, that the few slate

examples that are found of this pattern were used as knives.

A class of supposed knives, of very different patterns,. are repre-

sented by the. specimen illustrated in fig..69. So-many have been

found of this shape and size that it is evident, as in the instance of

specimens like fig. 65, they were designed for some. particular pur-

pose, and there is little in their shape' certainly to suggest the

arrowhead ,rather than a cutting implement'.
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Fig. 70 represents a peculiar spearlike imple-

ment of slate, found in Vermont, which was first

described 2 3 as a spear-point ; but, since then,

others have been found varying somewhat in

details, and Prôfessor Perkins is inclined to con-

sider them, fnot as spearpoints, but as knives.

Of the series found, he remarks,2 4 "of the dozen

specimens . . . . no two are alike in form or

size, but they all resernble each other in being

made of slate, usually red roofing slate, ground,

noý chipped, and with the stem notched on each

side by a series of semicircular depressions. In

some specimens the notches are small, in.others

large ; one specimen having but two deep and

wide notches'on each side of the rather short

stem, while another has. five smaller ones. In

some the surfaces are flat, bevelled only near the

edges, which are sfraight and sharp in all, while

in others the whole -surface is bevelled from a

median line. One or two are so long and narrow

that they seem wholly unfit for any use as imple-

ments; one especially, made qf talcose slate, is

nearly nine inches long."

While it is quite possible that these objects may

have been used as.knives, rather than spearpoints,

it is evident that as the former, they 'would com-

pare very unfavorably, when used in place of

many of the chipped knives found so abundantly

associated with them. In whatever way some of

the ruder and larger specimens may have bien

used, it is evident that fig. 70 would make a

better harpoon-point tl\an knife.

FIG. 66.-- Peru.

"American Naturalis vol. v, p. 16, fig. 5.

.4 Loc. cit., vol. Xii, P. 746.
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Ground or polished slate arrowheads and knives of this pattern are

not coofined to Vermont. In western -New York, several specimens

have been fôund, which so far vary in size, as to .suggest that the

smaller were used as arrowheads arld the larger as cutting implements.

A single specimen, identical with fig. 70, was recently found in

Morri; Co., New Jersey, on the shore of Lake Hopatcong. It was

made of the roofing slate that occurs at the Delaware Water Gap, and

vicinity. The locality where this knife was found is one that suggests

that an implement so well adapted for spearipg fish, as is this pattern

of so-càlled knives. should have been used in this rmanner, and not as

'Yý

ÉiG. 67 .- New Jersey. -. FIG. 6s.-New.Jersey.

a cutting implement of any'kind; especiaHy as an abundance of deli-

cately chipped jasper knives haré been gathered in this neighborhood.

Another class, if they may be so called, of stemmed knives, is

represented by figs. 71 and 72. Knives of this pattern, which are

characterized principally by the very acute point in the middle of-the

blade, are not frequently met with along the Atlantic seaboard, ani no

interior locality is known where they are a characteristic form. Such

as have been examined were all from New Jersey except two-one

from Massachusetts, and the other from Texas. Of a series of eleven

from New Jersey, seven were facsiiiles of fig. 71, and the others

g n- h, ohr
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more like fig. 72. These knives are al made of jasper, and show an
unusual amount of care in the chipping, not always in the small size of
the flakes detached, but in the care that appears to have been taken to
bring out and preserve the characteristic point in the blade.

For what-particular purpose, if any,.these curiously shaped knives
were designed is a matter of conjecture. That they were used as cut-
ting implements is almost a certainty.

Circular and square knives also, carefully chipped from jasper and
chert pebbles, are often found. They are usually of small size and
have such evenly chipped edges, that there is no evidence that any
portion has been inserted in a handle of any kind. Similar square

Fi. 69.--New Jersey. .. Fiu. 7 o.-Vermont. . Fi. 7 1.--New Jesey.

knives, made of chert, have been found in the ancient graves in the

islands off the California coast, that measured less than an inch in

length or breadth.

Certain irregularly chipped, flint objects are of quite common oc-

currence,:wherever the better known objects are found, and it is a

matter of much uncertainty whether their purposes, in all cases, can

ever be determined. Some indeed, notwithstanding the care with

which they have -been chipped, are wholly unintelligible; but others,

though seemingly of little value as knives, have suficient margin in a

continuous line to give them a, cutting edge'; and so with some feel-

ing of doubt, they are classed among the. cutting implements. Fig. 73
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represents .One of these ill-defined specimens, which bears some resem-

- blanc to certain of the fossil sharks' teeth found in the New .Jersey

greensì marls, and which were frequently used as omaments, and

occasionally as weapons. These shark-

tooth s4aped implerients have been sup-

posed to be knives, rathxerthan arrowheads,
\ in consideration of the great objection the

curved point would. offer to their use in

this latter capacity.

Fig. 74 represents another exampl&of

these apparently meaningless implements,

- yet one certainly not of accidental occur-
FIG.72.-New Jersey. -> rence, as every portion is most admirably

chipped. Whether knife ordrill, or both, it is difficult to determine;

but it would serve the purpose of a knife as welas it would that of

any other orm of chippcd implement, particulaly,if securely fastened

to a wooden or bone han<le.

Knives of shell and bone were also in use by the Indians, but none

FIG. 73.-New Jersey- . FIG. 74.--New Jersey.

have been preserved, so far as I have been able to ascertain. Kalm

remarks of the New Jersey- Indians, that besides knives of flint,
they "were satisfied with a sharp shell, or with a piece of a bone

which they had sharpened " (Travels in North.America, vol. ii, p. 39,

London, 1771), and refers to -the use of "sharp shells," in their
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canoe-makirgi. It is probable that the stouter Unio or mussel shells

are-here referred to, and if sfthey would necessarily be beyond recog-

nition, if indeed, the vere .not destroyed by use. Fragments of

manne shells, with ground cutting ed&es, as before stated, have not

-. ,been fo4nd on the Atlantic seaboard, gr, if so, but very rarely.

41-
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CHAPTER VII.-

DRILLS, AWLS OR PERFORATORS.

WHILE single objects are constantly being discovered, the purpose

of which it is difficult, if not impossible, to determine, it has not

happened that. any numerous çlass of objects has been gathered, the

use of which could not be shown with some degree of probability.

Possibly the smaller polished celts may come under the head of ob-

jects of unknown uses ; for, as yet, it is not demonstrable how many of

the very diminutive examples were used, although, as in all such cases,

it is easy to conjecture. In another publication 25 they have been

called "skinning knives," fnot because there was actual evidence that

an Indian had ever used one as a "skinner," but simply because it was

found possible to skin a small mammal with one, with great eise. It

is not desirable, however, to be guided -by one's own experience in

this matter, and when the use of any pattern of stone implement is

not apparent from its size and shape; then we must admit our ig-

norance and confine ourselves to such comprehensive terms as " celt"

or "implement; " unless indeed, we find a similar implement in

use among existing races. In such a 'case, we have usually a safe

guide.

The series of objects now under consideration, it is probably safe

to classify as drills or perforators, because their principal feature

suggests nofl other use whatever; and our faith in this classification is

confirmed by experiment, for it is found that they can be used as

such, even when the material perforated is of an equally compact or

even harder stone -than that of which the implement itself is made.

Certainly, for drilling thin plates of stone, of which such large num-

" Smithson. Ann. Rep., 1875, P. 304-6, figs. xi5 and -12;.
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bers are ~everywhere found, they are admirably adapted, though per-

haps not more so, than are many of the chance flakes found in the

refuse heaps where arrowheads have been made.

Admitting this use. for the more common sizes, which have, at the

same time, the strength and durability required for this purpose; what

are we to consider the use of tlie-more delicatte foimed .examples

of this same implement? In delicacy of chipping, many of these latter

approach véry closely, if they do not equal, the finest Danish arrow-

heads, though none, however, show any polish on the point, as. occurs

on many of the larger examples. Their appearance .suggests that

they were used to pierce,·and not to perforate gradually, by a rotary

motion ; in a word, that they were a\vls used in sewii* skins. This

seems the more probable, inasmuch as the bone awls or needles,

common to- some localities, occur 'but very rarely in Nex- Jerey,

whilst in New England, they are common, especially inghe shélfheaps;

and stone irills, whethetlarge or Iall, are-less frequnt. -This is not

conclusive evidence, however, for in Ohio, both'the bone awls and

stone perforators of unusually delicate workmanship, are more abun-

dant than in any known locality on the jorthen Atlantic seaboard.

Why the two f,;ms^should be found associated, when ire bone ex-

amples are-nôt only better,'but certainly more easily made, is some-

thing ofa mystery, if it be true that they had identical uses..

ItMill 15e noticed, on examination of the several illustrations of these

drills or perforators, that many of the.small and delicate examples have

very elaborately wrought bases, the majority of which, judging from

the character of the design, wete not fashioned for any useful purpose.

The length of the drill, also, varies indefinitely, many having but a

sharp slender projection of less than one-fourth of an inch, from a

large square base, which is often beautifully chipped ; others, again, are

three and even four inches in length, exclusive of the base.

While the purpose of the larger drills, as figs. 75 and '76 may have

bcen to drill thin plates of stone, such as the pendants and other orna-

mental objects described in Chapter XXVII, and the others may have

been used as awls or perforators of leather, there is reason to believe
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that the manufacture of shells and beads explains the occurrence

of sor very many of the smaller sizes. Beads, it is well known,

have ever been a favoiite ornament with savage races, and whether

rmade of shell ot bone, or of clay or stone, they are found in greater

or less abundance, wherever the oidinary forms.of stone implements

aré found. Considering that thousands of small shell beads and strings

of wampum are not uncommon, it is

natural to conclude that the implements,

wherewith they were perforated, isId

be correspondingly abundant, and t t

the intermediate sizes at least could have

been so used. Probably even the more

delicate would not break under the rotary

motion if used only for perforating shells

and bone. The former is the material of

which wampurn is made, and is quite as

wearing to flint, as any minerail that we

find, that has been perforated by a stone-

drill. Still, this latter use of the small

drills is altogether conjectural; and the

suggestion at they were solely for pierc-

ing leathe , and only.used by the women,

is certaiy the most plausible explanation

of their purpose.

Fig. 75 represents what may be consid-

ered a typical example of a flint or jasper

drill, such as is found in abundance in FIG. 75.-New Jersey. +.

New Jersey, and in fever numbers in New England. This specimen,

which is ofabout the maximum length of these implements, is carefully

chipped from chalcedoni6 quartz, and is as symmetrical as are the best

finished daggers of flint. There is no trace of wear upon the point,

and for whatever purpose it may have been designed, it is evident that

it has been but little used. Of the hundreds of such drills as fig. 75

that we now find in our fields, the great majority a;e broken near the
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middle of the shaft, but whether this fracture occurred while the im-

plement was still in use, or after it was discarded, and in very

recent times,. cannot be easily determined. That there are foùnd,

however, many more of the bases of drills, than of the pointed ends,

is detain and from this fact, it is safe to infer that a consi'derable

portion of those that have been broken, at or near the middle of the

shaft, were fractured while in use.

Fig. 76 represents a second example of this for of drill, of a more

common size and character of finish. There is but little evidence of

wear at the tip. Unlike slender, tapering spear-

points, especially such as have elsewhere been

called fish spears,.thisand the preceding specimen

are not in section, a flattened oval, but are dis-

. tinctly quadrangular. This feature, which is char-

acteristic of the great majority of these drills, is to

sbme extent indicative of their use. The four

sides, while giving four cutting - edges, and- thus

facilitating the perforating power, if rotated, would

largely decrease the penetrating power if u'sed as

an. arrow or spearpoint. Such a use, however,

would scarcely be suggested for this implement,

even if unquestionable arrowheads were not.known.

ýThe mineral, of which fig. 76 is made, is a dull

ey. . yellowish-brown jasper, such as occurs in pebbles

of different sizes in the river gravels. The base, as will be seen by

reference to the cut, while simple in design and convenient in size, has

at the-lower end a well chipped cutting edge, such as characterizes the

better specimens of jasper knives. Whether this edge was*designed

to be used as a knife, or whether the implement was inserted in a

handie is not determinable but on. examination of a large serièse it

seems probable that the broad bases, sucl, as.figs. 77 to 8i, inclusive,

possess, bear some relation to the uses to which the drill proper was put.

Figs. 77 to 8 1, inclusive,.illustrate very nearly to what extent the shape

and size of these broadlased drills vary, although the examples here
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figured do not fairly exhibft the great beauty of finish along the edges

of the base shown by a few specimens more recently.collected. 'Did

there seemto be -any limit to the numbers of these stone drills still to

be gathered in many localities, it might be supposed that the makers

of these implements were económically disposed- and,foreseeing the

early destruction of the points or drilling parts, had ready the imple-

ment of such shape that, with little or no additional labor, it could be

FIG. 77. -- New Jersey. +. FiG. 
7 8.-NewJefsey.

converted into a knife. That the broad based examplee may be con-

sidered a combined knife and drill is no tax upon one's credulity, for in

no other way carf it be explained why such a "drill," if such it only

was, should have so elaborate a base, as in'fig. 79 for example. When

we corne to consider the smaller drills, or "awls'," we shall find even

more notable examples of these knife-like bases. These bases, it

should be further stated, do not only occur on such drills as are

chipped from jasper pebbles. Of the five examples figured, figs. 77

and 78 asýé of slate and.comparatively soft, while 79, 8o and 81 are or

jasper. The relative merits of these minerals foi producing the best

Ioi
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results in the "flint chipping " art have been quite fully referred to, when

considering the various patterns of so-called knives ý but it is not out

of place to mention at this time, the fact, that slate drills, when newly

chipped, were much more unyielding and sharp about the point and

edges than they are now after centuries of exposure to the,weather.

Yor an inconsiderable depth, a process of decomposition has taken

' yI / ~

Fit. 7 9 .- New Jersey. f. Fic. 8go.-New Jersey.

place, which gives to rnany objects, made of slate, a very chalky ap-

pearance; but this is so superficial, that the mere handling will in

some.cases remove the decayed portion, and exhibit beneath, a dense,

sharp surface that readily scratches hard mineral.substances, and proves

the material available for making "flint implements."

In conclusion, as will be seen by reference to the illustratins, the

M, wo»*m ý, ma wmm
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points of the drills are in most cases wanting. This, as has already

been mentioned, arises from the fact that they 'were broken when in

use, rather than by any subsequent expospre to ploughs and harrows,

or to the hoofs of horses.

In figs. 82aid 83, we have examples of a common pattern of drill,

that differs-somewhat from the preceding. Both are of jasper,:similarly

shaped, and vary but little in size. In these examples of stone drills,

we have a peculiarity which brings them nearer to the arrowheads. in

Fic. 8r-New Jersey. . FIG. 82.- New Jersey. -. FiG. 83.-New Jersey.

that, instead of being distincfly quadrangular in section,tliey are of a

flattened oval shape in section, and have the thin, chipped cutting

edges of knives or arrowheads. Elsewhere 2 6 the suggestion has been

made that these bases, when distinctly oval, may have been used in

drilling the bowls of steatite smoking pipes, but subsequent examination

of many pipe bowls now convinces me that this is an error; as the tool

marks or s/rie in the bowls of such pipes -are so regular, that a hollow

.MSmithson.. Ann. Rep., 1875, P. 323. See Rau, in Smith Ann. Rep., 186S, p. 392.
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drill was in all probability used, except in the largest pipes, which show

that the excavation wasfirst pecked or gouged out, and then smoothed

in some undetermined manner. The thinner edges of these flattened

drills do not show any indication of wear or polish. Probably they

were chipped off as the implement was,-rotated, and these minute

flakes acted similarly to the fine grains of sharp sand, which it is well

known was used 'in connection with hollow drills.

Fig. 84 represents a roughly chipped implement much like an

arrowhead, but of such an irregularly shaped

base, that it could scarcelybe so secured to

a shaft, as to have bees made available for

that purpose. As in the preceding, it is thin-

ner ar.d flatter than the majority of drills, but

shows some traces of wearing along the edges

and at the tip, and was probably used as we

have here suggested. It differs from- drills of

both the quadrangular and flattened forms, in

being quite flat upon one side, and with a

moderately well defined ridge upon the other.

It will be found, however, that in all large

collections of stone implements of every class,

other than ornaments, many examples will be

of such indefinite shapes, as;to make it ex-
aFiG.. 84.

ceedingly difficult to classify them,-a labor

not without its difficulties even when the objects are seemingly so

distinct-as- are theaxes,spearpoint or-polisd d ets... Until our

knowledge of the habits and customs of prehistoric man is largely

increased, all classification fñùt to some eitent be cônjectural, and

considered more as a help to archæologicaj studies, rather than of

scientific importance.

In fig. 85, we have a second example of a*hipped implement,

which'is, judging from our own experience, rat% adill ,ither

an arrowhead or a knife. It is too long and narrow for the latteras

without such a base as is common to the spearpoints of that size. It



is of slate, somewhat weathered, and exhibits no trace of polish on

either the tip or sides.

Fig. 86 is, in most respects, similar to the large based drills already

dlescribed, but it is as thin and sharp upon the edges as an ordinary

arrowhead. The long, narrow point and sten suggest the drill rather

than the spearpoint, and the well defined cutting edgé of the base is

FIG. 85, . FIG. 86.

too carefully worked not to have been utilized subsequently; and this

could not have been the case, if the specimen had been used as tip

to an arrow or point to a spear.

Fig. 87, on the other hand, appears to have been attached to a

halIe of some kind-; the double notching at the base-a feature of

rare occurrence-indicating that it was desirable to make it very se-

cure: Had the specimen a well defined, sharp point, it would be very

doubtful if it were intended for a drill; but while the crooked point is a

m 0
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drawback.to its use in this capacity, it is probably less of an objection

than it would be if used in any other way.

A 4urther peculiarity of this specimen is that the under surface is

almost perfectly flat, while the side.

shown in the illustration is -ridged and

slopes from a central line as in the ordi-

nary spear and arrowpoints. The fiat

side is not a single plane of cleavage,

but has leen carefully chipped, and

presents fully as many distinct planesas

the other side.

Fig. 88 represents a connecting link,

ifwe may so call it, between the ordi-
nary arrowpoints and those smaller drills,

which, as "awls," we shall consider in

a subsequent section of this chapter.

While. the size, shape and material of.

this specimen are such as are commiron

to many arrow-

points, the once

highly polished

point shows con-

clusively thatwhat-

ever may have 41
FIG. - 87- been the purpose

of the maker, it was undoubtedlv used as a.drill,

and not always upon such yielding material as

leather. The marked indications of its use, so

seldom seen on the ordinarv drills, make this

specimen unusually interesting. Occasionally it

happens, especially when collecting on what was Fin. 88.

once a village site, that several drills with distinctly worn or polished

points are found, and hence it is somietimes supposed that a majority

of drills and .awls show similar indication of use. This, however,
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is ipdoubtedly an error. Indeed, apparently unused specimens really

do odcur in such excess, that the question may well be asked, whether,

in perforating stone disks, and drilling cer-

emonial Stones, implements of wood were

not always used.

Fig. 89 represents a perfect example of

a form of implement of wlLich but few

specimens have been found. It is, without

hesitation, classed as a drill, and is sup-

posed to be of. the maximum size of this

pattern. The specimen is of compact

slate, well chipped, and measures four and

seven-eighthsinches in length-. Other ex-

amples, but of jasper, are each nearly an

inch shorter.

It will be noticed that the head or

pointed end of fig. 89 is narrower than the

main portion of the implement. T his

feature is common-to all those colleéted in

New Jersey. In ,le following illustration

of a broken speciùnen, this is ,even-more

marked than in the. presen instanc As

iû the case of those smaller drills with large

bases, this specimen, also, has the margins

of the handle ôr lower portion brought to 'a

well defined cutting edge by chipping. !i

It is, indeed, not altogether improbable,

that it is a misconception to consider fig. 89

a drill. If we reverse the implement, and

assume that- the pointed. end is so shapéd FIG. 89.- New Jersey.

for the better atachment of a handle, we have then, thus hafted, a

most admirably designed flint knife, and one that on a smaller scale

occurs along the Atlantic coast.

Whether the preceding specimen is a drill, a knife, or whether it was
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intended for some unknown use, it is quite certain that the fragment,

fig. 90, is a portion of a similar implement. In this instance, the 'material

is quartz, and it is worked with more care. There seems to be, also,
too much work upon the pointed head-assuming the specimen to be

identical with the preceding-to have been intended merely for a

stem to insert in a wooden or bone handle. Its finished condition

suggests that it was the principal feature of the implement, and that

which decided its purpose in the mind of the ancient flint worker:who

fashioned it.

Fig. 91 represents a very roughly chipped implement of siate which

verf strongly resembles the preceding speci-

mens, although there is sufficient difference

to justify the supposition that they may have

had different uses. In the specimen here

figured, however, we find that the pointed

end is- quite smoothly polished, and this at

once suggests its use as a drill. The nar-

rowed, portion or waist is nearly in the mid-

--dle, and this gives the specimen a much

-tfV larger head than in fig. 89 ; though, like it,
the sides are brought to a moderately well

defined cutting edge. Rude as it is, there is
FIG. go. - New Jersey. f- much evidence that it was used as a· drill,

although among the hundreds of perforated objects that have been

collected, there are -none that suggest the use of a drill of this

size, rather than that of a smaller form, such. as fig. 76. This, of

course, is on the supposition ~that the ceremonial objects and other

similar specimens were perforated with a hollow reed, in connection

with sand and water. This, however, was.not always the case, as un-

finished objects of this character are found which show that a solid,

pointed drill had been used. But of the many examined, none have

the perforation equal. in diameter to the width of the specimen, fig.

89.
In figs. 92 and 93, we have, in the former, a half of a stone gorget,
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in the upper left hand corner of which is a countersunk hole, such as

characterizes these objects. In order to test the efficiency.of even the

softer drills, the writer made the series of nine holes with the drill,

fig. 93. A glance will show that the one perforation, made by the

Indian, was in all probability made

with a similar tool.' The drill itself

became highly polished by so much

use, but suffered less than- a similar

drill of jasper, which was used but!

a shiort time, and which from con-

stant splintering was soon too blunt

and worn to be efficacious. T h is

was no doubt in part due to very

rapid rotation, and the fact that the

first experiment was made without

having the stone wet. The other

eight holes were drilled with the slab

under wr.

Is it not probable thatthe Indians

did not use water in connection with .

these stone drills? If they did not,

we can readily see why so nany of

the jasper specimens should be

broken at the tips, and .free from

polish. The friction of dry, rapid

rotation causes a steady splintering,

and keeps the drill in a newly

chipped condition. When the same

drilling is done under water, jasper FIE.91.-New jersey.

soon acquires a magnificenit polish. This may explain the great ex-

cess of unpolished jasper drills, over such as are worn and smooth.

Fig. 94 represents a beautiful jasper spécimen of the smaller drills

which will be here referred to as awls, under the impression that their

purpose was more for perforating leather, and such yielding substances,
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than for boring through stone or bone. Why such an exaggerated base

should be given to an implement of this character it is difficult to

conjecture, unless the base was used as a knife, which in this instance

is not improbable, for it is seldorn that chipped jasper knives, with

more accurately finished cutting edges, occur. The extreme tip of the

awl -in fig. 94 is slightly worn, and it is reasonable to suppose that,

FiG. 92.-New Jersey. j.

when first chipped, this portion of the implement was considerably

longer than a't ptesent. Even when used solely as an awl for piercing

leather, these points would in time become dulled and wear away, or

if rt-chipping became necessary, they would be materially shortened.

On the other hand, the knife would not be noticeably dulled by use,

- but would receive in time a polish sufficient to glass the surface of
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every facet, without obliterating the delicate ridges that define the out-

line of the flakes detaçhed in chipping the implement. This slight

polish from use is noticeable op this specimen, and, to a less degree,

on many similar ones, from the same locality. In the New England

states, exclusive of the valley of the Connecticut, these drills are

scarcely known. In the latter locality, they sometimes found.

Fig. 95 represents a small flake of jasper, un tered anywhere, ex-

FIG. 93. - New Jersey. - ' FIG. 94.- New Jersey.

cept in its more slender portion,.which has been carefully chipped

until an awl or drill of great beauty has been produced. There is, at

the extreme point, no polish or other trace of use. Drills or awls,

made from flakes of about this size, afe common in New Jersey and

New York, and are found in considerable numbers in the valley of the

Connecticut river; but they are rare in Massachusetts and northward.

This assertion is based upon collections in various institutions, es-

pecially those of the Museum of Archæology at Cambridge, and
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of the Academy of Science at Salem, Mass. Inasmuch as the col-

lections here mentioned, as well as those in other institutions, are so

largely made up of contributions from innumerable sources, it is pos-

sible that the coUctors of such material, as has

been preserved, iave overlooked so small and

unattractive an abject as the flake drill in fig. 95.

To. some extent certain objects may be thought

to be rare or unknown in given localities, simply

because thc , are not readily found; when, in

fact, they are really fairly abundant, but require

careful search to discover them. This is not

applicable, however, to the-region about Salem,

.- New Jersey. Mass., which has been most carefully hunted
FIG.--95.- New -Jesey.1

over by those who, of all others, have had that

experience and preliminary training requisite for jhis important ele-

ment of archæological research.

Figs. 96 and 97 represent small stone awls, such as the preceding, ex-

cept that in this instance (fig. 96) there is a finished base, which is not,

as in fig. 94, at all knife-like in character. There does

not appear to be any special- object in giving such a

finish to the base, and it can only be looked upon as

the whim of the maker. This specimen is made of

light blue-gray jasper, and is chipped with great care,

the workman having preserved very nearly a -uniform

width throughout the entire length of the stem. Larger

drills of this same pattern of base are moderately.

common. Fig. 97 represents what appears to be the

stem of a drill that has been broken near the base.

Such fragmentary specimens are not very abundant. FIG: 96.-New

This specimen has some trace of wear on the extreme Jersey.

point, though it is not usual to find such indications ofuse as has

been elsewhere stated when referring to this same specimen.2 7 Atten-

27 Annual Rept. Smithson. Inst. 1875, P. 323; fig. 154.

11I2



tion may be called to these apparently broken awls, as being possibly

intentionally unfinished or broken at one enI, for the purpose of

inserting this blunt termination into a bone or wooden handle. Many

flint knives are in this same manner broken off abruptly, apparently

by accident; though there is reason to believe that they were really

left in this condition by the workman. These have already been

noticed.

Fig. 98 represents a third example of these small and slender drills,

with its extreme point lost by use or accident. Like the preceding, it

is .chipped from jasper, probably a pebble of about its present size.

Such jasper pebbles, partially chipped, have occasionally been found,

FIG. 97.-New Jersey.. . FIG. 9 8.-New Jersey. . FIG. 99.-New Jersey. .

and the entire series presents one most interesting peculiarity, viz.:

that the stem is invariably first chipped,·not roughly, but delicately,

and then the base is worked-rito suchi shape as is desired, subject of

course to the general shape and size of the unworked portion of the

pebble. This clearly shows that in all cases the.stem and point are

the principal features of the implement, and the shape of the base,

whether it be fashioned for use or ornament, is altogether a matter of

minor importance.

Fig. 99 represents a small drill with a square base, such as is occa-

sinally fTunid in New Jersey, but is not, abundant in any one locality.

In the-ennecticut valley, a few have been found; but usually the

drills from that section have bases more like that in . fig. i o,or

what is known as the arrowhead base. Fig. 99 is made of slate,

8
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is neatly chi , as the point more than usually well polished.

ie majority of the awls of this size are made of jasper or quartz.

Fig. 1oo represents a curiously designed specimen of a jasper awl

or drill, such as is found occasionally associated with the regular

patterns of this implement. Being irregular forms, there is little to be

said about them. In the present instance, it was at first supposed to

be an arowhead, with a single exaggerated barb ; but such can hardly

have been the case, as the base is not of such shape as to render the

attaching of the arrow-shaft practicable. Further examination of the

specimen shows, also, that the end of the awl, as it

is now believed to be, is quite 'smooth; and, fron

this fact, it is safe to infer that the implement is an

awl or perforator, notwithstanding the peculiarly

shaped base.,.The point of the base is quite sharp,

and may also have been used for, piercing leather.

In such a case, the implement becomes a double

awl, and there are others of this character, of even

more pronounced shape than fig. ioo. The double

awls from New Jersey, now in the Museum at

Cambridge, have usually a square or oval base,

from vhich, at opposite ends, extend short but

narrow and neatly chipped projections. -These

double awls are rare, in comparison with those

FiG. Ioo.-New Jersey. . of the ordinary patterns. Of those examined,

one-half were made of argillite and slate, the others of jasper.

Fig. îoi represents a small awl with a base of the highest degree

of finish. While the general appearance of this specimen is- that of

an arrowhead, it is evident from the polish -of the point, and the

heavy, exaggerated base, that its purpose was as stated, and not that

so undesirable a chipped flint should have been used to tip-the shaft

of an arrow.

In Massachusetts, there are found but few of these small awls or

drills, and nowhére are they so abundant as in Ohio and Indiana. In

New Jersey, they constitute about one per cent. of the whole number.
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In the valley of the Connecticut, they are. well represented; although

none that I have seen from there have been quité so short as the one

figured above. The bases generally, of the Connecticut specimens

are either stemmed or notched, and are in every respect identical with

the stemmed and notched bases of the arrowheads from the same Io-

cality.

The same may be said-of the larger drills;such as fig. 75, which is here

taken as the type of thè drills proper. Those from the Connecticut

valley are of identical patterns, and usually of the same material.

Indeed, so far as ordinary.Indian stone implements are concerned, the

specimens from the valleys of the Delaware and Connecticut are so

similar,that it would be impossible to determine

from which of the two localities any given·speci-

men had been brought.

In the valley of the Susqueh na river, drills

of all patterns and sizes are apparently ess abun- *

dant than in the valleys of the two rivers men- '

tioned. In the collections.of the late Professor

Haldeman, there are but few specimens of drills,

and none are of so elaborate a finish as the finer FrG. -.

New Jersey examples here figured.

In the large series of stone implements gathered from the Chickies

Rlck retreat, described by Prof. Haldeman in the -Compte Rendu of

the Congress of Aiie?îdanistes, at the Luxembourg session, in 1878,
there are a nu'mber of pointed flakes and fragments of quartz and jas-

per which were considered by Prof. Haldeman to have been "borers"

and are so labelled in the collection, but none of these exhibit any

indication of use. They may have been reserved for use as drills,

but they are simply accidentally pointed flakes which. possibly were

gathered from the refuse chips of an. arrowmaker's workshop, and in-

tended for use as drills or borers.

The large majority of the drilled, ceremonial objects, found in this

Rock retreat and in the neighborhood, show by the character of the

perforation, that a reed or hollow drill of some character was used.
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Fig. 102 represents a peculiar implement which seems more likely

tq have been used as a drill, than as a knife or any other kind of stone

implement. There is in all that have been examined, fnot only a well

defined point, sufficiently acute to pierce leather readily, but this point

has, in the examplé here figured, a degree of polish, from use, which

clearly shows Ihat this implement, at least, has been used as a drill or

awl.. The flttened bottom, and evenly curved back are so fashioned

as to make it very easy to hold the specimen, and indeed,-a much

better grasp can be secured when such an implement is used, than

with any of the long slender drills, such as have been described.

All that have been gathered of this pattern are made of argillite;

and, as will be seen by comparing the illustration below with some

Fic. 102. - New Jersey.

of those palæolithic implements from the gravel beds, there is a

narked resemblance between them. This similarity, however, indicates

no relationship between the two forms, though it has misled superficial

observers into numerous errors·as to the significance of those found in

the gravel. ..Nothing from the latter beds evidences any such use as

that of, drilling stone with stone, or of utilizing sharpened flakes of

argillite as awls or perforators of leather ; yet- that Ppaleolithic man

used the skins of animals for clothing can hardly be doubted.

Fig. 103 represents a very interesting specimen of stone awl, which

presents. a feature thatwas wanting in all those previously described.

This specimen is polished over its entire surface. It is-made of white

quartz, and has been ground down until every inequaity has disap-

peared. The point is very sharp, and it is questionable whether for

1 16
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piercing skins of imals, or .equally yielding

substances, any implement of metal would be

preferable. Implements of this pattern are very

rare. Of five hundred drills and awls of all

patterns from New Jersey, in the Museum at

Cambridge, there is no other example of this

pater nr s there anything a ppraching it.

from the -New England states. As has been

suggested, it is probable that in New England,

bone needles generally replaced t>he stone awls.

Before concluding this subject of the stone

implements that are supposed or

known to have been used for drilling

through stone, and p'erforating

leather, in lieu of the modern steel

needles, it is proper to call attention

to other forms of polished stone im-

plements, which, like the preceding.

(of the purpose of which, there can

be' no doubt), may be properly

FIG.103.-New classed as drills of some particular.

pattern, and as such designed for

peculiar purposes. Whatever may be the charac-

ter of these "uncertain forms," they are not

unique, and hence it is evident that they are

not merely the result of a whim on the part of

the maker.

Fig. 104 represents a polished stone imple-

ment, of peculiar pattern, from Concord, Mass.

As the illustration plainly shows,.there is a well

defined, piercing point at each -end of the im-

plement, and, these were evidently intended to

be used. Of the large - series of stone imple-

ments from Massachusetts'n the Museum at FIG. îo4 .- Massachusetts.
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Cambridge, there is no other specimen that is similar to this. From

the shellheaps, however, havýe been procured many large bone imple-

ments, pointed at one end, which are practically the same as the

above. A broken specimen of an implement of this pattern has

been found in New Jersey, and another,

not broken, but smaller, near Columbia,

Penn:, on the bank of the Susquehanna

river.. Fig. 104 is circular in section at

all points: Except in this, the- larg.er

chipped drills, such as fig. 89, would, if

ground down until every trace of chipping

disappeared, be similar in form. Fig. 104

has evidently not been 'first chipped and

then ground or rubbed down. The surface

of the widest portion is apparently the un-

altered surface of the natural cylindrical

pebble, selected for the purpose of making

a long, double pointed drill, if such the

implement really is.

Fig. 105 represents a supposed drill,

which, in its design, bears much the same

relation.to those of the largest sizealready

figured, that the diminutive awls bear to

these arrowheads, the bases of which are

reproduced. Were there ,only "the lower

side projections, this implement would be

of peculiar interest, in that it has been worn
Fic. ros.-New jersey. to a positive polish, although originally

chipped into shape. The upper, sraller projections lessen very much

the value of the implement, if looked upon- as a drill, and do* not of

themselves offer any suggestion as to the purposes for which the imple-

ment- may have been used. The extremely dull point shows con-

clusively that whatever may have been its condition originallA, it now

has no penetrative power.
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Objects like fig. 105, although few in number, have been met with

in widely separated localities. Specimens, diff ring in no important

feature, not even in size, and all With a polish' produced apparently

by long usage, are -known from Ohio, Wisconsin, western New York,

central Pennsylvania, and New Jersey.

Notwithstanding some slight resemblance thereto, it seems wholly

improbable that these polished implements should have been weapons

of any kind. On comparing the two forms, fig. 1o will be found to

vary very much from^ the flint daggers found in Tennessee and Ar-

kansas.

Unquestionabe stone drills of this pattern, but smaller, have been

found in Illinois, which have the barb-like projections distinctly

curved, and nuch longer than those of fig. 105. Others, again, have

these lateral projections of greater width than leh"gth, thus giving the

implements the appearance of birds with outspread wings. No ex-

amp:es of these have been found in New Jersey, except a fragmentary

specimen of the latter, made of argillite, which is now in the Museum

of Ar eology atiCambridge, Mass.





CHAPTER VIII..

SCJxAPERS.

To an easily recognized class of chipped stone implements, found

more or less abundantly throughout Europe and North America, has

been applied the name "scraper," a term that at once gives the reader

a full insight into the object of the implement. -These so-called

scrapers have been described28 as "oblong stones, one end of which

is rounded anýJ, brought to a bevelled edge by a series of small blows.

One side is fRat, the other or outer one is more or lessconvex; some:

times they have a short handle, which gives them very? rnuch the

appearance of a spoon. They have been found in England, France,

Denmark, Ireland, Switzerland, and other counfies. They vary from

one to four inches in length, and from half an inch to two inches in

breadth. Modern.specimens (Esquimaux) are in form iden-

tical with the old ones."

Along opr northern Atlantic -seatoard, the abundance of these

scraper varies exceedingly. In New Jersey, they are very common

wherevêr relics of any kind occur; and the various forms are as well

-r-epresented as in Ohio, whence come the fin^est examples of this,

ts well as, other forms of chipped implements. Ijn the Connecticut

valley, they are less 'abundant, though in nowise scarce;-while in

eastern Massachusetts they are very seldom found. In the various

river valleys of New York, they occur frequently; but judging from

the collections from that section, they are not as abundant as in the

Delaware and Connecticut river valleys; although I learn from Rev.

W. M. Beauchamp of Baldwinsville, New York, that in Onondaga

28
Lubbock, Prehistoric Times; 2d cd., p. 92.
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county, scrapers are abundant, and. of many forms, and often com-

bined with knives.

It is not impossible that one reason for the absence of this useful

implement in some localities is that other material than stone was used

in their manufacture, and they have been destroyed. Nature provides

'n the shells of certain bivaÑves, excellent scrapers which would effect

all that the Indian ever accomplished with those made of flint. When

resident throughou t the year, in the immediate vicinity of the sea, it is

well known that many~-implements of shell were daily in use; and

hence, to-day, as we wander along the shellheaps and coastwise

haunts of the Indians, we find fewer stone implements and a smafler'

variety of them than Ôccur in the fields that border onour inlandj

streams.

While tlie term"acioper" suggests at once, that something was

scraped,it does not imply any particular object, although the fact that

the skins of mammals needed careful working, and scraping particu

larly, to be av.'ailable for clothing, is-so well known, that skinscraping i!

the supposition on the part of every one who meets with the term

Scr ,so far as it describes a class of stone implements. Many

of these scrapers, however, are of such small~size, that it is doubtful

if they would .hve been used advantageously for any such purpose;

yet their abundance and the-care with which they are finished shoW

conclùsively that. they played an important part in the productionþof

some object in constant use. It is more probable that they were used

in making bone beads and similar trnkets, than in any.other way.

Fig. io6 represents a jasper scraper, of the simplest form and of

the maximum size. Of a series of over five hundred examples of this

pattern of stone implement, none are larger, and but three are more

than half its size. If classified accotding to size, this would be taken

as a typical specimen ; but it canfibt be so considered among the

series of scrapers as represented in the area of the northern Atlantic

seaboard. .Certainly, scrapers of this size are of very exceptional

occurrence.

As is the case in ninety per cent.f the scrapers from New Jersey;

24
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and in all such as have been examined from New England localities,-the

working edge of this implement shows no indication of wear as might

be expected, even if a substance no harder than deerskin was rubbed

ith it. The grit that would be certairi to be upon such skins would

Fic. 1o6. - New Jersey. FiG. ioa. - Side view.

be sufficient to produce a few strioe; and yet on this, as upon hundreds of

others, there is no indication that the specimen was ever in use. Ann

implement as large as fig. 1o6 was probably used without a handle of

any. kind ; at least it needs none, if used in the manner .suggested.

This pa-ttern, but of smaller size, when used- by the Eskimo, was

mounted in a small wooden or bone handle.

Fig. 107 represents a flake of green jasper, that has been utilized

as a scraper, by giving to it a distinctly bevelled edge. The under side
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presents but a single plane, and but little alteration vas needed to

convert the flake into the excellent scraper it now is. Flakes, thus

used, constitute about one-fifth of the whole number found. This, at

least, is true of these implements as found in New Jersey, where of a

series of five hundred and five, ninety-seven were flakes similar to the

preceding, and the one here figured. There is such an abundance of

available flakes, like fig. 107, among the chips made by the ancient

arrowmakers, that it remains a wonder why such

elaborately wrought scrapers should ever have.

been made; and yet, in fact, they outnumber

the no less desirable fiake-scrapers, five to one.

Flakes converted into scrapers, like fig. 107, are

not of such irregular and indefinite shapes as the

term "flake " implies. Fully three-fourths of them

are symmetrically triangular, or vary therefrom atu
wards a four-sided implement. The majority âre

not as irregular even as fig. io7 in outline.

F10. io7 .- New Jersey. Occasionally, flake-scrapers like the above, are

found with a distinctly knife-lik'e, or cutting edge on the end opposite

that which is bevelled, showing that a combination of the two forms of

knife and scraper was desired. It may not be mere fancy to suppose

that such implements were used in scaling and cleaningfish ; especially

as some of the larger forms have been found in shellheaps with a large

quantity of fish bones. It may be well here to remark that fish consti-

tuted a very importa.nt factor in the food supplies of the Indians of the

Atlantic coast, and our principal river valleys ; and it can scarcely be

questioned that a large proportion of the stone implements now found

along these river valleys, and in the shellheaps of the seacoast, were

designed for the capture and subsequent lconversion into food of the

hundreds of edible fishes found in those waters.2

9 In a notice of various shellheaps along the Massachusetts coast, Professor Putnam refers tco the

great quantities of the bones of the Monkfish, or Wolf-fish (Anarrhlicas luus), now regarded as

unfit for food. More than two-thirds of the fish bones of some heaps were those.of this species.

Bulletin, Essex Institute, Salein, Mass., Vol. iv, p. 123.
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Fig. 1o8 represents a large slate scraper of a pattern quite common

in Europe, but less frequently met with in eastern North America.

The bevelled.edge is not as distinctly"chipped as m jasper specimens

or, if it were originally well Nvrought, it has by use become very jagged

and rough. The material, slate, however, does not flake readily, and

the objects made of it are usually quite rough, and compare very. un-

favorably with the jasper specimens of similar patterns.. Where slate

FIG. zo8.--New Jersey. . FIG. og.-New Jersey.

is in place, it was used to a large extent, even when other and more

desirable stone could bé readily obtained.

Fig. 109 represents a symmetrical specimen of a scraper. The

material of which it is made is jasper, -and the care show-n in the

chipping is very marked. The front or working edge is beautifully

bevelled, and shows (as is so rarely the case) a faint trace of polish

and striæe, indicative of the presence of git, or of its use in some

125SCRAPERS.
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other capacity than scraping skins. The handle, or narrower portion of

the implement is evenly chippeil and brought to a sharp edge, both

along the sides and at the end. It is probablé that this trimming of

the handle was for the ready insertion of the implement into a bon'e

socket, rather than that the delicately chipped margins were intended

for cutting. Of the various patterns of scrapers that are found in

New Jersey, none are more suggestive of use in connection with a

handle than such as this specimen. Fig. 109 is almost identical with

the Modern Eskimo scraper, figured in Prehistoric Times, p. 93, figs.

1o6-1o8, and varies but little from an ancient specimen from the south

of France, figured on p. <2, of the same work. It would appear then,

that.these scrapers occur, as

do arrowheads, over a large

portion of the gobe, and are

of essentially the same shapes

f and sizes.

Figs. I oand 1 i airepresent

two smaller scrapers that differ

from sucli. as have been de-

scribed, in having an edge fnot

bevelled from one side only,

but from both, thus giving
i .io. -New JerseCy.'

it not an ordinary straight

chipped cutting edge, but an oval one. Even those that are most lile

the larger knives, do not seem to have had cutting edges, which have

become diilled by use. This rounded rather than bevelled edge does

not make of these implements a desirable form 0f scraper, as we un-

derstand their use ; but. it seems more rational to class them as

such rather than to consider'them as cutting.implements, as has been

done.

-While implements with an edge sirnilar to that of the "rround-nosed

turning .-chisel" may be considered as typical scrapers, those here

described must be classed as a modification of the former, until it is

shown that they were intended for some purpose of a wholly different



character. In fig. i i , we have an example of this pattern with the

edge slightly bevelled, or rather somewhat approaching the charac-

teristic bevelled edge.

As a class, these specimens constitute but a small percentage of the
-P

whole number of typical scrapers, found in New Jersey.

In figs. i12 and 113 are represented examples of the smallest-sized

scrapers, found in any locality along the northern Atlantic seaboard.

These small scrapers are invariably made of quartz or jaspèr, and have

all the symmetry and care in finish that characterize the specimens of

larger size. In many of*them,

the working edge is .even more

carefully chipped, and when the

specimen is a flake, or chipped

only on one side, the character-

istic features o~filiescraper-are

better shown on these smallest

specimens, ·than on-the majority

of those of the medium size. In

fig. 112 we have a specimen that

has been chipped upon both

sides, but the under side is al-

most as smooth and even as if

it were a siigle plane. Fig. 113

is a flake, and has the under side

perfectly smooth, but is slightly curved in the direction of the

bevelling o the working edge.

In New Jersey these small scrapers are comparatively abundant.

Of a series of five hundred, eightv-six are less than an inch in length.

and seventy-five per cent. of these are triangular flakes, chipped only

upon one side.

So large a number of these diminutive objects have been found,

that it is evident they were· in common use for some purpose;

and the fact that they are almost always found on known village

SCRAPERS. 127/
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sites would indicate that they were used in the manufacture of

some other article, and not, like. a knife or spearpoint,. carried

about the person.

Fig. XI14 is supposed to be a jasper scraper, although the working

edge is not bevelled, but has been produced by de-

taching a single flake along the -entire width -of the

specimen. This givès the implement a cuived edge

which is exceedingly well adapted to scraping, whether

it was ever so used or not.' The end supposed to bg

inserted in a wooden or bone handle is pointed,.and,
Fic. 112.-New were it not so short, would'seem of better shape for

Jersey. -.

j secure hafting, than when broadg' t.-crapers of this

pattern. ccur in Europe, and in some instances !hey have the

pointed end more tapering and drill-like, than in

the example heie figured.

Fig. 115 represents a scraper made.of slate, and

is a modification of the triangular -pattern. -It is

even more distinctly-stemmed than in the preceding

instance. The working edge isfnot distinctly bev- Fic. 1113.-New

jersey..
elled, but it has béen apparently, and is remarkable

as being unusually curved. -This scraper is greatly weathered, and in.

places is so smooth that all traces of the originally chipped. surfaces

h a v e disappeared. This material, slate,

was used for scrapers much less than

argillite, and all the specimens of this

mineral that have been gathered have been

of the rudest character, both as to shape

and finish. Possibly they were made for

- some .emergency and then cast aside.

Fig. 116 represents a handsomely shaped

and carefully ëhipped scraper, of brown
FIG. 114.-New Jersey. 4•

jasper. It has some points in common

with the preceding, but differs materially in others. The .working
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edge is unusually narrow for the length, but the beyelled edges are

continued along the sides, nearly to the commencement of the nar-

S rowed portion or handle of the implement.

Of the few examples of true scrapers from New England, none ap-

pear to be of this pattern, which is quite common in New Jersey.

Even such as are found in the Connecticut valley seldom have a stem

or handle, which portion is often 6f better finish than represented in

the figure.

The ordinary scrapers found in New Jersey and'northward do not

Fic 115 New Jersey. . FIc. 6. -New Jersey.

appear to be of common occurrence in the. more southern states,

although in Ohio and Indiana, they are even more abundant. . In the

senes of stone implements described by Col. C. C. Jones, jr., in

"Antiquities of the Southern Indians," there are no examples of

stemmed, or oval scrapers, nor of the other more finished patterns

that occur in New Jersey; except.such as are supposed to be made

from the bases of broken arrow and spearpoints. On the other hand

there have been no examples found here of the large polished stone

scrapers, with a elt-like edge, and a square stem-like handle: These

9 -
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so-called scrapers, which are sometimes perforated at the junction of

the blade and handle, are p'cutliarly a southern form.

Fig. 117 represents a large stemmed scraper, of about the largest

size. This specimen is made of slate, rudely chipped upon both sides,

FIG. 1 17-. cw Jersey. j.

and nas not·a distinctly bevelled edge. The surface is now much

weathered and of a yellowish hue ; but the slate of which the speci-

men is made is of a deep bluish-black color. There are sone slight

traces of wear upon the working edge, ancthere nay have been many

more, before the surface became so decomposed from long exposure.
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When referring, in a preceding paragraph tothe absence of any ex-

amples of polished stone scraper-, suc.h as those described from Georgia,

it was more with reference to their being a polished instead of a chipped

implement 1 for in size ard outline,

fig. i 1I is practically the sanie 'imple-

ment, and, if polished, would be indis-

tinguishable from those found in

Georgia. Not all of the sou hern

polished scrapers, however, are of as

hard a stone as diorite. There' is a

specimen from Afkansas,- in the

Museum at ,Cambridge, made of
FIG.,8. -'New jersey. J.

cannel coal, and another from Ten-

nessee, made of a .:'omparitively soft, slaty rock. Scrapers of- tpis

pattern of fig. 117 are very rarely met with in New Jersey, and are all

the more interesting, since in shape and size they bear so great a re-

semblance to the polished specimens from the south. In the three

following illustrations, figs. 118, 119, and 120, we have excellent

FIG. 119.-New Jersey. . FIG.12o.-New Jersey.

average examples of the ordinary jasper stemmed'scrapers, such as

occur in wonderful abundance, throughout much of the area of New

Jersey, and less abundantly in New York and New England. These

scrapers are quite uniform in size and vary but little in .design. The
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great majority have a distinctly bevelled edge, which in some cases

is.of remarkable finish, from the small size and uniform direction of

the facets. In some, the chipping of the edge has been from both

sides. Whether such are really scrapers, or sternmed knives, is a

matter of doubt. As we.find, however, a well-marked form of stemned

knives which are always rnuch thinner, and differ materially from these

in other respects, it is probable that arlthough not bevelled, the edges

of such as are chipped upon both sides were used as scrapers, and not

as cutting implements.

From an undoubted likeness to the bases of spearheads, it has been

very generally supposed that scrapers of this pattern were usually, if

not ahvays, made by utilizing the bases of such spearpoints as happened

to get broken. To sone extent this may have been true, but that it

was generally so is evidently a mistake. A careful examination of a

large series of these stemmed scrapers shows, in very manv, a gentle

curve of the whole implernent in the bevelling of the edge, which, if-

continued throughout the entire length of a spearpoint of a size pro-

portionate to the supposed base, would make. the implement too

crooked to be of any value as a weapon. Again, we see in every

large series, a gradation from the triangular or quadrangular flake to

such as are distinctly stemmed ; and more important than al], numer-

ous specimens have been found in refuse heaps of flint chips, which

have had the bevelled edge complete, but in consequence of some

unseen flaw in the mineral, the .stem had not been made, and the

specimen in this- unfinished condition had been rejected. It .should

be remembered too, that spearpoints would most likely be broken in

hunting or in warfare, and in either case, the chances of finding the

broken weapons would be quite small, as they did not then fall upon

cultivated fields or stretches of grassy meadows, but in dense forest

growvths or.tangled thickets. where they would remain unnoticed even

by the keen-eyed natives.

That stemmed scrapers were as much an independently designed

implement, as spears or arrowheads, is proved by the occurrence of

such flakes as-fig. 121 which is carefully chipped. along the sides for



the express purpose of prodicing a well-marked, stem-like projection.

Flakes, thus worked, are not chance occurrences, but are quite fre-

quently found, and so have a direct bearing upon

the question.

Figs. 122 and 123 represent two examples of

another form of stemmed scrapers which are much

less common in New Jersey, and are very rarely

seen in New. England. The same objections to

classing them as rechipped arrowpoints, that have

been urged with reference to the preceding speci-

mens,-hold good in these cases. In fig. 122, we FIG. 12x.-New
Jersey. -l.

have, it is true, a specimen equally'hipped upon

both sides, and possessing no feature which may not have been equally

common to an'arrowhead, but in fig. 123 we have an instance of the

same pattern of scraper chipped directly

from a flake of quartzite, which shows that

such scrapers were not always made from

the broken fragments of other kinds of

implements. It is very seldom that we

meet with scrapers of this pattern as small

as this, and with the bases so very deeply

notched. The object of this is difficult to

determine. Indeed, were these scrapers,

in all cases, the utilized bases of spear and

FIG.122.Ind iana. arrowpoints, they would be much more in-

telligible ; for certainly as a simple instrument for scraping either skin

or bone, those of plain triangular outline or with

short straight stems have every advantage pos-

sessed by figs. 122 and 123.

Figs. 124 and 125 represent two examples of .

a form of supposed -scraper, of which a number
Frc. 12

3
.- New Jersey.

of specimens have been found in one limited

locality. The bases are chipped .so as to give them distinctly bev-

elled edges, and the pointed ends are so shaped as strongly to sug-
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gest the idea that these implements are combinations of the scraper

and the drill. If so, they were probably used in the manufacture of

small articles fr< steatite and other soft minerals, and not as scrapers

of the common patterns were use(d The pointed end of fig. 125

clearly shows evidences of wear, such as would be produced by con-

stantly boring or drilling other stones; and there seems no reason why

scrapers like these should not have been used to rub down, to a uni-

form surfac'e, such slabs of slate and sandstone as were used for pen-

4dants, gorgets and ornamental objects of that character. Until we

find the workshop-site and refuse of the wcrker in stone, who made

ornaments instead of arrowbeads, it will be impossible to say just what

FIG. 124.-New Jersey. FiG. 125.-"New Jersey. f.

methods were pursued in making some of the commonest objects of

this character ; but that the combined drills and scrapers here figured

were put to some such use seems far more probable, than that they

were simply skin-dressers.

Fig. 126 represents a chipped implement that has much the ap-

pearance of. a knife, and also closely resembles the chipped flint "sling-

stones" that occur in Europe. In this instance, it is believed to be

a scraper. Scrapers with battered edges, and of a quadrangular outline,

very similar in general appearance .to the modern "strike-a-lights " are

rare. Fig. 126 represents such a "scraper." It is of vellow jasper,

an inch and a half long,'an inch wide, and half an inch thick near the

middle of the specimeo. The front edge is much battered and has
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every appearance of having been struck against a min.eral as hard as

pyrites.

P.yrites, in masses of vario's sizes, is very abundant about Trenton,

N. J., where these short, thick scrapers are found. Igt occurs in the

beds of Jurasso-cretaceous clay which crop out of the hillsides along

the New Jersey shore of the Delaware, near Trenton, New Jersey,

being there attached in large masses to the fossil trees embedded in

these strata.

The conclusive evidence brought forward by Mr. Evans,3 0 that many

of these short, thick "scrapers" were used in connection with pyxites

for producing fire, has rendered -it; probable that in this country also,

such ,may have been the use of these thick,

quadrangular masses of japer , which, while

resembling scrapers, have battered edges, and

in all respects are jus't such foims as mighlt be

supposed to have been used for this purpose;

nor do we lack historical evidence that the

Indians of the Atlantic coast, to some extent at

least, were accustomed to procure fire in this

manner. John Brereton, in his Brief and True

Rebtion of the Discovery of the North Part
FiG. 126.- New Jersey.

of Virginia (London, 1602) says of- the Mas-

sachusetts Indians, "they strike fire in this manner ; every one car-,

rieth about him in a purse of tewed leather, a mineral stone (which I

take to be their coppèr), and with a flat emery stone (wherewi

glaciers cut glass, and cuttlers glaze blades), tied4r &the end

of a little stick, gently he striketh upon the mneral stonefand within

a stroke or two, a spark falleth upona pece of touch wood (much

like our sponge in England), and with the least spark he maketh a fire

presently."

While it is possible that knowledg tbis method of producing

fire was derived -from the Europeans, who, for more than a century

"Ancient stone Implements of Great Britain, p. 2SO.
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previous to the visit of Brêreton, had occasionally visited the New
england coast, it is not çiear how the Indians learned to use pyrites,
whicþ Brereton evidently riistook' for their copper, as a substitute for
iron or steel. It is highly improbable that the knowledge of the fact,
that iron pyrites would answer the same purpose as steel in producing
fire, was likewise derived from European visitors to our coast; and, if
not, the statement of Brereton gives us evidence of a custom, which
subsequently fell into disuse, as it is not: known that any tribes of
Indians, either south or west of Massachusetts, ever procured fire in

this manner, unless we accept the

abundance of these short, thick

scrapers as evidence of a custom,

which is so clearly deAibed as, at

one time, common among the New

England tribes.

Fig. 127 represents a form of what

may properly be called a "scrapr,"

although essentially different fritn

the ordinary form of stone imple-

ment so called. The material is

slate, but ~of so compact a nature,

that it is susceptible of aàc<nsiderable

F polish, which is shown'in the mar-
FIG. 127- New Jersey.

gin, of the concave surface of this

scraper, which constitutes the peculiar feature. of the specimen.

The purpose of this implement is indicated by the evident traces

of wear in the concave portion of the front or scraping margizi; this

is, that of scraping the shafts of arrows, cylindrical bones, -and objects

of that shape.

Mr. John Evans has .givèn -the designation of "hollow scraper" to

rU implement of this character (Ancient Stone I'mplements of !reat

Britain, p. 287, fig. 226), and remarks of then "I have two specirens

with the liöllow as regular in its sweep as any of the scrapers of the

ordinary form. Tools of this kind seem well adapted for 'scraping

l 36,
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into regular shape the stems of arrows, or the shafts of spears, or for

fashioning bone pins."

As yet, but a single specimen from New Jersey.of these concave

scrapers has been brought to the writer's notice, although, next to arrow-

points and knives, ordinary scrapers are the most abundant of all the

forms of chipped implements. - From this, it is safe to conclude that

this form was one not in general use.

In the Susquehanna valley scrapers are

apparently less abundant than in the valley

of the Delaware, but some interesting ex-

amples have been obtained. In the collec-

tion of the late Professor Haldeman are,

among many forms, two jasper scrapers

possessing the-peculiar feature of fig. I27.

One,-of them is a flake ¶ne. inch in width

and two and one-half inches in length. One

side is nearly straight ; the other, with a

deep, accurately curved concavity. The

bevelled edges are well worked, and ,the

specimen clearly shows that it was intended

for scraping convex surfaces.

Fig. 128 represents a simple form of

scraper that is' of exceeding interest. As

the ilustrationshows, this implement is not

chipped, but a simple flake-like fragment of

an ovàfpebblee Fm. 228.-New Jersey.

Attei fon sfik t called to these imple-

ments,-a founýd in New Jersey, by the publication by Prof. Jos..Leidy,

of a notice of various rude flint implements, fou:nd near Fort Bridger,

southern Wyorming. Of these, Dr. Leidy remarks,3 t "In this relation

I may take the opportunity of speaking of a stone implenent of the

Shoshore Indians, one of so simple a character that had I not observed
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it in actual use and noticed it among the materials of the.buttes, I should

have viewed it as an accidental spawl. It consists of a thin segment of

a quartzite bowlder, made by striking the stone with a.smart blow. The

implement is circular or oval, with a sharp edge, convex on one side

and flat on the other. It is calIed a 'teshoa' and is employed as a

scraper ir, dressing buffalo skins. By accident, I learned that the im-

plenent is not only moderh, as I obtained one of -the same character,

together with some perforated .tusks of the elk, from an old Indian

grave, which had, been made on the upper side of a butte, and had

becomè exposed by 'the gradual wearing away of the latter." It is

not improbable that these primitive scrapers have a wide distribution

along the northern Atlantic seaboard, but that thus far they -have been

generally overlooked. Attention being called-to these western speci-

mens, search was made for the same form in central New Jersey, nd

on several village sites numbçrs were found, some of them showing

more traces of wear, frdm long.continued use, than is shown on any of the

flint sérapers previously figureçi and described. These " teshoas " from

New Jersey differ from the same implement as described by.Dr. Leidy

in that the detached surface is not generally flat, but is a convex as

the corresponding, or natûral surface offthe pebble. eFroni the smooth-

ness and general appearance of this comparatively newer surface, it is-

evident that the implenent has been 4etached by a single blow from

the -pebble, and that this cqnvex surface was then proçuced and was

not the result of subsegtent second!hipping. As yet no examples

of pebbles, from which'these implements have been taken, have been

cgllected. One -such would, My its concavity, at once determine

whether these bi-convex " teshoas " were made by a single dexterous

blow, or whether subsequent %ork was necessary to give them the out-

line they -now have.



C H A P T E:R I.X.

SLICKSTONES AND SINEW DRESSERS.

WHEN we remember how important to the Indians were the well

drèssed skins of the elk, bear, deer, beaver, otter and muskrat, all of

which mammals were once abundant throughout the northern' and

middle states, it is not strange that among the many curious forms of

stone implements, that we nowgather from the long deserted haunts

of the country's primitive occupants, there should be numbers of such

as were used in dressing and preser.ving the skins of these animals.

As we have alreâdy seen, one kind of flint implement, carefully chipped,

was used at one stage of the process of curing leather. The polished

stone implements described in the present chapter are supposed to

have been used su'bsequently to. the scrapers, and also, after the cured

skins, or leather, had been "made -up" into clothing,. while others,

curiously groovéd, were -doubtlessly of juse in reducing sinews to a

more compact condition in which they served as thread.

We are informed by Holm, that the Delaware Indians could "tan

and prepare the skins.of animals, which they afterwards·paint in their

own way." This knowledge of curing leather was, of course, common

to all our coast tribes, as it is to-day to the Indians of thé far west,
and hence it is no mere fànciful speculation to treat certain highly

polished but otherwise unworked pebbles as the "slickstones" used by

the savages in rubbing their leather to make it soft and pliable.

Burnishers or slickstones, as they are generally called, are of common

occurrence in England, and their purpose has been carefully explained,

and their history in later times given by Mr. Evaris.3i He remarks

3 2
Evans. Ancient Stone Implements of Great Britain, p.394. London, 1872.
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that one "purpose to which stone implements seem to have been ap-

plied, in connection with * the preparation of leather, is. that of

burnishing or smoothing, somewhat in the same manner as is now

effected by the flat-iron ;" and also records thei interesting fact, that

"Mr. Greenwell fias a celt frorm Yorkshire, which was used by a shoe-

maker for smoothing down the seams he made in leather," and adds

"the oli English name for the snooth stones used for such purposes

is slickstone." 'Following Ihe example of so safe a guide, these

same stones, which are of all sizes and a great variety of patterns, but

of comparatively uniforn material, are treated as slickstones.

The form of this stone with the -series of deep, harrow, parallel

grooves, which is in many cases, an apparent combination of the

slickstone and sinew-dresser, does not appear to occur in Europe, but

it is of very general distribution on the North American continent.

P'actically the same implement as those here found in great abun-

dance, Professor Nilsson 33 has figured .and described as a "stretch-

ing implemnent." He says of the illustration which he gives, "The

widened part, representing the edge, has been rounded off by constant

iwear, probably from being rubbed against leather or something of that

kind. A person, who has lived many years as a mechanic in Greenland,

thinks he.has discovered a great resemblance between this stone im-

plement and the bone implement, provieled with a handle, which is

there'used for stretching skins ih crder to give them the requisite soft-

ness. A somewhat similar stretching implement of iron is still used in

those parts of Scania ivhere the winter dress of the peasantry consists

of sheep-skin coats."

Fig. 129 represents an, example of polished pebble, thât has been

altered little, if any, in shape. A noticeable feature is in its being

perforated by five -small holes, which are natural, however, being

thread-like veins of softer mineral which have been drilled out. One

of these perforations occurring near the margin of the stone, the stone

itself has been worn off at that point until much thinner than elsewhere,

s3 Nilsson. Stone Age in Scandinavia, p. 77, and pl. ix,.fig. j85. London, %868.
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and the hole then enlarged. A cord was probably passed through this

hole to suspend the implement.

Fig. 13a represents a secand example of a pebble, which is not only

highly polished, but the curved margin has been worn away, until it

Fic. x2g.-New Jersey.

closely approaches an ordinary small celt. This curved margin has

been worn more upon one side than the other, and were it not for the

faint striæ that dull the surface

slightly, it would possess an extra-

ordinary polish. Knowing the pur-

pose of these polished pebbles, one

can readily imagine that the ex-

ceeding smoothness is still due to

their greasy condition when in con-

stant use.

While the greatmajority of slick-

stones are natural pebblés, such as

the preceding. specimens, others
Fic. 130.-- New Jersey.

are wholly artificial in shape, gnd
possess in most cases, a polish only equalled by the finer celts. Fig.

131 represents a polished porphyry pebble, perfectly syinmetrical,

and very tasteflly designed. This specimen may be considered as an

example of the highest type of these implements.

I141
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Slickstones of this pattern are of frequent occurrence, although,

greatly outnumbered by the natural pebbles that have been used for

the same purpose. Of a series of eleven, ail but one are of this material,

and ail but two, well pol-

ished. One specimen vas

drilled in one corner, as

are many of the similarly

shaped "sinew-dressers."

None of them' appeared

to have been -worn upon

any one surface more

than an6ther, and ail

showed traces of scratch-

es, as fine as hair lines,

which were possibly-due

to the grit that had doubt-

lessly adhere to the

leather while in process

of manufacture.

Slickstones of this

elaborate pattern are

found over much of the

area of the middle states.

As they are of so uniform

a size, when of this. pat-

tern, it has been ques-

tioned whethe they had

not some other use than

that of rubbing-stones for

dressing leather. The
Fic. 131.- New jersey.

labor of grindivigVtheir

present shape, and subsequently polishing the objects, vas very consid-

erable, and yet,,when finished, they possessed no advantage over the

smaller, irregular pebbles used for the same purpose. This objection,
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however,-applies tomxnany other forms of stone implements, which also

exhibit, what to us seems evidence of a vast dèal- of unnecessary labor.

The remarkable uniformity in size and in material of these implements,

on the other hand, deserves atten-

tion as ' feature of great interest.

All the examples that I have seen

from New Jersey and New York,

and those in the cabinet of the late

Professor Haldeiiñan, from Pennsyl-

vania, were remarkably.alike in size,

and all made either of porphyry

or hornstone. Does this uniformity

of size, finish and material indicate

some unknown use, not cornected

with skin-dressing?

Fig..132 représents a pestie- f
shaped-piattern-of these slickstones,

made of a black hornstone pebble.

The entire surface is very highly

polished,.. and the lower end, as

shown in the illustration, has been

worn away until perfectly level. Of

the various forms of natural peb-

bles chosen for slickstones, few have

been found that are cylindrical,

although, when of this size, they

seem most admirably adapted for

rubbing seams, and otherwise work-I

ing leather in the course o f i t s

manufacture into clothing. Of a FIG. 132.-Sew jersey.

series of sixty-eight slickstones found on an extensive village site

in Mercer~ Co., New Jersey,- there are but three that are strictly

cylindrical, and but eleven that are materially longer than broad.

A few are less than two ·inches in length; but the majority are
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about five inches in length, by three to four, in width, with one

side more worn and poished than the other. Black stones are

almost always chosen. In the entire series, but two..are of white

quartz, though this mineral is susceptible of being worn very smooth,

and occurs as water-worn pebbles of proper size and shape.

Fig. 133 represents a white marble slickstone or smoothing imple-

ment of altogether different pattern from any previous4y described,

but one that, while. rare in New Jersey and New England, is of com-

mon occurrence in the south and west.

This specimen is made of a pure white marble found near Attleboro,

Bucks Co., Pennsylvania. The entire surface is worked, and is quite

smooth, fhough only the flat, under surface has any degree of polish.

FIG. 133. - New Jersey.

As will be noticed in the illustration, this implement has a groove ex-

tending across the back and sides. Other examples have the groove

extending lengthwise. The purpose of these grooves, c.onsidering the

implement to be a slickstone, is not clear.

Col. C. C. Jones, jr.,3 4 -in his elaborate volume on the stone imple-

mentSI and other relics of the'southern Indians, figures a specimen of

this pattern of slickstone, but without the groove. He remarks, that

the specimen he has figured "typifies a large class, examples of which

abound in the relic-beds on the Savannah river. Their use is n6t well

ascertained, but their flat surfaces are very smooth as though they had

be'en constantly employed in rubbing."

34 Jones. Antiquities of the Southern Indians, p..292, pl. xvi, fIg. 9. New York, 1873.
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Associated as relics, that mark the former sites of Indian towns, and

similar as they are in many particulars, it seems proper to place in thé

same chapter, although separately considered, those interestinig stone im-

I)lements that are identi-

cal with the preceding

in every respect, save

that of having a series of'

short and narrow, but

deep marginal grooves,

extending obliquely from
u short distance within.

the'margin to the edge
-of the implement. These
grooves.are always on

both sides of the imple-

rment, and usually slant

from right to left.
Fig. 134 represents a

very well marked exam-

ple of this form of im-

plement, and one, too,

that possesses an.ad-

ditional feature of inter-

est, in the hole drilled

in the upper :left hand

corner. The number of

the deep, oblique

grooves, characteristic of
FIG. 134.--New Jersey. .

these implements, is un-

usually large on this specimen, generally the series at the side being

wanting. While the perforation of one corner of these implements

is quite common, it is seldorn that the hole drilled is as large as in

fig. 134, or as far fron the margin of the stone. In.many specimens

the perforation is but one thirty-second of an inch in diameter, and so

1
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near the edge of the stone, that the rim of -stone, that makes the

perforation complete, is but little broader than the diameter of the

opening.

When the implement was drilled, of course _is narrow rim of stone

must have been somewhat thicker, and it has subsequc tly been worn

away by the friction of the cord passing through it ; but, at the time,

the perforation must have been so near the margin, that the successful

accomplishment of the drilling is a source of wonder. Of the series of

drills of all patterns that have been gathered from the Atlantic coast

states, not one has yet been found that could. have been used for the

perforation of these implements in the manner described.

Fig. 135 represents a plainer example of these objects, but one

that is of more common occurrence. This and the preceding one

are of about the maximum size of this inplement as found in the New

England or middle states.

These implements have been long supposed to have been used in

dressing sinews, by pulling them to and fro along these grooves.

Whether this be true or not cannot be shown perhaps, but it seems

far more probable than that they were used in any way as sharpening

tools,'for either the edges of celts or the points of bone needles.

In a recent monograph by Maj. W. H. Dall,é that author describes

a "rough figure of some four footed animal, with a forked tail, perhaps

used for smoothing down the asperities of their sinew thread by draw-

ing it through the sharp furrow in the tail. The natives on the main-

land use a similar instrument for this purpose."

It is known that sinews were used as bowstrings, and these might

have been drawn over such deep furrows, as suggested,by Mr.-Dall;

and possibly thèse same stortes-were utilized by the Delaware In-

dians in dressing. thread made of other material. Holm records of

them, that "the women. spin thread and yarn out of nettles, hemp

and some plants unknown to us."

SDall. On the Rernains of Later Pre-Historic Man in Alaska. Smithson. -Contributions to

Knowledge, No. 318. Washington, D.-C., 1878.
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Kalm (Travels in North America, yol. ii, p. 131) mentions the use

of a common plant for thread-making, as follows.: "APOCYNUM Canna-

binum was by the Swedes called Ienp of ie Indians; and grew

plentifully in old corn-

grounds, in woods, on

hills, and in high

glades. The Swedes

have given it the name

of Indian iemp, be-

cause the Indians for-

merly, and even now,

(1749) apply it to .

the same purposes as

the Europeans do

hemp; for the stalls

may be divided into

filaments, and is easily

prepared. When the

Indians were settled

among the Swedes, in

Pennsylvania and

New Jersey, they

made ropes of this

Apocynum, which the

Swedes bought, and

employed them as

bridles, and for nets.

These ropes were

stronger, and k e p t
FIG. 135.- New Jersey. {.

longer in water, than

such as were made of common hemp. * The Indians likewise

make several other stuffs of their hemp. On my jourey through

the country of the Iroquese, 1 saw the women employed in manufac-

turing this hemp. -They made use neither of spinning-wheels or -dis-
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taffs, but rolled the filaments upon their bare thighs, and made thread

and strings of them, which they dyed red, yellow, black, etc., and

afterwards worked them into stuffs with a great deal of ingenuity. ***

Sometimes the fishing tackle of the Indians consists entirely of this

hemp."

If such fibrous yarn was "dressed" with grease or, indeed, with wax,

and then drawn over a groove in one of these stones, it would cer-

taint-y be much strengthened.

Considering then, the facts : that sinews were utilized as bowstrings,

that fishing with a line was a constant occupation, and that nets were

woven, and we have evidence that "thread and yarn" were constantly

in use, and there is much to lead to the inference that these -grooved

implements, if not simple "sinew dressers,".were largely used for pur-

poses so similar as to render the name fnot wholly inappropriate. e



CHAPTER X.

MORTARs AN PESTLES.

Or of the few objects that, by its mere presence, péfhaps more

Vividly than all else, recalls the fact that these goodly lands were once

tenanted by another and far differen people, is the stone mortar, fig.

136,. which, in its history, is soclosely linked to that of the invaluable

article of food, the maize or India'n' corn. Whether the mortar is

simply a slab of sandstone, w9it scaírcely a depressionA upon it, a gra-

nitic bowlder with, a deelp cavity,-oeven a natural'hoIliv in a station-

ary rock, its purpose, to the Indian, was the saie. Within .these

hollows the corn was pounded into meal.

Holm.3 e speaking of the Delaware Indians, says that "that they make

bread out of the maize or Indian corn, which they prepare in a manner

peculiar to theniselves ; they crush the grain between two stones, or

6n a large piece of wood." Loskiel2 states that they grind the maize

Cas fine as flour by means- of.a iooden pestle and -mortar;" but it is

not probable that many mortars of wood were used, considering the

great number of those of stone that welfnd, especilly.in. NewJersey.

Of the Delaware Indians the same author says: "They are fond of

muscles and oysters, and those who live near an oyster-bed wil subsist

for weeks together upon them. Thev also cnt the land-tcortoise, which

is about a span broad, and rather more in length; and even locusts

are used for food. These ·come frequently in large swarn., covering

and destroying even the bark of the trees."

As the oysters and mussels were also dried in large quantities for

HohM. History of New Sweden, P1. 121. Philadelphia, 1834.

37' M.i.ion to North Anencan Indians, p. 67. London, 1794.
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winter use, it is very probable that mortars were also used as a

receptacle in which to reduce the dried shell-fish to a sort of powder

or, pulp. This, mixed with the corn-meal, made a dough, or batter,

not unlike the modern "fritters." It was a common practice with the

Indians.to mix other articles of food with the meal made from maàize.

Loskiel mentions. their mixing dried bilberries with corn-meal, and

also smoked eels chopped fine.

" Hunter informs us that, in some of the Indian¡villages visited by

him, there were one or two large stone mortars for pounding corn,

which were public property. These were placed in a central part of

the village, and were used in rotation by the different families." 3 8

Mortars are·of various forms.

In the first place the Indians fnot

unfrequently utilized.for this purpose

the natural hollows or depressions

that are found ii stationary rocks.,

Others of smaller size were made

by pecking a deep câvity in a globuz

lar or cubical block of stone as in

FIG 136.-lassichuscîts fig. 136, while in still other in-

stances they simply made use of a

lat slab of stone into which a shallow depression was worn, the result

of long usage rather than of design.

The wooden mortars, having nearly all decayed and therefore known

generally by the historical references to them, need only to be referred

to as having once been used: but to what extent, in comparison with

those of stone, is not known.

Fig. 137 represents an enormous glaci6l bowlder, portions of which

still remain in view in Centre street, Trenton, N. J. The hollow or

basin in this rock is of natural origin, being a "pot-hole," as such de-

pressions are called bygeologists, The pestle that is represented in

38 Stevens. Flint-Chips, p. 546, quoting fron Hunter's Manners and Çmstoms of Indian Tribes,

p. 269. London, 1870.



the illustration was found so near the supposed mortar, that it is quite

probable it was used in. connection with it ; but the evidence that

this "pot-hole " was used as a mortar rests upon the fact, that the rock

occupies~a'position, once the very centre of a populous Indian village,

and that in excavating cellars in the immediate vicinity of this rock,

besides numbers of other .relics, many broken and some short, un-

broken pestles -were found. It is probable, too, that the natural cavity

has been somewhat deepened by use,-but the rock being unusually

hard and unyielding, it is difficult to determine to what extent, if any,

this may have been done.

Bowlders with these natural basins, although too heavy to be moved

FIG. 13i -New Jersey.

by any one person, were occasionally transported to quite distant

points, and there used in common by the people of the village, to

whom they belonged. One such, to which reference is made injocal

hisfory, formerly occupied a prominent position in what is supposed to

have been the public square of a village, situated near Yardville, Mercel

Co., New Jersey. -This mortar, now in the Archæological Museum at

Cambridge, Mass., is a large mass of Potsdam sandstone, veighing

about one hundred pouÉds, with a deep, circular basin in it. It is

known to have been used by the Indians, as recently as 1720.

MORTARS .AND PFSILES. I.51
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Fig. 138 represents an average example of the small.mortars. It is

a fat, triangular piece of sandstoóe,.somewhat less than nine inches

along each side. The 1pper'surface has been worn awaj' until an oval

depression has been formed about one inch deepi at tbe centre. As

very many of these mortars are ev.eU of less capacity than the speci-

z.a

men hese figured, it is evident that but little grain could be groiind at

a time, Itobably not more than was needed for inimediate use. Why,

as a rule, these mortars should be so much smaller than the Mexican

metatès, which they closely resemble, is something of a mystery. The



advancement of the Indians of the Atlantic coàst, in the culinary arts,

was as great as that of their more·southe'rn neighbors.

From the character of the wearing apd scratches in the basin of

fig. 138, it is evident tha.t the "upper mill-stones" used with these

shallow mortars, were the flat, oval pebbles, with ône surface artificially
worn, which are even more abundant than the mortars themselves.

Fig. 139 represents one of these "upper .millstones." It is an ordi-

nary water worn pebble, with the under side worn very smooth by long

continued friction against the sides and bottom of the basin of the

mortar. Fig. 139 was found as-

sociate(d with the mortar, fig. 138,

and as it.fits the 1basin quite ac-

curately, they are supposed to have

been used together. Th i s use

necessarily .consisted in a very

limited rubbing motion, in the di-

rectiofx of the long axis of the

diameter of the basin. With the

Supposed upper stone, fig. 139, there

could not ·have been play enough

fo give. the combined stones much

grn(ing or crushing power.

Fig. 140 represents a second ex-

ample of these shallow mortars,
Fir. 739- New Jersey

which possesses many points of in-

tcrest. Thi specimen measures fourtcen inches in ·length lv ten in

w(idth, and is of a uniforn thickness of about three inches. The

under surface is unchanged in any wav from its nattural condition.

and the margins are but slightly smoothed or worn. ''ihe upper

surface, on the con-trary, is worn or intentionally ground down to

aperfect level, and in the middle there i a shallow depression.

perfectlv circular; and marked by a series of -well . defined circular

strioe. Mortars of-this character are tquite rare, and-whether used in

a different manner from the more common ories, such as fig. 3 S, is
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not known ; but it is evident that the method of grinding on this

specimen was very different from that employed in the preceding ex-

ample. There it was evidently a rubbing motion, here a revolving one,

and even the steady revolution of the end of a cylindrical pestle would

not, unless guided with great accuracy, make such a regularly circular

depression. The artificially.smoothed surface about the basin in this

specimen is a feature of much interest. Such mortars are not usually

altered in any may. Among nearly a thousand of these objects found

in the southern counties of New Jersey, but three were at all changed

from their natural condition of subangular bowlders, except in the

wearing away that had resulted in a basin-like depression.

FIG.. 24.- New Jersey. 1

Shallow stone mortars, lke the above, are common in the southern

states. Col, U. C. Jones, jr.,39 mentions, that from a single relic-bed

on the right bank of the 'avannah river a few miles above Augusta,

I obtained, at one time, thirteen stone mortars made of fiat bowlders

taken from the bed of the stream and hollowed out on both sides to

the depth of two or three inehes. The average diameter of these

shallow basin-like excavations was rather more than nine inches. No

labor had been expende(t in shaping these. stones. The natives took

them as they found the1m, and simply formed thé cavities. Placed

upon the ground or held in the lap, with the assistance of the ordinary

sJones. Antiquties of the So.thern Indians, p.'322. New York, 1873.
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dish-shaped crushing stones-large numbers of which were seen iN
the vicinity-the green corn could have been mashed, the paoched

corn pounded, or the husks beaten from the ripe grains."

Stone mortars, with a basin of such depth as required a long, cylin-

drical pestle, are of rare occurrence along the northern Atlantic sea-

board. A single example has occasionally been found and referred to

in local journals, but few appear to have been secured by the larger

museums. Certainly, none of the character of the, larger mortars,

found in southern California, are ever met with east of the Missis iippi

iver. In the·southern states stone mortars of excellent workmanship

have occasionally been found. Col. C. C. Jones, jr.,4 0 describes one

from Liberty Co., Georgia, as "made of yellow, ferruginous quartz

with a flat bottom and circular walls gradually expanding as they rose;

its general shape was that of an inverted, truncated cone. Entirely

artificial, thit exterior was well polished. About ten inches high, eight

inches in diameter at the top and seven inches at the bottom the

interior had been excavated to the depth of nearly eight inehes.

At the top the walls were about three-quarters of an inch thick and

increased in thickness as· they descended." Mortars of this sizei are

not known to occur alon_ the, orthern Atlantic coast, though th'ere

have been found smaller examples of softer material, moderately aceu.

rate in outline and of careful finish, thus showing that the absence lof
the larger kinds was not due to any lack of capability on the 'part f

the nqrthern Indians.

Pestles, or the long cylindrical stone implements used in connection

with the deeper mortars, particularly with the large wooden ones, are

of very cbmmon occurrence throughout the entire area of the New

England and middle states. Kalm (Travels in North America) speak-

ing of the Delaware Indians, says that "fthey had stone pesiles, àbour

a foot long, and as thick as a man's arm. ,They consist chiefly of a

black sort of a stone, and were formerly employed, by the Indians,

for pounding maize, which has, since time immemorial, been their

'0ons I cP-312•
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chief and almost their only corn. • * * They formerly pounded

all their coni or maize in hollow trees, with the above mentioned pes-

ties, made of stone. 'Many Indians had only wooden pesties." As a

class of implements, while very distinct from all others, they vary much

within themselves. Some are as carefully finished and as highly pol-

ished as the celts, while others are merely water-worn. pebbles and can

only bc recoghized as relics of theI ndians by the battered ends, or

other scarcely discernible marks of u.e. •The majority of pestles were

not made, but were chosen from the pebbles of the river. Such as

were -naturally cylindrical in shape were taken, and occasionally some

slight modifications were made in the shape. The longest were, of

course, made from long slabs of stone, and have their entire surfaces

worked by pecking. This process is best exhibited in the grooved

stone axes. What mav re considered as the maximum length of pes-

ties is difficult to determine, but those of a greater length than fifteen

inches are not common.

Of a se'ries of ninety-two pestles found in New Jersey, twenty-eight

are plain cylinders, wholly shaped by pecking. Fifteen have a portion

of their surface pecked, to bring them to a perfectly cylindrical shape.

The others are natural pebbles with different amounts of alteration of

the natural surfaces. 'he character of t'he ends of these pestles varies

considerably. Abôut one-third are polished, as if;by use, while the

others are rough and in some instances slightly battered, When we

corne to the smallest·of these cylindrical pelbiles, and especially-such

as have distincy battered ends,. it is necessarv to exercise care that

we do not- confound pestles and possible hammers. Still, if used as

pestles, these smaller examples would be used wîth shallow stone, and

not deep wooden mortars, and so would be*more or less liable to be--

corne broken or splintered at the ends.

Figs. 141 and 142 represent excellent ayerage examples of the long,

plain, cylindrical pestles, common everywhere. Fig. 141 measures

seventeen and one-half inches in length and nearly- eight inches in

circumference. IL is somewhat polished and bevelled at either end,

which would indicate that it was used in the deep mortars for pounding;
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aid fnot as a rolling pin upon . flat slab of stone; although this latter
use appears to have been true of some, judging simply by the polish.
The marks of the stone-hammer, in pecking the implement to its
present shape, are plainly visible even to the very ends of the speci-
men. This pestle weighs seven

pounc. Fig. 142 measures seven-

teen inches in length, and, in sec-

tion, is flattened and quadrangular.

Although smoother than the pre-

ceding, it shows the marks of the

hammer-stone very plainly except

at the ends, which are smoothed,

but fnot polished, and: nearly flat

and square. Pestles of this pattern

are not common. .Schoolcraft4 '

figures one that is similar. '

Fig. 143 represents a third ex-

ample of the ordínary plain pestles.

It is made,of sandstone, fine and

one-half inches in length, and

pecked over the entire surface

except the extreme ends which

are smoothed, but not polished.

This pestle, which is a good repre-Jl

sentative example of thé common

short specimens, was found on a

well known Indiarr village site near

Trenton, New Jersey, where hun-
Fi. 141.-New Fic. x*. -New

dreds have been collected. Jersey. 1 Jersey..

The great abundance of pestles, in many localitiès where mortars are

seldom found, has been frequently noted, and much surprise has been

expressed that such should ever be the case. It is readily explained,

iScholcraft. Htory and Conditionf IndinTribes, pt.· ,p. 86, pl. 2,fig. 1.
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1 think, by supposing that there was a stationary mortar in some large

rock near by, to which the women of the tribe resorted, and also, by

the fact, that wooden mortars were more largely in use than has been

Pic. 14 3 .-- New Jersey. 1. Fic. z44.-.-New Jersey.

supposed. These, of Gourse, have generaJly long sixiCe deCayed, but

some two or three are known to have been found and are stillt preserved.

.Fig. 144 represents a form of pestie, corhmon in New Jersey. It is
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a cylindrical pebble that has apparently been split intentionally for

'three-fourths of its length. The unlbroken end shows some traces of

contact with stone, and is slightly battered. The split end is worn

quite smooth. The evidence of intentional splitting of these pestle-

pebbles is seen in the fact that so many have been fond, of this forin.

Either they are intention-

ally split, or naturally

fractured pebbles were

habitually chosen for

pestles.

Figs. 145 and 146 rep-

resent cylindrical peb-

bles of small size from

California, which have

been used as pestles.

Fig. 145 has been slightly

modified by pecking on

both ends, and is some-

what smoother at the

ektremities than over the

body of the implement.

Fig. 146 shows but slight

alteration of its surface

by use, but the fact of

its having beeh found in

a grave, associated with a

mortar of the smallest FGs. 45 and 6-Cafornia. &

size, indicates that it has been used as apestle. Small cylindrical peb-

bles like these are of common occurrence on he'Atlantic seaboard.

F g. 147 represents a magpificent example of a large pestle, remark-

able, fnot only for its length, which is twenty-eight inches, but for the

artistically carved serpent's (?) head at one end. This pestle is not

cylindrical.

Itssaface is formed by a series of flat planes of uniforn width,
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extending the entire length of

the implement. Some of them

are quite highly polished, while

others are merely smooth. The

circumference of the plain, or

poun(ling eni1, is nearly five and

a haif inches, which is more

than an inch larger than the

circumference of the pestle im-

mediately below the carved

head. In the Archxological

- Museum, at Cambridge, Mass.,

J are two others of these orna-

mented pestles, one of which

is quite small, whilst the other

is not so long, but of greater

2 h ' diameter than fig. 147. Both

have more manmmal-lieheads

carved at one end, and are

noticeable from the fact that,

in both, the ears of the. head

are prominently carvel, while

there is no trace of an eve.

Professor Perkins4 2 des-ribes

an ornamented pestlc over two

'feet in length, now in the mu-

seum of the Universitv of Ver-

mont, as "cylindrical, as usual,

and is rounded at one end,

while the other is carved to

resemble the head of some

animal-it may be a wolf."

Fi. 147- Massachusetts. "American Naturalist, vel.v, p. 12. 187r.
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Mr. Putnam,4 3 in a foot-note referring to the above, addsI: "In the

collection of the New York State museurn, at Albany, there is a long

'pestie' of identical pattern and having the same rouigh carving as

the one described fron the lBurlirigton museun. These are the

only ones that ·have cone under my observation having the handle

carved to represent an animal, thougli umost of-the longer inplenents

of this characterhave a knob-at-the1randie,- iHorthe p £

suspension."

A -pestle with a carving of a serpent's head, found in Onondaga

Co., New York, is of much interest, as the implement is not straight.

The carved hea4is bent to a greater angle than in fig. 147, and the

plain or pounding. end is somewhat curved in the' opposite direction.

This crooked specimen would not answer for the ordinary uses of a

pestle, and suggests the idea that it may have been a club or bâtôn.

That stone clubs were ever in use among the Iroquois or Algonkin

tribes is, however, nerely nentioned as possible.

The pestle, here desçribed, is figured in àa.S -. ntiquities of

Onondaga Co., New York, by Rev. W. M. Beauchamp of Baludwins-
ville, New York, in the library of the Archæological museum, at Cam-

bridge, Mass.

A pestie, closely resembling that represented in figure 147, is de-

scribed bv the same writer, as "twenty-seven inches long, qute slender

and utîiform'ly cylindrical,-its average diameter being about two inches.

The dianieter is nearly equal thloughout; one end is somewhat con-

tracted, and the opposite more su, to forrm necrk for the carved head

which terniinates i. This carving, though fnot elalorate. yet distinctl

and strongly indicates a head, somewhat dog-like and somewhat fmsh-

lke, in'some features resembling one animal, in others the uther."

judging from the illustration that accompanies this descrilption., it would

seem more probable that a serpents head was imtended to be repre-

sented, as the head upon that here figured is certainly intended for

that, and the two bear a marked resemblance. Professor Perkins also
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refers to fwo stone pestles from Vermont, which have rude carvings

on one end. Of one of these he remarks, "the carved end represents,

rather rudely, but yet plainly, the head of a squirrel or some similar

animal." Of the common forms of this implement, as found in -Ver-

mont (and the remarks apply equally well to al New England ),IProfessor

Perkins says they are of "all varieties. Some are fusiform, used evi-

dently as rollers, since both ends' are in some cases polishel by the

friction with the hands, others as obviously used for pounding, as the

more or less rectangular form precludes the possibility of rolling theni

one of these is three inches square an(d nearly a foot and a half long,

flat on al sides ; other specirnens are flat on two sides and rounded

on the other two ; others are club-shîiped, and so on."

Long pestIes, with knobs on one end, judging ftom the series of

these implements preserved in the several large museun, are of even

rarer occurrence than those with animal heals;- but very few are found

ex-en with a narrow groove near one end., This form, which is so

characteristic of the long pestles found in California. is not ,abundant

anywhere. save on'the Pacific coast. Of the hundredŽs of pestles from

the Atlantic shores, 0nr e are so distinctlv grooved and collared. as those

from California. Fis. 148 and r49 represent specimens- of these

collared pestles. taken from graves at 1 )os Pueblos, southern California.

It is somewhat strange when we consider the labor of carvil)g an ani-

mal's head on one of these pestles, that so very few of them have even

a groove about one end,fl that they might the more easily be suspended

though they appear very generally to have been so suspendel. "The

Pennacooks." acording to Schoolcraft, "were accustomed to-suspend

a stone pestle from the limb <f a tree, which acted as a spring and

saved the squaw labour in lifting the pestle. These pests were

usually ornamented with a human heaud. or the*head of a 4eer, or

some other animal, sculptured at one enl."~ While the coriclusion,

that they were usua//r sculptured. was an unwarranted inference on the

part of Mr. Schoolcraft, the few carved pestles that are found show

that such was sometimes the case. . The absence of these carvings or

of a groove or collar on certain specimens cannot, however, be con-
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sidered as evidence that they were not also suspended. The distinc-

tion drawn between trtrf pestles, so called, and the highly polished,

finely finished but plain speci-

mens, which have been called

war-clubs, as has beerr already

.stated, is, in all probability, fnot

warranted.

Fig. 50 represents a snall

pestle, pounder 'or muller, such

as is common in western and

southern localities, but of rare

occurrence in'New Jersey or

New England. This specimen

has been car'fuillv shaped by 2

pecking, and on the ends, one

of which is perfectlv flat, are

shallow cup-like depressions.

These depressions are not un-

common in the short mullers

found i i Ohio, which are im-

plements of knowi use, and

thérefore their presence, in this

instance, is not an indication that

fig. 130 is not a pestle, or rmiler.

The purpose of the groove about

the middle of this implement is

difficult to determine. When

such narrow grooves are near

one end, as in the California

specimens, it is evident that the

pestles so marke4 when in use,
F14.; 148 and 1 +,.- California. -

were suspended trom the lipnb

of a tree ; but fig. igo is too small to be used in this manner, and the
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groove heing in the middle 6f the 'implement would prevent it from

taking, if suspended, other than a horizontal position.

Fig. 151 represents an average specimen of the short flaring mullers,

or crushers common in Ohio,

but coi)aratively rare in New

England and the middle states.

In a series of about ninety

pestles, there are but three of

these mullers. While not pes-

tils strictlv spet#ing, tet their

use i 1'so similar as to Warrant

their being classedl together.

Fig. 15 1is- iade of a very

compact granitic rock, and is

carefuilly worked over its entire

surface. The crushing mend, or

base, is nearlv level and more

worn than battered, as though

the implement had. been used

with a rubbing¿ rather than a

pounding motion. Ile two

i
1'

t I I

Fi.. irs-Neir Jersey. 4.

other exam-les of ty)Ical mul,

lers, to which reference has

been made, are of mu ch ruder

finish, and the flaring base is

less pronouinced thain t.id thig

instance.

Amoong the -nany shallow

mortars that have been ex-

amined, none possessed any

pectliarity which. wohl i ake

an upper stone, like fig.ii51î, more desirable than the flat uval pebbles

that have been described, fig. 1 9.

A

Lm
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Besides the large stone nortars and pestles to which attention has

been called, there are occasionally found sm I stone cups or minia-

ture mortars, invariably, I believe, made by utilizing peblles having

natural hollows on one side, which 'have been deepened Iy more

Fic. 5 r.--New Jerscy.

or less pecking, until a serviceable, though small stone vessel was

produced. These were used for grinding the red paint, which, in

the shape of coarsely powdered oxide -of iron, is found in great

abundance in the .eodes that lie scattered over much of the territorV

Ie
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of-Newk#sey. In these little -mortars, this paint is readily reducible

to an impalpable powder.

Loskiel4 4 remarks of the Indians, "They bestow much, tirne and

labor in decorating their faces; laying on fresh paint every day, es-

pecially if they go

oit to (lance. They

suppose that it is

very proper for brave

men to paint, and

always study a

change of fashinn.

Vermilion is their

favorite color, with

which they',fre-

11 quently paint their

Swhole head. Ilere

and t ere black

streaks are intro-

duced, r they paint

one-half f theirface

and head black and

the other red."

2Fig. 5 repre-

sents a medium-

iized paint-cup,

made of a water-

worn pebble. Three

and threefourths

inches long by two

and one-quarter inches wide, this spècimen has sides and erds of a uni-

form width of half an inch, giving thereby /arge cup-shaped depression

for the total dimensions of the specimînen. It may be objected that

4Mission to North American Indian. p. 4. ^n4don , 4.
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the size of fig. 152 is too smail for the supposed use. Undoubtedly-
many paint-mortars were larger, but this specimn is not as small as

some wve have found ; and, in favor of the theory that it was so used,

is the fact that it was found in a grav'e, with a series of arrowpoints,

a celt,- a knife, and some fragments of pottery. 'I he locality and the

evidently artifncial character of the cu'p-shaped depres ion prove beyond

a doubt that it is an Indian relic ; and that its use s for paint-mixing

seemsjnore probable than any other that can be s iggested. Associ-

ated with this delicate paint-cup was the little lub-shaped pestle,

drawn as resting in the cup. It is a pretty pe le, three inches in

FiG. 3- .dina. .

.Iength, slen(der and oval at one end, and flat, oval, a td double the

width at the opposite end. This pestle ha pîrolably be n worn away
considerably in its use with the accompanying cup. 'Th width of the

club-like end, and that of the slender stem, seem to agree perfectly with

the width and depth of the cup's hollow, and the slende portion with

the points of contact of-the rin of the cup and the andile of the

pint-crusher.

Theseý'small mortars, or painf-cups, fig. « 5 2, re not confined to the

Atlantic coast, but are of even more frequent occurrence on the Pacjic

coast. Fig. 153 represents one of these small stone cups made of

serpentine, and differs from the easternspecimens only in being made

(

4
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from a mass of this stpne, and is ther fore wholly artificial- while very

seldom,. if ever, are they found of th s character in New England or

the middle states.

Fig. 154 represents a very small aint-cup made from- a wateir-worn

pebble, which-has received its preseî t hollow,or cup-shaped depression,

wholly by pecking, after' the Miann r of wçorking the deep grooves on

the common stone axe. 'This paint-cup is alniost circular irrshape,

being a little flattened on one side. It is one and five-eighths inch°es in

dianeter, and has but a depth of

three-eighths of an inch at the

centre, or deepest part of the de-

pression. There are still marks

of the stone hammer in this hol-

low, which, however, feels per-

fectly smooth to the touch, and

has ·the sanie color and amiount
1Fro-'rs4.-New Jersey.

of polish as the. exterior surfaces

of the specimen. This specimen, like the-preceding, was found in

the- grave of a' child, with a number of greatly decayed bone beads,

and a highly polished black stone, with a number of small holes

of natural origin, through it.

As in .the preceding example of paint-,cups, so in this instance, a

long, slender pebble, of considerable polish, more worn at one end

than at the other, was found with the cup. The two certainly seen

fitted for use with each ther.



CHAPTER XI.

OF ail the traces of man's handiwork none are so unmistakable, and

so imperishable., as fragments of pottery. Nature produces notliing with

which it can be confounded. However minute the scattered sherds,

they cannot escape recognition, and wherever found we can confidently

point to them as evidences of -roan's4ormer presence.

While primitive pottery, in a fragmentary condition, can be obtained
by careful search in almost every locality, the frequency of its occur-

rence necessarily aries. On every former village site, it naturally

occurs in greatest abundance; but it is only whenwe chance upon a
burial p}ace/ that has escaped disturbance, thaê.a perfect vessel can be
obtained.

In the upper valley of the Ielaware, in the vicinity of the beautiful
Water Gap, "fragments-of earthen-made articles are found in almost
every field near the riyer."4 5 Here "the materia'l -was prepared- by
pounding certain kinds of shells and mixing with suitable moistened
clay ; having dried this compound in the shade, it was then burned-in
the oven or-kiln, made for the purpose, and became hârd, and would
stand exposure to the fire.

· The earthen pots are made of various sizes, holding from a pint
to severâl gallons. The larger ones were used, aniong other purposes,
for boiling the sap for maple sugar. Of the same material were made
pitchers, vases, bowls, plates, etc.

"Unbroken articles of earthenware are now rarely met with, but

48 
Brodhead. IDlaware Water Cap: Its Scery and History, p. 107, 2d ed. Philadelphia, 18
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fragments, sometimes in large pieces, are found in quantities, some of

these showing a degree of taste and skill in ornamentation."

The above is true of all parts of the state, and a comparison of the

pottery found about the Water Gap, which was a place of great im-

portance to the Indians, with that of other locàlities, shows only such

differences as arise from the quality of 'the clay used, or the propor-

tions of clay and shell adopted by the different, potters.. About

Trenton, New Jersey, which was also the site of an extensive and

important Indian -town, the pottery is of different colors, and of both

mixed and unmixed clay. Here the raw materials are found in great

abundance, and the character of the ware seems largely to have been

determined by the character of the beds, from which the potter t'ok

his clay. A large plortion of the pottery made.by the Indians,·how-

ever, was-not inade from pure clay, just as it came from the bed, but

- the clay-earths that overlie the others were utilized and made avaijable

by mixing with them quartz granules and pounded shell. Much of

the pure clay, vhich in many places wvas accessible, would need far

more manipulation than the Indian potters would care to give it, and

as the mixture of clay and shell was simpler and would meet .all their

requirements, it «was, very naturally, most frequently used. 'They

neverthelesspossesséd:the knowledge of successfully working in pure

clay, as sherds are found so made, and their well-formed clay smoking

pipes are a further proof of the fact.

In the immediate vicinity of the seacoast, pottery is found as fre-

quently as along the river valleys.

In his report on the Artificial Shell-Deposits in\New Jersey, Dr.

Chas. Rau4 mentions aý evidence of the occupancy·of such of these

shellheaps, as were exa *ned by him near' Keyport,New Jersey, the

occifrrence of "numerou- fragments of pottery," which he subse-

quently describes as con.'sting "of a dark clay, either mixed with

coarse sand, or pure, for t e most part, rather slightly burned.; some

of the sherds still bear -th ornamental lines an notches cut in the

Rau. Snithàon. Annual Report, 18<, p

1 70
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surface of the vessels. The mixing of the Clay with pounded shells

does fnot seem to have been practised by the Indians of this region."

Throughout the Xew England states, the pottery presents no essen-

tial difference from that found in New Jersey. Like that found in the

middle states, the material of which -it is made, and the arrangement

of the lines, dots and cord-marks vary indefinitely, but, as yet, no vessel

has been obtained that is in any way peculiar either in form or orna-

nientation. Professor Perkins 4 records of Vermont, that "specimens

of earthenware occur all over the state, chiefly in the form of fragments.

* * Al of the earthenware was ornamented somewhat, some but little,

some more, the decoration consisting of impressed figures of a great va-

riety of form. * No decoration by the application of paint or any

coloring materi*al occurs. The material of which the jars was

made is essentially like that found elsewhere." (f )ottery, as fourid

in the New England shell-heaps, Professor Wyman has remarked, that

'it is poorly represented, only small fragments having been found.

Like those from other parts of the United States, the pots were made

of cay, with or without the admixture of pounded shells, and were

imperfectly burned so that the walls are both friable and porous. _The

ornamentation, when it exists, is-of the rudest Iini, consisting of in-

dentationss or tracings with a single point, or, as in some cases, with a

series of points on one and the same. instrument ;" and in some

cases, "the lines in the surface had been. formed b)y impressing a4

evenly tVisted cord into the soft clay, the cord being laid on in variou

positions."
4 8

Two examples of medium sized vessels, each showing traces'of

handle-like projections, which, though broken, appegir to have be n

the animal-like figures that characterize so great an amount of e

well-known Missouri pottery, were found nçar Tenton, New Je ey,

under such circumstances as indicated .that they had been in use and

were buried· there by the Indians of that region. The clay is ppar-

" Perkins. L c., v ..xi, P.73 7 .

4 Wytan. American Naturalist, vol. i, p. 58%.
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ently the same, and the general style of workmanship is so identical

with the pgttery'found in .the mounds of soutlîeastern Missouri, and in

the stone graves of the Cunberland-valley, that there can be but little

doubt that these vessels were brought fron. some farwestern locality.

Suggestive as is this fac t, it becomes more so, when it is rememblered

that this saine river valley was at one time occtipied by not only the

resident Lenapès, but also by bands of the restless Shawnees. The

latter dwelt in large numbers near where Philadelphia now stands;

they had also a considerable village at the 1)elaware Water ('ap, and

are known to have occupied at one time the valley of the Cumberland.

In fact, that stream was originally known as the river of the('haoua-

nons. Inasmiich as, min.gled with the .ordinary objects of stone,

made by the resident I)elawares, àre founI many that app ear to be out

of place, and characteristic of the southern and western Indians, it

does not seem itrange to find specimens oaf earthenwadre also, and

yet the cases are very different. The spearpoints and ornamerits are

referable to southern Indians, and such as are of southern patterns or

types may have been brought by the southern Shawnees ; but the two

black pots, in question, are not like the surface-fournI vessels of the

later Indians, but are identical with those from the mounds. Can it

be that the Shawneescere the ancient-psotterit that fashioned -that won-

defil ware? BRt, if su,- why did they not contînde its manufacture

in New Jersey? Here are .for'd no animal shaled vessels; an5f the

clay images of the I)elawares and-the. Iro>qois are of a verv different

character.of workmanshiî, aud, besides, they were not dcesigned as

ornaments for vessels.

Fig.. 35 represents the largest example of a clay pot, in the com-

bined collections of tht Museums of Cambridige and Salem, Mass.

One, larger, fromu Vermont, will be subsecluently referred to. This.svm-

metrical and well-made vessel is of the shape and size that appears to

have been most generaly in use, judging from the numþerless fragments

that are found.

In fig. 153 thé ornamentation is of modest character. and, as

is aImost alwavs the case, it is almost entirely confined to the
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neck and rim. In al vessels of this 1)attern, the lower portion is

perfectly plain.

This specimen, which is probably of roqnois or Huron manufacture,

was found near Wiarton, County .of Bruce, Ontario, "under a clif of

limestone formation;, upwards of one hundred feet high, anid within a

few fect of Colpay's bay.

Fig 156 represents a beautiful, but fragmentary little vssel founid

by the late Prof. Jeffries Wyman, -at Iingham, Mass. It is very thin,

and the clay of which it niade is nearlv pure. hlie ornamnentation

is mfu(.h imore elaborate than. that upon the preceding spe iuen. A

noticeablie featuire of this pot is the ahnost pointevd bottomn. Larger

vessels oNhe saine pattern. used for ooking and holding. food, were

stspended by a c<rd passed aroind the narrowe1 portion "ir neck of

the vessel. Fig. 156 is thin and -small, and required' verv t areful

handling vhen in use. There is a narked difference between the

, s.- Po'1TERY.

Etc. t55.- Ontario. A



PRIMITIVE INDUSTRY.

ornamentation of this tastefully dIesigned specimen and that of the

following sniall vessel found in New Jersey, though many fragments

of ornamented pottery are found.

Fig. 157 represents a nearly perfect specimen of a clay vessel of

Frc.. 
5 .- Ma-ehuctts. 1.

small size, foundI near Trenton. New Jerey. \essels of thi- kind ap-

pear to have been habitually p iie i.4n the graves of the 'teiaware

Inlian.s. but so inperfe-tly were moit of thm-ii maule, that,.unless han-

dilçd with the utmost care, they crunible on being renoved from the

earth.

1 74
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This littlecessel measures three and three-fourths inches in height,

and.is of the saie width at the mouth, induding the flaring of the rim.

The clay used has a very slight admixture of .hel, and is identical

with niuch of the pottery founi in fragments upon the surface of

the ground. 'fhe ornanientation is~'of the mnost crude and meaning-

less Character.

When found, this pot or vase was filled with a black powder, and

covered with a square Plate of mica, nearly half an inch in thickness.

Mica is of cominion

o(trrentce in Indian

graves in New Jersey,

and has occasionaliV

been found in Indian

graves inNew Eng-

land. \Nr. F. W. Put-

nain has uectleî

as anng the con-

tents of Indiian graves

discoveredi in 'Lev-

large piates of mica,

which lie states are

ntr~usually imet with

in this connection.

Fig. i 5 9 reltresents a very handsoie vesse Iof nodierate size "found

in the tt.own of Colchester. Veriontin. niS2?. andtis now preserved

in the inuseuIonif the U oniveritv tf termont. I was fotnd soine

distanre below the surface and cioered bLy a stone. ' lie

jar is mide of a kind oft 1ay made very coarse by' small bits of

Mira, quartz and felar, and oitaied. It iay be, by pu eriing

granite."'e )The amout of ornaientation, which whiie simnipy com-

Pritnam,. .B ti. of te f e Institute vor.diii, p ;-3. salem, Mass., :S.

SPerkins, L. ., vol. V, p 5 gIad



binations of lines and dots is really of tasteful design, is quite un-

usual; but the square top occurs quite frequently in the pottery of

the entire Atlantic coast.

Fig. 159 represents a larger vessel found at Bolton, Vermont, many

years ago. This specimen closely resembles the specimen figuréd on

FiG. 58.-Vernont.

page 173, and is of about the same size. This specimen "is not orna-

mented except by a ring about -the neck,'' about which are various

oblique and notch-like incised lines. The depth and greatest diameter

of this specimen are alike, nine and a half inches,.and at the mouth,

is seven and one-half inches in width. The

capacity*of this vessel is three gallons.

It is probable to vessels of this size, more

particularly, that Kalm refers (Travels in

North America), when he says "the old

boilers or kettles of tle Indians were either

made of cay, or of different-kinds of potstone

(Lapis oliaris). The former consisted of a

FiG. î59. - Vermont. dark clay, mixed with grains of white sand or

quartz, and burnt in the fire. Many of these

kettles have two holes in the upper margin, on each side one,

through which the Indians put a stick, and held the kettle over the

fire, as long as it was to boil. Most of the kettles have no feet. It is

remarkable that no pots of this kind have been found glazed, either

176 PRIMITIVE INDUSTRY.
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on the outside or the inside. A few of the oldest Swedcs could yet

remember seeing the Zndians boil their meat in these pots. They are

very thin, and of different sizes."

While many fragments of pottery have been found, which had one

or niore perforations, they were not generally of a character to suggest

that the object of the perforation was for suspending the vessel ; but

that fragments of pots had been utilized as trinkets, and drilled for

suspension as rude ornaments, associated with other objects, or to be

attached simply to the dress. This Js further indicated by the fact,

that many of these perforated pottery fragments have had the edges

smoothed, and the more prominent angles worn or ground off.

Kalm further suggests indirectly,ÿthat some of the clay vessels, used

by the New Jersey Indians,.had feet. -No specimens, I believe, have

ever been found along the northern Atlantic coast, whiclhad any foot-

like projections, or were indeed sufficiently flat upon the bottom, to

retain, unaided, an upright position. May not this careful observer

have seen examples of the western pottery-possibly of Shawnee

origin-such as have been found in New Jersey, among the then but

recently discarded objects of Indian origin? Much of the so-called

Missouri or black pottery, as we know,.is provided with "feet," or

foot-like knobs.

As further showing the character of the ornamentation comrpon to

the-pottery of our Atlantic coast Indians, a series of fragments exhibit-

ing various designs and combinations are also.given. These speci-

mens, however, must not be looked upon as in any way typical, for

the combinations, possible, of the lines, dots and com-co'b marks are

nearly countless, and it is probable that no two vessels were-made ex-

actly alike. Of the thousands of sherds often found in a few acres of

newly ploughed ground no two can, by their ornamentation be shown

to have belonged to the same vessel

While this rude pottery has been, by some, carefully classified as

cord-marked, incised, stamped, thumb-nailed, and otherwise, it is here

considered collectively, as these various methods of ornamentations

are so frequently combined, that it is didicult to determine which

12



PRIMITIVE INDUSTRY.178

method has the best daim to the specimen. Even if these processes

were singly used, there does not seem to be sufficient difference in their

results, to render careful classification necessary. Surely the differ-

ence resulting from the fact that the squaw, when moulding a pot,

scratched it with her thumb-riail, rather thari with a stick. is of little

FiG. i6o.- Pennsylvania.

scientific interest, especially when the two methods were equally used

by the same potter.

Fig. r6o represents a làrge fragment of a vessel, found on Sha\vnee

island above the Delaware Water Gap, Penn. The lines are of very

regular width, equidistant, and give a very pleasing effect, as thêy

are here combined. The common practice of terminating the orna.

mentation by a few short perpendicular Unes is not without merit, as

it is desirable to prevent the abrupt junction of the plain and orna-
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me ted portions; but whether this was the intention of the ancient

pot:er is questionable.

Figs. 161 to 164, inclusive, represent combinations of strafht lines

tha are oL common

occurrence. These

lines are in many

c a e s carefully in- \

cis d, and are of uni-

for width and depth,

but the accuracy of

all s ch incised lines 4

dep nds largely upon

the omposition-used

in li u of pure clay.

Whe very-much

mixe with sand and

shell, he lines, dots
FIG. 16z.-New Jersey.

and ot er devices, are

not cl rly defined, neither are they of regular or uniform measure-

ment.

Fig. 64 represents an angular fragment of a thick and very small

FIG.ez62.-New Jersey. . FIG. 163 .- New Jersey. +.

vessel. The oblique lines in this example are pointed, as though $ade

by the point of a sharp bone needle. The parallel lines suggest a highly

conventionalizect-hùman face. This is the more probable, as the frag-

' 7 9
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ment may be fron one of their large clay smoking pipes,. whfch were

oten.ornamented with various devices.

Figs. 165 and 166'represent the outer and inner sides of a fragment

FIG. 164 .- New Jersey. FIG. 165 .- New Jersey. .

of clay pot.. The lines here are Made of.a series of square impres-

sions which, being separated by a' narrow septum, give a pleasing

impression :to the eye. This series of lines may have been made by

FIG. 166.-New Jersey.

a bone implement such as

described by Professor

Wyman, in his notice of

New England Shellheaps,

in Vol. I,.of the American

Naturalist, as having "a

series of points on one

and the same instrument."

There does not seem to be

aly greater abundance of

thi, pattern of linear dec-

oration, than of the preceding.

Fig. 1-67 represents a fragment with a still simpler combination of

lines. In this instance it is made up of very irregular and somewhat

indistinct scratches. This is the rudest attempt at ornamentation that

we find, and is inbroad.contrast to the fragment,-fig. 1l68, where the

180
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lines consist of delicate impressions m'ade by the hollow sterm of the

bulrush. The-bottom'of each impress has a nipple-like protuberance,

which is very distinctly -seen. Frag-

ments thus marked are not of common

occurrence, either in combination with

other markings or alone.

Figs. 169 and 170 represent two ex-

amples of linear decoration, where the

lines consist of squares 'impressed in

the'soft clay by a wooden or bone im-
Fîc,. 167-"New jersey. j

plement. 'The clay has not been actu-

ally renioved from these little pits, but pushed aside and subsequently

smoothed off when the clay was soft. Such at least is the appearance

ôf the fragments I have examined. The little fragment, fig. 17',

FIG. 168.-New Jersey.. . . IG. 169.- New Jersey.

which is the angular corner of an ornamented vessel, probably- similar

to the Vermont'specimen, fig. 158, has these same square pits or

depressions in rows, and is intéresting as showirig

in how delicate a manner this style was occasionally

executed.

The character of ornamentation, su well shown in

figs. 169 and.17o, is by no means confined to the.
FIG. 7o.-New Jer- Atlantic Coast of America. Figs. 172 and 173 rep-

sey.

resent sherds -similarly marked from Wisconsin, and

fig. 174 a third example from a shellheap in 11assachusetts ; which,

, POTTERY. -
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however, is more nearly allied to fig. 167 than to the regularly marked

example, fig. 169.

Fig. 175 represents a fragment of pottery, which is of interest as

showing a style of decoration that is rarely seen in

. " New Jersey, and is neVer found on any of the New

FIG. 171.-New Jersey. -. FiGs. 72 and, 173. - wisconsin.

England pottery. This is the row. of large conical prominences

near the rim of the-vessel, three of which are seen on fig. 175. These

prominences are made

by punching from the

inside, while the clay is

yet soft; and the de-

pressions there m ad e

correspond in depth to

the knob-like elevations -

on the' exterior surface.

Were these prominences

regularly placed and of

more uniform size, they

FIG. î74. Massachusetts. FIG. 175.- New Jersey.

would be really oramentäl. Figs. 176 and· 77 represent frag-

ments from Illinois with the same character of marking. One of

182
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the prominences has been worn off, thus perforating. the side of the

vessel.

Fig. 178 represents a style of ornamention of rare\pccurrence.

Fics. 176 and 177.-Illnois.

In this case a hollow tube has been pushed deeply into the soft Clay,

and a mass removed equal to the calibre of the tube, and the depth

to which it penetrated. This is nearly to one-half the thickness of

FIG. 178.-New Jersey. FIG. 79 .- New Jersey.

the vessel, so that the sides were necessarily much weakened. The

inside of the vessel has riot been bulged or at all affected by this

method of marking the exterior surface; but the spaces are too thin

PO'TERY.
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where the depressions are opposite to be durable, and possibly for this

reason, vessels were so rarely ornamented in this manner.

Fig. 179 represents a very plain and prosaic manner of decorating

pottery. The semilunar lines are merely the impress of the. thumb-

nail upon the clay while it was yet soft. It would, indeed, be possible

to make such lines by other methods, but the general impression this

style of ornamentation gives us, is doubtless the true one; that in lieu

FIG. i8o.-New Jersey. +.

of a cord o'r pointed stick, the potter utilized her thumb-nail, and gave a

multiplicity of "new moons " to the dish or pot that she had fashioned.

Another and very common method of .relieving the plain surfaces

of brown earthenware, was by wrapping-a cord about the vessel before

it was burnt, which gave linear impressions of a rude pattern, as is

shown in the two right hand specimens of the group forming fig. 18o;

or by covering the vessel with coarse cloth, which produced the more

elaborate marking, seen in the other specimens of the group. These

styles of ornamentation, -known as "cord-marked" and " cloth-

marked," are found wherever pottery occurs on the Atlantic seaboard.

1184



CHAPTER ·XI I.

STEATITE FOQOD-VESSELS.

THROU Fr the eastem and middle states, wherever other traces of

the fo er.occupants of this country are found, there will usually be

amo g them fragments of steatite or soapstone that have been shaped

a d smoothed artificially. These fragments, which are as readily rec-

ognized as the -sherds that often cover the ground on the former sites

of Indian villagýý are portions of steatite vessels that were in common

use among the lndians, from Maine to Maryland. "They are, gener-

ally, more or less oblong in shape, rather shallow, and provided with

two knobs, or handles. In fact, the term dish would probably convey.

a better idea of their shape than the term pol, though the latter is ap-

plicable, as they often bear evidence of having been in. contact with

fire and were. undoubtedly used for the preparation and cooking of

food. The accompanying illustration, fig. 181, representing a por-

tion of one of, these vessels from Massachusetts, ilfustrates the common

form of these pots, though there are numerous variations in size and

shape." (F. W, Putnam in, the Eleventh Annual Report of the Mu-

seum of Archæology, at Cambridge, Mass.) Peter Kalm, the Swede,

who visited New Jersey in 1748, refers to the dishes in use by the

Indians as "made sometimes of a greenish, and sometimes of a grey

pot-stone, and some are made of another species· of apyrous stone;

the bottom and the margin are frequently above an inch thick. The

Indians, notwithstanding their being unacquainted with iron, steel, and

other metals, have learnt to hol]er out very ingeniously these pots or

kettles of pt-stone." The number of perfect vessels that have been

found, and the imm.ense quantities of fragments, bear evidence that

almost as many vessels of steatite, as of clay, were in use.

(185)
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The method of working steatite, both in procuring suitable masses

of the mineral from -the. quarry, and in subsequently shaping it into

vessels of the general character found along the -At-lantic coast, has

been so fully described, by Messrs. Schumacher and Putnam, that the

sum of their observations will be here given, as the best explanation

of this early industry of our native races.

Mr. Schumacher 51 discovered or) Santa Catalina island, off the coast

of California, "pits and quarries" where soapstone vessels had been

made, and also the tools used in the several prcesses. The vessels

(ollas), which in California are globular or somewhat pear-shaped,

FIr. i8t.-Massachusetts. i

are roughly blocked out in the living rock by the use of rude slate

chisels, some of-which bear a marked resemblance to the European

palæolithic implements. "After the pot-form had been worked out,

it was broken from the living rock by working under it and by gradual

pressure of the chisel around the base. The ,detached pot-bowlder

was next rounded into proper form; it was then hollowed out until. a

certain thickness of the pot was reached ; and finally, carefully finished

with the scraper. As the thickness of the olla increases towards the

bottom-it usually thickens.from about half an inch at the rim to one

5 SchuacherEleventh Annual Repôrt of the Peabody Museum of Archaology, p. 258.
Cambridge, Mass.
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and a half at the bottom-it requires skill to attain this evenly. No

mechanical apparatus was used for this purpose (as shown by certain

irregularities in' the forrn of the pot) but simply the touch of both

hands in anteposition, one gliding outside the already finished surface

while the other worked inside towards the guiding hand. In this wis,

with some practical experience, a greater accuracy is attainable than at

first might be supposed, especially if the work proceeds from a known

thickness to which reference càn be taken, which is here the case as

it progressed from the rim.

"A new pot is without polish, and has only the smooth surface im-

parted by the scraper; while those which had been in use attained

frequently a polished surface by wear, which the soft and greasy nature

of. the potstone is -inclined to adopt."

As the forms of pots or food-vessels found on the Atlantic coast are

flatter and more dish-like, the same skill was not required in their pro-

duction; but the finish and occasionally the ornamentation make the

ware, that vas produced by the Indians of the Atlantic coast, no less

artistic and desirable for all culinary purposes. The same method of

working the rock, while in place, was practised by the Atlantic coast

tribes, as was adopted by·the former occupants of Santa Catalina island.

A ledge.of steatite has been examined and is thus described by Mr.

PUtnam; "At the time of my visit, many * * * * rude chisels

(roughly pointed stones that were lying about and bearing evidence of

having been used) had been carted a few hundred yards distant to fill

up a Iow piece of ground and others had been thrown in a pile on the

ledge. A careful estimate of the number convinced me that at least

two thousand of these rude stone chisels had been found on the ledge,

or in the immediate vicinity. They were all nearly the sarne size,

rudely chipped to a blunt point at one end, and roughly rounded to

fit the hand at the other. Those brought to the museum vary in length

from five to eight and one-half inches, and in weight from one to four -

pounds; the. majority being :about seven inches in length and from

.. 
2
Putnamn,.c.,p.273.

;t.
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two±o three pounds in weight. These chisels were made-from the hard

stoe of adjoining ledges, and their mahufacture must have required

considerable Iags, A short trial of the chisels upon the soapstohe

showed the facility with which the steatite could be pecked ty these

:rough implements, and what patiee, combined with muscle would

accomplish.

"Associated with.~thetotieëcks, o chisels, were between seventy-

five and a hundredlý large rounded stones, weighing from twenty-five to

a hundred or more pounds each, which might have been used'as ham-

mers for the purpose of breaking off large masses of the soapstone.

"The bed of steatité had been excaVated its ful width, and nearly

all its length and depth as far as at present exposed. Thë remains o

the circular.and oval masses, that had been broken off from:the sides

of the ledge, showed that the seam of steatite-was formerly from six to

twelve feet deep; the whole of this mass of rock having been worked

out and probably made into·utensils.

Several fragrents of pots were, found in the débris of the ledge,

çvidently broken durin-g manufacture, and also several unfinished pot-

forms just as detached from the matri ; while on the ledge itself the

pot-forms could be followed out thro gh their various stages of devel-

opment. ;r

"The fact that-soarstone vessels, f the peculiar shabe and char-

acter of those made at this ancien New England manufactory, are

widely distributed east of the Missi sippi river, though more common

in the New England states than e sewhere, may«be one of the many

indications of aboriginal trade."

Fig. 182 represents a second and more nearly perfect example of

the average soapstone vessels that; are common to the Atlantic sea-

board. Judging from the character of the innumerable fragments that-

have been gathered, the great majority of these vessels were less than

one foot in length and comparatively few were circular or globular in

shape. Of a large series in the Gilbert museum at Amherst College,

the majority have a capacity of several quarts, and one, of unusual

size, a capacity of about sixteen quarts but these are exceptional.



bile the New England examples of steatite vessels as a rule, have

perfectly plain exterior surfaces, those found in New Jersepvere fre-

quently ýuite elaborately ornamented with- deeply incised lines, similar

p much of the aboriginal pottery founid in that state, and this resem-

ice was increased by exposing themto the fire.

Unfinished steatite- vessels have .iré iently been found ,in New

Jersey, at considerable distances from any known ledge of soapstone,

worked by the Indians, and ,t is supposed that they were carried to

tribes fnot having access to the mineral, and bartered in this unfiniihed

Cndition, in order thath:purchaser might finish them to suit himself,

or rather herself, as p ispobable that this kind of vork fell to thé lot

of the women. However this may be, it is difficult otherwise to

FIG. 182.-New Jersey. I.

explain the occurrence of these scarcely more than blocked-out speci-

mens of steatite pots and dishes.

. It has been frequently noticed by collectors and others that, in

limited localities, many fragments of steatite vessels are found, and

while ordinary forms of stone implements may be abundan1..ere-is

no trace of pottery. This absence of pottery, where stedttte was

abundant, has been commented upon, and some very questionable

assertions made concerning the use of the two materials. The absence

of fragments of pottery is, of itself, but .negative evidence that the

people who used stone vessels did not use pottery also. When we

consider that pottery occurs in the middle shellheap period, and no-

steatite is found referable to so early a period, it is more than probable

STEATITE FOOD-VESSELS. 189 -
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that the use of soapstone is of a comparatively recent date, and in no

locality, east of the Mississippi river had it wholly replaced the more

convenient and more fragile vessels of clay.

It can scarcely be held, on the other hand, that where there occurs

an abundance of pottery, no steatite vessels were ever used, because

no traces of them are found. Stone vessels of the character of the

average soapstone pots of the Atlantic coast Indians.were not .readily

broken, and scores of them might have been in use for weeks or.months,

and yet all escaped destruction, and be carried away by the people

occupying the site whereon the pottery fragments were found. In

New Jersey, no village site that· has been carefully exanmined has

fajled to produce a few fragments of soapstone, and many of pottery;

but often, so worn, discolored and pebble-like were the fragrûents of

steatite, thait iLis very possible that pieces of vesisels mad" of this

material have been- overlooked, and there is abundant evidence to

show that fragments of these soapstone vessels were frequently used

by the Indians. as available crude material for small pendants and

other objects. In some cases, the fragments have been perforated in

one corner, and the troken edges simply-worn smooth.

Early unpublished records. of the customs of the Indians that

lingered in New Jersey, aftér the English settlers had firmly established

the city of Philadelphia, refer to the cooking vessels of stone .made

by the-savages, and mention the great .abundance of them found by

the farrners when ploughing, for the first few times, their newly occupied

fields. Thesesteatite pets,.that the Indians had discarded, were gen-

erally preserved and were found "exceedingly useful, in the kitchen."
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PITTED STONES.

AMONG the many stone objects that are to be classed strictly as

domestic utensils, left by the former occupants of the Atlantic sea-

board of North America, are certain slabs of hard stone, that have

been deeply pitted in one or more places. While no one shape or

size can. be considered as typical, the majority are slabs measuring

abòut one foot square, with from three to ten pits, usually upon one

side only, though occasionally 'théy-are~found upon both. Like the

slabs themselves, these holl9ws or pits vary considerably in size, the

largest .measuring nearly two inches in diameter, the smallest about

half an inch.

As is usually the case with domehic utensils, these implements are

of common occurrence on village sites, but are rarely found singly

in out-'of-the-way places. So far as the series gathered in New Jersey

bears upon this matter, it may be stated that nearly one.hundred were

found where the ground was literally covered with fragments of pottery

and steatite pots, mixed with charcoal and other evidences of fires.

Whatever may have been the purpose of these pitted stones, it is evi-

dent that they were closely connected with household, and probably,

culinary occupations.

Fig. 183 represents an excellent example of these stones, although

it exhibits more traces of artificial shaping in the slab itself, than is

usual. 'his specimen is nearly square in section. On one sicde is a

series of the pits which characterize these implements. They have

been .carefully pecked out, and are .quite rough. In no specimen

found in New Jersey is. there any trace of rubbing, or of polish. This

characteristic roughness in the pits seems to show that they were not
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used in any way connected with a revolving object, as has been sug-

gesteel with reference to similar stones found in Ohio, and. which have

been considered a spindle-socket

sones.s
3 These pitted slabs are equally

abundant iii the southem states, and

Col. C.-C. Jones, jr.,3 4 hap given many

reasons for believing that they were

used as. nut-cracking.' stones. He re-
marks, "their cavities are so located

that one, two three, foû five, and

sometimes more ,suts cbuld 'becracked

at a single blow;" and as it if well

known that cur walnuts thestnuts,

barks and even acorns were largely used

as food, it is more than probable that

this suggestion correctly t:plaihs the

use of these implenients.

Unless they have been overlooked by

collectors generally, throughout New

England, these implements are not com-

mon, or it may be that they are entirely

wanting. None appear to have- been

1* received at the museum at Cambridge

from any New Englarid locality.

If used as slabs upon which to crack

-nuts, may it not be that in some localities,

level surfaces of rocks in place were used,

FiG 183.-NewJerseyj. instead of portable slabs, and thus the ab-

sencç of the latter may be accounted for?

,The depressions in these slabs of stone vary greatly in outline, some

- being oval; and also in the degree of smoothness of the surface bôth of

5aWhittlesey, Ancient Earth Forts of the Cuyahoga Valley, Ohio, pp. 33-35, pl. vii. Cleve-

land, 1871.

54 Jones, 1. c., P. 319.
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the depressions and the surrounding level portion of the slab. Dr.
Chas. Rau (Smithson. Contributions to Knowledge, No. 287) considers
it improbable that those of fine finish, with almost polished cup-like
depressions should have been -used merely for nut-cracking,. and
suggests that they were used as receptacles for paint. A fact that has
some bearing upon this.point is that of the occurrence occasionally of
small specirnens of these pitted stones in graves. Itis quite in accord-
ance with what we krnow of the burial customs.of the Indians, to
find among the various articles inhumed with the dead, such objects
as related to their toilet, which during life, were almost as valuable as
their weapons. On the other hand, it is extremely improbable that a
mere household article, used, it may be, only by the women, should be
placed in a grave. The ,ivision, therefore, of these pitted slabs into
nut-stones and paint cups is warranted; but it must be borne in mind,
that unquestionable stone cups were in common use, and the use of
these for toilet purposes was the rule, that of the small pitted slabs,
the exception.
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CHAPTER XIV.

CHIPPED FLINT· IMPLEMENTS.

ALTHOUGH the term 'flint implement has acquired a r'eaning too

comprehensive to justify its employment as a descriptive term,.yet it

still seems necessary,-with our present limited kno*ledge of the various

uses of certain objects of Indian make, to apply.it to some forms -of

stone objects. We can feel well assureàd, on examining the specimens

referred to, that they are finished irnplements, and that they have-been

made by chipping. Beyond this, all is conjecture.

Guided by the study of other forms, there is but slittle doubt that

these roughly chipped, and indefinitely shMped flint implements, of

the several different patterns and sizes, were intended for widely differ-

ent purposes. As the use or uses of any one of them is pot known,
and as they have many points in.common, it is better to teat them

collectively, rather than to consider them solely with referenêe to such

differen'ès as.are suggestive of varied, but:undetermined uses.

Of the larger -objects treated in, the pi:sent chapter, there has

been- much written; and some evidence has been adduced to show

that they were agricultural implements, or "spades;" but of those

found in New Jersey, but very few bear trace of use, such as digging

in sandy soil would inevitably produce, and spades of a different

pattern, that do bear the marks of such use, are quite common. Of

the smaller sizes, little can be said, as their form. is essentially indefi-

nite.: There are possibly-a score of uses to which they are adapted,

but there is no evidence that any one of them was really that of the

implement.

Fig. 184 represents a good typical specimen of one of the

indefinite¯ irnplements of chipped flint, to which reference has

(i95)



196 PRIMITIVE INDUSTRY.

been made. The character of the chipping shows that the speci-

FIG. 184 .-- New Jersey. +.
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men was unquestionably finished, and not a "blocked-out" example
of some other form.

The implement most nearly allied to this specimen is, the "shovel"
described by Dr. Chas. Rau, 55 as an "oval plate of flint, flat on
one side>nd slightly convex on the other, the outline being chipped
to a sharp edge." Fig. 184, on the contrary, is identically cliipped
upon both sides, and this is true of nearjy two hundred that have been
found. . As. the evidence that the Illinois specimens were spades or
shovels, found in "the peculiar traces of wear which they exhibit," ,or
the "glaze " and strie extending "in the direction in which the imple-
ment penetrated the ground," is almost wholly absent in all cases that
have corne under my observation, there is of course no reason for
pronouncing these New Jersey specimens to be spades.

Éig. 185 represents a second example of these large, broad imple-
ments of undetermined use. .This specimen varies but little from the
preceding. Both belong to a series of one hundred and fifty which
were discovered in ploughing. They were carefully packed together

in the smallest possible compass, about two-thirds of the number being
placed on one. end, and walled about with the remaining third, Iying

on their sides, and.overlapping each other: Had'these specimens been
alike, or had they even resembled each other as much as do figs. 84
and 185, it might have been maintained that they were a deposit of

unused shovels,; but many of the series were considerably shorter, some

being scarcely more than half the size, and quite acutely pointed. As

there was a gradation in size, there was evidently a mixture of differ

ent implements, and how are we to determine the limits of shovel

measurements and the maximum size of the nearest'allied implernent?

Setting aside the fact, that unquestionable shovels and hoes of very

different patterns are of common occurrence, there is nothing to war-

rant the conclusion that these implements, so essentially unlike the

undoubted western shovels described by Dr. Rau, belong to that class,

of agricultural implements.

U5Rau, . Smithsonian Anoual Report for 1868, p. 401, Ag. x, Washington, D. C.
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While it is undoubtedly true that the majority of "deposits." of flint

implements have consisted of these large forms of uncertain uses, there

FIG. 185:-New Jersg. +.

seems to be nothing in this fact, that throws any light upon the nature
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CHIPPED FLINT IMPLEMENTS.

of the implements themselves. Dr. J. F. Snyder, of Virginia, Illinois,

has given us a very interesting account of a number of these deposits,

discovered in the west, but as he refers to the deposits of other forms

also,.it is evident that the fact of their concealment in the ground has

nothing to do with their character. Already reference has been made

-- - to extensive deposits of spearpoints and arrowheads in New Jersey.

Two other instances,-oneof-groved-axsxand-th.e other of polished

celts, were mehtioned when these implements were described. Dr.

Snyderj' in his article on "Deposits of Flint Implements," already

mentioned, quotes from Strachey, as follows, and it appears to explain

the whole subject of buried implements-"Their corne, and (indeed)

their copper, hatchetts, howses, beades, perle, and most things with

them of value, according to their estymacion, they hide, one from the

knowledge of another,.in the grownd within the woods, and so keepe

them all the yeare, or untill they have fitt use for them."

Fig. 186 represents a chipped implement similar to the preceding,

but much smaller. While the larger exumples of this pattern are but

very rarely- found singly 1pon the surface, those of this reduced size

are by no means uncommon. . This would seem to afford some reason

for supposing that they had béen used in an essentially different man-

ner, or why should we not find the larger size also? Fig. 186 bears a

very mr-ked resemblance to one of a large series figured by Dr. Chas.

Rau, and described as "roughly.-edged fragments, which were destined

to be, made into arrow and spearheads at some future time." As such

oþjects have not been found in the chips on the-sites of arrowmakers'

workshops, but are scattered singly about, as is the case with other

forms, and as some of this size were associated with the larger speci-

mens here. figured, the assumption that they are raw material, from

which other forms of implements were. chipped, is hardly warranted

by the facts.

Assuming that they are finished implements, it has been suggested

56 Snyder. Annual Report, Smithsonian Inst for 1876, p. 433. Washington, D. C. The

S History of Travaile in Virginia; by William Strachey, printed for the Hakluyt Society.
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PRIMITIVE INDUSTRY.

that they were used to some extent as blades or points to war-clubs.

In describing the several forms of war-clubs formerly used by the

Iroquois, -mention is made of one armed with deer's horn." 57 It was

made of hard wood, elaborately carved, painted .and ornareented with

feathers at the ends. In the lower edge, a sharp pointed deer's horn,

about four inches in length, was inserted. It was thus rendered a

dangerous weapon in

close combat, and would

inflict a deeper wound

than the former (one

with a ball). They wore

it in the girdle. At a

lIter. period, they used

the same species of club,

substituting a steel -or

M iron blade resembling a

spearhead-" May it not

be, that many of these

short, thick, pointed jas-

per objects, such as fig.

186, were used, in the

manner described by Mr.

Morgan? Stone, as a

ball, was used to weight

a club, and Schoolcraft 58

has figured a series of

FiG. 186. -New jersey. war-clubs of various fin-

ish, some of which are

mounted with distinctly pointed hatchets of stone. Strongly made as

all such specimens as fig. 186 are, they are now frequently found with

their points broken off; showing they had been exposed to violent

47 Morgan. League of the Iroquois, p. 363. NeYork, 185o.
&aSchoolcraft. Hist. and Condit. Ind. Tribes, pt..II, plates 73-74·
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usage. While the purpose of these "flints" may be very different

from that suggested, there is evidence that; occasionally, such use-was

made of them. In the autunn of i875,59 three chipped jasper speci-

mens of short flints were found in three graves, each of which had

been inserted in one end of the femur of an elk (?). The bones had

so far decayed, that they were destroye'd utterly, n attempting to re-

move them. Two of these flints were similar toUcr 186, but the other

was apparently the pointed half of such an implement as fig. 185.

FiG. 187.-New Jersey. .

Figs. 1.mand 188 represent, specimens of véPy indefinite patterns,

having no feature that is suggestive of use. They are almost too blunt

to be considered as possible points to a war-club. , Certainly this is

the case with the former. The edges appear to be in their original

chipped condition, and if so, they are not suffientiyrsharp to warrant

us in classing the implement as a cutting tool. Neither do they bear

any resemblance to the'larger scrapers.

- "Abbott. American Naturalist,-vol. x, p:ir.6. Boston, Mass., 1876.
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The association of these forms, with all the others, especially on village

sites, gives us evidence that they are finished implements, and beyond

this, it. seems difficult to proceed. They bear considerable resen-

blance to many of the paleolithic implements found in Europe, but as

the purpose of tiese laffer is unknown, the similarity throws no light

upon the use of those..found in New Jersey.

Fig. 189 represents a beautiful specimen of a chipped jasper imple-

ment, from Massachusetts, so marked in every feature, that its associa-

tion with the preceding forms is apparently an error. It is, however,

FIG. 188. -New Jersey.

simply the maximum size of the narrow and pointed kind of imple-

mënts, and from it a series without a break can be made down to

those with such an -indefinite outline, that no use can be imagined for

them. Fig. 189 ngfiy or may not be a spearpoint, lancehead, or dagger.

Undoubted objects of this character, of a very different pattern, are of

frequent occurrence, but it is very seldom that a specirßen of chipped

jasper implement.of this form is met with.

This specimen measures eight imches in length, by two and five-

eighths inches in width; is very thin and acutely pointed. That it
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was not an implement.of every-day use is shown by their great scarcity,
and also by the fact that it is so delicate that the slightest rough usage
would break it. In this, it 4cosely resembles the long, thin, dagger-like
implements found ins..so

California and Tennessee.

Fig. 190 is an example of

flint implement which, in size

FIG. z89. - Massachusetts. (. FiG. î9o.-New Jersey. i.

and character of chipping, might readily be used as a knife, spear or
dagger; although, as it has neither a notched nor a stemmed base, the
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difficulty of attaching it to a handle, renders it somewhat doubtful,

whether it has been used as such an implement or as -a weapon.

Other forms of these chipped jasper implelnents are found occa-

sionally, but none that differ in any important manner from those that

have been here figured ; unless we except such as are distiictly

pointed at both ends. These are not so common as thosè that have a

blunt base.

Mr. S. L. Frey 60 has figured a specmen of this kind, found in New

York; one of three taken from a grave. When of suficient length to

be used, as the "head " of a.war-club, might not these doubly pointed

implements have been passed through the cktb handle, and so make a

doubly armed weapon? The edges of all these implements are too

sharp or jagged to have been held in the unprotected hand, even if

only used as knives. This fact 'suggests the probability of a handle of

some kind.

In a MS. notice of the antiquities .of Onondaga County, New York,

to which reference has already been made, thére are drawings of

several flint "lance-heads " of large sizes. Fig. 8 of the .MS. measures

nine and one-half inches in length, by two and one-half inches in

width for nearly two-thirds of the length,;.when the blade rapidly

narrows to an acute point.. This specimen, while of unusual length,

is not finely worked -nor symmetrical in its~outline.

6oFrey. Americai Naturalist, vol. xiii, p. 641.
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To a certain extent, bone, instead of stone was habitually used for

marking many forms of domestic utensils and weapons; but- exactly

how far it replaced stone is questionable. Still, it must be remembered

that bone, being far more perishable than stone, may have been used

in the manufacture of many kinds of implements that have long since

crumbled into dust. Hence, the absence of implements of this ma-

terial cannot always be taken as'evidence-that they were not used.

After making due allowance for al possible conditions, it is probable

that implements of bone are exceptional. In no known inland local-

ity do they outnumber those of·-stone, and only in the New England

shellheaps .can they be considered as more common.

In New Jersey the occurrence of single objects made of bone, with

here and there an occasional.bead, is quite unusual. Less than half

a dozenr specimens of handiwork in this material are among a series

of nearly twenty thousand stone implements from this state.

In the Mohawk valley, New York, Mr. Frey 6 1 found bone imple-

ments to be "much more rare than those of stone," and also remarks

that "the sites of villages that are uncleared and uncultivated, and

where.these bone tools alone are found, are very few."

Prof. Wyman, 62 on the other hand, speaks of bone implements in

the Massachusetts shellheaps as "quite abundant."

Fig. 191 represents a bone spoon, of a peculiar pattern. It is care-

e1 Frey. Amer. Nat.,'vol. xii, p. 752, figS. i5 and 16. Philad.., 1878.

82Wyman. Amer. Nat., vol. i, p. 581, plates 14 and 15. Salem, Mass., 1868.
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fully shaped from a portion of the bone of the jaw of a porpoise.

The handle has been qlùite elaborately ornamented with incised lines,

placed at regular distances, which produce a pleasing effect.

This specimen is one of four, now preserved in the museum of the

Academy of Science, at Salem, Mass.

The other specimens.vary somewhat from

this in shape, being all of them shorter,

and in. two instances much broader. The

four specimens were found in an Indian

grave in Lagrange street, Salem, Mass.

In the same museum is a fifth example,

varying in no important particular, which

was found also in an Indian grave at

Eagle Hill, Ipswich, Essex Co., Mass.

It is not probable that many bone

spoons of this pattern were ever in"use,

as· they certainly were in nowise as

serviceable as many natural productions;
especially portions of many of the larger

marine shells, and of some of the fresh

water bivalves, which, without any alter-

ation,'could readily be used for the same

purpose. Indeed, Holm
63 speaks of such

shells as being in use among the Delaware

Indians; remarking ·that "their spoons

were muscle shells,» which shels they

also used in boat building. (See-Chapter

XVIII.)

Fig. 192 represents a spoon or paddle-
FIG. 19- Massachusetts. . shaped bone implement, made from a

portion of a rib of some large mammal, probably an elk. To what

extent the specimen is fragmentary cannot be determined, but while

MSHolm, 1. c. p. 124.
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apparently a portion of some implement, it -is not evident what was

its character. It certainly bears no resemblance to the bone spoons

made of the jaw of the porpoise, as represented in fig. 191. The

narrower portion has been cut or

ground away to some extent, and the

edges are quite smoothly polished.

Near the end of this handle-like

portion, there is a countersunk per-

foration, and upon the concave side

of the wider part there are rudely

outlined the heads of two birds.

In the collections of domestic im- \
plements and weapons of the Alaskan

and northwest coast Indians, in the

museum at Cambridge, are large

series of wooden implements, many

of which are known to be wooden

spoons, while others are considered

as "models of paddles." Many of

the former have no greater resem- i
blance to a spoon than the example

of supposed bone spoon, here figured,

but all are highly decorated, either

by painting or elaborate carving. A

series of seventeen, in a cylindrical

basket, of Haidah Indian manu-

facture (P. M. No. 17,021), are all\ \
ornamented in either one or both

ways, as mentioned. If use d as

domestic implements, as is probablee
FIG. 192.--New Jersey.

they aie-no'doubt represented, in

the implements of the Atlantic coast tribes, by objects of the general

charaeter of fig. 192.

It is of interest to note the resemblance between these birds' heads,
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and those that occur on the semilunar slate knife (fig. 43, chap. v)

and upon the shell disks found in the stone graves of Tennessee.

Fig. 193 represents an interesting specimen of a bone fish-hook,

from Long Island. The illustration so clearly shows the character

of the implement, that a detailed description of it -is unnecessary.

Objects of this character are exceedingly rare, either as found on the

surface, or in shellheaps. While of.so simple a

form, bone fish-hooks of this pattern do not ap-

pear to be common in any locality in eastern

North America, although Peter Kalm, in his

"Travels in North America," writes of the

Delaware Indians, that they "employ hooks

made of bone, or birds' claws, instead of fish-

ing hooks. Some of the oldest Swedes here

told me,. that when they were young, a great

number of Indians had· been in this part of

the country, which was then called New Sweden,

and had caught fishes in the river Delaware,

with these hooks."

Col. C. C. Jones, jr., remarks of. the southern

Indians, that with them."fishing with hook and

line seems to have obtained to a very limited

extent, if we mayjudge from the remarkable

absence of anything like bone, flint and shell.

hooks in the mounds and refuse piles. Very

few hooks have been found, so far as our in-
FiG. 193.-New York. ½

formation extends, and they were of bone."

On the Pacific coast, bone hooks. of a more complicated pattern

are not uncommon. They are made of bone and shell, and differ

from the plain hooks, like fig. 193, in having the stem short and

curved towards the point of the hook, and aiso, in having a well

defined barb, on the outer side of the.hook, some distance from the

point. Generally they are notched on the outer edge of the stem, for

the more secure attachment of the line, which, after being ivrapped



about the hook, was covered with asphalt. (See pl. xi, of vol. vii,

Archæology, U. S. Geog. Survey West of 'iooth Meridian.)

In northern Europe, this pattern of bone fish-hook is more common.

Nilsson, in his admirable Stone'Age in Scandinavia, figures a specimen

differing only in having-a very slight barb-like projection, very near

the point.

Fig. 193 was found in a shellheap, near Sag Harbor, Long Island,

New York, by Mr. W. W. 'I.ooker of that place, to whom I am in-

debted for an opportunity of describing it.- The shellheap from which

this specimen was taken has yielded "many objects of Indian work-

manship," but no other specimen, I believe, of similar fish-hooks.

Fig. 194 represents an interesting bone implement, which, it has

been suggested by the late Professor Haldeman, was used for orna-

menting pottery. This implement is made from one of the long bones

of a deer, and its entire surface has been worked over.

The broad sides of this specimen are. not uniform, level surfaces,

but are cut or ground off, so that they slope irregularly towards the

edges. As seen in the illustration, fig. 194b, the implement is slightly

curved, and on the convex face of the lower and narrower end, fig.

I94c, are the two grooves, which have been used, it is believed, to

make the parallel lines so· commonly found on the pottery of the

Atlantic seaboard.

The upper, broader end, fig. 194, it will be noticéd, has five similar

grooves ; these being on the opposite side of the implement, and thus

on the convex face of this end.

This decorating stick or "ébauchoir" measures seven and three-

fourths inches in ·length, three-fourths of an inch in width and one-

fourth in thickness.

An examination of thousands of fragments of pottery, on which

were series of lines, such as this implement would produce, clearly

showed that me such object as this was generally used to make these

linear impressions, as there was such a uniformity in the width of these

Unes, and in their distances apart, that it can scarcely be conceived

14
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that each line was separately produced. Experiment with soft or raw

clay- showed further that an implement of this kind produced the

identical lines in earthen vessels, that are found to be characteristic of

the majority of the fragments that bestrew the ground in so many

localities, along the northern Atlantic seaboard.

This interesting bone instrument, which is supposed to be a unique

specimen, was discovered by Mr. F. G. Galbraitb, in the valley of the

Susquehanna, in Lancaster Co., Penn., and by him presented to the

FiG. 194.-Penna. b. . a. c.

late Prof. S. S. Haldeman, to whom. the author is indebted for the

excellent wood-cuts representing it.

Professor Haldeman, believing this specimen to have been used in

decorating pottery, has suggested the name of ébauchoir for it, which

is a proper one to adopt, if it is necessary to go beyond our own lan-

guage for terms that shall correctly convey a lucid idea of the puroses

of such objects as were in ordinary use among the Indians.

Fig.,.95 represents an implement which "is ten inches long, two

and a half broad at the top, and one at the point. It is- made of a

branch òf the antler of a moose or elk. The breadth of the upper

poition is not seen in the figure, as the piece is represented edgewise.
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It is obliquely truncated at the lower end, so as to give it a chisel-

shaped edge, and shows the effect of having been hacked by some

dull tool. Attached to a handle it might be used

to dig with, or might serve as a head-breaker, or

casse-tête,' as described by Father Rasles. 64

From Frenchman's Bay."

Fig. 196 represents "a flat pointed instrument,

three and. three-quarters inches long, and, one

and one-quarter wide. It is made of the dense

exterior portion of

an antler and the

lower end has been

ground. down to a
W thin sharp edge as

in fig. 196a." 65

FiG. 195.-Mass. .. FiG. 96.-Massachusetts. .. 196a.

Fig. 197 represents "a piece of one of the branches of the antler

6 Lettres Edifiantes et Curieuse. Paris, 1838. Vol. i, p. 67o.

"Wyman. Amer. Nat,, vol. i, p. 8oThe cuts here given, figs. 195 to 203 inclusive, with

the descriptions, are from this.articlé.
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of a deer, from which the tip has been cut off. The sides near the
pointed end have been worked down so as to present four faces, two
of the angles uniting them being quite acute. The detached piece

having a deep notch would be provided with two points

or barbs and would be adapted to serve as the point of

an arrow. Such points were used by the aborigines,

and we are informed by Winslow,66

that when the Pilgrims were making

their first explorations on the shore.'

at Cape Cod, previously to landing

at Plymouth, some of the arrows

shot at them had the kind of point

just described. From Cotuit Port."

Fig. 198 represents "an arti-

FIG. 197.- ficially pointed fragment. From
Mass. . Crouch's Cove."

Fig. 199 represents "an artificially pointed frag-

ment of bone, suitable for use, as an awl. From

Crouch's Cove."

While bone awls, of the same general pattern

as fig. 199, are only of occasional occurrence iri

some inland localities, of New Jersey and New

York, they are comparatively common in Ohio and

other western and southern states. Inasmuch as

prehistoric -human bones are frequently found in a

good state of preservation, it is not impróbable, to

say the least, that bone awls also might have es-

caped destruction in many instances, and hence

that they would be far more common than they

now are, had they ever been in general use among
Fic. 198. -Mass. ½

the Indians of the Delaware valley.

Fig. 200 represents "one of the lower incisors of. a beaver,.ground

m Young's Chronicles of the Pilgrims, p. z58. Boston, 1841.
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to a thin, sharp edge. From Crouch's Cove." Mr. Frey6 7 has

FIG. 199.-Mass. .. FiG. 2oo.-Muss. J.- FIG. ao.-Mas. j.

figured a somewhat similar implement made from a beaver's tooth,

found in a grave in the Mohawk valley,

New York.

Fig. 201 represents "a fragment.of a bone

of a bird, obliquely truncated and artificially

sharpened. From Crouch's Cove."

Fig. 202 represents "a well wrought and

polished spindle-shaped instrupment, the

lower end of whch is flattened, and has a

sharp edge: the upper portion is rounded

with the end broken off, but appears. to

have been worked to a sharp point. From

Frenchmaï's Bay."

Fig. 203 represents."a slender piece of

bone, smoothly wrought and pointed.

From Frenchman's Bay."

Figs. 204 and 205 represent other

forms of bone implements, both of which

are "made of flattened pieces, each be-

FIGs. 2S and 2o3. -Mass. ing cut from the walls of one of the long

e Frcy, i c., p. 782, fig.'13.
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bones, and showing the cancellated structure on one of the sides.

From Frenchman's Bay."

Figs. 206 and 207 represent two other examples of bone implements

made int

From Cr(

Those

with late:

tions, bea

bone "d.

by Major

his admi

shel'heap

Islands;

pooris fig

Figs. 204 and 20s.-Mass., j.

in his volume on Scandinavia. It

is evident that these bone imple-

ments, from the Massachusetts

shellheaps, were put to the same

use as those from the Pacific coast

of this continent and from other

parts of the globe.

Fig. 208-repr-esents a split frag-

ment of a long bone, pointed at

one end. There is nothing in the

specimen in its present condition,

the same manner as the preceding.

ouch's Cove.

bone implements here described,

ral notches, and barb-like projec-

ar a marked resemblance to the

artheads" figured and described

W. H. Dall,6 8 in

rabl

)s o

and

ure

e work on the

f the Aleutian

d also to har-

d by Nilsson,
6 9

FIGs. 206 and 2o7.-Mass. .

to give any intimation of its use. Exact locality not recorded.

68sDall. Tribes of the Extreme Northwest, p. 76 and plate opposite (no nuiber). Washing-

ton, D. C., 1877.

Nilsson. Stone Age iri Scandinavia, pi. iv, London, 1868.
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Fig. 209 represents a somiewhat similarly shaped object, but it has

no point, and there is no indication that it ever had one. One edge

is serrated, and "is quite sharp, but from this [serration] the bone

rapidly increases to one-third of an inch in thickness, so as to render

it wholly unsuitable to be used as a saw. From Eagle Hill."

Figs. 210 and 211 represent implements that are quite likasthe bone

"sewing-awls" figured by Mr. Dall,70 in the volume already quoted.

FIGO. 208 and 209.- Mass. . Fics. 21o, 2zoa. and 211.- Mass. .

These specimens "are flat, scraped' very thin, as seen in fig. 21oa.

One of these is made from the.bone of a bird. From Eagle Hill."

The implements here described will probably cover the range of

patterns in common .use among the Indians, who formed the shell-

heaps along the entire Atlantic coast, as even the forms of bone imple-

ments from the fresh water shellheaps of Florida 7 1 do not vary in any-

important particular.

70 Dall, c. ., plate opposite p. 79.
T

lWyman. Fresh-Water Shell Mounds of Florida, p. 5z; plates 3 and 4. Salem, Mass., 1875.
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AGRICULTURAL IMP.LEMEÑTS.

ALTHoucR the method of cultivating maize, the plant most inti-

mately associated with the native races of America, was practically the

same, there yet appears to be a considerable difference in the patterns

of the implements, used in'preparing the soil for the seed, and in

its subséquent care and culture.

Over a limited extent of western territory, chipped flint hoes of a

peculiar pattern are frequêntly met with. They are broad blades, with

deep, lateral notches, near one end,·by which they can be readily

fastened to a wooden handle. Of these, it has been remarked by

Dr. Rau, 7 2 who first described them, that "if the shape of the described

implements (shovels and hoes) did not indicate their original use, the

peculiár traces of wear which they exhiIit would furnish almost con-

clusive evidence of the: manner·in which they have been employed;

for that part with which the digging was done appears, notwithstanding

the hardness of the material, perfectly smooth, as if glazed, and slightly

striated in the direction in which the implement penetrated the

ground."

This form i fnot found in New Jersey, but its place is taken by a

"pecked " and grooved implement, in many respects similar to the

gouges, already described. -,That they were ever very numerous is

doubtful, as comparatively few have been found; but their widespread

use is- indicated by their occurrence throughout the middle and

southern states.7 3 They have been found in Connecticut, and are

described among the implements met with in Georgia.

72 Rau. Smithson. Annual'Report for 1868, p. 379, figI. Washington, D. C.

.. ?Jones. Antiquities of Southern Indians, P. 301, Pl. xvii, fig. x. New York, 1873.
(217)
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Implements known as "hoes," both of stone and zelk-horn, not

altogether unlike these in the more important features, have been

figured and described by Professor Nilsson.74  They differ principally

from the New Jersey specimens in being perforated for the insertion

of a handle. Of the use of such "hoes," Profersor Nilsson says, "It

must be acknowledged that if agriculture, as seems most probable,

consisted originally in bur+1ing tracts of forest, and then sowing among

the ashes, these rude hoes must have been very suitable for such

operations."
Hoe-like implements, however, -ven those used by the Atlantic

coast ndians, were not always of this pattern. In numerous references

to the cultivation of maize, in the early histories, mention is*made of

bone implements, and of certain bones, which were thus used without

alteration.

Of the Delaware and Iroquois Indians Loski mentions that

"they used formerly the shoulderblade of a deer or a tortoise-shell

shapened upon a stone, and fastened to a thick stick, instead of a

hoe;' and we readily see, on comparing such "hoes " with those of

stone, here figured, that the latter are fully capable of doing the same

work, and of doing it well.

A second class of agricultural implements, commor in the

west and south, but of rare occurrence in New Jersey and almost

unknown in New England, are known Js "spades." They are

"oval 'plates of flint, flat -on one side and slightly convex on the

other, the outline being chipped into a sharp. edge." These im-

plements are of such a marked character that they never can

be mistaken for any other form. The convex "backs" of these

flint spades, and their large -size and thickness, make them a very
distinct and well-designed. implement. As they are generally

marked by fine strioæþ and often polished as if by digging in loose

soil, their use as spades seems to be beyond doubt. Very often

74Nilsson. Stone Age in Scandinavia, p. 74, pl. viii, figs. i8o and 181. London, z868.
75Loskiel. Mission to N. A. Indians, p. 66. Iondon, 1794.
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objects are found associated with these true spades, which bear

a general resemblance to them, and hence have bèen improp-

erly classed with them. That all the large, disk-shaped and

oval chipped jasper implements were spades or even hoe-blades,

is not probable. What they really were will, in all probability,

never be known.

The agricultural implet nts found on the Atlantic seaboard, about

which there can be no teasonable doubt, are hoes and spades, of

certain well-defined shapes. Of greater abundance than these, is a

series of slate implements, that may or .

may-not be hoe-blades. There are many

reasons for considering these latter as

agricultural implements of the character

named, and yet if they are so, there is no

reason why the jasper specimens of the

same size and shape should not be in-

clude in the same class. To cal one an

agricultu 1 implement and the other some-

thing else·is certainly unwarranted. -

Fig. 21 represents an 'average specimen

of these long, slender, finé-edged slates,

which we have designated - lance-heads.

They vary little from fivé to seven and

one-half inches in length by from two to

three and one-half inches in width; the

longer specimens are -isually the mor-e
FIG. m. - New Jersey. à.

slender ones, suggesting the possibility of

the broader and shorter specimens having had a different use from the,

others. Of course, the same degree of probability obtaing in this case,

as in all:others, that a difference.in size, and slight variation in outline,

may be indicative of different purposes. From the very ntureof'the

case, it is obviously impossible to do more than conjecture, and wild

guesses are neither scientific nor commendable.
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Of a series of fifty-eight of these possible hoe-blades,7
6 abxtt

twenty-five are made of argillite, and in theiri weathered surfaces, have

all the appearance of age that characterizes the true palæolithic im-

plements. The others are of -slate· and slate-like material, and the

surfaee appears as if comparatively freshly chipped. In size, they

vary from four and onehalf to seven inches in length, by two and

one-haîf to three inches in greatest width. One half of them have

distinctly straight bases, and are obtusely pointed at the opposite end.

In but one instance is there a really sharp point. While in some

specimens there has. been a wearing away of the pointed end, the

general appearance of a large seriés gives the impression that the

points were never sufficiently sharp, to have been used as a lance. or

spearpoint. A few specimens are the same at each end, and look as

if they had been originally chipped in this shape. An interesting

feature is seen in the well-defined notch that is found only on one

side. This occurs in fully twenty per cent. of all found. In some speci-

mens, this single notch on one side is very broad and deep, measuring

in one example half an inch in depth, and an inch in width. This is,

of course, exceptional, but from one of this size there is a gradation

down to the slight, but readily discernible notch, an eighth of an inch

deep. That these were in some way utilized in fastening the imple-

ment to a handle is probable.

Chipped slate implements of this pattern are found scattered along

the whole Atlantic seaboard, but in varying numbers, in the several

states. As · they are found singly more frequently than the jasper

implements of the same general pattern, it would appear as if they

outnumbered the latter; but if we .take into consideration the great

"In the museum of the Academy of Science, at Salem, Mass., is a large series of these

objects, all gathered from a few adjoining fields. So. numerous were they, and being found asso-

ciated with an even greater number of fragments, it was supposed that they were weapons, possibly

used and broken,here *in some great battle. The supposition that they are lance-heads, and in-

dicative, through their numbers, of a battle field, is now-b.elieved to be an error. (See Smithso-

nian Annual-Report, 1875, P.-269).

I
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numbers of the jasper specimens found in "'deposits,"-thèy really are

less abundant.

A few.facts that seeni to have some bearing upon the question of,

the. use of these slate implements will now be briefly mentioned.

There are still .to be seen, in various parts of New Jersey, certain

barren, weed-grown tracts, or "clearings," as they are galled, if still

surroundçd by a forest growth, known as old Indian, fields. At the

time of the settlement of the country by the Europeans, these tracts

were under native culivation. In many, the cropping seems to have

been so persistént, year after year, that the fertility of the soil was

finally exhausted; and to this day, it shows the.ill effects of improper

treatment. On such spots, there are foiund a larger number of these

rude "hoe-blades" than elsewhere ; and associated withthem, are the

true hoes, which will be subsequeptly described. It must fnot, of

course, be understood that these implements are really rare in localities

where maize could not have been cultivated. Such is not the case.

All agricultural tools of native make are found in essentially un-

agricultural localities. Their abundance on these old Indian fields is

certainly suggestive, although why they should have been mostly left

in the corn-fields does not appear.

If it were true that these slate implements are "hoe-blades,", ought

we not to find upon them the peculiar scratches that are supposed to

mark all agricultural implements that have been used? The unqu.s-

tioned hoes, and .the "spades" that are found in -New Jersey do

present thése traces of use though the jasfr impiements, such as

figs. 184 and 185, never do. The few flint spades we possess of the

western form show them, and so, too, does a small proportion of the

slate hoes. On the others it is believed that they have been obliterated

by the weathering of two centuries. Occasionally, also, there occurs

a specimen which is chipped flat upon the under side, convex upon

the upper, and with a slighicurve extending the whole length of the

implement. These invariably have a single notch upon one side. In

such specimens, we have a "link" between the western flint spades
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as described by Dr. Rau, 77 and the "·hoe-blades" found in such great

abundance in New Jersey. No similar implement of jasper has as

yet been found.

Fig. 213 represents 7 8 an excellent average specimen of a hoe, such

as is found in New Jersey. It has been "pecked" into shape, and

subsequently ground until nearly all trace of the original pecking has

been obliterated. The -outer or upper surface (that shown in the

illistration) is ridged, the height decreasing as it approaches the edge

of the iniplement, thus making the greatest

thickness at the head, where it measures

an inch and a half. This head, oval in

shape, is separated from the blade of the'

implement by two deep grooves or notches,

which do not extend over any portion of

the under surface, and scarcely meet upon

the upper. This specimen now rneasures

five and one-fourth inches in length, by a

little over two and one-half inches in width.

It evidently was originally much longer, and

has been worn away by long continued use.

The fact ,that these hes generally show

such evident marks of use, and that the

supposed "hoe-blades" do not, may be

explained on the supposition that the latter
FIG. 2T3.--New Jersy. i.

do not possess the strength and durability

of the former, and readily break when smartly struck upon a stone.

They would probably be broken long before they would become

striaed, and worn by use. Probably the enormous number of halves

of these blades, found scattered over small areas, is.due to this cause.

77 Rau. Smithsonian Annual Report for 1S68, p. 379.

78The illustration is defective in the representation of these short lateral, and partially dorsal

grooves.-



From experiments made with these blades as they now are, it is

probable that a new lot would have to be made at every seedtine.

Fig. 214 represents a second example of these heavy stone.hoes,

This specimen, like the preceding one, was. originally much longer.

but seems to have been

worn down so much, that

it wa·s probably dis-

carded. In one particu-

lar, it varies from the

preceding: the under

side is concave, while
in fig. 213 it is flat.

This curvature of the

blade might .be supposed

to indicate that imple-

ments of this character-

were really gouges, and

as such referable to'the

class of objects described

in:Chapter III; but the

presence'of the strie and

tbe general appearance

of the surface, show

clearly that, like the pre-

ceding, this .specimen

also is a hoe.

Fig. 215 represents a

stone spade, such as is

found in considerable FIG. 214 -New Jersy.

numbers in Mercer Co., New Jersey, but which is not known in other

localities. These spades are all of the general shape and character of

chipping shown in fig. 215, which sufficiently explains itself Al of

those collected show distinctly the striæ, and polish amounting, in

some, to a glaze, which characterize the western spades, of an elongated
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oval, or quadrangular outline. The mnatefiáf of which these New

FiG. ,..- w J ry.
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Jersey spades are made varies, but none are of jasper. Slate, argillite,

and other material of this character, have been used. While the

narrowed "handle," and broad blade are well-marked features in all

these specimens, they.merge into each other, and are notdistinctly

separate, as in the spade-like implement figured by Col. C. C. Jones. 9

In some, however, the junction of the two portions is more abrupt than

in the specimen figured.

All of these chipped spades were found on a limited area.of some

three or four hundred acres ; and were associated with the supposed

"hoe-blades" and the grooved hoes, previously described. It is

possible that they may be a local form, but the pattern is so simple in

design, and so well adapted for digging in loose, sandy soils, that

similar objects may be confidently looked for in other localities.

When the extent to which maize w as raised is considered, it is

evident, that even with -the. supposed "hoe-blades," the number of

stone agricultural implements is too small to have met the requirements

of that cultivation, and hence it ismore than probable, that the hoes

made of the shoulderblades of deer, and of tortoise shell, mentioned

by several early writers, greatly outnumbered' those of stone,

c7 Jones. Antiquities of the Sothern Indians, p. 302, plate xvii, fig. 2. New York, 1873.





CHAPTER XVII.

PLUMMETS.

As has been done in previous chapters, a series of objects, uniform.

in the more characteristic features, but infinitely varied in minor details,

have been grouped together under one title. While the general name

given to the group is coivenient,. and in a measure descriptive ôf their

appearance, it has but little reference to their uses. It has been re-

marked,80 that "their principal use * * * * as 'plummets' may be
* * * * questioned, as there are far too many of them found, and of

too great a variation in size, to lead us to infer that they were used

mainly for that purpose. Though if it were necessary, in ancient ar-

chitecture, to establish a perpendicular line, the implements were at

hand, as 'weights' with ines attached." The same author has, also

remarked of these plummets, that they "are of quite 'common occur-

rence in the.vicinity of Salem, Mass.," and there are "in the collection

of the Peabody ·Academy of Science, a large number of specimens

varying in size from an ounce or two to several pounds in weight, but

all made on the general pear-shaped pattern, though they exhibit

about as many modifications within that shape as are shown by the

hundreds of varieties of the pear itself. Local archæologists in New

England generally consider them as 'sinkers,' from their shape and

from the fact that they are more often found along the seashore than

in the interior."

"The very large size of some specimens would perhaps indicate

some different use from any proposed" for the western specimens,

which, as a whole, are smaller. " In fact, soie of them run so (lecid-

"Putnam. American Naturalist, vol. vi, p. 649, foot-note. Salem, Mass., IS7 .
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e(dly into the class of 'pestles,' that it is almost impossible to draw the

line bctween the two, though the extremes are well marked. The -

peculiar, shape of these implements has also caused them to be re-

garded-as weights, used to stretch the thread in spinning. This sup-

position is rendered very probable by the fact that stone weights have

been used in spinning, and from the

statement (made to me in conver-

sation by Dr. Edward Palmer), that

stones are still in ute among.the.

Indians of the northwest for a simi-

lar purpose. As it is generally ad-

mitted that the moundbuilders un-

derstoqd spinning different kinds of

ffibre, and twisting certain materials

into threads which they, by some

process akin to weaving, subse-

quently manufactured into a kind

of cloth, the use of these imple-

ments as »ights seems very proba-

ble, and as household implements

they would often be more or less

elaboratey finished or · carved. For

my. own part, I have for some .time

considered them as represeriting, ac-

cording to size, material, shape

and finish, either ist, pestles, 2nd,

sinkers, 3 rd, spinning weights, or 4 th,

ornaments."

Fig. 216 represents a characteristic -specimen of the New England

plummets of about the maximum site. Whether it should be classed

as a l'pestle " or not3 cannot be readily determined -but the fact that

unquestionable pestles are by n'o means infrequent in the same

localities, would seem to throw (oubt upon their use as pestles, although

"many of them * * * * would serve well for use as such, provided



"Putnam. Bulletin~of Esse.x Institute, vol. v, June, 1873. Salem, Mass.

grit was no objection -as a component of 'Indian cake;' though the

grit would be avoided if such pestles were used in wooden mortars

similar to those in use by the early white settlers4n this country. The

extreme softness of the stone of which these large pear-shaped

implements were made, combined with the fact that they seldom ex-

hibit signs of use at their rounded end, was * * * (one) argument

against their use as pestles," but not the only one, as that author con-

sidered.81 There does not seem to be any

objection to the use of these larger speci-

mens as sinkers, from the mere fact of

their size and weight. Irî comparatively

deep waters, or in strong currents, speci-

mens as heavy as this would often be

required. Bearing on the suhject of their

use as pestles, however, it should be stated

that there is a specimen in the Salem.

collection that is said to have been found

in a stone mortar, and another in the

cabinet of the Amesbury Nat. History

Society. Fig. 216 was found near Ames-

bury, Mass.

Fig. 217 represents a mùch smaller

specimen of a plummet, which .was prob-

ably used as a sinker for a fishing line;

at least, it is well adapted for this purpose.
FIG. zy.--M.arne..

The original was long ago described and

figured by Schoolcraft, as "a fisherman's sinker, of the Penacook

tribe, accurately wrought in stone." Objects of this size are not

confined to fishing stations, however, and it is qu4e as possible, that

similar specimens had different uses in different localities. Of a very

large series of these plummets in the collections of the Museum at

Cambridge, Mass., but few are highly polished and possessed of that
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accuracy of outline so characteristic of many fourtd in Ohio and other

western states. Of the larger examples found so frequently in the

neighborhood of Salem, Mass., a large majority are m'èrely pecked

into shape and have no other finish. These have an added interest,

from .the fact that in the same neighborhood, are found:in like pro-.

fusion, the stone gouges that are supposed to have been principally

used in making the "dug-out" canoes. If such was the·ordinary use

of these implements, their occurrence in unusual numbers, associated

with a like àbundance of plummets, would certainly seem to indicate

that the latter were ue'd as "sinkers,"

as we know the canoes were made

more for fishing purposes, than for the

mere convenience of' travelling by

water.

Fig. 218 represents a still smaller

specimen of these plummets, which

certainly is most admirably designed as

a sinker, for fishing in comparatively

quiet waters. It does not weigh so

much, and is buflittle longer than lead

sinkers that are now used in trolling

for rock-fish; and it is a matter of as-

tonishment that-such"an admirable im-

FIG. 2s. Massachusetts. plement should have been found so

very seldom in New Jersey. As in the southern states, an occasional

specimen, like fig. 2Ï8, may be found.; but all such as have been

examined, purporting to be from the valley of the -Delaware river,

are ingenious frauds, copies in steatite of New England specimens,

manufactured for "the trade" by unscrupulous dealers. The simpler

form of the grooved globular pebble may, in New Jersey, replace the

plummet, as it is believed by Col. C. C. Jones,8 2 to do, in Georgia.

That author roups notched and perforated pebbles, and grooved

8
2

jones. Antiquities of southerra Indians, p. 339, pl. xix, fig. 12. New YorIk, 1873.
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globular pebbles as alike, sinkers, and figures a rudely fashioned

plumrnet, which is of rare occurrence, and siuggests that it was

"employed to- weight the hand-line

in fishing with a hook."

Fig. 29 gepresents a plummet-

shaped implement, four and one-

half inches in length, and one inch

and three-quarters in its· greatest

breadth. The material is a very

fine-grained sandstone, an d th e

wh oie surface has been worked

down, until its 'smoothness almost

anounts to a polish.

While the resemblaDce of this

specimen to the common forms of

plumniets is marked, it varies. from

all the New England specimens

that h ave been examined, in not

having a groove near the upper or

smaller end, for its suspension.

This, however, does not indicate

that the purpose of the 1lnplement

may not have been one .of the

-several suggested by Professor

Putnam, on page 228. Plummets

of both stone and hematite are

frequently found in Ohio. Whether

used ·as plummets, sinkers, or or- FiG. 219.--New Jersey. ½.
naments, this want of a groove or

other means of fastening it to a cord, renders the object of the Ohio

specimens, as well as-of fig. 219, a difficult matter to deternine. Mr.

Henderson, 3 from whose interesting account of plummets, much

83"Henderson-. American Naturalist, vol. vi, p. 644, figs. 132-138. Salem, Mass., 1872.
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information has been derived, considers the grooves upon such speci-

mens even as figs. 220 and 221, too small to have insured a secure

attachment to a.fishing line.

We are therefore quite in the dark as to the precise belongings of

this New- Jersey specimen, as it, like so nany objects that are found of

Indian make, is so unlike anything in use at the present time, that it

is quite impossible to identify it.

As an interesting instance of the identity of form of certain patterns

FIGS. 220 ard 221. - 111221o15.

of stone implements that are found in all parts ·of the country, and

used by people as dissimilar in their modes of life as the native races

oftbge Pacifie and of the Atlantic coasts, ànd diso the moundbuilders,

of whom it may be said that their separate origin and distinct racial

characteristics have xtot yet been proven, notwithstanding the laborious

investigations of many laborers in American archæology, and the
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ingenious theorizing that swells the pages of so many volumes ; illus-

trations of a series of the western forms are here introduced which,

while made of many different materials, are practically the same as

the specimens from. Maine and Massachusetts, figs. a 17 and 218.84

Fig. 220 "represents what may be styled the typical form of these im-

plements.' It is made of iron ore, ground down and polished, until it is

almost as smooth as glass." It is one of eight found near*Quincy, Illinois,

embedded in solid clay.

Fig. 221 represents a

second example, and

varies from the preced-

ing, in being much

broader at, its widest

part. This specimen is

also from Illiñois; and

is "made of a whitish

limestone containing

numerous small joints

of crinoids."

Fig. 222 represents

a much smaller speci-

men, of the same class
•. FIG. 222. -Ohio. i.2:lni.

of implements, and is of

unusual interest from the fact that it was found at a-depth of "sixteen

feet-below the surface of the earth." "It is made of green stone.

With it were found a small stone scraper and a stone'disk."

Fig. 223 represents still another, made of copper. It is com-

posed of small pieces.of native copper pounded together; and in the

cracks between the pieces, are stuck ·several pieces of silver, one

nearly the size of a half dime."85 This specimen is from a mound

near Marietta, Ohio.

84 Henderson, 1. c., pp.,642-
6

49.

"Squier. Aboriginal Monuments of New York, p, 187. Washington, D. C. 1856 (Smith-

sonian Contributions to Knowledge, vol. i).
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Considering the small size of some of these specimens, particularly

fig. 222, it may be thought that the small trinkets, or cylindrical pebbles

with an encircling groove, described in Chapter XXVII, belong to the

same class. They certainly approach very near to them, though they

are so -small that they would be nearly worthless as sinkers. This,

however, is not true of fig. 222, which is probably a sinker of the

minimum size.

While plummets, as a class, seem to have been polished and sym-

FiGs. 224 and 225.- Illinois.

metrically shaped, they were not gènerally ornamented in any other

manner. Figs. 224 and 225, however, represent one of a small series,

that is a marked exception in this respect. This specimen has already

been described and figured by Mr. Henderson, and the illustrations,

as well as several of the preceding, are those given in bis valuable
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paper, already referred to. Fig. 224 is made of dark limestone, and

the top of the. implement has been carved to represent an Inidian's

head. The carving is'successful certainly, so far as "presenting the

characteristic features of the Red Indian." "The streaks of black

paint above and below the 'eyes, the black eye'balls 4nd scalp-lock,

give it a hideous appearance which, perhaps, caused it to be looked

upon with reverential awe by its superstitious aboriginal ovner." "A

glance at fig. 225, which is a back view of fig. 224, shows that the

primitive artist preserved, as far as his design would admit, the general

plummet form shown in the other.implements figured, while the slight

groove around the small end shows plainly that it was to be suspended

by a string, and I think fully warrants the conclusion that this. imple-

ment is but a modification of the plummet.

There is in this carved sp.écimen an instance of that taste for

realistic carvings, which is more artistically exhibited on some of the

New England pestles, than on this plummet ; and considering also that

"the characteristic features of the Red Indian" are shown *on this

plummet, it is evident that the Indians used and made a large number

of these implements in the west, as well as along the Atlantic seaboard.

If it could be·shown that this carving on fig. 224 was the handiwork

of the moundbuilders, then why have we not an indication that they

ànd the Indians were closely related? Certainly there is little that is

peculiar .in the representations· of the human face,. as exhibited on

stone carvings taken from nounds;..and in that little, there is a

resemblance to the later (?) Red Indian. Until the origin of the

known races of North America is unquestionably determined, it will

clearly be unsafe to designate this or that implement as the production

of another people, of a supposed different origin.
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NET-SINKERS.

AMONG the many familiar forms of primitive *stone implements

common to the valleys of the Delaware and Susquehanna rivers, are

those small, flat, notched pebbles, usually nearly square, but not unfre-

quently of the most irregular shapes, which are universally known as

net-sinkers.. The fact that the use implied by this name is suggested

at once by tle very appearance of thiš implement is not perhaps- a

safe guide in determining such questions, although, in this case, it is

almost certainly true. If used as net-sinkers, then, it is evident, that

occasionally .a series of these objects should be found together, as

numbers of therm, placed at short distances along the lower margin of

the net would be required to keep it in place when in the water. If

they could be found so situated, that their position iwas evidence

that they had been attached to a single net, all doubt as to this

form of fishing tackle having .been used by the Indians would be

dispelled, even though they alone remained to testify to the fact.

-While 'no direct reference to-nets is made by Holm,86 in his history of

the Delaware Indians, he does allude to other productions of a char-

acter that, at least, renders the weaving of a net a probability. In

detailing the several duties of the women, he remarks: "they make

much use of painted feathers, with which they adorn skins and bed-

covers, binding them with a kind of net work which is very handsome,

and fastens the feathers very well." Attention has also been called to

the fact that they made " thread and yarn, from nettles and hemp.'

Peter Kalm also refers to fishing tackle made of hempen cord. (Se

Holm, 1. c. p. 129.

(93~.)6

r
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p. 147.) These facts are sufficient to identify the notcheLpebbles as

net-weights or sinkers, but other evidence is not wanting.

In the summer of 1878, a series of these notched pebbles was founel

in the wasting northern shore of Crosswick's creek, about two miles

from its mouth, at Bordentown, New Jersey.* They were:in·an irreg-

ula'r heap, in some instances one just above the other, but in contact.

They were twenty-two inches below the surface of the meadow, which

is composed of a fine sandy mud, that has been slovly accumulating,

at this point, for centuries. There were sevénty-three in the series,

and supposing them to have been placed at a distance of a foot

apart, they would have supplied a net Èúst -long enough to stretch

across the creek at' this point. It islnot improbable, however, that

these notched pebbles were left long anterior to the formation of the

present channel of the creek( and hence are of a remote antiquity;

for recent as are the alluvial deposits in our river valleys, sorne of them

are not to-be:counted by scores of years more or less.87-

"Fishingnets may be counted among.the utensils invented at very

early periods, on the spur of necessity, by men in various parts of the

world. That they were already in use in Europe at a remote antiquity

is proved by their remnants preserved in an almost marvellous manner-

in the Swiss pile-constructions of the stone age, as, for instance, those

of Robenhausen and Wangen. In the earliest works on North

America the fishing-nets of the Indians are mentioned but not de-

scribed. Cabeça de Vaca,a8 the first European who gave an account

of the interior of North America,'refers in various places, though in a

transient manner, to the nets of the natives whom he met during his

long wanderings. Garcilasso de la Vega- 9 and the anonymous Portu-

guese gentleman, called the-Knight of Elvas, the two principal authors

who have left accounts of De Soto's expedition (139-43) are likewise

8t Abbott; American Naturalist, vol. x, p. 71.

Relation et Naufrages d'Alvar Nuñeza cabeça de Vaca (Ternaux Compans), Paris, 1837,

pp. 24, 142, 177, 179. Original printed at valladolid in x553.

9Narratives of the Career of Hernando de Soto, etc., translated by Buckingham Smith, New

York, z866, p.IL12.
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deficient in all such details as might serve' to illustrate the original

character of Indian nets. The latter relates, however, that the Span-

iards, while at a place near the Mississippi, called Pacaha (Garcilasso

has it 'Capaha'), caught fish in a lake with nets furnished by the

Indians. This establishes at least the fact that the tribes of the Mis-

sissippi valley employed fishing-nets, when first seen by Europeans.

The Indians of the present, New England states made strong nets of

hemp. For this we have the authority of Roger Wiliams,9 0 who gives

also th word ashò>p, which signifies a net in the language of the.

Narragansetts.V. Yet it appears that the Indians of the Atlantic coast

(and others) were rather in the habit of '%pearing' fish than taking

them in nets. Some were also killed by arrow-shots. According to

Van der Donck, the Indians in the neighborhood of New Amsterdam

(now New York) employed, during the middle of the seventeenth

century, various kinds of nets-; but this author does not state whether

-these nets were original Indian inventions, or adopted from the Dutch

colonists. The Natchez, on the lower Mississippi, made their nets

from the bark of the lihden tree, and knitted them quite in the

European- fashion." (Chas. Rau; in American Naturalist, vol. vii,

Pp. 145 and 146.)

Fig. 226 represents an ordinary specimen, such as occurs by the

hundreds' in the valley of every creek, -and along the river shores, in

New Jérsey, and other eastern states.

Beyond determining their use, there is nothing in their variety,

shape, or miethod of manufacture, but is so simple and' evident, that

there is little interest attached to them; unless it be to wonder why it

was, if these primitive sinkers were used in the manner described, as

their numbers and circumstances under which many are found cer-

"Roger Williams. A Key into the Language of America, London, 1643; Providence, R. L,

1827,'p. zu2. The practice likewise prevailed of erecting in the water large labyrinth-lilce enclo-

sures of lattice-work, flanked by long weirs, the whole forming a sort of gigantic trap, into which

the fish were driven. Such. a contrivance of the Virginia Indians is figured and described in the

first volume of De Bry's " Peregrinationes " (Frankfort on the Main, i59o).

Beschryvinge Van Nieuw-Nederlandt. Amsterdarii, x656, p. 70.

Du Pratz.. Histoire de la Louisiane. Paris, 1758, vol. ii, p. 179.
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tainly indicate was the case, that so carefully wrought an implement as

the "plumnet" of New England, should have been used for the saine

purpose. If they

were used only as

sinkers for fishing

lines, it is fnot a

matter of surprise;

but certainly if

these small flat

pebbles were all

that were required

to weight the nets

used in the rivers,

i. 26.- Nw J then larger pebbles

- e pof the same shape

would have answered the needs of the fishermen of the New England

coast just as well, and -it is

strange that so simple a form

of weight should not have

been used, if indeed, it was

not.

Figs. 227 and 228 represent

examplés of these sinkers from

the shores of the Sus'uehanna

river. They are of the same

pattern as those found in all

other river valleys of that re-

gion; as a class, however,

those found in the Susque-
hanna valley are somewhat

Fic. o27.-Pennsylvania.
larger than those of the Dela-

ware. Pr. Rau9 1 w-rites of the specimens, above figured, "the material

21
Rau. American Naturalist, vol. vii, p. 14o, figs.- 30 and 31.
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is almost*exclusively a flat-breaking, silico-argillaceous stone of gray

or brownish color, sometimes containing diminutive particles of mica,

an 4 consequently bearing the distinct character of graywacke."

The net-sinkers found in the Delaware valley a-e made of every

sort of stone, and even thin pieces of coral rock have been utilized.

Some are even halves of "hoe-blades." No one form of implement

presents a much greater range of minerals, than these sinkers, although

the majority are made of flat river pebbles of sandstone.

- Fig-ï9represents an,, average specimen of net-sinker from the

shores of the Delaware river. But few are of this pointed shape,

however, and a great many doothvtenotchesso deepiy cut.

Not all of these notched pebbles

need necessarily be classed as net-

sinkers, in the ordinary acceptation

of that term. Some are found that

are too cumbersome to have been

used in that waÿ, but were probably

anchors or set-weights for fishing,

apparatus of a 'different kind. In

June, 1879, while relic hunting in

the Delaware valley, with Prof. F.

W. Putnam, of the Museum at FIG. 228.-PCpylVana..

Cambridge, Mass., the author found

a very large notched pebble on the shore of the river, a short- dis-

tance above the Water Gap, in Monroe Co., Pennsylvania, which,

judging 'from 'the size, and the'efact of its having four notches, was

used as an anchor or set-weight. This example measures eight

inches square, and weighs nearly five pounds. To secure a net,

which was placed in the stream, as gilling nets and fvkes are now set,

such a weight would have been frequently a necessity, especially

where there was a swift current, as there is in the river, at the point

where this specimen was found ; but it is evidently impossible that

such a stone could have been used, as one of a hundred or more, in

dragging a sweep net through the water. Aside from their weight,

16
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stones of such size would constantly be caught by obstructionsin the bed

of the stream, and thus render the free movement of a net impracticable.

On the other hand, the fact of finding an implement of practically

the same character, but of

much greater size, in a

fishing locality, associated

- with hundreds of smaller

ones, suggests that it, too,

was used by the Indians,

in fishing, and is corrobo-

rative of the belief, that

the smaller specimens

were used in the same

manner.

These large notched

stones may have been

used also as anchors.

Large angular pebbles

or bowlders, with deep

encircling grooves, have

also been frequently found

in the Delawvare river as

well as in many of the

larger creeks flowing

into it. These grooved

bowlders, I believe, were

used also as anchoring

FiG. 229.-New Jersey. t
One of these so-called

anchors, found in the bed of Çrosswicks Creek, near Bordeatown,

New Jersey, is a compact sandstone bowlder, nearly a cube in shape,

and weighs forty pounds. The groove divides the stone intequal

parts, is evenlv worked, and measures uniformly one inch in width and

three-fourths of an inch in depth.
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This specimen was found embedded in mud, at a depth of nearly

three feet from the present surface. Near it were found a dozen

notched pebbles, such as fig. 228, a grooved stone axe, and several

fragments of pottery.

The circumstancé under which this groovd bowTdcr was found
clearly indicate that it was used as an anchor; and its being associated

with a small series of the notched pebbles, described in the present

chapter,-is as interesting as it is suggestive. Unlike the large notched

pebbles, referred to from the W'ater Gap, this specimen could not have

been used as an attachment to a net ; but at once suggests the use of a

boat, and as we know that these boats were in almost daily use, it is not

probable that they were always drawn from the water, when not in use.

Holm9 remarks of the Delaware Indians, that "their boats are made

of the bark of cedar, and birch trees, bound together and lasheu very

strongly ; they carry them along wherever they go; and when they

come to some creek that they want to get over, they launch them'and

go whit5er they please. They also used to make boats out of cedar

trees which they burnt inside, and scraped off the coals with sharp

stones, bones, or muscle shells."

Such a stone "anchor," as the one mentioned, would readily hold,

even in a swift current,.the canoes and dug-outs, Holm describes.

Fig. 230 represents a large, oval, flat pebble, with- a perforation, that

has been drilled with great accuracy. Objects of this kind, so far as

met with in New Jersey, are comparatively rare, and their purpose is

not positively known. They are here classed as sinkers, because the

localities where most of them are found suggest that the-y were used as

net-weights or, in some manner, were connected with the occupation of

fishing. Fig,'23o,.which is the largest of a series of fourteen speci-

mens collected, is nearly one and one-half inches in thickness, and

was found in a field, within a short distance ofa navigable creek, and

one much frequented by Indians, even so lately -as historic times.

The other. thirteen were found in the immediate vicinity of Big

HoIm, i. c., P. 230.
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Timber Creek, Gloucester Co., New Jersey, and are but a small portion

ter

FIG.-2 3 0.- New Jersey. j.

of a large number that were gathered at one time. Al that have been



examined are made of compact sandstone, and are very heavy. Most

of them have been drilled from each side, and the opening, near the

mïiddle ,of the stone, is much smaller ·than the orifice at the surface.

Fig.-23a haw probably been >erforated with a 1-ollow drill; the sides

of the perforation being as even, smooth, and regularly striated, as the

finest examples of drilled ceremonial objects.

A number of these perforated flat pebblès have been recently found

on the shores and in the bed, of Lake Hopatcong, Morris Co., New

Jersey. Those that I have seen varied in no essential features from

fig. 23o, except in the manner of the drilling. This was similar to that

of the specimens from ;loucester Co., New Jersey.

Col. C. C. Jones9 3 has figured and described a series of perforated

net-sinkers, of which, lie remarks, "al of the perforated sort that I

have seen, with one éxception, were formed either of soapstone or of

clay. Consisting generally of flat or rounded pieces of soapstone,

irregular in shaple, they vary in weight from scarcely more than an

ounce to a pound and upward. -The perforations are from a quarter

of an inch .to an inch in diameter, and are indifferently located, either

in the centre or near the edge of the stone."

None of soapstone have been noticed, among the New Jersey

examples, .nor any so small as those of b't- an ounce in weight.

While in all probability used as net-sinkers, the New Jersey specimens

were doubtlessly limited to particular kinds of nets or traps.

jonel1. .,1) 337. pl. xix, fig. to .inch ive.
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CHAPTER XIX.

SPEARPOINTS AND 'ARROWHEADS.

WHEN we come to examine any considerable series of chipped- stone

implerments, and notice how varied are the patterns of what is practi-

cally the sarne object, we are forced to the conclusion that these

several patterns were dtsigned not for one, but for many purposes.

In the study of these varied forms, we cannot rest content with the

knowledge that they are spearpoints. When, where, how were they

used ? Have we no clew to their meaning? e meagre records of

those early voyagers, who first chanced upon ur shores, tel us but

little more than the discarded implemenits themselves.

Perhaps the -efforts to dètermine the object of various stone imple-

ments by the character of the localities where .they are usually found

have not , been ·altogether vain. With reference to some of the

simpler forms, this is not an important matter, as their very sim-

plicity and uniformity bespeak the use,. as in the notched pebbles

used as net-weights; and yet even here, the fact that they are found

in abundance along our rivers and larger creeks, and that often scores

are discovered associated together, in the very beds of the sti-eams, is

certainly an additional assurance that their purpose is known.

While the objects treated of in the present chapter are perhaps

without warra'nt classified as spearpoints and arrowheads, it is not

intended to convey the impression, that all the larger specimens

belonged to the former class, and that the entire.series of smaller flints

were used to tip the shafts of arrows. This cannot be.proven,.though

the shape, size and the relative abundance of the two series- render it

evident that such was usually the case.

Whéther the one type or pattern that is here considered. as having
(247)
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been used principally for capturing fish was generally so used, future

investigation may possibly determine. At present, there is considerable

evidence in favor of the view here expressed.

Schoolcraft 4 has referred to the larger of these spearpoints as

"Antique javelins, or Indian Shemagon or sl)ear." "This antigde

implement was one of the most efficacious in close encounters, before

the introduction of iron weapons. A fine specimen is seven inches

.long and one and a half wide at the lower end, which is chipped thin

to admit the splints )y which it was fastened to the lower end.- The

length of the pole or staff could only be conjectuired, and was probably

five feet. The chief -said,. on presenting it,. that it was one of the old

implements of his ancestors.'

When we consider how prominent and comparatively abundant are

these large spearpoints among the relics of the Indians, it is not a

little strange that the early writers, who refer to'the Indians before

they had wholly discarded stone implements, or very soon afterwards,

should so generally have overlooked this form, while they frequently

mention their axes and arrowheads. Neither Holm nor.Kalm refer to

the -large -spearpoints as a weapon of the Delaware Indians, or refer

to the use of the spear or lance, in describing their methods of warfare;

yet the numter of these objects found is, of itself, sufficient to indicate

that, at one time, they were in very common use. Is it probable that

they had béen discarded in great measure, at some remote period, and

were veritable relics of a distant past, when the European settlers first

reached our shores? The absence-of direct reference.to these char-

acteristic implements seerns jndicative of this.

Fig. 231 represents a perfect specimen of what may be considered

a typical spearpoint. The chipping is successful, so far as preserving

a uùifon thickness of the blade, and the edges are straight, and taper

gradually to the moderately acute point. The stem is a perfectly

straight projection from the base of the blade, Of a little more than

one-half its width. The material is a bluish-gray jasper, very com-

"Schoolcraft. Hist. and Cond. of Indian Tribes, pt. i, p. 87, pl. 26.
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monly used by the Delaware

Indians for making imple-

nents of this character.

While occasional specimens

of this and allied patterns

of spearpoints are found

that are.considerably longer

it may be said of them as

a lass, that they vary in

size, from those that are as

large as fig. 231 down to

those that are on the boun-

dary line between spear-

points and arrowheads. So

far as spearpoints occur in

New Jersêy, less than oie

per cent. exceed six inches

in length, and of these, but

very few exceed that rteas- h

urement by more than än

inch.

In the archeological* col-

lections of -. the American

Museum of Natural History,

at Central Park, New York,
there is an example:of large

spearpoint, somewhat rudely

chipped, which greatly ex-

ceeds in -length any known 7

specimens from New Jer-
sey, or the New England

states. This spearpoint

measures êleven inches in

length, and three inches FIG. 231.- -NeW JCsey.

1
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in greatest width. It has .a notched base and short stem, of about

one-half the width

of the blade. The

material of which it

is made is green jas-

per. It was found

near lake Luzerne,

in New York. A

somewhat larger

specimen, flourteen

inches in length, is
mentioned by Col.

C. C..Jones, jr., as

taken from a grave

, mound in Georgia.

lIe remarks oif this

unusually large spec-

imen, "no spearhead

of such magnitude,

v sö far as my knowl-

edge extends, has
been found within

the -limits of the

ïï southern states."

While it is .thus

shown that Sear-

points of a foot in

length or longer do

occasionally oc c u r,

they can scarcely

be considered as ex-
Fle. 232.-New Jersey.,

amples of such

spears as were in common mse, and therefore the statement of the

maximum size being about six inches is substantially correct.
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This pattern of spearpoint is found in considerable numbers in the

valley of ·the Susquehanna, Pa. Those in the cabinet of the late

Professor. Haldeman are made principally of limestone, and are of

neat workmanship. In the western states, east of the Mississippi

river, these implements are found frequently, and, as a rule, exhibit a

higher degree of finish than similar objects found along the Atlantic

seaboard.

In many localities in New Jersey, there are found great numbers of

halves of these implements. Of these fragments,,the great majority

are bases. Why' so many were overlooked, if the- custom ever pre-

vailed of gathering any of them for conversion into stemmed scrapers,

does.not appear. Indeed, it seems more probable that the points of

these spears were gathered, and not the bases. In ·all cases within

my own .collecting experience, I have ,noticed a marked absence of

points of spears and arrowheads.

Fig. 232 represents a second example of these large spearpoints,

differing only in having a more convex outline, and in being a trifle

shorter. This specimen is made of chert, and, considering the material,

is handsomely worked. It has so fai been the case in New Jersey,

that these large spearpoints, usually broken,-have occurred in·numbers,

in very limited areas, and .no others have been found within several

miles. This fact has been so frequently noticed as to give rise to the

impression, that where these were found, a battle had been fought, and

these broken weapons. were lost and destroyed during the contest.

How far this may be true is a matter of opinion. That it possesses an

element of probability is undeniable.

A large number of these irnplements of this pattern and material

have been found in the valley of the Delaware, from Easton, Pa.,

as far south as Salem Co., New Jersey. They are less,common in the

Susquehanna valley, I judge, than the narrower examples, like fig. 23r.

In the Connecticut valley many have been found, some of them even

longer and more delicately chipped. In eastern Massachusetts there

are but few found. The local collections made in New York, ofwhich

I have knowledge, contain comparatively few examples of flint spear-
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points, as large as this. .1 am inclined to think, however, that the

rarity of these implenients is more apparent than real, and has arisen

from the unfortunate habit of fnot preserving the halves, oreven smaller

fragments of them, when found. Spearpoints could nowhere be con-

sidered as common, if their numbers were judged only by the perfect

specimens which have been preserved.

Fig. 233 represents a good example

of a very common.spearpoint, such as is

found in every field, and wherever the

ordinary arrowheads and other objects

of Indian manufacture occur.

This specimen is chipped from yel-

Iow, quartz-veined jasper, a mineral that

is shown to have been in great demand

with the arrowmakers, by the large mass-

es of it found on their worikshop sites.

Fig. 233 is a well-wrought implement,

and has been finished more with reference

to strength and durability, than appear-

ance. The point and sides are still quite

sharp, and the weapon is a good one

whether used as a spearpoint or a knife.

Deposits of from twenty to one hun-

dred spears identical with this have oc-

casionally been found. Especially was

this the case in southern New Jersey.

FIG. 233.-NCW Jcrset What the object could have been of thus

concealing implements supposed to be

in constant use is, and probably must remain, a mystery.

Spearpoints of this size are comparatively common throughout the

New England states. Professor Haldeman received many specimens,

from several 'careful collectors in the Susquehanna valley, and

few were found in the rock-retreat discovered by him, in the Chickies

Rock, near Columbia, Pa.
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Fig. 234'yepresents what is probably the minimum siue of spear-

points. Certainly objects so large as this could not have been arrow-

heads, and their use as knives is very problematical. The interesting

feature of such specimens as fig. 234 is that they are made of argil-

lite, and in the amount of weathering and rude workinanship they
exhibit all th'e evidence of age that characterizes the palæolithic im-

plements of the river-drift gravel. What relationship they may bear,

if any, to those implements, has been

discussed elsewhere. It is only neces-

sary to rematk, in this connection,

that the evidence, which is very

varied, of the general use of argillite

prior to that of jasper and quartz, is

àlmost unquestionable.

This spearpoint measures three

inches in length, and one and a half

inches in width. It may be taken as

a fair representative of a class of

objects that are found in extraordin-

ary abundance in central and southern

New Jersey. As many as one thou-

sand have been found in an area of

fifty acres. In the northern, hilly

portion of the state, I have no know-

ledge of their abundance, and have FiG. 234 .-- Ne Jersey.

seen but few specimens in local col-

lections made. in that section of the state. In Pennsylvi they

are not uncommon, and in thé Chickies rock-retreat, disco red by
Professor Haldeman, numerous specimens have been found. A
peculiarity in th . istribution is their frequent occurrence in the

nexpected. localities, and often 4t a depth that suggests that

they were lost when the face of the country was different from.what it

now is; and possibly, that they were weapons used at the same time,
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and by the same people who fashioned the rude argillite fishspears

that occur in the alluvial deposits of the river valley.

Argillite spearpoints, like- fig. 234, must not be corifounded with a

class of similarly shaped implements made of slaty rock, which has

undergone considerable weathering, and so has the same appearance

as the argillite. These slate spearpoints arid artowheads are rudely

made and usually of large size.

In many localities they are quite

abundant. Especially is this the

case in the neighborhood of the

Delaware Water Gap, where

thousands of slate spearpoints

and arrowheads have been

found. At this locality, the slate

of which they are made is the

characteristic rock.

Fig. 235 represents a broad

and rather short specimen of a

spearpoint, differing but little

fromi fig. 234. It is, however,

made of jasper, is thicker and

more carefully chipped, so that

the edges are considerably

straighter and sharper. This

specimen is supposed to have had

~-.-a straight stem, as other speci-
FI. 35-New Jersey. . mens identical in size and shape

have been gathered, which were furnished with such a stem as in-

dicated by the dotted lines, in the illustration.

Jasper and quartz spearpoints of this size and even larger, when

found otherwise than singly, are associated with entire or fragmentary

specimens of the various other patterns, thus showing that, however

used, these several forms, and particularly those that vary so imma-

I
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terially askdo- this and fig. 233, (do not occur under circumstances

that would suggest that they had been put to different uses.

In this connection it may be well to say that spearpoints, like the

above, are not commonly found on village sites, or localities where the

Indians were known to have congregated; but, except under the cir

cumstances already mentioned, are found singly in what is still forest-

grown land, or are ploughed up in fields which, when the Indians pos-

sessed the land, were covered with a dense forest growth. If we can

judge from present appearances, it is probable that these implements

were used principally in warfare, and, tô a less extent, in hunting.

Fig. 236 represents a. second example of theb

points, similar to fig. 232; but differing in the.base, which is notched,

instead of plain. The. apparently trivial variation in tht finish of the

base very naturally suggests the possibility that these diffèifences may

indicate various methods of attaching handles or shafts, which, iflkng,

would convert the weapon into a spear or lance ; if short, into a dagger,

as the case might be. - There does not appear to be any evidence that

the natives of the Atlantic seaboard used daggers of this character;

yet it may be that, in the several patterns with varying bases, we have

similar objects that were used for dissimilar purposes.

Fig. 236 was found near Salem, Salem Co., New Jersey,·in a neigh-

borhood remarkable for the number and beauty of the implements

that have been left there by the ancient inhabitants.

Spearpoints of the above and allied patterns, with broad blades and

short stems, do not appear to occur in Europe. No specimens of this

character are given by Nilsson, as found in Scandinavia ; and nothing

similar to fig. 236 is described by Evans, as an English pattern of these

implements. The javelin heads mentioned by him are usually smaller,

and many are more nearly allied to the long oval andI triangular. flints,

that have already been described as knives. The longest stemmed

spear figuredby Mr. Evans is one with long, curved barbs, and in this

respect very different from the specimens found in America.

Fig.. 237 represents a carefully chipped spearpoint of admirable

proportions, with a notched base. Implen ents- of this pattern, -and
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size, are quite common, but they have been so generally broken either

by use or subsequent exposure, that it is very seldom that a perfect

specimen can be found.

Every yariety- of Hint has been utilized in making these spear-

F. 236.-New Jersey. 4. Frc;, 2
3 7

. -Indiana. +.

points ; quartz perhaps having been least frequently used. From

Maine to Maryland, imnplements like fig. 237 have been gathered,
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and it is a form which is found abundantly in both the ,southern and

western states.

In some localities, quite a number of argillite spearpoints of this

pattern are found, which vary uniformly from fig. 237. They are thicker

in the middle of theblade, and are more rudely outlined, in conse-

quence of the detached flakes being of larger size. These peculiarities

do not arise solely from the character

of the material, for in the hands of

a skilful workman argillite can be

very-evenly chipped : but they have

every appearance of being the result

of that want of skill which is now

known to be one characteristic of

the people who antedate the neo-

lithic, 'or polished stone period.

Fig. 238 represents a spearpoint

which is well designed and care-

fully worked. The material is a

tough, micaceous,. quartzose rock,

which, as bowlders, is frequent

in the glacial drift of the central

portion of the state. Whether from

the peculiarity of the minerai, or

design, is uncertain, but all -similar

weapons have the boundary lines of

the flakes, detached in the making,

nearly obliterated, and the specimen FiG. 238.--New Jeuscys. .

thus appears much like a f>olished spearpoint, an implemer* as yet

scarcely known in the Atlantic states, for but few examples of slate

spearpoints have been found which have been ground into shape, or

smoothed subsequently to chipping. The slight "twist" in this speci-

men is due to the natural direction of the cleavage and not to design;

and the same is in ail probability true of.the very distinctly twisted

spearpoints(and arrowheads that are made of flint and jasper.

17
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Spearpoints of this pattern are not of frequent occurrence in any

locality. I have seen none from the New England states, and but few

from Pennsylvania. In Mercer Co.,

New Jersey, in which locality this

specimen was foundi, a few spear-

points of this pattern, but made of

a different mineral, were -recently

(1879) found Iying together at the

foot of a large em tree, in a

swamp, of many acres in extent.

They were but a few inches below

the surface.

It is fnot improbable that spear-

points of this pattern, and of the

1 several forms described, were largely

used for hünting deer and other

large mammals. Josselyn (Account

of two voyages to New England;

London, 1674) has given a long

description .of the method of hunt-

ing the mobse practised by the

Massachusetts Indians, and says,

that after a long pursuit over snow-

covered ground, " at last they get up

to him on each side and-trafispierce

him with their Lances which for-

nerly were no other but a staff of

a yard and a half pointed with a

fishes bone made sharp at the

e n'd ." Having ~auîthority . for the

statement, then, that lances were used for hunting by the. New England

tribes, it is warrantable to assume the Indians of the rniddle states,

as having a like.custom, varied.only in that spearpoints cf stone were

principally used, insteâd of bone.
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Fig. 239 represents a very beautiful pattern of supposed spearpoint

which is comparatively frequent in the Ohio valley, but is quite rare in

New Jersey or the New England states. A few specimens, however,

are known from every state fron Maine to Maryland. They a'ppear to

have been made in some one locality, and subsequently distributed by

barter or otherwise.over the seaboard states; as they are all made, so

far as examined, of

the same dull,

bluish-gray jasper 
or hornstone. Thcy

are all alike, and

cannot -be distin-

guished from those

Ïound in Ohio and

Indiana. The

shape of the base

and stem, of itself,

gives no idea how

these supposed

spearpoints - we re

hafted. It is not im-

probable, however,

that'a short handle

and not a shaft was

attached, and the

specimen, th ere- r:ç. 24.--New Jersey.

fore, is not ,a spear-

point but a dagger. This, however, is wholly conjectural, though its

probability is increased by the fact that there are occasionally found.

flint implements of such design, as to prove that sometimes daggers,

as we now understand that term, were made and used by the Indians

of the Atlantic seaboard.

Fig. 240 represents an unusually large example of a fornm of spear-

point which is not very common, particularly of so large a size. These
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stemmed triangular spearpoints vary somewhat ii' shape. Sometime

the sides are slightly convex, and again, the short mtems are notched,

and not plain, âs'in fig.240. They are always made of jasper 'ard

quartz ; and the smaller sizes are, as a class, more delicately chipped.

than most of the other patterns of these implements.

This'form of spearpoint is so different from any of the preceding,

and is so far a widely distributcd pattern, that it seens probable that it

was used in some particular manner, whether for hunting or in warfare.

The late Professor Haldeman found them quite common in the valley of

the Susquehanna, and called them "fish-gigs " in the MS. catalogue of

bis collection from that locality. That they may have been used for

spearing fish is not improbable and, indeed, for capturing fish so large

as the sturgeon, they are not poorly adkapted. That they were also used

in spearing turtles is also probable, fron the fact that a series of eleven

of these 'spearpoints were recently foind in Gloucester Co., New

Jersey. associated with an enormous . quantity of the bones of' the

several species of water turtles, especially the snapper (Chelvtdra

serpen/inza).

While spearpoints of this pattern are so well known to collectors in

New Jersey and Pennsylvania, they do not appear to .be common

throughout New England.

Fig 241 represents a rude argillite.imnplenent which is so similar

to the spearpoints, that it is also> classied as. such-, although it is not

certain that it was so used. Of a vcry large series of this pattern, not

one seems to have been acutely pointed, although it s possible that

the point may have been worn away, or broken, and that the imple-

ment was subsequently used as a knife. Tie chipping is of the rudest

character, even more carelessly done, than in- manv of the palæo-

lithic implements of the river drift.

Rutle as these specimens are, it mjîst Ibe remembereil that the

material of which they are made is very hard and susceptible of

being brought to a very sharp edge, and therefore, although care-

lesslv shaped, were not the less available cither as spearpoints or

knives. The'entire series of these argillite implements are, now much
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decomposed upon the surface, throùgh weathering, but when made

were-(uite sharp.

-As in the case of the smaller spearpoint, fig, 234, it is uncertain as

to the precise relationship these large implements bear to tge palæo-

lithic implements of the river drift, and the later fish-spears of the

alluvial deposits. The degree of weathering of the surface of itself

F:c. 241.-NewJerey. ½.

indicates considerable antiquity, but as this weathering may be compar-

atively rapid or very gradual, under certain circumstances, it does not

afford, alone, sufficient basis for making an estimate of the age of

these implements·; sufficient at least, to carry them back to so remote a

time as the date of the rude imiplements of the river gravels, or possibly

even that of the fish-spears. These specimens have. thw- far. been found

usually in the uplands on and near the surface, mostly singly, and- not
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always associated with.jasper and quartz implements. While but little

in the charater of the localities where found tends to separate them,
from the later handiwork of.the Indians; it must be remembered that,
like the smaller specimens, they ocçur frequently in localities where

ordinary jasper implements are never found, and are brought to light,

through landslides and the uprooting of trees, from depths greater

thai it. is usual to find jasper implements, -circumstances which

strongly suggest, if they do not prove, their greater antiquity.

While the implements of argiltite and those of the same patternr

of jasper and other silicious minerals are/here considered collectively,

becaiuse they are now so fre<luently found associated wherever relics

of the early races occur, it is fot intended to convey the impres-

sicn that they are all necessarily of the same age, or origin even. As nill

bementioned in subsequent pages, while the relative age or pre-Indian

origin of any single specimen of argillite implement cannot be posi-

tively determined, except in the case of the palæolithic implenents of

the glacial drift, there is an amount of evidence in the circumstances

under which many, if not most. of the argillite spearpoints and arrow-

heads occur to warrant us iin referring them to an earlier people than

the jasper-chipping Indians. When we come to consider the class of

fish-spears, so called, made of argilbte, the racial belongings of this

sup)osed )re-Indian people will be considered.

F g. 242 represents a. well-known form of short, broad spearpoint,

not abundant in any locality, but found occasionally over a great extent

of territory. Investigations thus far show them to he more common in

Kentucky than elsewhere. Iike fig. 239, they seeni to be all made of

the peculiar blue-gray hornstone, so much used by the Indians of.that

localitv. In some instances, the peculiar, -deep, narrow notches are

twice the length of those of' fig. 242, although the specimen is no

arger. The chipping of these spearpoints is always of 'the most

finished character, andl the effect is as artistic, as it is possible to pro-

duce with this material. As the edges are worked with ail the skill -

and precision that maik the best examples of typical knives, it is not

improbable that these objects were cutting rather than piercing imple-
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ments; but, as was clearly shown, when the former implements were

treated of, there was no possibility of discriminating, in -many cases,

between knives and spears.

No specimens of this pattern have beea found in New England,

of which I am aware, except a few examples from the Connecticut valley.

In New York, they appear to be of rare occurrence. In Pennsylvania,

they are more common, although none were found by the late Professor

4 ~A

FIG..242.-- New Jersey.

Haldeman, during the several years he collected, with such success, in

the valley of the Susquehanna.

In fig. 243 we have a·second !exartple of a carefully chipped imple-

ment, which varies but little from the preceding. .The notches at the

-sides are not.so deep.·nor are the barbs so well defined, but it can

scarcely )e doubted, that the uses of the two were the saine. Fig. 243

is chipped from black hornstone, which is common in the shape of,

bowlders and pebbles in the river gravels; but it is not as delicately

worked as the former. It is very probable ihat this specimen was

copied from the more elaborately.finished specimen, fig. 242. and that
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it was brought fron some western or southern locality. This would
seem to be true not only of a great many spearpoints, but also of other

objects, which were more artistically designed and finished in the

southwestern than in the seaboard states.

Fig. 244 represents a plainer example of these broad triangular points,

and one that in size comes very near the largest size of.arrowheads.
These spearpoints are not very abundant, but are usually represented

by one or more specimens, in every local collection. In Massachu-

Fza, 243.-NW Jerey. . FiG. 244.-New Jersey.

setts, they are occasionally found. In Connecticut, they appear to
be more abundant. In New Jersey, they are found in some limited

localities in. considerable .numbers, .jut never, apparently, in other

districts of wide area. The late Professor Haldeman found but few

specimens in the Susquehanna valley,, and considered them as the

same implement as the large stemmed triangular specimens, which

he called " fish-gigs."

In concluding the subject of spearpoints, it is well to call attention

to a class of 6pecimens, whiçh, though considered seliarately in conse-

quence. of a peculiarity in their finish, should not'i#reality be so treated,
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as there is no reason to believe tliat the peculiarity has anything what-

ever tqdo w.ith the purpose or object.of the implement. This feature is

the twist or bend in the blade, which has been supposed to have been

intentionally produced for the purpose of giving to the arrow or spea'r

a rotary motion, during its fiight through the air; this motion being

increased by the manner in which the

shaft of the weapon was feathered. \In

cases like fig. 245,. where the entire

blade is affected, this twist is wholly

due to the nature ofthe mineral, and

is a decided objection to the implement

if intended as an arrowhead. If, how-

ever, it was designed for use as a dagger,

it is rather an advantage, as the wound{

made by such an inplement would be

more jagged and- severe, t h ali t h at

caused by a similar implement with

smooth, straight edges.

Fig.* 246 repesents a. smaller and

nuch more ..rudely finished example of

these "twisted" spearpoints from In-

diana. The serrated edges, in this

instance, add to the efficacy /ofthis im-

plement, as a deadly thrusting weapon,

and its size, although somewhat smaller

than the preceding, suggests its ise as

a spear or.dagger rather than an arrow- FI. 245. New Jersey.

head.

That the peculiar "twist" of the smaller examples of these imple-

ments can have no bearing spon the supposed rotary motion of the

arrows armed with them, is shown in the fact that chipped .knives are

frequently found, that have the sa'me peculiarity; and certainl. these

citting tools had no need of a twist to aid them in a rmovement not

required of them. In the few .New Jersey specimens that I have

t
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collected, it is evident in mny cases, that the original flake had

assumed this bent shape whçA. detached, and that it had been subse-

quently made into a spear- or knife, notwithstanding the disadvantage

of being crooked. In other cases, the chipping along the edge had

been intentional, and the result was. an arrowhead or spearpoint with

bevelled edges ; the slope of the two sides being in opposite directions.

The object of this is, of course, unknown.

The proportion of bent to straight spearpoints and arroivheads, as

found 'in New Jersey,. and throughout

New England is very~small, and far less

than obtains in Ohio and the southwest.

This is probably largely due to the.ab-

sence of jasper which flakes in the

peculiar manner that has been de-

scribed. The supply of jasper and

quartz used by the Indians was derived

from the river-drift, to a gr-eat extent,

and probably niost of the arrowheads

were made from. pebbles which only

yielded sufficient material to make two

or three implements. Large bowlders

were also, brought from the river and

used, as will be mentioned in a subse-

quent chapter. These 'bowlders are

generally of'a comparati'vely 'straight
FIG. 26.- Indiana.9

fracture, and few flakes are found which,

to the maker of flint implernents, would suggest the twisted spearpoint

or arrowhead.

We have now to consider a series of implements of uniforrn pattern,

which. fromi their sinilarity and apparent inadequacy to meet other

purposes. may be supposed to be typical spears. Fig. 247 represents

one, and is an excellent average examnple of the class. These slender

spearpoints, very long in proportion to their width, are found in great

abundance in many localities. while in others they are wholly wanting.

o
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Although fnot unknown throughout the New E igland states, they.are,

except, in the Connecticut valley', relatively scarce as compared with

the numl)ers found in the valley of the Delaware river, south of Trenton.

In that portion of this valley, they are exceedingly abundant. Often

a dozen or ipore have' been found in a very limited

space along the shores of that stream. From the

fact that they are very nunierous along the banks

of the river and the larger creeks, and are fonnd

but seldom at a distance from; such streams, it has

been supposed, flot without reason, that they·were

largely,'_if not exclusivelv used in s)earing or shoot-

ing fish. Upon this point, Holim said of the Dela-

ware Indians,9  "they take fish:in the sane manner

(by shooting) when the waters are high, the fish

run up the creeks and· return at ebb tide ;.so that

the Indians can easily shoot then at Iow water, and

drag them ashore."

This form of spear is also abundantly met with

along the.shore of and in the many islands in the

Susquehanna river, in the neighborhood of Colum-

bia, Pennsylvania. In September, 1-77, in company

with the late 'Prof. S. S. Haldeman; the author

visited several points. in the river near Chickies,

Lancaster county, and found a typical specimen of

these siender spearpoints. Subsequently, several

specimens.were collected by boys in the neighbor-

hood, and the proportion found along the river

shore, in comparison to those found on the fiélds, . F o. - New Jer-

showed I think, if we mpy ju(ge of the uses of stone

implements from the character of the locality where the majority of

them are found, that they belong to a class of s'pearpoints that were used

principally for capturing fish. -The fact that a few specimens of bone

5Desc. of Province of New Sweden, by T. Campanius Hai, p. 121, Philadeiphia, 134.
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fish-spears, such as are now used by the Eskimo, have been found in

the Susquehanna valley, does ,iot invalidate the theory, if so we must

consider it, that these stone spearpoiiÏts were also used in fishing.

The Eskimo of late date made stone spears that are nder than fig.

247. Compare Lubbock's'illustration of an Eskimo spear (Prehistoric

Times, P. 492, fig. 218) with fig. 247 of this volume.

Loskiel,9 6 describing the customs of the Delaware Indians, says

"I am now to describe one of the most favorite diversions-of the In-

dians next to hunting, namely, that o'f fishing. Little boys are even

frequently seen wading in shallow brooks, shooting fishes with their

hows and arrows.

"The Indians always carry hooks and smai/ harpoons with them,

whenever they are on a hunting party; but at certain seasons of the year

they go out purposely to fish, either alone or in parties. They make

use of the neat and light canoes made of birch bark, and.

venture with them into·spacipusrivers."

While it is evident from the abundance of plummets or weights for

fishing lines, found in IEssex Co., Massachusetts, that shooting fish was

not so generally practised as fishing by lines and nets, there occasion-

ally occur in that vicinity spearpoints of the same general pattern as

the preceding; and it is at least probable, that hey were used for the

same purpose.

Fig. 248 represents an implement of this kind from Salem, Mass.

It is a very long, narrow and thin flint blade, which strongly resem-

bles those found in central 'ew Jersey, except that it is thinner, for

its width, than the majority of those found in the Delaware valley.

As it is without a stemmed base, it is possible that it was intended

for use as an awl or knife. or both, rather than a fishing spear.

In a letter from the late Prof. Haldeman, bearing date of Feb. 12,

1878, I am informed of an interesting "find," as follows: "About one-

fourth of a mile north of the rock-retreat, discovered by me in 1876,

the Chickiswalungo creek enters the Susquehanna. Part of the bank

Loskel, L. c., p. 95.
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of the creek has been washed away so as to undermine a buttonwood

tree (P/attanus), nine feet two inches in circumference at four feet

from the ground, under the roots of which,•and four feet fro:n the

surface, my collecting boys showed me a deposit older than the tree,

n black mold without gravel, but probably.f

in part due to occasional floods of the

Susquehanna. Among the oljects are

fragments of pottery, parts of one vessel

with, a row of semiperforated holes below

the margin outside ; bones of food animajs

the round ones split, as usual; ony good

- h ; i knife /

(limestone of the vicinity) o;ez /ke your

fish-spears, but not wlit a workrz' base ;

many chips, etc." This specimen, which

I had afterwards the pleasure of examin-

ing, varies in no important particular from w

the specimen from Salem, Mass. Like it,

it is.of flint or jasper, and more deicately

worked than most of theiimestone spears

found in that neighborhood. 'he antiquity 4

of the whole "find" is of much interest,

from the fact that pottery was found with

the implements; as it is evidence of the

antiquity of the Indian, and not indica-

tive of any preceding race.

Though there may be doubt as to the

identity of purpose of the implement just F -M

FIc. 248.-Mbassach usetts. .
dcscribed, with that of fig. 247, there can

be none at ail in the case of gfig.49. It is, indeed, far more grace-

fully shaped and delicately chipped than the common "fish-spears"

of the D)elaware valley, and yet it is-so well designed for spearing fish,

and so little likely to have been used as a weapon, that it is classed

among them. Like the preceding, this.specimen is very thin, and in
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this respect it shows an important variation from those made of argillite,

or even the later forms of silicious materials, in New Jersey. Large

numbers of this pattern occur in the Connecticut.valley, but the ma-

jority of them have the width more uniform along the greater portion of

the length of the blade, which tapers more suddenly to the point. As

a rule, spearpoints of equal length do not taper to the point directly

FIG. 249.- Massachusetts.,

from the base, as in this instance,

but preserye a ùniform width for a

third or half their length.

In some localities -west of the

Alleghany Mountains, spearpoints

of this pattern and size are quite

abundant. Many are made of

chalcedony and are ry beautiful

examples of the skilt acquired in

chipping flint bythe Indians of that

portion of the country for.merly oc-

cupied by the Delaware or Lenni

Lenapè nation.

Along the northern seaboard of

New Jersey, where the mainland is

washed by the sea, occasional speci-

mens of these spearpoi ts, made

of white and rose-colored quartz,

have been found, yhich are equally

aso well made as any specimens

from western Pennsylvania, or even,

from the mound regions of Ohio. Their shape is such as to' suggest

their use in fishing rather than inland hunting, or as weapons ; but

strangely enough no specimens have as yet been found in the shell-

heaps.of the neighborhood, some of which have a large percentage

of fish-bones.

Fig. 250 represents a shorter and broader specimen of supposed

fish-spear, neatly chipped from a bluish rock, of flint-like'appearance.
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Though found elsewliere to some extent, the majority occur along the

river banks and in the neighborhood of the- larger inland lakes and

creeks. Many have recently been found on the Pennsylvania shore-of

the Delaware river, opposite Bordentown, N. J.- Here they are ming*d

with the ever-shifting sands and are brought to light and then buried,

by the changes of every tide.

Fish-spears of this pattern are not as common as those with a

notched base, though in other respects there is

such.a general resemblance between them, that. it.

cannot be -doubted that they are two forms of one

and the same implement.k

This same pattern of spear is quite common

along the coast, and scores have been gathered

near Tuckerton, and Barnegat, in Burlington

county,. and about Beesley's Point, Cape May

county, New Jersey, and I -am informed that spear-

points of this and allied patterns have occasionally

been found in the extensive shell-heaps on Long

Island.

One of those curious and interesting "deposits' 'J

of chipped stone implements, which are occasion-

ally discovered in various localities throughout the

United States, was lately brought to light, in Bur-

)s

lington county, New Jersey; which consisted en-

,tirely of spearpoints of this pattern. Unfortunate- .FiG. 25.-New Jer-

ly, the ýwere not counted when first seen, so the SeY.

exact number is not known, but over four hundred were traced, and

the specimens compared, one with another. There was no difference

of importance, either-in size, shape or finish. They were evidently all

made of the same material,.a dark, blue-gray flint, and none showed

any evidence of having been used, or, indeed, of having been exposed

at all tothe air: They, were remarkably "fresh" in appearance and

had evidently been btried very soon after they were made. The

locality, where this deposit was found, is on the- south bank of Cross-

'M
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wicks Creek, about three milés from its mouth. The proximityof good

fishing grounds, the size and shape of the implements themselves, and

the fact that such speçimens are found,.as. a rule, near the water, war-

rant us in considering the spears of this pattern as fishing implements.

piima-ily; although their frequent use in other ways is highly probable.

In fi 5 we have a more elaborately fashioned example of such

filsh-spears,if indeed, it can be so classed. In general appearance it

suggests the idea of drills or perforators; but being very thin, as com-

pared' with its width, it is evident that as a drill, it would be of but

little value. As it is broken at the base, it is impossible to determine

how it was there finished, but it is not probable that there was a dupli-

cation of the broad, barb-like projections. Spearpoints of this pattern

aré very unusual, judged by their scarcity in the various large collec-

tions from'New Jersey and New England.

In the very large collection of ·the late Pr-ofessor Haldeman, of

chippd impléments from the Susquehanna valley, are several speci-

mens of jasper and limestone spears of this'pattern, except that there

is but one, barb-like projection. These non-symmetrical forms are not

uncommon 'in the class of arrowheads, and -many of the so-called

stemmed knives have also this peculiarity. If we are justified in consid-

ering tiehseimplements asspearpoints, it is not evident what advantage

there. was, in having the one barb. The* character of the chipping

shows, I think, that it was intentional, and not necessarily that one

of the barbs being broken', the fractured margin was smoothed down by

re-chipping.

Fig.. 2-52· represents a form of spearpoint which, by its size, ap-

proaches closely the boundary between. spéarpoints and arrowheads.

This form is not as characteristic of fishing grounds, as are some of

the others, especially figs. 247 -and 253, but there·is so close a resem-

blance as to make it probable, that it should be considered as.a

fish-spear.

While the chipping of these slender jasper points is, in many cases,

very carefully'done, yet as a rule such iinplements cannot compare in

finish with other forms that wetie evidently intended for hunting, or as
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weapons. These latter are much larger and show a higher grade of

workmanship than any*of the slendeý fish-spears. \Was it because the

fish-spears were far more liable to be lost?

Spearpoints of "this pattern made of quartz and jasper are much

more frequently fouffd in New York and Connecticut, than either in

the northern New England states, or'in Pennsylvania and New Jersey.
In the Susquehannavalley (Pennsylvania) they appear to be very rare.

The preceding examples of these slender spearpoints were all from

FIG. 251.-New Jersey. FIG. 252.-NeW Jersey..

thesurface, and are found not only in the immediate vicinity of the

rivers and smaller streams but to some:extent in upland fields, associ-

ated with the common forms of stone implements. There.is, of course,

nothing to indicate that they are of other than Indian manufacture.

Associated with them, when founid upon the.surface, and occurring in

scanty numbers in fields, far from any water course, are other examples

of these slener spearpoints which do appear to tell another tale.

While sometimes found with jasper spears they are more frequently met

18
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with alone, and hence., though they rnay be said to be with themi, they.are

not of thenm. These spearpoints are all of argillite, of nearly uniform

size, and vary but little in the finish of the base.

Fig. 253 represents a good average specimen of hundreds that have

been collected from the alluvial deposits, through which'various creeks

have now worn their channels.g. In this alluvial mud which has been

for centuries, and is still.. accumulating, many

specimens of these argillite spearpoints have

been found at various depths, even to five feet,

and nowhere do they occur in suich abundance

as in this deposit, -vhich forms the tide-water

meadows that skirt the banks of the Delaware

river from Trenton to the sea.

. 254 represents the only variation of in

portance fron the typical~form as given in the

preceding illustration. This specimen, which

strongly resembles an ordi1ary flint-drill, repre-

sents about one.per cent. of the fish-spears found

in the mud deposits referred to. Occasionally

one of tlhis ýpattern will be fou'nd with one or

more shallow notches on the edge, near the base,

and only on one side. These lateral notches

are an indication of the .means employed in

securing the implement to a staff. .Why not

notched upon both sides is difficult to imagine;

but it is not, only in these stpposed fish-spears
FIG.. 253-New Jersey. 1.

that. this peculiarity is found. In quite .a·large

percentage of the jasper and slate hoe-blades-if such they are-this

same feature of a notch or notches'on one side occurs.

kItnay be considered that we are without. a warrant in assuming

that the use of any implenent can be determined by the character9gf

the locality where the implement was found. To a certain e:«ent,

this is unquestionably true. A bead is. none. the less an ornament,

whether dredged from the river -bottom.or found in an upland field,
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and 'yet how very seldom does any implement or other relic of the

Indians occur, except where we should expect to find them. In basing

any conclusions upon the characteristic features of the locality, where

the implements under consideration are found, it is obviously necessaryi

to determine.if there has been any recent general disturbance of the

surface. Altérations of the surface caused by the removal.of hcavy
forest growths must be always borne in mind; ihe possibility of im-

plements being brought from some distance by floods, or even the

temporary currents of heavy rainfaIls. .Occur-

rences like these can, in nearly every instance,

be readily determined, and all obje *ts that

have evidently been brought to the .surface or

the spot where found, through suc h occur-

rences, should not enter into account when we j
corme to study a representative. series from un-

disturbed localities. It is clearly evident that,

in the vast majority ofinstances, stone imple-

ments are in practically the same position that\

they werewhen buried, lost or discarded. A sin-

gle. specimen, or even. a hundred might readily

mislead one, and give rise to very.erroneous

impressions as to the character of the locality

where such objects were sometimes.found as

in the instance given in the. second volume

of the Reports of the Archæological Museum

at Cambridge, Mass., p. 243, where paleolithic FiG. 254.-New Jersey.

implements were found associated with a grooved axe and fragments

of pottery. It is only when hundreds have been carefully gathered in

person,.that it becomes safe to base any conclusions upon localîty;

but when we have the· material in such abundance, as in the case of

these- argillite spearpoints, and find that over eighty per cent. are fro m

an allúvial deposit skirting the river, it does become highly probable,

at-feast, that they were used in and about the river, or in other words,

as a means of capturing fish.
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It does not necessarily follow, that because these. implements were

used mostly as fish-spears, that they were not ised'in capturing such

animals as frequent the banks of our rivers and inland streams. The

number of:these vas really very large, and it can scarcely be doubted

but that many were speared or shot with arrows, tipped by these long,

slender argillite points.

The beaver ( Castorfiber), musk-rat (Filer zilethicus), otter (LuIra

ranadensis), mink (Putorios vison), among our mammals, and vari-

ous turtles and water-fowl.; all frequented, in vast numbers, the very

streams where such large numbers of these argillite spears are found;

and while it is true that ordinary.arrowvhcads are frequently found on

the shores of these streams, it cannot be·maintained, with reason; that

the tapering cargillite 'points were used solely for capturing fish, and the

few arrowheads that we find were those lost in unsuccessful efforts to-

capture other animals. On the other hand, nets, lines and traps of

various patterns, for securing fish, were so generally used by the

Indians, that it may well be doubted, if these argillite sjearpoints are

really the handiwork of the later Inclians. Spears made of other

ïaterial like the ordinary jasper arrowheady, with which they are

associated, are unquestionably of Indian make; but these strongly

suggest another and an earlier origin.

The origin-of the.mud deposit containing these rude fish-spears is a

subject requiring fuller treatment than cah be here given to it, but its

bearing on the subject of the age-of the contained implements Tequires

more·than a passing notice. This.deposit of mud is of a deep blue-

black color, stiff in consîstency, and-almost wholly free from pebbles.

It is composed of decomposed vegetable matter and a large percentage

of very fine sand. It varies in depth from four to twenty feet, and rests

on an old gravel, of an origin antedating the river gravels-that contain

palæolithic irnplements. This mud is the geological formation next

succeeding the paleolithic implement-bearing gravels. In the imple-

ments it contains we have apparently a link between the oldest traces

of man, and the recent handiiwork of the.Indians of historie times.

A careful survey of this mud deposit,.made at several distant points,
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leads to the conclusion that its formation dates from the exposure of

the older gravel upon which -it rests, througj the gradual lessening

of the bulk of, the river until it occupied only its present channel.

How gradually the river retired from the gravel bluffs that formerly

marked its boundary, and how rapidly this mud accumulated at the

outset, and whether at a more. rapid rate then than now, are all points

almost beyond solution. The indications. are, however, that the

present volume and channel of the rivei have been essentially as they

now are, for a very long period ; and the character of the deposit is

such that its accumulation, if principally from decomposition of

vegetable matter, must necessarily be verv gradual. Since its accu-

mulation to a .depth sufficient to sustain tree growth, forests have

grondidecayed and been replaced by a grçýwt of other timber.

While so recent in origin .that it seems scarcely to~warrant the atten-

ti0rn of the geologist, its years of growth are nevertheless to be num-

be'red by centuries, and the traces of man found at all depths through

it, hint of a distant, shadowy past, that is difficult to realize.

The same objection, it may be, will be urged in this instance, as in

all others where the comparative antiquity of man. is based upon

the depth at which stone implements are found-that all these traces

have been left 'upon the present surface of the.ground, and subse-

quently have gotten, by unexplained means, to the various depths, at

which they now occur. It is, indeed;difficult to realize, how some of

these argillite..spearpoints have finally sunk through a compact péaty

mass, until they have reached the·very base of the deposit. For those

who urge that this sinking process explains the occurrence of imple-

ments at great depths, it remains to demonstrate that the people who

made these argillite fish-spears either made only these, or were careful

to take no other evidences of their handicraft with thein when they

wandered about these meadows ; for certainly nothing else appears to

have shared the same fate, of sinking deeply into the mud. In fact,

the objection mentioned.is met, in this case, as in that of the palæo-

lithic implements, that if these fish-spears are of the same age and

origin as the ordinary Indian relics of the surface, then all alike should
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be found at great depths. This, we know, is fnot the case. Further-

more,- the character of the(leposit is not that of .a loose mud or

quicksand, but more like that of peat. It has a close texture, is tough

and unyielding to a dIegree, and offers decided resistance to the sink-

ing of comparatively light objects deeply into it.. This is, of course,

lessened when the deposit is subject to tidal overflows, and in the

immediate vicinity of springs, which, bulsbling through it, have caused.

a deposit of quicksand. While here, an object sinks instantly out of

sight, it is not here that we nust judge of the character of the forma-

tion as a whole ; and over.the gréatr portion of its. area, we find no

evidence of objects disappearing beneath the surface at a more rapid

rate than ~the accumulation of decomposing vegetable matter would

explain. -Efforts.have been made to determine the rate of progress of

this growth of iould, but they are not wholly satisfactory; neverthe-

less the indications are sufficient-to warirant our belief that the rate is

so gradual as to.invest, with great archeological interest, the character-

istic traces of man found in these alluvial deposits.

The relationship of these supposed older spearpoints to those made

of jasper and quartzite, is a subject.that denmands-most careful consid,

eration;and an abundance of data, that.we scarcely yet pos'sess. The

subject will be more fully treated in a subsequent chapter. Here- it

is only.necessary to-add that as the origin of the oldest traces of man

vet discovered on the northen Atlantic seqboard-whether Eskimo

or Indian - is yet, perhaps, an open question therefore these older

and newer spearpoints, are considered together, as implements of

the-same·character, though iiot necessarily the handiwork of the same

people.

That class of small chipped implements, known as arrowheads, is of

such common.occurrence throughout the country, that it seems scarcely

necessary t more than draw attention to the.several patterns that are

found, and make brief mention of their relative abundance.

Obvious as is the purpose of an arrowhead, it is not always easy to

determine whether allthat appear suitable for heading the shafts of

arrows were really so used. Douptlessly, in the.present series of arrow-
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heads of the usual patterns found along our Atlantic coast, there are

several that were used as knives ; and, pre- co/ra, in the

series of knives thére are arrowheads. It is also very frol)a-
ble the same form was frequently used both as a knife and

an arrowhead.

Holm.7 writes'of the Delawares, "Althotugh the Indians,

when the Swedes first came into the country, had no in-

strument or tools made of iron or any other metal; never-

theless, they could perform every kind of work. with their

hands with such dexterity~ and neatness, that the Christians

were struck with astonishment. -: They make their bows with

the limb of a tree, of above a man's length, and their bow-

strings out of the sinews of animals; they make their arrows

out of a reed, a yard and a half long and at one end they

fix in a piece of hard wood of about a quarters length; at

the end of which.they make a hole to fix in the head of the

arrow, which is made of a black flint stone, or of hard bone

or horn, -or the teeth of large fishes or animals, which they

fasten in. with fish glu in such a manner, that the water

cannot penetrate; at the -other end of the arrow, they put

feathers."

In the illustration of an arrow with a stone head, fig. 255,

found in Peru98, we have an exemplification of the manner in

which arrowshafts were-made; the smaller, upper portion, in

the Peruvian example, being of hard wood, securely fastened

to a reed. In this instance, however, there are no feathers

at the base.

Peter Kalm, the Swede, who visited New Jersey in the

middle of the last century, has left us an excellent account

of the resident tribes, and of their customs, which were at

that-time slowly changing in consequence of the introduction

of iron implements by the Swedish settlers. Of their arrows,

97 HoIm, 1. c., p. 129. FIG. 25.

9s For the use of this cut, the author is indebted to Prof. F. W. Putnam. Peru. .
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he says (Travels in North America, vol. ii, p. 39, London, 1771):

"At the end of their arrows they fasten narrow angulated pieces

of stone ; they made use of them, having no iron to make them

sharp again, or' a wood of sufficient hardness: these points· vere

commonly flints or quartzes, but sometimes likewise another kind of;a

·stone. Some employed the' bones of animals, or the claws of birds

and beasts. Some of these ancient harpoons are very blunt, and it

seems that the Indians might kill birds and small quacupeds with

them; but whether they could enter deep into the body of a great

beast or of a man, by the velocity which they get from the bow, I can-

not ascertain;.yet some have been found very sharp and well made."

Throughout the entire area·of the country treated of in the present

work, there docenot appear to be any material, difference in- the ehar-

acter or distribution of the arrowheads:found, save that a prepon-

derance of the more delicately chipped forms are 'found in some

localities. A thousand arrowheads from the valley of the Delaware

river would not differ materially from a thousand gathered in the

Susquehanna valley, -and but little,-if any, from· as many gathered in

the Connecticut valley ; but as compared with an equal number from

Massachusetts, they would show a somewhat larger percentage of the

more carefully finished specimens of jasper and chalcedony. In Ver-

mont99 , as elsewhere, arrowheads are " more abundant than any-other

class of specimens, and all the varieties fgured-bCol.Foster ( Pre-

historic Races) are fomd-witothers differing from these. Some

very singular inequilateral forms- occur, like those figured by Professor

Haldeman'10 in a recent number of the naturalist, and many others.

Indeed, a close examination of any large collection of flint points will

show that entirely symmetrical forms were rarely attained; by far the

larger part are more or less unequal, both as regards curvature or

straightness of the edge and convexity of the.gurface. One edge is

usually more strongly curved than the other, and'one surface more

99 Perkins. Amer. Nat., vol. xiii, p. 747.

1 Haldeman. Amer. Nat., vol., xiii, 292.
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cònvex than the other. Often the blade is not in the same plane

with the stem, but seems twisted upon it; dùe, as I think, less to the

intention of the maker than to the fracture of the stone. From these

slightly, often almost inperceptibly unequal points, we havé every.gra-

dation to those which are nearly as unsymmetrical as possible, and of

these latter, some are so well chipped that I cannot regard them as

'failures,' but for some unknown reasonq intentionally of the form we

find then. In comparing the specimens from the Champlain -valley

with those from Georgia, figured by Col. C. C. Jones, jr., I have been

struck with the dose resemblance between them;- there are ,compara-

tively few of the objects described in antiquities of the Southern

Indians, that cannot be duplicated, often exactly, -in Vermont

specimens. This resemblance is more noticeable because, arnong

Dr. Abbott's New Jersey specimens, I find many unlike those which

we have with us."

Professor Perkins, in the above quotation, refers to such objects

from New Jersey, as were described in 1873, and prior'só any'syste-

matic search for the discarded handiwork of our resident tribes. In

the vast amount of iaterial since gathered, there are objects very

similar to, or identical with,.the collections made by Col. Jones, in

Georgia and other southern states.; and the differences are now ascer-

tained not to be so marked as they .seemed to be, when the brief

article on New Jersey archæology was written in 1873.

Whatever may have been the object in making arrowheads of different·

shapes, it is certain that they vary more than any other form of impie-

ment, and in no instance has any particular pattern been found exclu-

sively in one locality. The proportion, however, of the various patterns

is quite different in different localities ; as, for instance, the leaf-shaped

specimens constitute fully six per cent.101 of all found in New Jersey,

although in New England, they are far less common.

While in the immediate vicinity of the seacoast, arrowheads do not

m Abbott. * Nature, vol. vi, p. 515. The author here stated the proportion to be about four

and one-half per cent.; but subsequent collecting shows themto be even mtore abundant.
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appear to be as abundaRt as along our river valleys, they are not

altogether wanting even there,-but .are sometimes found in considerable

numbers. It is not improbable that fishing, rather than shooting, Iargely

occupied the time of the coast Indians, and therefore the bow was

comparatively littie used. -Still, it is evident, from the character of the

country, that arrowheads once lost in these ever-shifting sands, or in

the water, would seldom be brought to light ; and thousands may now

lie buried in the sand, which, if it evér becomes solid rock, will contain

these certain evidences of man's former presence.

Although in no instance has any one pattern uf arruwhead been

found so characteristic of a given locality; as' are the argillite lish-.
spears of the alluvial deposits along the river, it has frequently been

obssved by collectors that some particular forn occurred in consider-

/ ablznumbers in a locality of very limited area, as a field or other

small plat cf ground. In my own -collecting tours I have frequently

noticed this, and can recall now certain fields that appeared to have

only leaf-shaped arrowheads, and others·where .the triangular pattern

was alone met with. Even this is noticeable with other forms of

chipped implements, and local collectors report fields, or other spots

of a few acres, where only scrapers. are found. This localizing of

certain forms has been so frequently noticed that it cannot be consid-

ered asz a mere chance occurrence, yet it is scarcely susceptible of any

rational explanation.

Unsymmetrical arrowheads, like those described by the late Professor

Haldeman, and referred to-by Professor Perkins, are of quite common

occurrence in New Jersey,,but I am not disposed to consider them as

really used as points for arrows. Their numbers, thé character of the

chipping, and the size of the greater proportion of them, render it

highly probable that they were knives, and, as such, a small number

have þeen already described. The very want of symmetry that char-

cterizes these specinens renders them "absolutely valueless if used

--as arrowheads; for, unless the-tip or -point of thehead is in a direct

line with the shaft, the arrow loses, in- a great degree, its penetrative

power.
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For whatever other purposes arrowheads may have occasionally
been used, their main purpose, as their name implies, was for making
their arrows more effective as weapons. Considerable controversy has
arisen concerning how large a proportion of these implements were

used in the manner described,

many writers insisting that only the

smallest specimen.3 were used as

points for arrows, and the great

majority were simply knives. It -is

obviously impossilble to determine

now the precise character of many
intermediate sizes of these objects,

lit*but, in some instances, examples

have been found under circum-

stances which at once set aside all

doubt, so far, at least, as these

specimens are concerned.

Fig. 256 i-epresents& an. instance

of this kind. We have here a water-

worn fragnent of a human frontal

bone that has been pierced by a

quartz arrowhead. The specimen

tells·its own story In this fragrent

. of bone, with the arrowhead still

sticking in it, we have the use of

the bow, the tipping of the arrow's

shaft with stone, the custom of

war, -all told us in a clear, un-

mistakable way. Could we but find.3FG. 256.- New Jersey. - m
more examples of the various pat-

terns of stone implements in such telling positions, we should then
more clearly realize the character of the daily lives of the native races
of America in prehistoric times.

Altho gh it is not practicable to trace any development of the more
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elaborate patterns of arrowheads from pointed flakes, yet it will be

found advantageous to consider first the simpler forms, with the under-

standing that there is no evidence that any one

form of highly finished arrowhead antedates an-

other. It is probable, however, that simple

pointed flakes were first used, and that the

various modifications and elaboration of de-

tails were subsequent to the first arming of an

arrow with a sharp fragment of stone.

In figse 257, 258 and

259 are represented flakes
FIG. 257.-New jersey.

of the simplest patterns,

which are supposed to have been arrowheads.

These, and others altogether -similar, have been

so frequently foutd singly, and yet are so evi- P

dently artificially chipped, that there need be no

hesitation in considering thern as being of human

origin. The fact of their being found singly is

evidence also, that they were implements and

not merely refuse chips flaked off in the man-

ufacture of other objects.

ISomne such forms were

doubtlessly used to point FIG. 2 5 8.-New

the first arrows made by

man; but these specimens-bear noevidence of

a greater antiquity than the modern Indian.

In the rock-retreat discovered at Chickies,

Lancaster Co.,.Pa., by the late Professor Halde-

man, in 1876, there was found an unusually

large number of rude flakes of the patterns

here figured, which had apparently been selected

F. 259--New Jersey. . from the mass of chips which-had accumulated

during the process of makingbetter finished specimens. These

" arrowhead ike flakes" 'were apparently set aside as available for



arrows, or were intended to be.subsequentiy chpped into other a'nd

better fôrms. To a certain extent they might have been used as knives,

and they recall the remark of the early traveller Kalm, who said of the

Delaware Indians, "instead of knives they were satisfied with little sharp

pieces of flint or quartz, or else some other hard kind of stone, or

with a sharp shell, or with a piece of a bone which they had sharp-

ened."

In fig. 26o we have a more specialized-form, and one that is exceed-

ingly commnon.That it should be classed as an arrowhead is reason.-
able, even though it is by no means as desirable a pattern as many

others. . Whei made of jasper or quartz, arrowheads

of this form are generally much more carefully

worked, and present smoother surfaces and more

evenly chip)éd edges.

Arrovheads of this shape, mnade of slate and other

comparatively soft stone, and a few of ·argillite, are

also found in New Jersey. In some localities they
are very abundant, and even outnumber the jasper

specimens. In consequence of the characteristic

rude finish of them all, and the degree of weathering.

of their surfaces, which is to some .extent an indica-

tion of artiquity, these ruder specimens of stemmed

arrowheads, like fig. 260, give rise to the impression FIG. 260. -New

jersey.
that they are, as a class, really older.than the same

forms made of silicious mineral. This, 'howi'Ver, may not be the

case, and it is as yet uncertain, whether the Indian made a .step in

advance .by adoping a material for the mam4facture of his weapons

more difficult to .work than slate or argillite, but -affording far better

results to the skilled workman.

I believe the evidence to be complete, that the race preceding the

Indians used argillite invariably for all their 'implements, but the fev:

facts that seem to indicate progress on the part of the Indian, during

his occupancy of the Atlantic-coast, are, of themselves, insufficient to

warrant our basing any conclusions upon them.
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Fig. 26 i represents a second fonn of stemmed arrowhead, which is

of better workmanship, and foreshadows the elaborate -patterns that

were in common use, after the art of working in flint.had been carried

to perfection. If the. one object, in making arrowheads,:was to secure

that shape of point which would convert the completed arrow·into, the

most effective weapon, then the simple, triangular specimens,. with

moderately concave bases, would meet the.purpose; and in fact, we do

find this simple and effective:form <more abundant than any other,

but so many intricate forms are also fdund that it will always be a

source of wonder, and a--subject of -endless controversy, why such

simple objects should haVe been fashioned in so many curious shapes.

Fig. 262 represents a neatly chipped owhead, usually of jasper,

FIG. 261.-<ew FIG. 262i,-New FI(i(3. - New

Jersey. Jersey . Jersey. .

which may be taken as a typical example of that form, known as the

arrowhead with a "'notched base." A large proportion of the arrow-

heads found along the northern Atlantic seaboard are of this form,

though it is not in such abundance as to be considered peculiar to this

portion of the continent. Arrowheads of this pattern vary greatly in

size, and when much longer than fig. 26,z are. not distinguishable from

knives, and, possibly, spearpoints.

Fig. 263 represents a. longer, but narrower example of this form

which is of equally commori occurrence. Throughout New England,

arrowheads identical with this are very common, and it may be con-

sidered as one of the characteristic forms north of the Connecticut

valley.



Figs. 264 and 265 represent beautiful specimens of the smallest sie

of arrowheads, both of this pattern with the notched base. It is an

unusual Circumstance to find arrowheads of this size along the Atlantic

seaboard, or indeed anywhere east of the Alleghany Mts. Int Ohi

and .Indiana, they seem to be more abundant. As a rule, the smallest

arrowheads found along .the coast are triangular in .shape. Of several

thousand specimens of all shapes, tiere are less than

a dozen of this pattern, that are as small as fig. 264,
and no other specimen has been collected by the

author, as.small as fig. 265. As with the very small

scrapers, these diminutive arrowheads are chipped

with great nicety; and are among the finest examples

of this kind of work· that have been found on the
FIG. 264.-New

Atlantic seaboard. jersey. 1.

Their size is apparently an objection to their otdi-

nary use as arrowheads, and so few have been. found, that -it is not

]ik'ely they were made for ordinary hunting or warlike purposes. Still,

we find on comparing them with modern stone and glass arrowhieads;

and especially with the beautiful obsidian specimens found in the

southwestern territories and the agate. examples found in Oregon,

that they are about o1ehe same size. Arrowheads of

this size constitute but a very small proportion of the

whole number found-; probably not more tan one in a

thousand. That they are really more abun/lant may be
true, and their apparent rarity due to the fact that their

diminutive size renders them more liable to be lost in
FIe. 265.-New

Fe65. e sandy soil, and to. be broken, if lying in loose' gravel.

Unless of some bright color, such small arrowheads as

fig. 265 are very inconspicuous objects.

Fig. 266 represents a remarkably true and carefully worked example

of an arrowhead with a notch at--the base. Specimens as carefully

chipped as this are now seldom found, except.in a fragnientary condi-

tion. From the extreme care with which the edges have been worked,

it is possible that this implement was.used as a knife. It is made of
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light brown or yellowish-brown jasper, which occurs in great abundance

as bowlders and pebbles, in.the Delaware river. Of this material all

the finest examples. of flint work, foud in New Jersey and in New

England, are made.

Figz 26a7 represents a somewhat similar specimen, except that it is.

much narrower. Unlike the generality of thesç worked flint im-

plements, this specimen is a thin flake of chalcedony, without

surface chippings and only altered along the edges, so as to give

it a symmetrical outline. This handsome specimen, also, may have

FIG. 266.-New FiG. 267.-New • FiG. 268.-New .

Jersey. . . Jersey. . .Jersey. j.

been used as a knife, but it is as probable that it is properly·classed

as an arrowhead.

Fig. 268 represents a modified form of this same pattern, in which

the sides are parallel for one-half their length, and then slope evenly,

by straight nargins to an acute point. Like fig. 266, this specimen is

chipped from a jasper pebble, aqd is of equally artistic workmanship.

Arrowheads of thrs patterr are not abundant in New Jersey, and are

very rarely found in New England. -In western New York, they are

occasionally found, and are of more common occurrence in Ohio and

Indiana. The late Professor Haldeman found but three specimens

during several years careful collecting in the valley of the Susquehanna.

All the arrowheads of this pattern, that I have seen, appear to be

of the same grade of workmanship, and of the one material. That
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they possess any advantage from the peculiar finish of the edges seems

very questionable, but that they were. arrowheads cannot be doubted.

In figs. 269·to 273, inclusive, is represented a t
second fonn of arrowheads, that is almost as com-

Ïnoh as the preceding. Instead of the notched

base, they have a straight stem, and Vary among
themselves indefinitely, as .to the-relative length and

breadth of both the stem and thè blade. Fig. 269

may be taken as a type of this pattern, as the great

majority of these arrowheads have the edges slightly

convex. While. perhaps a. ma- FG 269. - New
Jersey. ½.

jority of them are carefully

chipped, there is a very- large proportion that are

rudely made. Apparently, the workman ceased
to bestow any care in finishing the implement

when he had once obtained a sharp point.

In every large series of stemmed arrowheads,

there will be a small percentage as pronounced

in pattern as figs. 271 and,272, but generally

they more nearly approach figs. 270 and 273.

Fig. 272 is a rare form of stemmed arrowhead,
FIG. 270. - New that is of common oc-

Jersey. 1.
currence in Europe.

In the Clement collection of Swiss Lake

stone implements in the Archæological

Museum at. Cambridge, Mass., -there are

many specimens that are of this size and

shape. Others are contained in the Rose

collection of Danish antiquities, belonging

to the same museum.

Fig. 273 represents about the minimum
FIG. 27 1.-Ne* Jersey.

size of these stemmed arrowheads. Imple-

ments of this size appear to be in larger proportion in some localities

19
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than in others, but they are not in such numbers as to justify the.

belief that they were ever in very general use.

In the very large series of arrowheads from the valley of the Sus-

quehanna, contained in the collection of ·the late Professor Haldeman,

are hundreds of specimens of this pattern varying in outline to abouf

the extent illustrated in tie series of specimens, here

figured. As-shown by the material gathered in the

neighborhood of Columbia, Pa., it would appear that

these stemmed specimens were more abundant than

any other form, fnot excepting those with a notched

base.

The various patterns of va-rieties of stemmed arrow-
heads, that are here figured, all occur in abundance in

New England and New York;..yet in but few limited
FIG. 272.--New localities are they found in such great abundance as in

Jersey. J.
the valleys of the Delaware and Susquehanna rivers.

Fig. 274 represents a splendidly chipped implement which may be

out of -place in association with arrowheads, though it cannot certainly

be classed either with thespearpoints or knives.
While an unusual pattern in New Jersey and Pennsylvania, and of

even greater rarity throughout New England, specimens of this shape are
recorded from most of the northern Atlantic coast

states. In New York they have been found inthe

valleys of the Mohawk and the Hudson, and on the

shore of several of. the inland lakes. In Ohio, they

are much more common. Of all that have been ex-

amined the, workmanship is excellent, and only the

choicest materials have been chosen in making' them. Fi. 273."- New
bJersey. f3.

The very-deep lateral notches seem.to indicate that a

very secure hold» to the'. shaft or han 1 as required, and that the

implement, thus fastenesiwas intended for serious work, such as would

put a great strain upon it. So seldom are these large arrowheads,.or

knives, met with along the seaboard, as compared with Ohio and the

southwestern states, that it is probable that all that have been. found in
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New England and New Jersey were brought from the interior states,

as was probably the case with many of the large spearpoints of finer

finish. Some doubt, however, is thrown upon this suggestion by té fact

that there have bíé'n found a small number of delicately chipped arrow-

heads of small size, of precisely this pattern. These arrowheads were

made of yellow jasper, and found in a field near Princeton, New Jersey,

associated with dozens of other patterns.

I,have also had an·opportunity of seeing in a very comoplete local

collection of stone implements, made in the neighborhood of Lake

Hopatcong, Morris Co., New Jersey, three specimens of these impie-

ments of the same size-as fig. 274, and

all made of a beautiful green jasper.

The workmanship was excellent. They

were found together near the shore of

the lake, and in the immediate vicinity

were found seven copper beads and a

fine chalcedony spearpoint. It is not

improbable that all these objects had

been washed from a grave.

This form of arrowhead or knife does

not occur in Europe, so far as I can

learn. Evans, in his elaborate volume

on the "Stone Implements of Great
FIG. 274.-- New jersey. ½

Britain,". figures nothing that bér-s any

resemblance to this form. AU the larger spearpoints and arrowheads

of England appear to be of the stemmed, or stemmed and barbed

patterns.

Figs. 275 and 276 represent two excellent examples of a pattern of

arrowhead or small spearpoint, which is very frequently found in New

Jersey. They vary indéfinitely in size, from the larger of the two fig-

ured to others that are considerably smaller than fig. 275. - This form

is one of a few that appears to be every way desirable, and yet it is fnot

as abundant as some others. When madIe of jasper, thin, and with a

good edge, it would be difficult to design a better weapon than fig
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276. The stem is of such shape and size as to render a secure attach-

ment to the shaft easily practicable, and with a moderate exercise of

foree, a most ugly wound could. be.inflicted with this implement.

In fig. 276 we have an implement that bears considerable resem-

blance to the specimen described in the preceding paragraph (fig. 274).

By merely widening the base of the stem of fig. 276, we convert it

into the pattern of fig. 274.. Thus, while possibly both are too large to

be used as arrowheads, they were.probably used in the same manner,

either as spears or knives.

Implements of this pattern, as large as fig. 276, are not frequently

found in New England, even in the

Connecticut vallèy where so large

FIG. 275·- New Jersey. . FiG. 276.-New Jersey.

a variety of forms have bee obtained. In western New York

they are more. abundant -than -the Hudson river valley ; while in

Pennsylvania, athough recorded in feîv numbers in some localities,

they were poorly represented .in thQ collection from the Susquehanna

valley, made by the late Professor\SUaldeman. From a field of a

few acres, near Trenton, New Jersey, gathered twenty specimens

of this form in the summer of 1878, an1 six more in the ensuing

year. Other specimens were also found ich I have failed to se-

cure. In every case these implements wer made of jasper, either

ted or yellow, and are among the best spe » ens of flint chipping
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in my collections from New Jersey, now in the Archæological Museum

at:Cambridge, Mass.

-Barbed arrowheads, like figs. 277 and

278, are not uncommon wherever arrow-

heads of any pattern are found. Barbs

can be added to alrmst all the types, and

seem to be the result of .fancy on the part

of the maker. The examination Qf broken

specimens, among the refuse of chips of

an arrowmaker's "shop," does not indi-

cate that they were ever very abundant

and nowhere do we find a preponderance

of this pattern. When the barbs were FIG. 2 7 7.-New.Jersey. +.

related to the stem, as in fig. 277, it is difficult to see of what practical

use they were, as they could not add to the effectiveness of the

weapon. On the other hand, when they were associated with straight,

stem-like bases, as in fig. 278, it is evident that when once they had

been shot or thrust into. a body, they could

not readily be removed,and hence in war,

they would be more deadly than such as could

be promptly withdrawn from the wound.

Arrowheads, that are distinctly barbed, do

not appear to be of more common occur-

rence in the western and southern states,·than

along the Atlantic seaboard. On the Pacific

coast, while not unknown, they are rare. Of

the series collected in the small islands off

the coast of California, by the officers. of the

U. S. Geog. Survey, West· of the' 1xooth

Meridian, there is but. a single specimen.

FIG.. 27 8.-New Jersey. . (Vol. vii, ArchSology, pl. iii, fig. 1.)

Of a séries of nearly thirty-three hundred

arrowheads, collected in a single county in New Jersey, but fifty-six

are distinctly barbed, and probably this is as large a proportion as
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occurs anywhere along the seaboard. Of thousands of specimens

from the Connecticut valley, the percentage of those that are distinctly

barbed is not as largdas in the New Jerse series

In Europe, the barbed arrowhead is a prevailing type, almost num-

bcggone-half the specimens found in many localities. Of a series

of. seventy-two arrowheads from Great Britain, figured by Mr. Evans,

twLnty-eight are distinctly barbed. Some of thern have the barbs of

remarkable length,: and terminating in blunt ends. This latter feature

is almost unknown among American flint arrowheads, and never, I

believe, occurs in the various forms common to the Atlantic seaboard.

That- form of arrowheadvhich is a modification of the barbed, and

known generally as the triple-notched arrowhead, is one of quite com-

FiG. 27 0.-New FiG. 28o. -New FiG. 281.-New

Jersey. . ' Jersey. • Jersey. 4.

mon occurrence in New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Delaware, and also

in Connecticut, but is unusual in Massachusetts .and more northern

localities. As seen in the accompanying illustrations, the specimens

of this pattern ývary considerably in form and size.

Figs. 279 and 28o represent the more common sizes fig. 2.79the

minimum, whilst the curiously designed specimen, fig. 281, seems too

blunt to be classed as an.arro4head, and ought rather to be classed as

a knife; though in.this case it\is v difficult to imagine any object

in the.prominent side barbs.

The great majority of thee ple- are of quartz

and jasper, and, as a rule, are well made. Two of the five illustrations,
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heregiven, are distinctly serrated,.but it must not be suppos€1 that such
a large proportion''is usual; nevertheless the majority of the arrow-
heads with distinctly serrated edges are of this

- pattern.

In a large series of arrowheads collected in
the state of Dèlaware, and kindly forwarded to
me for examination by the owner, Mr. T. J.
Bennett of Dover, Delaware, there was a farge
number of specimens of this ,pattern, all of
which were made of jasper. Many had the
edges distinctly serrated.

The late Professor Haldeman found this pat-
tern to be quite well represented in the ex- FiG. 282. - New

Jersey. ½.tensive séries of arrowheads collected near
Chickies, Lancaster Co., Pa., and noticed the large proportion of
serrated^specimens among them. The majority of these specimens,

however, were similar in size and finish,
to fig. 282.

Fig. 283, of the series here given, is
apparently.too large to be classed as an
arrowheadi. The serrated edges, how-
everseem to sugge.st this use, rather
than that of a knife; and it is scarcely
large enough to be classed as a spear-
point.

Triangular arrowheads are of every,
imaginable shade of width and length,
and in workmanship they vary from the
rudest to the most exquisitely chipped

. specimens. As is the case with so many

other kinds of.implements, there will
6ften arise a doubt as to whether all these specimens, varying as they
d* in form and size, were used for the same purpose. It seems u:n-
questionable that figs. 284 and 285 were arrowheads. Their -size,
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shape and, it may be added, their abundance, all indicate it; but this

may be doubted when we come to consider such an example as fig.

288. This, howèver, is not too large for an arrowhead; and, until it

can be shown that specmens of this size were otherwise utilized, it

seems safe to class it as such, though one of the largest size.

When long and slender, like figs. 284 and 287, these implements are

certainly admirably adapted for tips to the shafts of arrows, and being

so largely made of black flint or chert, theyrecall forcibly the words

of Holm that "the head of the arrow * * is made of a black flint

stone."

Of the triangular arrowheads found in New Jersey, but very few

have been found which have serrated edges, and

all of these were of the

smallest size of thiw pat-

FIG. 284.-New Jersey. . FIG. 285.- New Jersey., . Fi1. 26.-Nw Jersey- j.

tern, several being even smaller than fig. 286.

There is a prevalent opinion concerning arrowheads of this pattern,

that they were used almost exclusively for .."war arrows," and were

usually poisoned. Upon what grounds this opinion is based I have not

been able to learn, except that it has been suggested that these points

or heads were placed loosely in a slit on the end of the shaft,-and so

would be retained in the body of the person shot, however carefully

the shaft might be withdrawn. • How far this may be true is difficult

to determine, but it is highly improbable that any one form of these

implements should have been designed or set. aside for any particular

purpose. In New Jersey there· is no known locality where these are

found unassociated with.other forms, and- if "war" points, they should
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in some localities be a marked feature of ancient battle-fields, several
of which are supposed to be known to the 'local his-
torians, and even to the collectors of Indian relics.
.jn figs. 289 to 293 inclusive, we have examples of

short, broad triangular arrowheads, such as occur in loi
even greater numbers than the preceding. When of
this- size and. shape, they are often carelessly chipped,
the absence of a sharp point being very noticeable.
Their bluntness is not caused by the loss of these

points, but was evidently pro-

duced intentionally. Occa-

sionally these triangular arrow- FIG. 287.-Ncw

heads have two notches near

the ends of the base, thus making the imple-
ment one of the barbed pattern (see fig.
309). Whenever these notches occur, they
are inJvariably associated with a style of
chipping much superior' to that upon the
specimens here figured. The peculiar needle-
like point' on fig. 292 is not an accident, but

FIG. 288.-New Jersey. . was deliberately chipped ot. Of a large
series of these broad triangular specimens

from New Jersey, there were many with this peculiarity; and the

FIG. 289.--New Jersey. FIG. 290.'New Jersey. :. FIG. 291.--New Jersey. .

same was -noted as occurring on a series of the same pattern from the
Connecticut valley.

Of a series of thirty-three hundred arrowheads from Mercer county,
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New Jersey, to which reference has been made, fourteen hundred and

twenty-eight belong to the triangular pattern. This shows how very

common it was, and proves clearly that, among all the

various patterns of arrowheads, this was emphaticàlly

the favorite form.

The proportion of triangular to other shapes of

arrowheads is less in New England, than in the

middle states, judging from the collections preserved
FIG. 2 9 2.--New in the public museums; and in Peninsylvania 'they are

Jersey. J..
also less common than in New Jersey, so far as the

collections of the late Professor Haldeman, of the Susquehanna valley

forms, and of my own, of the Delaware valley patterns, enable one to

make a comparison.

Considered as a class, these triangular

arrowheads will not compare favorably with

those of the same pattern found in Ohio and

Indiana. From various localities in these

states, are derived most marvellous.specimens

of skilful chipping of flint, which in some

cases is only equalled. by the finest specimens
FIG. 293.--New Jersey. ½

of Danish arrowheads of the same pattern.

Figs. 294 and 295 represent two ir-

regúlarly shaped ·triangular arrowheads

which differ from the preceding, in having

concave bases. This feature is much

more marked in some specimens than in

those figured; in some cases, being not

a curved indentation, but rather like an

inverted V.

In fig. 295 we have a modified form of

the triangular pattern, which is so rude.
F1. 29-NeweGey that at first it might be considered an

unfinished implement; but so many are found of exactly this shape

that it is probably an intentional and not a chance form.
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Of the ordinary form of triangular arrowheads, with a concave base,
such as fig. 294, there appears to be a varying number as compared
with those that have a straight base, as they.occur in different locali-
ties. In central New Jersey, they constitute but a small proportion,
in Pennsylvania they outnumber the others, while
in New England they are about equally divided.

While the whole subject is merelý a matter of
conjecture, I arn led to believe, from the circum-
stances under which many of these relics are
found, and also their numbers in many localities,
which bear evidence of great antiquity, that the
triangular pattern is the original form of arrow-
head, if there ever was such a thing. Attention FIG. 295.-New

has already been called to various forms of flakes .
that were probably used.for tipping the shafts of arrows. Flakes of
themselves would soon be found to be inconvenient from the fact of
their irregularity of outline, and an attempt to reduce them to a
symmetrical shape would soon be made, and the first efforts in this

direction were apparently to make a shapely tri-

angularpoint for the arrowshaft. The oldest jasper
arrowheads I have found in- New Jersey were simply

flakes, with such secondary chipping as was required

to make them triangular; and the oldest spegi-
mens, apparently, of the series collected by the la•

Professor Haldeman, in the valley of the Susque-
hanna, Pa., gave that archæologist the same im-

FIG. 296.--New pression, as stated to the writer.
jersey. ½.

A well-marked and very handsome pattem of

arrowhead is the long triangular with convex base. In this forn they
are well known as the leaf-shaped arrowheads, and constitute a Con-

- - siderabe proportipn of the whole number found.

Fig. 296 represents a poorly finished specimen, which is here intro-
duced as a "connecting link" between the triangular specimens, and
such as are distinctly curved at the base.
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Fig. 297 more nearly approaches the typical examples of this form

of arrowhead, given in the succeeding figures.

Figs. 298 to 300, inclusive, represent good average specimens.of

this implement. A small proportion of the whole number .found are

somewhat larger than the specimens here figured, and occasionally we

meet with one which is considerably smaller than fig. 299, but these

larger and smaller specimens are so few in number, as.scarcely to affect

the statement that in size, as well as finish, those figured fairly repre-

sent the whole series.

Whether made of quartz or jasper, arrowheads of this pattern are,

FIG. 29 7 .- New FIG. 2 98.-New FiG. 299.'-New FiG. 3oo.-New

Jersey. . Jersey.· -. Jersey. . . Jersey. .

as a rle, very carefully chipped, and many are still very sharply pointed.

Few specimens of flint chipping are more delicate than the white quartz

example, fig. 300; which still retains its original point, and sharp cut-

ting edges.

Though this form of arrowhead differs very materially in numbers, in

the various· river valleys, throughout the New England and middle

states, yet it cannot be considered a rare form. In some limited local-

ities it reaches fully to seven per cent. of all found.

The leaf-shaped arrowhead occurs throughout the southern and

western states, and was a favorite pattern with the natives of the islands

off the coast of California (U. S. Geol. Survey, west of xooth Meridian,
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vol. vii, Archæology, pl. iii), and is found also along the Pacific coast,

northward to British America.

In Europe it is a well known form. Mr. Evans figures.a large series

of English specimens, none of which differ materially from the Amer-

can forms., He includes, however, with them, those that are pointed

at.each end. It is doubtful if these were really used as arrowheads.

The same pattem is found in the Atlantic coast states, and abundantly

in Ohio and the southwest. I am disposed to consider them as knives.

Lozenge-shaped arrowheads, as they are generally called, are simply

FiG. 3or.-New FIG. 30n.-New FIG. 303.--New FIG. 304. - New
Jersey. ½. Jersey. . eJrsey. • . Jersey. " .

modifications of the leaf-shaped pattern, in which the bases are angular

instead of being convex in outline. Fig. 301 represents an example

that approaches more nearly to the stemmed arrowheads ; and fig. 302

varies but little from a typical. leaf-shaped specimen. In figs. 303 to

305 inclusive we have typical examples of the true lozenge-shaped

-specimen¯¯~Between these forms there are intermediate patterns, and

a closely connected series can readily be made, which extends from

specimens as pronounced as fig. 304 to the leaf-shaped arrowheads of

the foregoing page.
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Arrowheads of this pattern are largely confined to certain localities,

and seem to be wholly wanting over very extended districts. In the

Susquehanna valley, but -very few specimens were found by the late

Professor Haldeman, and those that were collected were generally of

such large size as to suggest the knife rather than the arrowhead. In

the Connecticut valley, this form is nowhere common, and less than a

score of specimens, from northern New England, are in the collections

of the Museum of Archæeology, at Cambridge, Mass. Of a series of

about fifty specimens from New Jersey, all are from

one limited locality, in Gloucester county, except

half a dozen of the more indefimite pattern, like

fig. 302.

It is not improbable that the great majority of

these lozenge-shaped implements were really used

as knives, and not as arrowheads. In many re-

spects they resemble what are known to be chipped

knives, found in distant 'localities, as in California,

and the shape of the base is such as to suggest

that they were inserted into a broad wooden

handle, instead of a slender reed. In this case,

as in all others,· there must ever be a doubt as to

the purpose for which these chipped flints were

FIG. 3Ô5.-New made; and the fact borne in mind, that they were
jersey. not .confined to any one use. So far as they

proved available as knives, doubtlessly they were used as such, and the

same may be said of their use as arrowheads.

Arrowheads with distinctly sertated edges are not abundant either in

New England or the middle states., Slight serrations, such as occur

on some roughly chipped specimens, are rather frequent, but with this

exception, they are comparatively rare.

Attention has already been called to another pattern of arrowhead,

which is frequently serrated along the sides, and which constitutes the ma-

jority of the serrated examples of these implements. Other .forms are

also met with, as the notched-based; stemmed and.barbed arrowheads.
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Fig. 306 represents an example of an arrowhead, with finely serrated

edges, of the so-called notched-based pattern. Although now rather

lindistinct, the serrations can readily be traced and show that they were

intentionally produced, and have no connection with the chippíng of

the surfaces.

Fig. 307 represents an ordinary stemmed arrowhead with serrated

sides. Examples with this feature so, marked are very rarely met with
along the Atlantic coast. I have seen none from New England that
were as distinctly serrated, and but three specimens from the Susque-

hanna valley.

Fig. 308, with barbs as well as serrated edges, is a pattern that occurs

FIG. 306.- New Jersey. j. FIG. 307. -New Jersey. . Fir. 308.- Indiana. ½.

but rarely anywhere. In New Jersey, but few examples have been

fou'nd, and these are generally broken. In New England, even in the

Connecticut valley, they are rare. The specimen here figured is from

Indiana.

Of American arrowheads, with serrated edges, it may be said that

they do not form a class of themselves, or that they were made for any

particular purpose. The art of chipping flint, so as to produce these

tooth-like projections, was not sufficiently well understood to enable
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thè Indian to make much use of this feature, and no examples of

implements with such evenly wrought serrations and ripple-marked

surfaces, as are seen on arrowheads, saws and daggers of flint, found

in Denmark,· have been found in this country, or at least, on the

Atlantic coast of the continent.

Fig. 309 represents a form of arrowhead, that combines the charac-

teristic features of several other patterns. It is, in fact, a triangular

arrowhead, with .Zab-like angles at the base. This form, also, occurs

frequently with serrated edges.

While it might properly have been de-

scribed under one or more of the several

divisions of arrowheads mentioned in the

preceding pages, it is here placed by itself

that its peculiarities, which are very marked,

might the more readily be recognized.

Arrowheads of this pattern are quite

abundant in many limited localities in New
FIG. 30g.- New. Jersey.

Jersey and Pennsylvania, and are remark-

able for the delicacy of the chipping, the uniformity of size, and the

fact that all are made either of quartz or jasper, the former mineral

being that which was generally used.
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CHAPTER XX.

FLINT DAGGERS.

THE typical chipped flint dagger, which is such a characteristic form

of implement in Denmark and throughout northern Europe, is of coin

paratively rare occurrence in the United States, and particularly so,

along the northern Atlantic seaboard. Of the various patterns of

weapons.described by the early writers, not one is mentioned as being

in common use among the. American native tribes that even suggest.

the dagger. Lórg slender spearpoints are supposed to have been used

in this manner, but there is no reasonwhy the term "dagger," as now

understood, should be applied to them.

The class of objects more particularly referred·to in the present

chapter may be described collectively as carefully chipped flint imple-

ments.of great-length in comparison to their breadth, acutely pointed,

occasionally with the base defined by hilt-like projections, and the

blade quadrangular or oval in section.

Daggers, like the typical European examples figured by Sir John

Lubbock,>* have been found in the Ohio valley. In the museum of

the Academy of Science, at Salem, Mass., there is a beautiful specimen

found in the bed of Crosswicks Creek, Burlington Co., New Jersey,

and fragments of others have been found. near Easton, Pa.

Col. C. C. Jones, jr.,103 has given a figure a-nd description.of a beau-

tiful specimen, seven and one-half inches in length. In this specimen

the blade is separated from the handle by barb-like projections, and

the end of the handle terminates in similar barb-like-projections.

Fig. 310 represents a dull brown jasper implement that is in every

12 Lubbock. Pre-Historic Times, 2nd ed., p. 97, figs. 11fx5, 6 and 117. London, 1869.

-103 Jones, i. c., p. 267, pl. vi, fig. 3.
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particular the facsimile of dozens in the magnificent Rose collection

of Danish implements, belonging to the mu-

seum of Archæology at Cambridge, Mass.

This specimen measures nearly seven inches

in length, and nowhere exceeds an inch in

width. The base or handle is as acutely

chipped on the-sides as the blade proper, and

is too sharp to have been'held in the .naked

hand. A handle of some kind was necessary,

though its shape or the material of which it

was made is not knawn.

The magnificent chert implements of a

dagger-like character, found. on the Pacific

j coast, were attached to handles by means of

asphaltum, or had handles made of this ma-

terial. Most of these implements, however,

are quite thin and flat, and evidently were

not put to any.severe use. Associated with

them, however, are others that are thick, and

distinctly oval·in section, which also were

hafted with, or by means of asphaltum; and

it is by no means improbable that some gum

or resin was used by. the Atlantic coast

'. tribes, in a similar rnanner. Attention has

j . already been called to the fact that the

Delaware Indians used fish glue, to secure

I the stone points to the shafts of the arrows.

Fig. 310 is but little shorter than the larger

examples of the chert implements found in

California, figured in the volume on Archæ-

ology, of the Government Survey of Capt.

Wheeler,104 and possibly may have been used

104 U. S. Geographical Survey west of iooth Meridian, vol.

FiG. 31--New Jersey. . vii, pi. 1, figs. 5, 6 and 7. .
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in ceremonial observances only, as Mr. Powers' 05 has stated, was

the case with the Pacific coast. implements. According to this

author, among the various objects worn and paraded in vaious

ceremonial dances, are the flakes or knives of obsidian or jasper.

"I have seen several which were fifteen inches or more in length

and about two and one-half inches wide in the widest part. Pieces

as large as these' are carried aloft in the hand in the dance,

wrapped with skin or cloth to prevent the rough edges from lacer-

ating the hand, but the smaller ones are mounted on wooden handles

andglued fast."

Considering the rarity of such jasper implements as fig. 31o and

others;, that more nearly correspond with those of the largest size

mentioned by Mr. Powers, may it fnot be that, on the Atlantic coast

also, they were produced only upon ceremonial occasions, and did not

serve any of the purposes that have been ascribed to them?

In the museum of the Academy of Science at Salem, Mass.,

is a beautiful example of a chipped jasper implement, similar to those

described by Mre Powers. It is made of jasper, and measures eleven

and one-fourth inches in length by two and seven-eighths inches in

width.

This specimen was presented by Jos. Story, esq., in 1824, and is

labelled as coiinig from New Jersey; associated with it is a specimen

of another class, identical with the western spades or shovels. It is

of the same mineral, àlso from New Jersey, and presented by Mr. Story

in 1824.

As specimens of such large size are very rare'in the eastern or

middle. states it is more than probable that they were the peculiar

property of "chiefs" and possibly were used on state occasions as a

badge of office, rather than on the field of battle. There is too much

work on such an implement to risk its being broken in a fight.

Messrs. Squier and Davis'06 figure a "flint " similar in size and

'o Powers. Tribes of California: Contributors to North American Ethnology, volii, p. 79.

Washington, 1877.

los Squier and Davis. Anc. Mon. Miss. Valley, p. a"s, fig. 99 (No. 3).
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mineral, but varying from it in being pointed at each end. After

mentioning the use to which the stemmed examples were put, they add,

"There are others, however, the manner of using which is not so obvi-

ous. No. 3 is an example. It measures eleven inches in length by

two and a half in greatest breadth. It has been suggested that it was

fastened at right angles to a handle and used as a sort of battle-axe."



CHAPTER XXI.

GROOVED STONE CrU4IFADS.

A grooved globular or oval pebble is an object so readily utilized in

many different ways that it is wéll nigh impossible to determine to

what use any particular specinien was put. Furthermore, these stone

implements are common to a large portion of the globe, and the use

to which the natives of one country put them is not hecessarily the

same as that of a different people.

Grooved pebbles found in Denmark are referred to by Nilsson10 7 as

'plummets " and considered as of such use only. The sugges-

tion that they were "sling-shots" he regards as a mere suppoition.

Evans11 8 suggests that, in England, at least, they were used as "sinkers"

for nets and lines, inasmuch as theygenerally are not battered at the

ends, and so show no indication of use as hammers. Col. C.

Jones, jr.,"19 does not refer to this form, when occurring in the southern

states, as being distinct from the more abundant notched pebbles,'butI

considers them alike as sinkers for nets and lines.

While it is very probable that the above suggested use of grooved

globular pebbles is correct, so far, at least, as it applies to the1italities,

to which these authors refer, there are some reasons for considering

that possibly they were also occasionally; if not habitually, put to a far

different use.

From the fact that.many of the grooved globular pebbles are care-

fully worked to a very symmetrical form, and the groove finished

with as much care as it is on many of the common paxes; and for the

107 Nilsson. Stone Age in Scandinavia, p. 25. London, 1868.

10O Evans. Ancient Stone Implements of.Great Britain, p. zix, London, 1873.

20eJones. AnLiquities of the Southern Indians, P- 338. New York, 1873-
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additional reason, that they are found in fewer numbers and associated

with ordinary forms of weapons and domestic implements, rather than

in the vicinity of rivers or the larger creeks, it is believed that many,

at least, of the larger èxamples, were used, rot as sinkers, or plummets,

but as club-heads, and therefore should be classed as weapons. There

is no historical evide.nce to confirm this opinion, so far as relates to the

Delaware Indians, but it is known that clubs of various patterns were,

and indeed still are, a favorite weapon.of the native races of America.

The Iroquois, according to Morgan,110 had war-clubs of two

patterns; one, the Gä-ié-wä, with a globular head; the other, Ga-ne-

u'-ga-o-dus-ha, armed with a point of deer's horn. Of these, he re-

marks: "beforfeie tomahawk came into use among the Iroquois, their

principal weapons were'the bow, the stone tomahawk and war-club.

The Gä-fé-wä· was a hëavy weapon usually made of ironwood, with a

large ball of knot at the head. It was usually about two feet in length,

and the ball five or six inches in diameter."

Besides these, Mr. Morgan adds, what is~of more importance in this

instance, "oval stones, with grooves around their greatest circumference,

were also secured in the heads of war-clubs, and thus made dangerous

weapons." It is recorded, also, of.the Massachusetts Indians,"1 that

"they made use in their wars, of the 'balista' (a war-club with a stone

head covered with hide) which instrument is represented several times,

agreeably to Chingwauk's interpretation, on Dighton Rock." West of

the Mississippi river, a form of weapon was long ago described by the

explorers, Lewis and Clarke,"i2 as a poggamoggon, whih, although fnot

necessarily a grooved stone, is further evidence that. glob'ular stones

were used as club-heads.

Fig. 311 represerits an. excellent example of these larger grooved

pebbles, which are supposed to have had other uses than as net-sinkers.

In this example, the'groove is accurately fnished, and quite smooth,

and the ends of the pebble are free from every indication of hard

110 League of- the Iroquois, p. 362. New York, 1850.

1 Schoolcraft, Z. c., pt. 1, p. 284, pl. 15, figs. and 2.

12Exp. up the Missouri, vol. i, page 415•. Philadel., 1814.
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usage of any kind. The stone itself is very hard and heavy, and

nmight be used indefinitely for cracking skulls without exhibiting

any wear. Occasionally, equally well-wrought implements of this

patternare found, that have two grooves crossing each other at right

angles. 'The object of this is not clear. No tracesof a handle, such

as that in which it is supposed these grooved stone were mounted,

haye been found in any of the Indian graves ii New Jersey; .but it is

of interest to note that.these stones frequently occur in these graves,

and there is no instane of an ordinary net-weight having been found
among the contents of any ancient burial. As the large mauls were

necessarily used with a

handle, and these smaller

grooved pebbles are sim-

ply mauls in miniature, it

is quite reasonable to sup-

pose, that when they are

highly finished, and have

a certain smoothness in-

dicative of a leather cover-

ing, they were used as

weapons.

'ig 312 represents a

seëond exanple of these FIG. 3n.- New Jersey.

larger'groôved, p e b bles,

which though not actually polished, is exceedingly smooth and

free from all inequalities of surface. The groove, in this specimen, is

unusually narrow and deep, and very smooth ; and, if originally pecked,

has since been intentionally ground or worn away by the friction of

a leather cord. This specimen, whatever it may prove to have been,

would be more intelligible were it not for the deep cuplike depressions

on the sides, so situated as to break .the continuity of the groove.

These cups, or hollows, are larger than the finger pits of common

hammer stones, and, like the groove, are carefully ground; and, excep't7

that they are oval, would appear to have been drilled. Putting aside
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the presence of these lateral depressions, it is probable, that this speci-

men, like the foregoing, was mounted in a flexible handle, and used as

a club.

Other uses, however, may have been found for these globular stones ;

fpr instance, we find in Schoolcraftfs work an illustration of a war-club

with such a small round stone inserted in a notch in the end of the

club, giving the completed implement the appearance of an ordinary

wrench with a small object held in its jaws. Such a specimen, as fig.

311 might have been used in this manner, also.

Mr. George C. Musters1"3 has given us a most interesting account of

Fic' 3L2.-New Jersey.

the weapons and hunting.implements of the Tehuelche Indians, and-in

his description of the " bolas" now in use by these savages, refers to

ancient bolas, which seem to be identical with the grooved pebbles, or

"net-weights,"that we have described. Mr. Musters writes : "Ancient

bolas (globular stones) are not unfrequently met with. These are highly

valued by the Indians, and differ from those in present use by having

-grooves cut around them, and by their larger'size and greater weight."

There is no reason for believing that the Patagonian bolas were ever

m use among the North American Indians, but it is not at all improba-

lUAthorne with the Patagonians, p. 166. London, 1872.
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ble that a weapon should have been in common use among the native

populations of the Atlantic seabôard, of which these same globular

pebbles formed a part. The long cords of the .bolas might hàive given

place in this country to a flexible handle, ànd a more terrible blow might

have been inflicted with this implement thus mounted, than could have

been given with wooden war-clubs of.greater size and weight.

As in the case of many other ki*d of stone. implements we find

these.grooved pebbles grading intÔ-t-her and totally different objects.

When.materially larger tlan the specimens figured, these objects.be-

corne mauls; and in every series of a few hundreds of these, it will be

found, that in many the groove is not continuous, and so they approach

the notched pebbles. Thisis specially marked, when the pebbles are

somewhat flattened. These facts, however, do not bear upon the ques-

tions of probable uses of typical forms ; for in no instance yet, has it

been possible to draw a dividing line between one class of objects, and

that which most nearly resembles it. Perhaps, of the many puzzling

forms of stone implements yet found, these small grooved pebbles are

the most difficult to decipher. Occasionally, one has been found, less

than an inch in diameter.





CHAPTER XXII.

PIPES.

NOTHING of all the handiwork, in stone or clay, possesses so great an

interest, and recalls so vividly the early history of America, as the

tobacco-pipe. Whether as the merest fragment of a pipe of clay, or

as a carved and polished stone specimen, they bring back to. us the

image of the dusky warrior, gorgeous, in feathers and vermilion, bearing

with the dignity of a king his ever-present pipe.

The sorrowful history of the long series of broke.n treaties between

the American Iidian and the European settler is made up of. promises

and.ceremonial smoking; -but the- clouds of the fragrant smoke and

the white man's recollection of his promises were equally evanescent.

When, happily, we find an occasional pipe in our ràmbles, or, disturb-

ing the ashes of some forgotten hero, we rifle the grave of this, the

chiefest of his possessions, we are apt to think of it only. as a mere

"medium through which the narcotic influences of tobacco were

imparted."

Smoking pipes, however, have other and more interesting signifi-

cances, and are inseparably connected with the whole social systein of

the American native races. To know the whole history of tobacco,

of the custom of smoking, and of the origin of the pipe, would be to

solve many of the most interestizg problems of American ethnology.

To bring together the little that has«been recorded by the earliest

European travellers concerning pipes and the custom of tobacco

smoking is not within the scope of the present volume. It must

suffice here, simply to record the fact that the later, if not the.earlier

natives of the. Atlantic coast were habitual smokers, as the vast

numbers of fragmentary pipes attest; and that they who~used -them
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also made them is the testimony of those who first came in contact

with the Indian.

Holrin4 says of the Delaware Indians, "they make tobacco pipes

out of reeds about a man's length; the bowl is made of horn, and to

contain a great quantity of tobacco ; they generally present these pipes

to their friends. They made them, otherwise, of red, yellow and blue

Clay, of ivhich there is a great quantity in the country ; also of white,

grey, green, brown, black and blue stones, >vhich are so soft that they

can be cut with a knife; of these they make their pipes a yard and a

half long or longer."

While, in the above quotation, there is a somewhat vague description

of the stone pipes, it is evident that the stem has been inçluded

with the bowl, asbthough but one object, instead of two. In the

valley of the Delaware, to-day, pipes of steatite of various. colors,

and -of silurian slate, the "black and blue stone ;" and yet others of

Clay, "red, yellow and blue,' are to be gathered if we carefully search

for them.

Peter Kalm, the Swede, who made many careful notes of the antiq-

uities of the Delaware Indians, so long ago as 1749, refers, as follows

(Travels in North Anerica, Vol. I1, p. 42), to their smoking-pipes.

He says "the old tobacco-pi>es of the Indians are * * * made of

Clay, or pot-stone, or serpentine stone. The first sort are shaped like

our tobacco-pipes, though much coarser and not so well made. The

tube is thick and short, hardly an inch long, but sometimes as long as

a finger,; their color comes nearest to that of our tobacco-pipes which

have been long used. Their tobacco-pipes of pot-stone are made of

the same stone as their kettles. Some of them are pretty well made,

though they had neither iron nor steel. But besides these kinds of

tobacco-pipes, we find another sort of pipes, which are made with

great ingenuity, of a very fine, red pot-stone, or a kind of serpentine

marble. They are very scarce, and seldom made use of by any other

than the Indian sacherns, or elders. The fine red stone, of which

. Holin. History of New Sweden, p. 130. Philadelphia, 1834.
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these pipes are made, is-likewise very scarce, and is found only

in the country of those Indians. who * * * * live on the .other

(western) side of the river Mississippi. The Indias themselves com-

monly value a pipe of this kind as much .as a piece of silver of the

same size, and sometimes they make it still dearer. Of the same kind

of stone commonly consists their pfe of peace, which the French call

calumet de paix, and which they make use of in their treaties of peace,

and alliances." The same·writer, when in the neighborhood of.Quebec,

has also recorded that "in some. places, hereabouts, they find among

the states, a stratum about four inches thick of a gray, compact, but

pretty soft limestone, of which the Indians for many centuries have

made, and the French at present still make,.tobacco-pipes."

Smoking-pipes, as found .in New England and in New Jersey, do not

show any marked peculiarities from which to: infer the occurrence of

certain patterns in one locality and not in the other. So far as can be

ascertained, there is a larger propôrtion of certain formus found in New

England than in New Jersey, and vice versa, but nothing further.

Pipes made of Catlinite, to which Kalm. refers, as "red pt-stone,"

are of very rare occurrence in New England, and even more so in New

Jersey or Pennsylvania. In western New York, occasional specimens

have been found.

Of the whole number of pipes found along our Atlantic seaboard,

and preserved in themuseums, there is no one specimen or series of

one pattern that can be considered as a typical form. The simplest

patterns have frequently as much polish and symmetry, as the most

elaborately carved and otherwise embellished specimens. Taken as a

whole, pipes suggest very strongly that they were 'made by those who

proposed to use them, and the differences exhibited are those which

always occur in the respective handiwork of painstaking and careless

people.

While, for convenience of description, the various examples of pipes

have been rudely classified, it is to be understood.that the order-of the

descriptions is not based upon relative" abundance, neither has it any
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ethnological significance. If, indeed, every Indian was his own pipe

maker, this must necessarily be the case. It is certainly true of some

of the southern and western patterns of pipes, that they are character-

istic of the localities where they occur ; but the same objects when

found on the.Atlantic seaboard are, collectively, a heterogeneous mass;

the outcome of transient fancy, and not of settled custom.

If we are to grade the culture-development of the eastern seacoast

Indiauns, by the excellence and artistic finish.of their smoking-pipes

alone, they will rank lower than the southern and some of the western

tribes ; but if their handiwork in stone, as a whole, is considered, they

will compare favorably with any and·all others.

Fig. 313.represents a beautiful example of a common Atlantic coast

pattern of smoking-pipe. As the illustration plainly shows, these pipes

are simply cylindrical;bowls placed at right angles upon flat stems, or

bases. Inasmuch as these pipes are cut from one piece of stone of a

kind -that does not occur as variously shaped pebbles, so'that those

that were somewhàt pipe-shaped might be chosen, it is apparent how

great must have been the amount of labor, to work to its present shape,

a pipe like 313. Taking into consideration the. fact that the mineral

of which they are made is· usually steatite, they nevertheless show a

great amount of patience, and a certain degree of artistic skill.

Fig. 313 was found in an Indian grave at Revere Beach, Essex Co.,

Mass.. Many of the finest examples of this pattern of pipe have.been

recovered from graves in this vicinity. In the museum of the Acad-

emy of Science at Salem, Mass., are three handsome specimens of this

pattern. They were found -by Professor.Putnam,î15 in graves, near

Beverly, Mass. One of these pipes has several holes bored along the

margin of the base, probably for the attachnent of ornaments. As-

sociated with these pipes, which were taken from three graves, were

various objects, as arrowheads, celts, and three large pendants. There

was also, in one of the graves, a thin sab of smooth sandstone with a

Putnam. Bulletin of the Essex Institute, vol. iii, p. 123. Salem, Mass.
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these graves that the entire contents were more or less.colored.

Of this pattern is a pipe figured by Morgan,"16 of which he.speaks

'l Morgan.- League of the IroquoLs, p. 356.

few scratches so arranged as to represent a ladder such as a child

might draw. Finally, such an amount of ochre had been pIaced in
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as "doubtless a relic of the moundbuilders" which, having found its

way into the hands of a Seneca, was finally buried by his side, in the

valley of the Genessee. The author further remarks, "in material and

finish, it is unlike, and superior to the pipes of the Iroquois." The

fact of being made of black marble would seen to indicate that such

a pipe was not of Algonkin origin, though in shape and finish, there is

nothing to distinguish it from the pipes of the Algonkin neighbors of

the Iroquois.

Fig. 314 represents a very handsome specimen of pipe, made of

compact steatite, of a green-black color, which differs fron the pre-

ceding in several particulars,, although about the same size. This

FIG. 314 .- Virginia.

specimen is of a pattern seldom' found in the New England and mid-

die states, except of a much smaller size and made of clay. (See

fig. 318). In fig. 314, as in the preceding, there is no attempt at

ornamentation by incised lines or other methods, the 'surface being

simply polished. The walls of the bowl are of uniform thickness, and

there are still visible -on the interior, the marks of the ·tool used in

excavating it. The stem, which is a flattened oval in section, taper-

ing gradually from the bowl to its termination, has been carefully drilled,

and the perforation is perfectly straight.

This specimen was found in Isle of-Wight Co., Virginia.

Fig. 3 15 represents an interesting example of a steatite pipe, found

many years ago, in the village of Princeton, New Jersey. It is remark
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able for the size of the stem as compared with that of the bowl.

Whether thé broad and deeply incised-inesnthe side of the stem

are of Indian origin is not known,

but they do -not lookl as if they

had been very recently cut. If

intended merely as ornamental

Unes, the resuit can hardly be

cofnsidered satisfactory. The

raised figure, with a deep dorsal

notch, is common ·to all of these

pipes. Whether placed there

simply as. an ornament, or. as an

aid in securing the long reed

stems, which Holin says were of

a man's length, is certainly an

open question.

Pipes of this pattern are not as

frequently found in. New Jersey
as are those with the thin flat stem,

like fig. 313, while in New Eng-

land they.are scarcely known.

Fig. 316 represents a second

example of this pattern of pipe,

but with a more generous bowl,

and a far less inconvenient stem.

The finish and design in this speci-

men are alike creditable to the

maker, and we have in it all the

requirements for a comfortable

smoke.

Like the preceding, -fig. 316 is

made of a da-k greenish, compact Fie. 3r .- New Jersey.

serpentine. The bowl has been made by boring with a stone drill of

about two-thirds its.width. This cavity is of uniform width and corre-

21
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sponds in direction with the inner perpendicular margin of the bowl,

and so is at right angles with the perforation of the stem. Jn this

instance the stem ornament, though notched, is not sufficiently so, to

afford any aid in fastening a cord from the long reed stem to this

portion of the pipe. Indeed, the whole appearance of this ridge-like

ornament is such, that it cannot be considered as having iny other

than an ornamental purpose.

Fig. 317 represents a beautiftilly sculptured pipe made of a very

dense, unyielding stone, of a jet black color. This pipe was-found-

near Lewes, Delaware. While .4-his specirme-x "xceds, in finish and

Fic. 316. Pennsylvania. .

design, any other examined ei from New Jersey or New, England,

there is not.a particle evidence to show that it was not th produc-

tion of some e of our resident Indians.

Pi of this pattern are of common occurrence in th extrene

southwest, but are found less frequently as we come n rth of the

CaroWinas. That this specirñen may have been brought fron a distance

is possible, but the character of the work upon it does not necessarily

imply that such.was the c;ase.

If we assune that in many. if not in môst instances, every Indian

made his own pip)e, there is nothing strange in the fact that7an elabo-

PRIMITIVE INDUSTzRrY.
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rate specimen should occur occasionally among those of a much plainer

pattern. A well made stone pipe would last an Indian a lifetime, and

we can well imagine that spare hours during the greater part of that

lifetime might be spent in its ornamentation, even long after it was so

farfinished as to be ready for use.

Lifelike and artistic as is the turtle carved upon the stein of fig; 317,

it must be reawmbered that without this ornament, the pipe is of the

same pattern as the preceding, and this fact, with that of the common

occurrence of representations of the turtle, in other ways, renders the

FIG. 3y..-Deaware. ¾.

combination as we here find it, of the pipe and the turtle, a very

natural one, among the productions of the Delaware Indians.

The pipe, represented by fig. 318, is in the Archæological Museum

at Cambridge. At the Boston meeting of the American Association

for the Advancement of Science, Mr. F. W. Putnam made it the

subject of a communic.çtion, of which he has kindly furnished me

with the following abstract.

"The pipe-,is made of the dark slate from which so many pipes

and objects are carved bÿ the tribes of the northwestern. coast.of

America, and it unquestionably originally came from that region. The

.style of carving, répresenting the peculiar human figure combined with

the head and wings of a bird, is so characteristic of the northwestern
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carvings as to leave no doubt as to its origin. The question that will

be asked is, how did it happen to be found. on the coast of Massa-

chusetts? Of course the natural reply to this question will be- that it

was brought by some sailor frorn the Pacific, and long ago lost. This

may have been the case, but to me-it seems as probable that it may

have been brought across the continent long before our ships sailed to

and from the Pacifie coasts. Did we know only of a fewv instances of

the discovery of objects far away from their. proper natural positions

FIG. 318.-Massachusetts.

we might rest contented with the 'sailor theory,' but -too many similar

facts are nov known to leave us satisfied with the theory that such

carved pipes, stones, shells, and other objects were brought from

distant parts in modern times, to be thrown away, or lost, and acci-

dentally buried. The contents of the-burial mounds and of old Indian

graves. ali over the country, furnish us with unquestionable data of the

early exchange of objects.froui distant places. The fact that beads

and disks made from the large marine shells of the southem coasts

have been found in mounds far in the interior of the country, and that
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the shells of-the marine Busycon of our southern coasts have been

found in numbers in the mounds in the vicinity of the great lakes, as

well as pretty generally in old burial places over the whole region from

Michigan to Florida, not to mention many other instances of a similar

character, is sufficient to show that trade; or intertribal exchange of

some kind, took place long before the whit man pushed the red from

the Atlantic coast. From the large number of'facts that we now have,
I therefore fail to see why it is not decidedly probable that this pipe

was obtained from the northwestern coast by intertribal communica-

tion.

The following quotations are of'interest in this connection as they

show that pipes were a common article of exchange among certain

recent tribés:

'Common sort of pipes are unde.of a kind of ruddle, dug by the

Indians living to the west of the Mississippi, on the Marble river, who

sometimes bring them to thêse countries for sale. Pipes made of red

marble used only.by chiefs and captains, this.sort of marble being.rare

and found only on the Mississippi.' (Loskiel, p. 51.)

'Sometimes they make such great pipes both of wood and stone,

that they are too foot long, with men-or beasts carved . . . but these

commonly come from the Mangawwoop, or the man eaters, three or

four hundred miles from us.' (Roger Williams, Key to the Indian

Language, p. .5.)

The Indians 'barter pipes, et cet., for raw skins.' (Lawson, Car-

olina, p. 207.)

'Black marble pipes are made with- great patience and labor, by

one person only, throughout the whole nation.-He lives in Natchez,

and being the only man that knows where the stone can be found,

monopolizes the business entirely, and sell his common» pipes at half

the'price of a blanket (Schoolcraft, vol. v, p. 692.)

That Indians made at least occasional.visits to other nations in far

distant pcrtions of the continent is evident from the statement by

DuPratz, who mentions that 'loncaclit-apé among the Yazous, a

nation about forty leagues north from the .Natcies,' in his extended
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wanderings, reached the Pacific.coast, as is evident from the following

quotation from his narrative, as given to DuPratz. 'After this expe-

dition,' he.says, 'I thought of nothing but proceeding on my.journey,

and with that design I let the xed nien return home, and joined

myself to those who inhabited more westward on the coast,- with

whom I travelled along the shore of the Great WVater, which bends

directly betwixt the north and the sun-setting.' Moncachi-apé con-

cludes by saying 'it was five years before I returned to my relations

among the YazZus.' (DuPratz, History of Louisiana. Vol. ii, p. 128.

London, 1763.)

The pipe was found by Mr. Walter B. Cobb, in 1853, between two and

three feet under'round, on his father's place in North Carver, a small

town about four miles from Plymouth, and was secured for the Museum

at Cambridge through Mr. A. M. Harrison of Plymouth, who has no

doubt about the pipe having been dug up as stated. In confirmation

of the theory that this pipe was brought across the continent by some

kind of Indian interchang , I call your attention to the photograph of

a similar northwestern-coa t pipe now in the Natural History Society

of Amesbury, Massachuse ts, which.was, found in digging a town road

through a gravel hill in Néw Hampshire, several years ago ; and also

to the drawing of another pipe, in general character the same as the

one from Plymouth, which was found in Canterbury, New Hampshire,

and now owned by Dr. F,. E. Gans of Boscawen, New Hampshire. It

seems hardly probable tlhat these three pipes, of unquestionable north-

western origin, should have been brought from the Pacific coast by

sailors and lost. in the states of Massachusetts and New Hampshire."

Fig. 319 represents a very large and rudely finished pipe bowl, made

of sandstone. While comparatively smooth, there is no appearance

that it has ever been polished or in a more finished condition, than at

present. It·was found near Trenton, N. J., and is a facsimile of large-

numbers both of stone and clay, found in the southwestern states.

Pipes of this pattern are seldom found in New England, and are of

rare occurrence in New Jersey. An allied form made of steatite, but

with both the bowl and.stem square instead of cylindrical, is common
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in Georgia, and occasionally is found in New England. Pipes made

of baked clay, of the shape and size of fig. 317 on the other hand, are

very frequently found in the miounds of Tennessee and Arkansas," 7

while no specimens of pipes of this pattern made of clay are -known

to have been found in New Jersey.or northward.

Fig. 320 is a plain, but neatly finished pipe bowl, made of the

Silurian striped slate, that was so highly regarded by the Indians and

moundbuilders, for all ornamental stone work. Pipes of this pattern,

FIG. 3 9.- New Jersey. +.

and particularly·df this material, are of somewhat rare occurrence in

New Jersey or New England.

A small pipe bowl of this shape, but made of compact, fine-grained

sandstone,·and of about one-half the size of fig. 320, is contained iin

the series of pipes in the collections of 'the Archæological museum

at Cambridge, Mass. (P. M. No. 15698). Like the specimen figured,

it has no ornamentation upon it.

Dr. Chas. Rau gives a figure of a somewhat similar specimen, but

117 Putriam. Eleventh Annual Report, Peabody Museum, p. 347, fig. 35.
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which has a squared base. (Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge,

No. 287.) He refers to pipes of this pattern, as "reminding one of the

corn-cob pipes in use among the farmers of this country."

Of the series of pipes preserved in the museum at Cambridge, Mass.,.

all made of this- material are from. the .mounds of Ohio and other

western states. The finding of this specimen in Nev Jersey is the less

surprising, however, frorm the fact that the majority of ornarmental

carvings are of this same mineral, thus showing that the supply was

sufficient for making pipes, had the Indians c'hosen to-do so.

A few of the most remarkable specirmens of-pipe sculpture from

Ohio were made of this material; and as

some of these have been derived froim
mounds, it is of interest to know, that the

same mineral should have been so generally

used for such purposes, by both peoples; a

fact that does not, of itself, indicate any

racial relationship, and care shoulid be exer-

cised nlot to class, inferentially, objects of

striped slate found on the surface, with simi-

lar specimens taken from the mounds.

Identity of form, and of material, does not

prove an identity of origin. The tendency

to ascribe to the superior (?) skill of' the
FIG. 320.-New Jersey. . moundbuilders all the creditable stone im-

plements found on the surface, in moundbuilder regions, has led to

much unfortunate confusion.

A pipe somewhat similar to fig. 32p, found in Vermont, has a rude

attempt atornamentation, in a projection at the rim, of what is sup-

posed to represent the beak of a bird.. This pipe is over two and a

half inches long and rather more than one inch in its longest diameter,

the cross section being oval. Pipes of other pattern' iade of stone

"are rarely found," in Vermont; but those that have been preserved

"are well made and polished, and while as compared with the elabo-

rately çarved specimens from the mounds, our Vermont specimens
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appear.very plain, yet they are not of inferior workmanship though

in simpler- form."" 5

Fig..321 represents an example of a pipe, differing from the preced-

ing, in the position of the hole for the insertion of the stem. In the

former the stern was at right angles with the bowl; in this pipe, it was

so inserted, at the end of the bowl, as to bring the two nearly, or quite

in a line.

This perfect specimen, like the majority of pipes of this shape, is

made of soapstone, and bears no trace

of ornamentation. It is an elongated

oval bowl two and a half inches in

length, and a'little more than one inch

in diameter at the mouth and five-

eighths pf an inch in diameter at the

base. The front of the· bowl is some-

what convex in outline ; the opposite

outline is more nearly straight. A little

above the middle of the front of the

bowl commences a projection'a quarter

of an inch in width and alittle less than

an inch in length.

The pipe used by the Shoshoñies at a

ceremonial smoking and speech-making,

in honor of Capts. Lewis and Clarke, is
Fi<. 321.-New Jersey. +.

described as 'made of a dense, but

almost transparent, green stone, very .highly polished, about two and

a half inches in length, and of an oval form, 'the bowl being in the

same line' with the stem." A small piece of burnt clay was placed

at the bottom of the bowl, to separate the tobacco from the end of

the stem. "This was an irregular *round figure, not fitting the tube

perfectly close, in order that the smoke might pass with faciity."119

Perkins, Z. c., p. 740.

"'Stevens. Flint Chips, p. '516; quoting Lewis and Clarke.
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The above description very closely applies to fig. 321, which, from

the position of the stem-hole must have

been used in a similar manner. It closely

resembles the long tubular pipes so charac-

teristic of the islands off the coast of Cali-

fornia. While many of the latter are three

and four times as long as this specimuen,

others are of about the same length, and

so almost, if not entirely, lose their tubular

character, and are simply elongated pipe-

bowls. Tubular pipes of the charactèr of

the largest examples found on the Pacific

coast are, however, not wanting on the

Atlantic seaboard.

Fig. 322 represents a very characteristic

specimen of these pipes, found near Law-

rence, Mass. In no particular does it differ

from the remarkable series of smoking

pipes that have been found in California.

Fortunately. these have the bone mouth-

pieces still in them, and hence there can

be no doubt as to their use. While there

have b'een many stone tubes discovered -in

various localities, which froni their size, the

large and uniformo diameter of thé bore,

and other features, should probablyflnot

be classed as smoking pipes, it is equally

evident, that those of this shape were so

used, if we may be guidel& by what is

known of similar specimens found in

localities.

See chapter i, with accompanying plate (xxi,

of Joncs' Antiquities of the Southeun 1ndians, for a detailed

FIG. 322. - Massachu*setts. . account of Stone Tubes.



It is certainly most probable, that the remarkable series of clay-slate

tubes, found at Swanton, Vermont, and described in detail by Professor

Perkins, were used as smoking pipes, for the reason that in ail of them

the hore is not of uniform size. These tubes are described as "all

of similar form, ibeing cylindrical; the perforation, at one end about

half an inch-in diameter, n elarges t near/i an inch in diame/er att he

other end. They are of smooth, hard- stone, of a drab color in some

specimens, brown in others. They are very nicely formed and finished,

the surface being smooth and almost polished. The small end of the

bore *was stopped somewhat imperfectly by a stone plug ground into

shape." (See description. of Shoshone. pipe given by Lewis- and

Clarke, quoted on page 329.) "The length of the tubes varies from

seven to thirteen inches. Similar tubes have been found on .one of

the islands in Lake Champlain, and near Burlington, Vermont."lsl

These tubes have also been fou.nd in New York, in ancient graves,

and associated with them were implements of the same general char-

acter, as those found with similar specimens in Vermont. .Mr. S. L.

Frey's has. given us an excellent description of the results of relic-

hunting in the Mohawk valley; and in the examination of certain

graves, he found a stone tube, "four and' a quarter inches long; the

perforation has at one end a -diameter of one-quarter of an inch,

-gradually enlàrging until it reaches at the other end, a diameter of three-

quarters of an inch." With this tube, which was unquestionably used

as.a smoking pipe, were a "sea shell, somewhat modified for a drinking

vessel, its longest diameter being four inches,.a beaver's tooth, several

bbne awls. three arrowhecads, a number of flint flakës, pieces of a

tortoise shell, some fragments of deer-horn impléments, a bonec gouge

and a larre winr bone of a bird." A subsequent examination of the

graves resulted in finding a second tube, apparently of the same

material, but different in- shape and length. This second specimen

"is eight and one-half inches long, and one inch in diameter, having

. '1Perkins, i. c , P. 73-

•

2 2
Frey.. American Naturalst, vol. xiii, p. 637.
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a bore of five-eighths of an inch at one end and two-eighths of an inch

at the -other. It is smoothly made but has no polish at present, being

covered with an carthy coat, and in patches with ·a thick concrete of

lime and sand. With thistube were found, lying side by side, three

hornstone implements, of large size,· and pointed at each end."· A

stone tube, of striped slate, is recorded as having been found at Tren-

ton, N. J., 3 six inches in length by one and one-half inches in greatest

diameter, near one end, thus making the implement slope abruptly.

This specimen, except in material, is identical with'the smoking pipes

found in southern California; and does not differ

materially from the New York or Vermont-speci-

mens.

A series of clay-slate tubes were recently found

fi$ in a grave near ridgeport, Gloucester Co., New

Jersey, which are in size, color and character of

perforation much like those found in Vermont.

Others, of steatite, said to have been found .in

other Indian graves in the same neighborhood,

are, one and.all, unquestionable frauds. Several

of the latter have found their way'into various

private cabinets... The genuine clay-slate exam-

FiG. 323. - Pennsyl- ples are at present in the collection of Wm S.

Vaux, esq., of Philadelphia, Pa.

Fig. 323 represents an admirable example of steatite pipe, which is

of unusual interest in that it is a connecting link, as it were, between the

tubular pipes, such as the preceding and the plain bowls, with a side

stem-hole,- as fig. 320. This specimen, which is made of light, mottled,

gray steatite, is very. highly polished, and symmetrical in outëlne.

The cavity is quite large (the sides being very thin), and terminates

in a narrow stem-hole extending to the lower end of the specimen.

There is also a lateral stem-hole of greater diameter, opening into the

bowl just above the commencementof the uther.

i
2
3Abbott. Nature, vol. xiv,(p. 154, fig. 1. London, x876.
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Smoking pipes of this pattern are seldom met with, only two
examples having been found, to the author's knowledge, in the locali-
ties treated of in thepresent volume.

This specimen was found near Bainbridge, Lancaster Co., Penna.,
by Mr. F. G. Galbraith, and is now in the collection of the late Pro-
fessor Haldeman.

The occurrence of pipes made of metal is of great interest, from the
fact that while copper pipes are recorded as having been in use by the
Manhattan Indians, no specimens are now known to be in collections.
In a foot-note to page 45 of Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge,
No. 284, Dr. Rau remarks that "the navigators who first visited the
Atlantic coast of North America noticed copper pipes among the
natives,; as for instance, Robert Juet, who served under Hudson as
mate in the Half Moon. Such pipes must be very rare. There are
none in the Sinithsonian collection."

In the museum at Cambridge, in a large series of wooden pipes
from Alaska, are several which have the bowls formed of sheet copper
(P. M. No. 1858), but whether any of these are of an antiquity ante-
dating European contact is very doubtful. Occasionallv, plain clay
pipes have been found in graves, which were partiallv encased in broad
copper bands; and it .is very probable that pipes thus ornamented
were seen by the early voyagers from Europe, who mistook them for
pipes made wholly of metal.

At. Cambridge, there is preserved a rare and most interesting
specimen of a pipe (P. M. No. 14172), which bears a great resem-
blance to the plain clay pipe, fig. 324. This specimen is imade of
sheet lead carefully rolled, so that the symmetry of the bowl and stem
is preserved. . The specimen was found at Revere, Massachusetts.
The appearance of this specimen is such as to suggest that it is of
Indian manufacture, althoeugh made of course after association with the
Europeans.

The- occurrence of what have been termed "compound calumets,"
or "council-pipes," has been reported in the American~ Antiquarian,
vol. i, p. 113. One such is described as made "of a hard,.light·gray,



almost white steatite. It is cylindrical or tapering in form, and nearly

six inches in height. About two inches from the base** exte:ds

a horizontal groove in which have been pierced four equidistant stemi-

holes, which extend obliquely downwards to the lase of the bowl.
* * * * 'he size of the specimen, and the existence of four orifices

for the insertion - of stems, prove conclusively that it was not an

ordinary pipe, but was in all problability smoked in some formal

ceremony.

If there were any historical evidence that such pipes ever had been

used, there mright then be no-> reason for looking with suspicion upon

the above described specimen, and even if it be genuine, it is scarcely

necessary to conclude that the four stem-holes were simultaneously

used. Three of them may have been plugged with some ornamental

Fie. 324 .- New Jersey. 1.

carving, just as certain of the moundbuilder pipes were dleorated with

peark; and polished pebbles; and the California pipes were inlaid with

mother-of-pearl. Had this one specimen only been obtained, it might

be classed with thé remarkable pipe sculptures that occur so sparingly

along the Attantic seaboard; but the fact that from the same general

locality others of various patterns have also mnys/riously turned up, as

the result of explorations of crtain parties, it is very evident, that as

a class, these "compound calunets " are frauds; and were possibly

copied from the specimen here mentioned, which was the first dis-

covered, and which, if genuine, in spite of the existence of four "stem-

holes," need not 11ecessarily be a'so-called "council pipe."

Fig. 324 represents a pattern of small clay pipe, of which fragments'

are found in great abundance but *hich, as a perfect ornearly perfect

example, is but seldom seen. The excellence of workmanship exhibited
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in these clay pipes is very uniform, and leads to the belief that they were

moulded by other than the native potters. There is much difference

of opinion on this point. When, however, a large series is brought

together, and the character of the ornamentation carefully examined,

it is found that there exist many grades of excellence in this respect,

though neither is beyond the capabilities of the redman. Further-

more, both Holm and Kalm distinctly refer to pipes of clay, made by

the Indians. Fig. 324 is an examlple of these pipes which has no

ornamentation. They are quite rare, in comparison with those wh'ich

have the bowl covered with carefully stamped lines, dots and other

depressions.,

The clay, of which these small pipes are made, is of a much finer

quality than that used in the ordinary earthenware, already described.

Except oc&asional' traces of very fine white sand, such as occurs

naturally in many of the veins of clay, there appears to be no foreign

substance. When burnt, these pipes are of a yellow-gray, or a brick

red color, generally the former; but there appears to be no difference

in the quality of the pipes, whatever the color when burned. The

great variety of tints in. the clay, blue, black, and red, all burn to a

yellow, when now used for drain-pipe and terra-cotta ware.

Figs. 325 to 329, inclusive, represent fragments of clay smoking

pipes and stems, and show the various patterns of decorations used in

ornamenting them. In all cases, this work, whether mere lines, or

combinations of liñes and dots, is very superior to that on any of the

pottery found in the saine locality, so much so, in fact, that were it not

that there.:are different grades of merit in the work, it might be ascribed

to European origin.

Attention has already been called to stone pipe-bowls; as oc-

casionally òccurring, though quite rare in comparison with those that

have a stem complete in itself, or one that can be used by the aid of a

supplementary stem of wood or reed.

Even more rare, it is believed, are clay pipe-bowls, without stems

or mouth-pieces of the same material, such as figure 330-
This beautiful specimen, which is really artistically designed,-varies
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not only.in the shape of the bowl, and especially in the base, but is of

harder clay than those that have been figured. An interesting feature

of this specimen is the small hole passing through the base, below the

large hole intended for the stem or mouth-piece. Ornate as·this pipe-

howl stilfis, by-reason of its graceful shape, it was probably lot suf-

ficiently so in the eyes of its primitive owner. By means of a cord

0000

FIG- 325.- NCw Jersey. +. FiG. 326. -New Jersey.

FI--,- -New Jersey.-+

FI. 328.-New Jersey. . FiG. 329 .-- New Jersey. +.

passed through this small opening, feathers, beads and brilliant trinkets

of any kind, were readily suspended; and this, it is believed, is the ob-

ject of this small perforation.

These holes are not unusuial, when the stems of stone pipes are

thin, flat and projecting, as in fig. 313. They are .of frequent occur-

rence, also, in the more modern Catlinite pipes.
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In the collection of North American smoking pipes in the museum

at Cambridge, are examples of. this pattern, made of steatite and

slate. One specimen (No. 15697) froi Lafayette, Indiana, is strik-

ingly sirmilar tÔ fig. 330. The pattern is one not

characteristic of- any locality,:but does not occur O

abundantly anywhere.

Dr. Chas. Rau, in Smithsonian Contributions

to Knowledge, No. 287, figures a pipe of this F. 'P=

shape, made of argillaceous stone and found in

Ohio. 'He believes that pipes of this character may not be very

old; adding that "the type occurs among the pipes carved by modern

Indians."

Fig. 330 was found in Lancaster Co., Pa., and is now in the cabinet

of the late Prof. S. S. Haldeman, to whom I am indebted for the op-

portunity of describing and figuring this specimen.

Throughout New Jersey and New England

generally, there is not found that variety of forms

-in smoking pipes, which is comparatively com-

mon in many portions of New Vork. Mr. Frey'14

found among thy many. relics of the Indians,

once living in the Mohawk valley, many fine ex-

amples of cJay pipes of intricate and ornate de-

signs. . He refers to the Mohawk Indians as

"showing great ingenuity in making pipes, the

bowls of which are frequently in the form of a

bird or mammal, and these always being very

- true to nature."

Fig. 331 represents an interesting earthen frag-
Fic. '33o -- Penna. 0 .

menit, probably broken from a pipe such as re-

ferred to by Mr. Frey. Its color, consistency and size ail suggest

that it was a portion of the bowl of a small clay pipe, such as is

represented onpage 334, although no perfect pipes, having a like

124 Frey, 1. c., Amer. Naturalist, vrol. xii, p. 781, figs. S to ' inclusive.
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ornament have been found, or are known to the author, from New

Jersey or the New England states, notwithstanding they are so

abundant irù New York.

In the Magazine of Americn History, for Sept., 1878, there is given

a figure of an Iroquois pipe with a raccoon's head projecting from one

side of the bowl, in such a position as to face the smoker, when the pipe

was used. Mr. Stone refers to this specimen as a "rough and uncouth

Iroquois pipe in the shape of a raccoon's head which was found at Lake

George ;" and draws some unwarranted conclusions from it, when

compared with a sonewhat better finished specimen of an ioquois

pipe of essentially the same type.

Mr. Schoolcraft, in his History of the Indian Tribes, Pt. Il, p. 90,

and plate 47, briefly describes and figures specimens of Iroquois pipes,

one of which has.a.bear's head, of the same character of finish as the

specimen of animal head represented in figure 331. Referring to th.e

objects on plate 47 of -his work, Schoolcraft remarks, "the articles

grouped in plate 47, from Ellisburgh, Jefferson county, New York,

exhibit the same ready tact in moulding images of the human face and

the distinctive heads of animals on the plastic basis of clay pipes, which

is found extensively in that area." In Vermont, also, " a few fragments

of pipes have been found. made of terra-cotta." One is a perfect

specimen resembling a trumpet, and similar to some figured by

Schoolcraft.'5

Whether the first pipes were merely shapeless, lumps of Clay,

hardened by much use, and thus suggested the workable stones as a

more desirable material for their manufacture, is perhaps uncertain ; but

there is evidence that the' two forms of stone and clay wvere used at

one and the same time, and that those. of clay continued in use, after the

others had ceased to be manufactured in large numbers. While it is

very rare, that we come across a rude and apparently very old clay

pipe-one that might possibly antedate the earliést stone pipes-there

is probably nothing so modern or more common, in the whole range

12Schoolcraft. Hist., etc., of Indian Tribes, Part x, pls. 8 and o.
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of Indian handiwork, as it is still found in the Atlantic coast states.

Many were probably made after tbe introduction of clay pipes, of some-

what similarpatterns, by the Europeans.

Clay -pipes- of the plainer· patterns are not as abundant in Massa-

chusetts and Connecticut, as in New York and New Jersey; but they

are sufficiently well represented in the contents of ancient graves, and

in "surface finds," to be accounted as not uncommon.

Clay tubes are occasionally met with, which in many cases were

undoubtedly used as pipes, but others are of such a small calibre, that

their purpose is problematical.

Among the many objects of interest gathered from mounds in south-

eastern' Ohio, by Prof. E. B. Andrews,126 is a clay tube, which is

described as a cylinder of yellow cay, but slightly baked, if at all.

One end is closed, except a small circular opening. Mr. F. W.

PutnamI2 7 has remarked in a foot-note to Professor Andrews' report

that "these tubes of stone, cay, and copper discovered by Professor

Andrews approach so near to the long tube-like pipes made of stone,

and still used by the Utes, that I can hardly refrain from classing them

with pipes. The principal difference consists 'in these tubes having

what would be the mouth-piece nade by the termination of the pipe

itself; while in the stone tubes, that are unquestionably pipes, the mouth-

piece is probably made by inserting a hollow bone or reed. These

tube-like pipes have been found in numbers in the old burial-places of

California, and there has recently been one received at the museum,

which was collected in Massachusetts. * In Squier and Davis'

'Ancient Monuments of the Mississippi valley' several of these stone

tubes are described, one of them identical .with figure 5 (thec day /ue)

figured-in this article, and the authors of that work also suggest that

these tubes may be pipes.'

Two specimens of elaborately ornamented clay tubes,1 28 found in

the same grave in New Jersey, were about seven inches in length, and

12 Andrews. Tenth Report of Peabody Museum, p. 63, fig. 5. Cambridge, Mass.

1 Putnam. Tenth Report of Peabody Mtuseum, p. 63, fig. 5. Cambridge, Mass.
1
2sAbbott. Nature, vol. xiv, p. 154. London, 1876..
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of unusual interest, as they have so far proved unique. In each case,

there was a projecting ornament whièh, prior to their inhumation, appar-

ently, had been partially broken off, sothat its precise character could

not be ascertained. Unlike most tubes, the diameter of the bone was-

uniform and very snall, and their use therefore, as smoking.pipes, was

impracticable.

A smaller and plainer pattern of clay tube found. frequently upon.

the surface is represented in fig. 332. This specimen has much the

appearance of the stems of such plain clay pipes as have been de-

scribed; but it is not improbable that many such specimens as fig. 332

FiG. 3 32.~-New Jersey. 4.

were made as they now are, and were.used in various ways. Many

probably are simply elongated beads, and, if originally pipe-stems, have

had the fractured end carefully smoothed, until now no trace of a broken

surface can be detected. These tubes have been considered also as

"whistles" (Amer. Naturalist, voL ix, fig. 150) and certainly can be

very readily used as such.

The specimen here.-figured was found in an Indian grave, associated

with the usual types of implements occurring in ancient burials. This

would seem to indicate that whether a utilized pipe-stem or an imple-

ment de novo, it had some special use.



DISCOImAL STONES.

THE name "Chungkè Stones," given to the peculiar biconcave stone

disks found in the southern and western states, and also applied to the

more abundant plain stone disks which occur in scantynumbers, in the

middle states, is certainly calculated to mislead unless it be admitted

that the plain disks, and those that are biconcave and occasionally

perforated, are one·and the same implement.

Col. C. C. Jones, jr.,12 in his most admirable account of these stones,

classes them together and with those of most elaborate·finish, and

biconcave, he associates such plain stone disks as have been' found in

New Jersey and.northward of that state.

But two examples of these plain discoidal stones have been examined,

that were found in New Jersey.- Others, however, are known to have

been found, and passed into private collections. These are ail per-

fectly plain circular stones, with straight sides and level margins. Of

two examples from Gloucester Co., New Jersey, one is quite smoothly

polished and accurate in outline ; the other has the margin somewhat

sloping, and so will not remain in an upright position, when placed

upon a level surface. Both these specimens are made of compact

sandstone, and are quite heavy.

Fig. 333 represents a specimen of these discoidal stones found in

New Jersey, which is not distinguishable from hundreds of similar

implements from the southern states. It is the same "hard, black,

close-grained stone, capable of receiving a fine polish" which "formed

the favorite material, especially along the coast," as described by Col.

C. C. Jones, jr., in his work on the southern Indians.

n Jone-s. Antiquities of the Southern Indians, p. 348, pi. xx. New York, 1873.

(341)
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A remarkably fine specimen, of the same character as fig. 333, is a

polished example, made of trap rock, in the collection of the late

Professor Haldeman. In a letter from Professor Haldeman. bearing

date of May 29, I88o, hé there states, "I have, through the kindness

of the family, lately got 'the Wittmer disk' of black stone; two sur-

faces flat and polished,edge convex-better finished than anything

allied from this locality." This specimen, which measures about four

inches in dianeter, by nearly two inches in thickness, was found " about

four miles below Columbia, Lancaster Co.,. Pa." It was presented -

tò Professor Haldeman by Mr. Jacob H. Wittmer, the inheritor of the

farm "upon which it was found by his grandmother when- a little girl,

FIG. 333. -New Jersey. .

about the year 1765. The locality is well known for arrowheads,

European beads, etc."

This disk or chungkè stone will compare favorably, in every respect,

with the best specimens of this pattern of these objects, from the

southern states.

Jre we to·consider.these discoidal stones, found in New Jersey, as

chungkè stones ? From the several accounts given of the game in which

these stones were used, there .does not appear to be any reason why a

plain disk would not have served the- purpose as readily as a biconcave

one; and as there is also a regular gradation from some that are even

convex to those that are deeply concave and even perforated, it is not

improbable that all were used in playing the one game, or possibly,
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some rodifications of it. If such be the case, and the presence of

such specimens as fig. 333 indicates that the Indians of the Delaware

valley were chungkê players, then we ought also to find the concave

stones, that are considered as the typical form of this implement;

even if they are not found, then this fact can scarcely be considered as

a proof that theplain disks were fnot gaming stones. Did they not

occur in the southern states, associated with the biconcave specimens, it

might more reasonably be supposed that they had some other purpose.

In this connection also, it is well to recall.the fact that the Delaware

valley was occupied at one time by bands of Shawnee Indians, who

very probably played this game during their northern sojourn, and may

have introduced it among their Lenapè neighbors. As the early

travellers and missionaries among the resident. Delawares or Lenni

Lenapè make no reference to the game, it is not likely that it was ever

sp prominent a pastime among them, as it was among the southern

tribes.
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CHAPTER XXIV.

INSCRIBED STONES.

WHEN the class of ceremonial objects come to be described, one

specimen will be- found the most interesting, perhaps, of aIl, viz.: a

carved stone commemorating a treaty between two tribes (chap. XXV,

P. 363). Attention will also be frequently called to . the series of

marginal notches on gorgets and other forms of ornamental stones,

which are, believed to have a,"meaning," and are ,not simply one of

the few methods adopted by the Indian, to ornament.such stones as

they wore about their persons, or paraded on ceremonial occasions.

Stones, however, other than those of a ceremonial, or ornamental

character, with marks, dots, lines, figures either singly or in combina-

tions, are of very rare occurrence. Pictured rocks such as are found

in various rivers, and along their banks, are not included in this cate-

gory. But one engraved.stone has been found in central New Jersey,
so far as known, among the thousands of ordinaiy stone implements

that have been gathered. This specimen bears some slight resem-

blance to the picture writings, as described by Schoolcraft, Catlin and

others.

As the result of his investigations, Catlin13 0 remarks: "I have been

unable to find anything like a srysIem of hieroglyphic writing amongst

them; yet, their pichtre writings, on the rocks .and on their robes,

approach somewhat towards it." The engraved stone figured on

page 347, is supposed to be mnuch the same as a "bark letter," of

one of which Sir John Lubbock!1 gives an illustrated account, quoting

in part from Schoolcraft. This letter has a làrge number of figures of

men and certain animals on it, and ~thus has the appearance of being

10cadin. North American Indians, rol. 2, p. 246, 4 th ediion, 8vo. London, z844.
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a more advanced production in this method of communicating ideas.

This, perhaps, is more apparent than real, for it is not improbable that

the straight lines in the engraved tablet here figured represent rivers

or creeks, and the arrowi the direction taken by some Indians, who

desired to inform a party, following in their track, of the route they had

taken. "This is in accordance with translations of bark-letters as given

by Schoolcraft, and which are doubtlessly correct.

That a few slight scratches upon stone or wood, as' made by an

Indiàn might have to him, or to another, considerable meaning, and its

significance be readily construed by one of these people, 'under certain

circumstances, is readily seen by the account given by Kalm, in his

North American Travels. This writer says of the Delaware Indians,

"their good natural parts are proved by the following account, which

many people have given me as a true one. When they send their

ambassadors to.-tle Enj'ish colonies, in order to settle things of con-

sequence with the governor, they sit down on the ground as soon as

they come to his audience, and hear with great attention the governor's

demands which they are. to make an answer to. His demands are

sometimes many. Yet they have only a stick in their hand and make

their marks on it with a knife without writing anything else down.

But when they return the next day to give in their resolutions, they

answer all the governor's articles in the same order, in which he

delivered them, without leaviig one out, or changing the. order, and

give such accurate answers, as if they had an account of them at' full

length in writing."

While in this case, these notches in a stick were.mere aids tg memory,

it shows that the flindamental idea of expressing thoughts or recording

facts, bÇ means of 'signs, was not novel to them, and renders the sug-

gested explanation of the marks upon the inscribed stone, here de-

scribed, as plausible.

Fig. 334 represents this inscribed stone. It is a nearly oval slab of

micaceous slate, about an inch thick, seven inches in length and four

1 1
Lubbock. Origin of Civilization, 2nd ed., p. 43, fig. 9. London, 87.
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that cross this one at right angles, and a fourth short one, with "split"

ends, on the left-hand side, below the centre of the slab.

The most noticeable feature of the inscribed side of the stone is the

well-defined arrow, extending obliquely across the stone from right to

left. Without this the stone would certainly be wholly unintelligible,

but the arrow seems to explain the specimen, or rather furnishes a

basis for conjecture.

INSCRIBED STONES. 34

arid three-fourths inches in greatest width. The edges have been

nidely bevelled, and the specimen brought to its present shape before

the figures and lines were inscribed upon it. They consist of a series

of well-defined lines, one extending the entire length of the slab, and

dividing it into two nearly equal parts. There are also three others

-347/
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As the specimen exhibits no attempt at ornamentation whatever,

and considering that it was found in a swainp but lately reclaimed,

and on the margin of a well-known Indian trail, it can scarcely be

doubted that the markings upon it were placed there to convey infor-

mation to those for whom it was intended,-in a word, that it is a "birch-

bark letter " written upon stone, and a very primitive attempt at picture

writing.

I
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CHAPTER XXV.

CEREMONIALO0

UNDoR this vague title has been classed a group of perfo stone

objects, very artistically designed, which vary greatly in size and patter,

and yet have so much in common, that we appeai- to be justified in

considering them as intended.for practically the one purpose.

However uncertain we may be as to that purpose, thereâ sufficient

evidence in the objects themselves to show that they were not weapons,

and it is equally improbable that . they were ever used in any such

manner, as would warrant our calling them "implements," and hence

the use of such names in connection with these objects, as "toma-

hawk," "amazonian axe," and "hatchet," is to be avoided as

altogether misleading.

It must not be understood that, in giving the above name to the

objects-ire'described, they were the only ceremonial objects in use

among the native tribes of our Atlantic coast. Many of the pendants,

gorgets and perforated plates of mica, were very probably worn or

carried only on particular occasions, and were not all ordinary personal

ornaments.

Perhaps one of the most interesting features of these objects is

their very general distribution, throughout the country, east of the

Mississippi river. They may, indeed, be found far westward of that

river, but the known localities, in which they are oP comparatively

common occurrence, are aR on the eastern half qf the continent. In

the mounds of the Ohio valley, it is said, some of these objects oc-

cur occasionally. Many of them are exceedingly beautiful. in design

and finish. They are therefore one of those peculiar forns, neither

weapon nor implement, which are common to both the moundbuilders
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and the Indians. In the case of simple weapons, or primitive agricul-,

tural or domestic implements, the same form might readily occur

independently, but that a purely ceremoial object of the same pattern

should be d s not so probable; and the fact of the presence of

ese perforated stone.objects in nmounds is either evidence of a close

relationship between the two people, or else it must be admitted that

these objects, when found along our Atlantic coast, were either brought

there by the later Indians, or were copied by them from originals seen

in the interior. · If it were necessary to admit that the Indians, who

were in poession of this country, 'at the' date of its discovery, were

of more récent origin than the moundbuilders, then the supposition

that they had adopted a moundbuilder's implement might hold good;

but as yet, there is not onè jot or tittle of evidence that proves that the

native races of the northem Atlantic scaboard were not as old as

the moundbuilders. *The latter seem to be the older, simply because

the traces of antiquity on the seaboard have been overlooked, or

stranrgely disregarded, because so uninviting, when compared with the

rich harvest of strange objects that rewards the explorers of the western

mounds.

Throughout all the river valleys, east of the Alleghany mountains,

these perforated ceremonial olbjects are found in about equal abun-

dance. . In eveiy locality, where there is a navigable stream, therkwas

an Indian village. Often there were several, as at the mouth of each

oNhe smaller creeks, and wherever these villages stood, we may ioni

fidently expect to find fragments, at least. of these pretty objects.

' In New England, they are pro'bably lnot so frequently found, though

they are by no means uncommon. In Maine, besiides those of com-

mon form, one has been found of remarkable character. '• Professor

Perkinsl- has described them from the Champlain valley; and the

Archæological museum at Cambridgé, Mass., coritains -several from

Massachusetts and Connecticut. Throughout New York, they are of -

t212Putnam. Balonin of the Essex Institute, vol. iii, p. 92. salen, Mass.

2 MPerkins. Amrz. Naturalist, vol. v, p. 2, f . 3 and4
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common occurrence. The collection of stone implements from New

Jersey, in the Museum at Cambridge, contains forty-seven specimens;

many, of course, in a f·ragmentary condition. Of these, some are so far

unfinished that the perforation has not been begun, or is only partially

complete ; thus demcinstrating the interesting fact, that these objects

were otherwise finished, before the perforation was begun.

Dr. Chas. H. Stubbs of Wakefield, Lancaster Co., Penn., has been

fortunate enough to find. a very fine efies of these implements, mostly

made from the Potsdam slates. They are in the various stages of

manufacture, and show that-the slate was first coarsely chipped, then

pecked or more delicately chipped until the outline was secured; after

which they were carefully polished, and finally perforated. This was

done not only with a -hollow reed, but sometimes with a solid stone drilb.

It would seem from their unusual abundance in some portions of the

Susquehanna river valley, that many were made there for barter with

other tribes or communities, as was the case with some forms of

chipped implements, as the arrowheads.

Of the selies of specimens.from New Jersey, the greater number

are-ma4e of- steatite, and of the striped Silurian slate,-so much used

for all ornamental objects. Not all, however, are of such easily

worked interial. Marble, diorite, compact serpentine, quartz and

jasper are all represented in the series referred to. One small speci-

men is beautifully worked from a yellow jasper pebble, and has been

drilled with a reed'or other hollow drill, with sand and water. Being

broken in the lne of the perforation, the strie are very plainly seen.

While many of these objects- are of beautifully colored stone, others,

of equally fine workmanship, are made from the dullest tinted sand-

stone pebbles. When color was so greatly prized in every'article of

personal adornment, it seems strange that so large a number of thesg

objects should have been made of plainly tinted stones, wh5 other

minerais, equally desirable in other respects, and of bright colors, were

always to be hid in any quantity.

Fig. 335 represents a symmetrically designed exampl, of these

ceremonial objects,-rade of steatite of a yellow-brown color. It may
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be taken as a fairly.representative specimen, so far as -the shape is

concerned. The perforation in this, as in the majority of steatite

specimens, has been made with a hollow drill,, worked in but one

direction. When, however, material so hard as jasper was perforated,

the drill was used from each side. In many cases, the boring from the

two directions was-fnot correct, and did not meet, so that the hole

through the object was more or less crooked.

The design 'of such an object as fig. 335 is very clear. The perfora-

tion could only have been intended for the insertion of a handle, and

the stone thus mounted must have been carried as a truncheon, as the

FI- 335. -34asachusett .

material is too soft and the blade is too thin to have- been of any

practical use as an axe. When we consider how very fond of dances,

parades and displays the Indians were, it is very natural that they

should have had many objects intended for use on such occasions, and

for no other purpose.

Fg. 336. represents a leautiful example, of a somewhat different

shape from the preceding. It lis made of a uniform, compact sand-

stone, and has beeni carefully polished until every trace of unevenness

has been obliterated. The upper and lower edges are flattened ; and

the ends, which vary in outline. are so narrowed that it almost amounts

to a cutting edge. The perforation.is very accurate. -
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While occasionally one of these long and narrdw specimens is

even of greater length than fig. 336, the great bulk of them are shorter;

and hence it may be considcred as of

about the maximum size, m easured

from ti) to tip., Of many that I have

measured, but four were longer than

this specimen.

Figs 337 and· 337a represent another

example of this form of perforated

stone. It is shorter and broader than

the preceding, but it is well made, and

drilled with that smoothness and beauty

which are marked features of fig. 336.

The outline drawing of a sectional view

of -the specimen show.; that the perfor-

ation is somewhat oval, instead of per-

fectly circular, and the diameter of the

drilling is a little less at the apex than

at the base. The drilling of this hole

must, therefore, have been done with

something different from a section or a

number of sections of reed of identical

diameter. This specimen has probably

been drilled by the application of sand

and water, in cònnection with a solid

drill, as a pointed wiooden stick, but the

perforation begun below.has been con-

tinued but half. the distance and re-

commenced on the other side as is

usual in such cases.

Fig. 338 represents a very gracefully
Fic. 336. -New jerse..

designed example, made "of a greenish

sandstone, and as smooth as the material allows." It is eight and

tu Perkins. Amer. Naturalist, vol. v., p. 15-
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one-fourth inches long. The points of this specimen are srnoother

than the general surface, and are supposed therefore to show:that it

had been put to some

use. TS"his is, consid-

ering the size and

shape of the object,

improbable, if not im-

possible.

Of the specimens

of this character found

in Ohio, very imany

F- .337.-,New Jersey.a f this pattern-9 are ofis.pa t t en·;
others have the wi*ng-like projections cylindrical instead of flattened.

A duplicated pattern of these implenents consists in two such

FIG. 3371Z.

specimens as fig. 338 placed· together, by their convex faces so

that the perforations· of the two shall be continuous. Examples of

·this pattern are figured in Mac

Lean's ', work on the Archæe-

ologv y nf Ohio. No, similar

specimens have been found, I

believe, in New Jersey, or in any
Fzic. 338.- Vermont. ¾

of the New Engnl;d states.

Fig. 339 represents a specimen of common shape, yet noticeably

different in not being perforated for a handile, but simply grooved upon

'o Mac Lean. The Moundbuilders, p. 170, figure 45. Cincùinnti, Ohio,.'879.
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one side ; the groove, too, being narrow and very shallow.. The

specirnen is of hornstone, and was first pecked into its present shape,-

andil subsequently polished over the whole surface of one side and one-

half of the surface of the other side. The groove is 1 )lished over its

entire surface. The margins are all -blunt, and, although'quite regular

in outline, have not. been carefully finished.

While the appearance of fig. 339 suggests that it rnight have been

split, and that the groove was the result of an accident, it .is evident

that such is not the case, as a number of these articles, grooved in the

same manner, have been found, and in them we have a simple form of

Fio. 33.- cw Jemy.

what, in its highest finish, is an elaborately designed object. Some

indeed, of the grooved specimens, are so very primitive, that it is not

improbable they are the productions of children, and were simplv tovs.

Those, for instance, that are in shape and size like fig. 339, but made

of a soft chalky slate, might readily be fashioned by any dhild.

Fig. 340 represents an example of what is believed to be the sanie

object as those described on the preceding pages. It is-of very dif-

ferent shape, however, and may have had a different ."meanin," if

there was any special significance in any of them. This- specimen is

four inches in length, and nearly as broad at the top, as shown in -the

CEREMONIAL OBJECTS. ~ 5355
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illustration. Specimens of this pattern are frequently found: through-

out New England, and are of common occurrence in New Jersey.

While generally nade of Siluirian striped slate, or steatite, occasionally

more compact minerail was used. The labor of finishing such an ob-

ject, when made of diorite or jasper, must have been enormous.. Of

this j>attern, the two largest specimens measure(l respectively, seven

and six and one-half inches in length, by six and five inches iii breadth.

The larger specimen. 'was finished to the polishing, but the perforation

has not been begni. In the smaller the perforation was complete.

The winglike portions of these broad ceremonial objects vary'consider-

ably in width, and. in some examples, they are so narrow, that the

object looks like a tube with parallel

ridges on each side, extending its

whole length.

A seco nd exanple of these large

and broad ceremonial stones found·at

Monkton, Vermont, is represented of

actual size,.in fig. 341.

Its' length is four and one-fourth

inches; the width at the larger end

FIG. o.-Vermont.. three and one-half inches, at the

smaller, two and one-eighth inches.

The greatest thickness is at the larger end and measures one inch, and

is one-eighth less at the opposite end.

The perforation, which is -complete, is five-eighths of an inch in

diameter at one end, and somewhat sialler at the other, as shown

in the supplermentary figs. 34r a-b. It is nearly circular, and retains

the marks of the drill. One side of the specimen is nearly plain, with

a slight riounding at the edges only. Theopposite side slopes to the

edge from a line corresponding to that of the perforation. This feature

of one flat and one curved or bulging surface is common to the great

majority of the specimens of this pattern.

Fig. 341 is smoothly polished, though some of the tool marks

màde in shaping the object still remain. The material from which
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it is made is a soft, green, argillaceous slate. One portion of the stone

is of a light, the other of a dark, green shade.

For the use of the cuts representing this object, I am indebted

to the kindness of Mr.. J. M. Currier, of Castleton, Vermont.

Fi;. .341-VerMoMnt. .

Fige34z represents a flattened oval piece of striped slate. which, ori

account of the perforation. is classed with the specimen just described.

Of itself, it is not a particularly attractive object, and it seemns reason-

able to suppose that such. decoriations were attached to it, or to the
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handle that is supposed to have passed through the per&ration'; as

the maker's fancy might suggest. It is a little curious that no mention

is made of .these objects by any Ùf.,the writers who visited this country,

in the seventeenth century. SuchIh proiinent and common objects, as

they once were, judged by the nmbers now found, could scarcely

FiG. 34:a.

have been overlooked had- they been then in use. · Vhy they shouli

have been discarded, prior to European contact and the introduction

of~gaudy métallic baubles, is a mystery. Referring to the numbers of

these "ornaiental axes," Col. C. C. Jones, jr.,-6 remarks, "it nay he

that the American -war-chief suspended from his belt.one. of these

FIG. 413.

delicate implements, and regarde< it.with cmotions near akin to those

w hih povssse the breast of the Scandinavian warrior as he cherished

and isp ecd his rid/o'-srae." This possiblv explains, in a few

word,he cntire purport of these interesting object4.

Fig. 343 represnts a similar speîimen, foutnd near .awrenc,' Mass

The peculiarity of this specimuen k in the hollow' on one side, as shown

Joncs. Antiqitie of the Southern Indi.an. p 284. Ncw. Vork, xS83 .
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in the illustration. On the opposite side, there is a corresponding

ridge, but not equal in height

to the depth of the depression.

As is seldom the case, when

the specîniens are small, the

perforation, which has been

,made from each side, is not

straight, the two ends not join-
ing accurately.

Fig. 344 represents a very

interesting forni, of totally dif-

ferent shape from any of the

preceding examples. This

specimen is an oval or ovoid.

polished piece of the striped
342 , 'NWw Jersey*j

or Sihrian slate, so commonly tsed fur inaking ornamental objects.

The twvo halves, if we divide it· through the centre of the perforation

which extends from the top to the

bottoni will be found. identical in

everV particular of shape an(d di-

mension. The base of the speci-

men k soinewhat more flattened

than the top, and appears to have

been in contact with another

stone, as* it is worn off smoothly,

bit with a variable width. TIhis

worn surface is of a lighter tint

than the o(tlwr' portions of thée

sg>cimn..le erforaition is a lit-

tie less in diarmeter than that of fig.

336, but it is of esial beatity of

workmanship.. The diameter is

the same throughout, the perfo-

ration.being accurately circular, and showing the rings which indicate

CEREMNONIAL OIIJECTS.
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drilling with a hollow tube. For a short distance from .the. base,

extending upward along the sides of the perforation, the "rings" are

not dtstinguishable,.except by the closest scrutiny, and ap)pear to have

been worn away by the rubbing of whatever passed through the hole

as a handle. From point to point, this specimen ineasures two and

five-eighths inches, and across the mîiddle one inch and a half. The

diameter of the perforation is just one-half an inch, or one-thiri of

the total width of the specimen itself.

Fig. 345 represents one of the most elaborately carved and other-

wise interesting specinens of perforated

ceremonial objects, that have yet been

discovered. It was foundl I:7 "at the

point where Lake Wankewan 'Measly

Pond') originally emptied into Lake

NWinnipiseogee, New Hampshire, at a

depth of about two feet, in the sandy

drift at the head of the lake, where the

grouid apparently had not been (lis-

turbed for centuries."

"The stone is of an oval form,

smoothly finished upon the surface, and

of as perfect contour, as if turned in a

lathe. - Its dimensions are three and

seven-eighths inches in length, and two
FiG.;34.- New Jersey. and three-eighths inches in thickness.

The material is a silicious sandstone of a greenish clay-drab color

and of fine grain. The sculptures are nostly in bas-relief, upon a

ground sunk below the surface of the stone, and of a ,fer grade

of art than usual in Indian worknanship, ' 1cult .to conceive

that such work could be done wit-out the.aid of metal tools. ·A

hole was drilled throtigh the longest diameter which tapered uni-

formly three-eighths of an inch at the larger end, to one-eighth at

Tapley. Anerican Naturalist, vol. vi, p;696, figs. 139-142 inclusive.
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the smaller, the use of which was probably the sarne as in the class of

stones known as 'gorgets,' to which we shotild refer it. Around the

aperture at eac-h end was a border of points like a star, as will be seen

FiG. 345.-- cw Hampshiýe. f.

by refèrence to the first of the four ilIustrations representing the

specimen.

" Fig. 345-is intended to gi:e an idea of the form of the stone, the

figures at the sides beisig the profies of figs. 346 and 348. The

Indian 'mrask' has the characteristic ôutline and projecting mouth.seen

in other specimens of Indian art. The wavy lines on the forehead are

supposed to indicate the hair. The finish of the whole is quite

elaborate,
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"In figs. 346, 347 and 348, the dotted line is intended to indicate

the position of the pictures on the stone. The lines of the 'wigwam'

are regularly drawn and the surface is 'pricked up' or roughened. The

I
I

I
S'4

I '4

SI

t- I

SI

- I

Fic. 346.- New Hampshire.

circle below is perfectly rounded and supposed to represent the full

moon, although every one has the privilege of forming his own theories

in regard to the signiticance of the symbols.

"Fig. 347 has a delineation of four 'arrows' inverted. Underneath

this is a 'new moon,' and the two round dots that may represent stars.

Below this are two 'arrows,' crossed, and a convolute or coil which

may be a 'serpent.'

"Fig. 348 shows an 'ear of corn,' nicely cut, and in a depressed
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circle are three figures, the central one representing a 'deer's leg,' and

the others of doubtful interpretation.

"As in illustration of the surmises of those who are interested in

I

t

i
i

(9

*1

I

'I
t

Fc. 347.- Ncw Hampshire.

deciphering such inscriptions we give the followingi which is certainly

ingenious and even plausible.

"It.is suggested that the stone conrnemorates a treaty between two

tribes. The reversed artows in figure 347 symbolize place; the moon

and stars the date ; the crossed arrows a union of the two forces for

aggressive or (lefensive purposes, etc.- The wigwam might indicate the

place where the tre4ty was consummated, and the corn and other

emblems the feast by which it was commemorated."
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Prof. F. W. Putnam, 3 8 in calling attention to this peculiar relic of

the New England Indians, ias remarked that it appears "to be far

more elaborate than anything he had known as the work of the earlier

I

FIG. 348.-New Hampshire.

inhabitants of New England. On this stone we have the character-

istic Indian face, similar to the few others that have been found in New

England, with an attempt at an artistic result in the finish of te stone

and the other figures carved upon it, that would certainly lead us to

infer tÉat its maker, if an Indian, was of a far higher caste as an artist,

than the distorted and childlike outlines of animals and men, ordinarily

138 Putnam. Bulletin of Essex..Institute, vol. iv, p. 92. Salem, Mass., 1872.
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cut or painted by them, have heretofore impressed us as possible; and

were it not for the fact, that the face is-so similar to undoubted Indian

representations of the human face which we have from New England,

he would be inclined to .think that it might have been the work of

some other race. The position in which the stone was found marked

it quite an ancient piece of workmanship; and,· from its shape, and the

fact of its having a hole through the centre, he believed it would be

classed with the singular perforated stones called gorgets, found

throughout the country, always more or less elaborately -fnished, and

were pupposed to have been worn on the breast as an ornament or

badge of office."

The artistic merit of -the various carvings on stone, executed by the

Indians, is so variable, that it is unsafe, from this cause, to infer-that

any production may have some other than an Indian origin. That

they had the ability to invent tasteful designs and to execute' them

creditably, is fully shown by some specimens·of pipe sculpture that.

have been preserved. If we compare the pipe.with a turtle caved,

upon the stem, fig. 317, with the caricatures of human faces, rudely

cut upon fiat oval pebbles, described in this chapter, it is almost

impossible to imagine that the three specimens. have the same origin.

As an artistic production, the carved face, from New York, de-

scribed on a succeeding page, equals that of the "gorget" from Lake

Winnipiseogee ; and the curious carved " bird stones," common to

our Atlantic -coast states, are, as a class, even of greater merit

Fig. 349 'represents another example of this form of carved orna-

mental stone, made of green steatite, which is of much simpler design,

but more nearly approaches the New Hampshire specimen, than either

of the three carved faces from New Jersey, illustrations of which are

given. As will be seern by reference to the illustration, the perforation

extends through-the long diameter of the stone, and is of large size,

thus suggesting its.close relationship with the ceremonial objects of

various patterns described in this chapter. Like the preceding very

elaborate specimen from Lake Winnipiseoge, it has decorative mark-

ings upon it other than the face'figured in the ccompanying illustra-·
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tion. These consist of shallow depressions which mày -possibly be

parts of an unfinished attempt to represent the human face.

The fact that one surface only of the thin slabs, that. are per-

forated for suspension, is ornamented in any manner, apparently in-

dicates that thy were iséd solely as personal ornaments and rested

upon the clothingýof the wearer. This would, of courseyprevent the

under side of any pendant from being exposed, and render useless any

marks put upon it; brit in this and the preceding examples, as in all

the objects which are here considered of ceremonial inport, and not

personal ornaments, the perforation is of greater diameter, and ex-

tends lengthwise through the specinfens, so that a handle.or staff could

be used as a means of.carrying them

about in a conspicuous -manner; and

thus exhibit all'sides equally well.

If it be objected that we have, in

fig. 349, too small an object to be used

in. the manner suggested, then in this

specimen, we have an interesting ex-

ample of a particular form of carved

stones, which may be differently classed,

in accordance with their size. In this

case, fig. 349 should be considered as
FrG. 349.- Massachusetts.

an ornament.

Fig. 349 was found by Rev. B.: F. DeCosta, at Wellfieet, Cape

Çod, Mass., and by him kindly presented to the museum of Archæ-

ology at Cambridge; Mass.

Common as are these perforated ceremonial stones, they neverthe-

less were fnot so readily made as arrowheads, or the thin sandstone

disksOwhich so often did duty as ornaments. When troken, they were

not always discarded, but were-often utilized as crnaments.

Fig. 35 represents an ornament, as it is now supposed to be, which

was originally a ceremonial object, of an unusual pattern, made of

Silurian striped slate. The specimen has been broken in the line'of

the perforation, and the fractured edges have subsequêntly been
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ground down, until they are as smooth and wel finished as any

other part. Raving no perfo-

ration, whereby it could be sus-

pended, it is not clear, how it

was worn or used.

Fig. 351 represents another -

.4these fragments, which has

been subsequently utilized.

The bròken edges of this

specimen, which has been fract-
FIG.. 35o. - New Jersey.

ured along the perforation,

have been carefully smoothed down, and through the middle· of

one of them a small hole has been drilled. This has been drilled

from both sides, showing

that the specimen was

broken after the larger per-

foration had been -com-

pleted.«î

Such an object as fig. 35l

Fmight have been used, as
FIG. .351.-New Jersey.

were fossil sharks' teeth,

shells and pebbles, as a pendant, or one of several, on the same

necklace ; and therefore might properly be referred to under the head

of ornaments.

k -k
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CHAPTER. XXVI.

BIRD-SHAPED STONES.

UNDER this title, which is not accurately descriptive, though of

common acceptance, itis proposed to consider a class of carved stone

objects, which are of comparatively frequent occurrence over the en-

tire area of the United States, east of the Mississippi river. Their

significance has been discussed more than that of any other form of

stone implement or ornanent made by the American Indians.

Schoolcraft13 9 has designated this form of relic as a handle for a

knife, the blade of which was obsidian or jasper. One of these

"knife-handles " is figured, found on Cunningharn's island, lake Erie,

New York, which is considered t< be "apparently a sacrificial or- a

flaying knife." The relic is so described,. although there is no indi-

cation of a blade.

By many,-they.have been called "idols,". and strangely enough,

have been seriously described and commented upon as "corn husk-

ers," although their use as a lhusking peg would tend rather to retard

than facilitate that work, as none have yet been found with a really

sharp point, or one in any way available for piercing the husks, as the

common hickory peg, nqg used, is expected to do.

Probably Messrs. Squier & Davis"4 î correctly cove0i I~~lT

ground concerning them, in stating that "it may reasonably be con-

cluded from the uniform shape of these articles, and from their.appar-

ent unfitness as implements, as also from the wide range of their

occurrence, that they were invested with a conventional significance

as insignia, or badges of distinctiôn, or as amulets. We krow that the

1.
9
Hist. Condit., etc., N. A. I., vol. iv, P•'75, Pl. xxiii, fig. 2.

-"'Squier & Davis, Anc. Mon. Miss. talley, .p. 239.
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custom of wearing certain stones as preventives of- disease, or as safe-

guards against accidents or the malice of evil spirits, has not been

confined to one continent, or to a single age. It is not entirely ob-

literated among certain classes of our own people. Regal authority

is still indicated by rich baubles of gold and gems. It matters little

whether the index of royalty be a ·sceptre or. a simple carved and

polished stone, so that it is sanctioned with general recognition."

In a description of archSological specimens.fqund in Michigdn,

Mr. Henry Gilhnan141 has described one of these bird-shaped stones,

"formed from a beatitiful piece of variegated slate, of a grayish-green,

interstratified with veins of a darker shade, and is neatly made and

finely polished ;" and further remarks, that "similar .ornaments have

been found throughout the United States; and, as there has been

considerable discussion as to their.use, I will' bere state that I have

learned through an aged Indian, that-in olden time these ornaments

were worn on the heads. of Indian women, but only after marriage,

I have thought that thèse peculiar objects, which are. always made of

some choice material, resemble the figure of a brooding bird; a fa-

miliar sight to'the childien of the forest ;' that thus they are emblem-

atic of maternity, and as such were designed and worn."

This view of their significance has ~been met with considerable

ridicule on the part of some, who, however, offered no better'expla-

nation of these objects, as a substitufe. Their occurrence in graves,

that were known to be those of fémales, by the .fact that they were

not associated with weapons of any kind, is certainly in favor of

the view expressed by Mr. Gillman. In a local publication, the au-

thor14 2 asked for information with referencè to these bird-shaped

stones; and, soonafter, had the pleasure of receiving from Col. Chas.

Whittlesey of Cleveland, Ohio, the. following:

"Dr. E. Stirling, of this city, says, such bird effigies, madé of wood,

hae been noticed among the Ottawas"of Grand Traverse Bay, Michi-

141 Gillman. Smithsonian Annual Report for 1873, P- 371. Washington, D. C.

2s Abbott. Curiosity Hunter., January, 1878, Rockford, Illinois.

3 700-
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gan, fastened on the top of the heads of women, as an indication

that they are pregnant.

"Ail of the stone bird effigies I have seen are perforated for attach-

ment to sorne other object.

"No doubt all the ornamented stones of polished .siate with holes

for attachment had a meaning, and were significant of something per-

sonal to the wearer."

As further evidence that objects having this significance were not

unknown to many of the Indian tribes, it iay be mentioned. that

William Penn refers to a custom among the Shawnees and Delawares,

with whom he formed his celebrated treaty, in 1682, that bears indi-

rectly upon this subject. He says, "when the young women are fit

for marriage, they wear something on their heads for an advertisement,

but so as their faces are hardly to be seen, but when they please."

(Harvey's History of the Shawnees, p. 4, Cincinnati, 1855.) While

there is nothing to imply that the ''something " that these Indians wore

was bird-shaped, or was made of stone, wood -or cloth ; it does add to

the probability,;that the objects now under consideration, whether bird

or mammal-shaped, or of so conventionalized a form that all trace of

realism is lost, do have some such significance as mentioned by Mr.

Gillman.

As an indication that these bird-shaped stones were not knife-

handles, or corn-huskers, attention has been called to the fact, that

halves of these objects have been carefully ground smooth.and pol-

ished on thê fractured end, and a hole subsequently drilled for

suspending them, which could be done more conveniently through the

new hole, than through..the. two basal perforations common to all of

these bird effigies. Easily pleased, as the Indian doiibtlessly was, in

the matter of decoration, it is hardly probable that a broken ".husking

peg "would ever have been used as a charm or pendant; but if the

unbroken object had a significance, such as has been mentioned by

Mr. Gillman and by Col.Whittlesey, then nothing is more natural than

243.Abbott. Nature, vol. xii, p. 436, fig. 2. . London, 287t.
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that a piece of one should have been utilized in the manner de-

scribed.

Fig. 352 represents the common form of these so-called bird-shaped

stones, much reduced in size. It is a fraction over four and a half

inches long. The body, or main portion, is very acctirately'sloped

to the back, which is a narrow flat ridge, of a uniform·width of one

thirty-second o*f an inch. The "head " of the specimen is nearly

square, and not unlike the head of a blunt muzzled mammal in

shape.· The knob-like protuberances stand out from the head one-

third of an inch, and have a narrow neck,-about one-half the width ·of

the "knob" itself. The bottom of the implement, as the illustration

shows, is flat. There is at each end of the specimen a small hole,

drilled obliquely dpward and outward from the flat base.

FiG. 352.-New Jersey. f.

This specimen was found near Trenton, N. J. On the bluffs form-

ing the eastern bank of the Delaware river, south of Trenton, N. J.
on the site of one or more extensive Indian towns, fractions of these

bird-shaped stones in great numbers have been found, and a few that

are only "blocked-out." Al are of.brightly colored or handsomely

marbled or striped stones, and none are without some degree of polish.

The size varies exceedingly, the largest being about seven inches in

length, the smallest scarcely three. In a šeries of eighty-four frag-

ments, there were about equafinumbers of each of the sizes mentioned,

with perhaps a slight excess in the·numbers of those of medium length,

say of about five inches. None of those of the largest size were -too

heavy to have been worn upon the top of the head, an objection which

has been urged as to their use in the manner suggested.

Fig. 353 represents an interesting specimen of one of these bird-
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effigies, made of striped Silurian ·slate. It was found in Cumberland

Co., New Jersey, and is now in the archæological museum at Cam-

bridge, Mass. Unlike most of ihe other examples of this class, this
specimen has not the eye-like projections from the side of the

head. Being found in the immediate vicinity of Delaware bay, and

not far from the ocean, it has been suggested that it was in-

tended to represent a "diver" or duck, and that the elongated "neck"

was quite characteristic of these birds when rapidly swimming. -On the

other hand, it has been stoutly maintained that it was a "husking peg,

and it must be admitted, that it is. better adapted to this use, than

either the preceding specimen, with the knobbed protuberances on its

head, or the succeeding one with its broad circular base.

The fact that there is a marked individual difference in all these bird-

FIG. 35 3 .-- New Jersey. +.

shaped stones is-one of much interest, even if it has no bearing upon

their significance. Of a very large number of specimens examined, no

two -can be considered as strictly alike, although most forms of stone

impleinents can be very readily duplicated.

-Fig. 354 represents·one.of these bird-shaped stones found in Ver-

mont.'4 ''It is made of a pretty breccia composed of light and dark

material. It is. finely wrought and very smooth, though: not polished.

The upper side is worked to a sharp edge, from which the sides round

outwards to*ards the rectangular base, in which there is a*hole at each

end ruring obliquely through it. The length of the relic is four and

one-half inches, and the height nearly two inches."

1" Perkins. Amer. Nat., vol. v, p. 16, fig. 6. Salem, Mass., 1871.

t



Fig. 355 represents another example of this class of objects, but is

more like a mammal than any bird. Spsecimens with a broad circular

base, like figure 355, are of more common occurrence in the west, than

along the Atlaritic seaboard. A perfect facsimile of this specimep,

FIG- 354.-Vermont. ½.

except in having a pointed rather than blunt nose or beak (if it may be

so considered), is among the interesting series of grave contents found

near Swanton, Vermont. Another from Indiana differed only in being

of a very dense granitic rock, of a dull gray color.

Fic- 355.- Neir Jersey.- 1. - ,

A variety of this form of ornàmental stone, of which but few speci-

mens appear to have been fEund east of the Ohio valley, consists in

the supposed tail of the bird being repeated, as though the posterior

halves of two of such specimens as fig. 352 had been placed end to

s
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end. This is certainly a highly conventional manner of represènting

a bird,.but that such two-tailed, headless examples are the sarne object

really, as the typical

forrn, is, without

doubt, a fair infer-

ence. (See Smith- .

sonian Contributions

to Knowledge, No.

287, fig. 21). To

this latter type of

these so-called bird-

shaped objects must

be-referred the inter-

esting specimen, figs.

35.6 and 35 7..
This. ornamental

stone bears but little

resemblance even to

those modified bird-

shaped objects, which

have only the "tails''

of the supposed birds

represented, but the

characteristic oblique

perforations at the

ends, the flattened

base and slightly

curved upper surface,

are well deflned.

This specimen i's

made of a fine grained

sandstone of an olive-

green color, and is carefully worked over its several surfaces. An

interesting feature of this specimen consists in the series of narrow
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and now indistinct marginal notches extending along the edge of that

side of the specimen shown in fig. 356. Other than these is a series

of similar cuts or grooves of different lengths, extending. down the

middle of the back or upper surface of the specimen. That these

are probably decorative only is questionable.

This rare form of ornament was found near Freehold, Monmouth

Co., N. J., by Rév. S. Lockwood, to whom I arn indebted for an oppor-

tunity to figure and describe it.



GORGETS, TOTEMS, PENDANTS AN TIU7 KETS.

INASMuCH as-the name "gorget" given to a class of supposed dec-

orative stones, or insignia of office or rank, has been so generally

adopted by American archeologists, it is here retained as the specific

designation of those large, thin slabs of stone, which, having two or

more holes through them, are supposed to have been firmly attached

to the clothing, and not, like the various trinkets, simply suspended.

Probably nothing in the whole range of the stone inmplements and

ornaments of the Indian has been more discussed and written of than

these simple slabs of slate and sandstone. That they were really insig

nia, as the designation "gorget" implies, is perhaps not known, but

it. is quite pôssible that suci was ·the case. Certainly, if not

badges, they were merely personal ornaments. Beyond this we are

not warranted to theorize concerning them.

The following suggestion of Schoolcraft145 is here offered as cover-

ing the whole ground; and, adopting it, they are classed as one form

of several decorative' objects described in this chapter.. They are-

"one of the forms of those ancient badges of authority, to which, as

a generic term, the modem Algonquins apply the name Na-be-kow-á-

gun. The native tribes, from our first acquaintance with them, evinced

their fondness for insignia of this kind. The mcdern medal is the

result of a compliance on our part with this passion.":

Fig. 358 represents a common form ,of gorget. This specimen is

four and five-sixteenths inches long and one. inch and five-eighths

wide at the middle; it has been very rudely drilled in two places from

each side until the depressions met, the distance between the holes

"
5

Trans. Amer. Ethof. Society, vol. i., p. 40, pl. L ., fig. 2.

(377)
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on one side being exactly four-fifths of an inch, a distance noticed

particularly by Squier and Davis,' 45 in several of the specimens they

figured. They remark, "It is a singular fact that the holes in the three-

specimens first noticed, as also in some of those. which follow, are

placed exactly four-fifths of an inch

apart. This could hardly have been

the resuit of accident. These relics

were found at different localities,

several miles (listant from each

other." If this similarity of distance

between the perforations was inten-

tional, it would seem that the stone

had some use other than that of a

breast-ornàment merely. Certainly,

in such case,'the mere distance sep-

arating the holes could have had no

special use. -In fig. 358 this distance

is variable, inasnuch ·as one hole is

obliquely drilled, and so produces a

greater space between the two per-

forations on one side than on the

other.•

1f .Fig. 358 is made of reddish sand-

stone of a fine grain, and is suscep-

tible of high polish. Other speci-

mens, the same in all respects, except

material, from the same neighbor-

hood, are made of variegated. slate;
Fic. J58. -. New jersey..

and in one case the striped Silurian

slate, of which so many of those found in Ohio are made, is used.

The drilling in such of- thesé gorgets, as are made of soft slate, is

usually very irregular, when compared with that of specimens made of

r4 Anc. Mon. Miss.·Valley, p. 237•
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a harder material. Why one series should be bored with great accu-

racy, and the other so indifferently, is indeed puzzling; all the more so,

as the material that is easier to perforate is the more clumsily worked.

Figs. 359 and 360 represent

the two sides of an exceed-

ingly interesting specimen.

As the· illustrations so dis -

tinctly -show, the entire sur-

faces are covered with incised

lines, so closely arranged that

their purpose is probably only

decorative. As.is common to

a majority of gorgets and of

allied trinkets, the margins of

this specimen are cut into

deep, closely set notches.

The theory that specimens of

this character were firmly at-

tached to the dress of the

wearer, and thus exposed to

the gaze of others, only upon

one side, is somewhat contra- \

dicted by the fact that an equal

amount of decoration is found

on the two sides. Were the

combinations of straight, ob-

lique and zigzag lines less

closely placed, and fewer in

number, portions, at least of

them, might be considered as FIG. 35·- New Jersey. 4.

a record, rather than an orna-

ment, espécially as the lines are by no means as distinct as in the

illustrations, which are reproduced from a photograph, after it had

been carefully chalked, to bring out clearly the narrow, hairlike lines.
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The surface of fig. 360 has a smaller amount of supposed orna-

mentation, is also ahlittle smoother, and is nearly- a perfect level,

between the perforations. From these considerations,'it would ap-

pear that fig. 359 represented

the upper and fig. 360 the

lower side.

Of a series of overone

hundred of these gorgets from

New Jersey, this alone exhib-

4 its any trace of incised lines,

6 or other ornamentation, other

than the little notches about

the margins, which appear to'

be the rule, rather than the ex-

ception. This specimen was

found near Freehold, Mon-

mouth Co., N. J., and is now

in the cabinet of Prof. Samuel

Lockwood of that place.

Thin plates of native cop-

per have been occasionally

met with in. New Jersey,
which, although considerably

smaller than the gorget here
i figured, were unquestionably

ornaments, and used in es-

.sentially the same manner.
Y T'hey are mentioned here

from verbal descriptions only,
Fio. 36o.-New Jersey. as no specimens have been

preserved in our museums. InO hio, copper gorgets of. the usual

size are frequent. A handsome specimen is figured among the illus-

trations of moundbuilder relics from Ohio, in MacLean's volume ;147

147 MacLean. The Moundbuilders, p. 164, fig. 35. Cincinnati, 1879.
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and another in the account of mound explorations. in Ohio, by the

late Prof. E. B. Andrews.14 8

Fig. 361 represents an interesting example of a gorget which,

although broken, was evidently not discarded. .The lower, curved

and unbroken end is two and three-fourths of an inch in width, and

notched as usual. ' The riarrower end, where the fracture occurred,

has been carefully ground down, and now has as good a polish as the

uninjured sides. The- perforations, four in number, are very rudely

ÏxÉcuted. They have appar-

ently been bored . in .p a ir s,

those near the middle of the

plate at one time, and the

others at another. The latter

are 'more .evenly bored, and

the holes are straight. In the

central paii the perforations are

slightly oblique. The marginal

notches, in this specimen,- are

nine -in number. The same

number of notches are uppn

the under side, but they' are

not merely continuations of

those seen in the illustration.

While far from being disposed
.FIo. 361.-New jersey.

to credit the native American

tribes -with any advance in culture beyond what the traces of their handi-

work unquestionably warrant ; there.is offered, in the frequent occur-

rence of these marginal notches, an opportunity to inquire whether

the early race of the Atlantic seaboard did habitually record promi-

nent events, in the way indicated, by such carefully-cut notches as

characterize the great majority of these gorgets. Have these notches

a significance, or are they merely ornamental? We know, indeed,

"1Andrews. Tenth Annual Report, Peabody Museum, Cambridge, Mass., 1877.
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that the savage, like the child, is ýpleased with a rattle, tickled with

a straw ;" but were ideas of ornriamentation so primitive, that he could

see any beauty in these marginal notches?. Is the theory, that they

were merely decorative in character, consistent with the fact that the

same people, who cut these little notches, also shaped the truly beau-

tiful .ceremonial and bird-shaped stones, and carved- lifelike portraits

of both men and aniinals?

Gorgets are found in great abundance alorng the whole Atlantic coast.

In New England they are as abundant as in the middle states, and

perhàps the rich regions of ·the Ohio valley have not. yielded a greater

number. In the Champlain valley of Vermont 'gorgets, with one

hole or two, are found" everywhere.149  "As is the case elsewhere;

these are usually made of some compact, fine-grained stone that is

capable.of taking a smooth polish. Slate is the most common..mate-

rial in those that I have seen, sometimes a red roofing slate, often. a

dark-greenish talcose slate veined-with black. The gorgets with one

hole are less common and less elegantly made than those with two,

and the material seems less carefully selected. Of the 'two-hole

stones,' those.of rectangular outline are most abundant; fnot that all

these are rectangular, but with some modification of this form, as

with corners cut off making an octagonal figure, or rounded more or

less."

One variety of these gorgets, frequently met .with in the west and

south, is shaped. like a boat, which, while very rarely found' in New

Jersey, is occasionally gathered with other relics from certain village

sites and burial places of the Indians in New England. From ancient

graves near Swanton, Vermont, a number of these boat-shaped gorgets

have been obtained,'associated, however, with others of plainer pat-

terns. but.of equally workmanlike finish. Al are made of ornamental

stone, and perforated.

Fig. 362 represents an example of this form of gorget found at

Bradford, New Hampshire. This specimen, which is four inches in

1
*PrkmaS, J-.C., P.742.-
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length and butlittle more .than one in width, is not so large, nor so

deep as those found in Vermont, but may be taken as a connecting

link between the fiat or plain gorgets and those that are even more

distinctly boat-shaped.

Some of the latter are not oval upon the convex side, but angular,

giving them a triangular outline. An example

of this kind, figured by Foster,1 0 was found

near Danville, Illinois; .and others are in the J
Museum at Cambridge, from Tennessee. The

perforations, in all of this triangular pattern,

are.near the ends, and are drilled in an oblique

direction. In others,.that are fnot so deeply -

excavated, the perforations are variously placed.

A class of objects, closely allied to the pre-

ceding, but from their more elaborate char-

acter, supposed to have been invested with

greater significance, are those perforated stones,

which are. either shaped to represent animals,

or have representations of animals carved upon

them. These carved and ornamented stones

are here classed as "totems." Schoolcraft 151

has explained their origin and objec, as being

connected with "the- system of nanes ingosed

on the men composing the Algonquin, Iroquois,

Cherokee- and other nations." With these,

"a fox, a hear,. a turtle, etc., is fixed upon as

a badge or stem, from which the descendants

may trace their parentage. To do this, the FIG. 362.-NeW Hamp-.

figure of an animal is employed as a heraldich

sign or surname. This sign is called, in the Algonquin, town-mark or

totem."

In this- connection it may be well also to refer briefly to the tradi-

. ' Foster. Prehistoric Races of the U. S., p. 222, fig. 28. Chicago, 1873.
t istory oCinaian Tribes, vol. i, P.·52.
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tional historX6 the Delaware Indians, as recorded by Heckewelder.15 2

He mentions that, in accordance with their tradition, after. they dis-

covered the Delaware river, they explored "the Scheyichbi country,

now named New Jersey." These migrating Indians finally settled on

four rivers,«' making the Delaware, to which they gave the name of

enapè Wihittuck, the centre of their possessions." They here di-

vided themselves into three tribes, two of them distinguished- by the

names of the turtle and the turkey; the latter settling nearest the sea.

FiG. 363-New Jersey.

The third tribe, the Minsi or wolves, settled in the mountainous region

north and westward of Musconetcong creek.

Fig. 363 represents a highly polished, black hornstone pebble, oval

in shape, flat upon the under side, and slightly convex upon the other,

perforated at each end; and upon the upper side, as seen -in the illus-

tration,,there is clearly and quite artistically engraved a turtle. - This

most interesting object was found near Titusville, Mercer Co., New

Jersey, in the very neighborhood where the turtle tribe of the Dela-

ware nation were settled. The inference is that this stone is not

simply an ornament, as a bead, a bear's footh or a perforated pebble,

12 Heckewelder. Hist. Account of Indians: Vol. ist, Transactions Amer. Phil. Soc., p. 33.

Philadelphia.
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but has that tribal or totemic significance which is mentioned by

Schoolcraft as common to the Algonquin Indians.

This is not the only specimen of its kind that has been discovered

in the valley of the Delaware. The turtle on the pipe -(fig. 317), from

Lewes, Delaware, may have had a totemic significance ; and the hcads

of birds. etched upon a stone-knife (fig. 43) and· a bone implement

(fig. 192), clearly show that animal representations were not uncom-

mon, although probably none were of totemic 'significance,·except

fig. 363 and possibly the turtle pipe.

Objects made by carving the. stone to represent an animal have

frequently been -met with in New England. Fig. 364 -epresents an

interesting example. found near Ipswich, Mass., and described by
Mr. F. W. Putnam, as follows

"This stone was evidentIy carved with care for the purppse of being

worn as an ornament, and wvas probably suspended from the neck. It

is of a soft slate, easily·cut with.a sharp, hard stone. The markings

left in various places $y the carver, showing where his tool had slipped,

indicate that no very delicate instrument had been used, while the

several groove~, made to carry out the idea of the sculptor, indicate

as plainly that the instrument by which they were made,-had, what we

should call, a rounded edge, like that of a dull hatchet, as the grooves

were wider. at the top than at the bottom, and the strie show that they

were made by a.sort"bf sawing motion, or a rubbing of the instrument

backwards and forwards. In fact, the carver's tool might have been

almost any stone implement, from an arrowhead to a skin scraper, or

any hard piece of roughly chipped stone.

Fig. 364 represents the stone of natural size, its total length being

two and a half inches. It is of general uniform thickness, about one-

fifth of-an inch, except where the angles are slightly rounded off on

the front of the head *and on the abdominal outline, and the portion

representing the forked tail, or caudal fin, which is rapidly and sym-

metrically thinned to its edges, as is the notched-portion representing

the dorsal fin,

The carving was evidently intended. to represent a fish, with some

25
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peculiar ideas of the artist added and several important characters left

out. The three longitudinal grooves in front represent the mouth and

jaws, while the transverse -groove at their termination gives a limit to

the length of the jaw, and-a very decided groove on the under side

divides the under jaw into its right and left portions. The eyes are

represented as slight depressions at the top of the head. The head

is separated from the abdominal portion by a decided groove, and the

caudal fin is well represented by the forked portion, from the centre of

which the rounded termination of the whole projects. In this part

there is an irregularly made hole of a size large enough to allow a

str6n cord to pass through for the purpose of suspension. The por-

tion of the sculpture rising in the place- of a dorsal fin is in several

FIG."3 64 .- Massachusetts.

ways a singuigr concepfion of the ancient carver. While holding the

position of fi dorslfin, it points.the wrong way, if we regard he.por-

tion, lookig n ie ' as îMtênded to represent the

fin as a whole. NWisgvery likely that the designer wished to show that

the fin was not cbnnected with the head and, as he was confined *by

the le'ngth ofzthe piece of stone,,after making the head so much out

of proportion, he was forced to cut under the interior portion of the

fin in order to.express the fact. If we regard it in this light, the notches

on the upper edge may be considered as indicating the fin rays ; but

the figure best shows the character of the sculpture, and persons inter-

ested can draw their ówn conclusions.

"The syrmmetry of the whole carving is well carried out, both sides

being alike, with the exception-that the raised portion at the posterine
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part of what I have called the dorsal fin is a little more marked

on. the leit side than on the right, and the edge on the same side

is surrounded by a faint, irregularly 'drawn line.

"The carving was, I think, unquestionably made by an Indian of the

tribe once numerous in this vicinityjg and, as it was almost beyond a

doubt cut by a stone tool of some kind, it must be considered as quite

an ancient work.of art, probably worntas a 'medicine' and possibly

indicated either the name of the wearer or that he was a noted fisher-

-pan."

Fig. 365 represents a carved stone, found at-Seabrook, New H amp-

shire, which is supposed to "rudely represent a porpoise or, still better,

a white whale or Beduga, as it had no protuberance rcpresenting the

dorsal fin, of the porpoise, and the Beluga is without the fin. The flip-

pers or pectoral fins were représented by the protuberances on the

sides, and the mouth was cut in and well indicated. The broad hori-

zontal tail was decidedly cetacean in character; and the whole ~carving,

though rudely done by: icking the sienitic rock, from which it was

made, with stone implements, was yet so characteristic as to indicate

at once that a porpoise or Beluga was intended. A hole through the

portion representing the tail shows that the obje9t w.s. suspended, but,-I le

the stone isrso rlargedaid Tea-y that it can hardly be classed as a per-

sonal ornament, though it is probably to;b: egarded as a totem. It

measures ten inches in length by about two in depth .at the pectoral

fins, and is about two and a quarter inchés wide across the pectorals

as measured on the under side. This interesting specimen was found

at Seabrook, N. H., -and it is said that two other similarly worked

stones have been found at the same place.

"The figures here given represent the 'object' in profiTe and from

the under side."

Fig. 366 -represents a typical specimen of a well-known class of

perforated stones, generally· called pendants, or gorgets. Whether

any distinction really exists cannot now be determined; but the fact

15' Putnam. Bulletin Essex Inst., vol. v. Salem, Mtass.
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that some of these stones have one perforation, whilst others have·

two or more, indicates a difference in the method of attachiing

i~

Fi. -365 New Hampshire.-

them to the clothing. This difference may also be an indication

that the two forms had different uses, the so-called gorget having been

applied to some special purpose while the pendant proper was simply
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an ornament. Fig. 366 is made of serpeptine, and is highly polished.

In outline and finisb-jIt is the counterpart of scores of similar articles

gathered from every part of the Atlantic coast. Many,-however, are

much larger. In the Museum at Cambridge, Mass., are two examples

of these large pendants, one of which (P. M. No. 602) measures

nearly seven inches in length, by two and thrée-eighths inchesjn

greatest width, with the perforation very near one end. The other

is shorter and broader and has the per-

foration an inch from the end.

G. 366.-New Jersey. FIG. 3 67 .- New Jersey. .

Among the contente-of a series of ancient Iidian graves, examined

by Mr. Putnam,*5 were three of these pendants of large size. One is

without a perforation, and another has a series~of well defined notches

on oée end.

Fig. 367 represents a second example of a stone pendant, and

14Putnam. Bulletin Essex Inst, vo .- i p. .
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differs from the preceding in having a rude attempt at ornamentation.

The pebble, from which this specimen·is made, remains otherwise

unaltered. The fracture on one side 'was probably caused by the

plough. The lines are only upon one side, and are so far apart and so

few in number, that they cannot now be considered as adding to its

beauty. Indeed, so rude in many respects is this.example, that it

may have been intended for some other purpose,-possibly as a

sinker for a fishing-line, to which use it had been applied before

coming into the eager possession of a relic-hunter.

Several pendants of the character

and size of figs- 366 and 367, made

of hematite·and similarly perfor-

ated, have been found in Hunter-

don Co., N. J. These presented

no peculiarity whatever, other than

in the character of the material,

which was very seldom used by the

New Jersey Indians, although it

exIsts in the greatest abundance in

the irnmediate viè'mity of the place

where these specimens were found.

Ornaments and small celts of hema-

tite seem to be principally found in

Ohio, judging from. the large
FIG..368.- New jersey. ½

proportion of objects from that

state, made of this material, that are contained in our principal

museurns.

Fig. 368 represents'an interesting specimen of the usual form,.but

made of a pebble and thicker than the usual pendants'of slate. The

remarkable feature of this example is the extremely rude represen-

tation of a human face cut upon one side. The stone is an accurate

oval in outline, and near the smaller end a hole, for suspension, has

been drilled.. Unlike aIl other representations of the human face,

this one is produced by a, curious combination of straight lnes. The
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eyes· are shallow. countersunk holes, enclosed in diamond-shaped

figures, the nose is represented by straight lines, the surface of the

stone on each side having been slightly ground down, so as to bring

that feature more prominently into relief.

This specimen was taken from an Indian grave near Vincentown,

Burlington Co., N. J., and, associated with it, were found two celts,

a dozen arrowpoints, and a few glass beads. The presence of the

last-mentioned articles shows that the burial was after the general

-intrduction -f articles of European manu-

facturé among the native tribes; though it

does not necessarily imply that the relic it-

self was of modern date. It is well-known

that many objects, the handiwork of their

own ancestors, generations before, were held

in veneration and preserved as relics bythte

receRt.Indians.

Figi i9-represents a second example of

a pendant, in this instance of much smaller

size, .with a still ruder representation of the

human face. In this specimen, the features

are delineated by a few lines, within an tval

· that marks the boundaries of the fce.'. This

face carving bears considerable resemblance

to one foundlui Ohio, and figured in thë
FIc. 3 69 .- New Jersey.

Popular Science Monthly.-
55 The work-

manship -n that case, however, is really artistic, and the stone on

which i d is carefully and symmetrcally shaped and polished.

In fig; 3 69 e 'have simply a fiat, elongated oval pebble, without any

alteration of the surfaces oflier thi the perforation and the rudely

incised face.

In.this, and the preceding specimens, whave examples of carving

upon a very hard, unyielding hornstone, which may account for the

14Abbott. Popular Scnce Monthly, vol. vi, 1876. New vork.
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rude finish ; as steatite objects, of a similar character, are much more

artistically executed.

Pendants of this pattern are very rare, and none, as' yet, have been

found in New England. In the southrn states their place seems to

have been supplied in part by the shell-disks or totems, upon which

are inscribed birds'.heads, spiders, rattlesnakes, and in some instances,
the human face.. Examples of the latter, quite as rudely executed as

the one figured above, have been taken from mounds in Virginia,' 5 6

Tennessee and Arkansas.

Fig. 370 represents a -small human face, carved in steatite, found

many years ago, on the shores of Cayuga Lake, New York. This

specimen is very interesting, as it -is the only one of the series of

illustrations given, wherein the Indian face is truth-

fully expressed or portrayed. While this specimen

can scarcely, from its small size, be:called a pen-

dant, yet it is most appropriately considered'here,

in connection with the attempts at portraiture

shown in the preceding examples. A specimen of

a stone face, of somewhat smaller size, but of the

Fia; 37o.-New same character of workmanship, and peculiar In-

York. dian cast of countenance, was lately found in a

shell-heap, opposite Red Bank,. Monmouth Co.,. New Jersey. The

material is steatite of a dark greenish color. Associated with it, were

fragments of pottery, and half of a "ceremonial object," which was

profusely marked with the short, deep notches, sol cmmon to gor-

gets. This account is taken from a letter addressed to. the Museum

of Archæology, at Cambridge, Mass., by Chas., F. Woolley, Esq.

(the gentleman who found the specimen), of Eatontown,'Monmoùth

Co., New Jersey.

Representations of the human face upon stones are of, common

occurrence, not only among the relics of the modernndians, but also

of the western moundbuilders. In many cases, these carvings were

0
'
0

Carr. Tenth Annual Report of Peabody Museum, p. 87, fig. 3. Cambridge, 1877.
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merely ornaments, tl4ough s/xe of them -appear to have been held

in great reverence. In this nnection, the following statement, tran-

scribed from a Kansas paper, - of interest.

"About the oth iof July (1868), the Kiowas had a battle with the

Utes, in which the chief, Heap-of-Bears, and seven other Kiowa braves

were killcd. Heap-of-Bears had on his person the medicine of the

Kiowas, which was captured- by the Utes, who. still retain it. This

medicine consists of an image about eighteen inches in length,

carved to represent a human face and covered with the down and

feathers- of the eagle and other birds, and swathed in wrappers

of different materials of value. Although I have been conversant

with Indian habits and customs for a long time, I was surprised to

find the value these people attach to.this medicine. They begged

and implorcd Col, Murphy to recover it for them, and promised to

pay the Utes as'rnany horses as they wanted,-and also to make a per-

manent and lasting peace not only with the Utes, but also to refrain

from further depredations on the Texas·border, if this should be re-

stored. Col. Murphy promised to endeavor to recover it, but I think

his success in the matter will be doubtful, as the Utes also- attach

great importance to their capture, believing that while they retain it,

the Kioway wll be powerless to do them harm."

The humanface was not only represented in the several ways that

have been described; but the Atlantic coast Indians appear to have

occasionally attempted· works of a more pretentious character, although

their success in human portraiture cannot be commended.

Fig. 371 represents~a stone mask found at Trenton, N. J Stone

masks like this :have been somewhat frequently found in the mound

region of the Ohio and Mississippi valleys, but are not common east-

ward of these localities. The specimen here- figured is probably the

only one yet discovered in New Jersey, and thus far but few, if·any

specimens have been found in New England. Fig. 371 .is a hard

andstone pebble, and measures six inches in length by a fraction

Abbott. Nature, vol. xii, p. 4p, figure not inbcred.• London, 187S
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over four inches in greatest breadth. It is concavo-convex, the con-

cavity being shallow and artificial.. The carving of the front or convex

side is very rude, and certainly shows no evidence of the work of

metallic tools. The eyes are-simply conical, ountersunk holes ; just

such depressions as the larger stone drills, so common.among the

surface relics of this neighborhood, would produce. The eyebrows or

superciliary ridges are well defined, but are angular rather than curved,

and in this respect the

specimen- resembles fig.

363. The nose is very

flat an d angular ; the

mouth merely a shallow

groove. The cars are

broken, but appear to

have been formed with

more care than. any

other of the features.

The chin is slightly pro-

jecting. Until.other

.specimens of like char-

acter shall have be

found along the·Atlantic

seaboard, it is scarcely

safe to conjecture even

as to the significance of

FIG. 3 .- New Jersey. . this specimen. .Its. re-

semblance to those found in the region occupied by .the mound-

builders, and also to the Mexican niasks, will at once be remarked;

but, that it has any bearing on the.rélationship.of the Red Indian

to the moundbuilders, or the latter to ansient Mexicans, is very

doubtful.

In the Fast collection of Alaskan antiquities, in thë muscum at

Cambridge, Mass., there are two specimens of carved stone orna-

ments, one of which bears a marked-resemblance to fig. 368,;although
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finished much more artistically. The other, while of a different char-

acter, being a flat ring with eight human faces carved upon it,, is also of

interest, as the faces are quite simil'ar to.those upon thìe New jersey

specimens.

TheAaskan example, with a single face carved upon it, is a flat,

oval pebble, two and one-haf1nces in width and treice og

This ornament or charm has a hole through it, at the upper end,:simi-

lar to- the:-perforations in figs. 368 an-d 369.. The surface upon -which

the face is cut is-convex, but with a wide flattened margin ornamented

with closely set parallel lines. The back of the stone is flat and with-

out markings of any kind.

The similarity of these Alaskan specimens of stone carvings to those

of the eastern coast Indians is not the ~only instance of .this kind, of

whicj1 there is evidence. Already,.reference has been made to the

identity of the semilunar slate knives of Alaska and those found so

abundantly in the New England and middle states.

The sameness of the productions of distant and distinct people

must be very cautiously taken as an indication of their former contact,

or remote relationship, especially when there have always existed geo-

graphical barriers which were practically impassable. In the present

instance, however, it is not strange that a-marked similarity should be

traced between the implements and ornaments'of the Indians and the

handiwork of the Arctic races. . These two people have certainly been

frequently, in contact, and the belief that the Indian displaced the

Eskimo over a considerable territory, far south of the present range of

the latter, is founded on much strongñevidence.

Fig. 372 represents a most interesting carving in stone that differs

materially from all the others mentioned in this chapter. :The others,

with perhaps one exception, are representations of familiar objects,

or are merely smoothed pebbles with decorative lines; but in this

e by the use of effective lines, there is apparently a departure

from the representation of natural forms towards conventionalism.

If this be the correct understanding of this carving, it is probable

that it may be regarded as a conventionalized human face; and as

1 w -- a eii - a
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such is of much interest from the rarity of such work in the relics o.

the tribes of the eastern seaboard.

The material is steatite, now black from age and exposure. The

upper surface and back of this object are perfectly plain and pol-

ished. The deep upper groove on the front surface is suggestive

of a means whereby the stone.could have been suspended or at-

tached,. but itis as likely that such-objects

were carried in pouches. as attached to their

persons. As will be seen by . reference to

the illustration, the upper portion is quite

suggestive of the eyes and nose of a human

face; but the lower portion can only be

construed as representing cheeks, a mouth

and chin, by closely regarçling these lines in

4 ». 372. -New Jersey. -. connection with those of the upper part of

the carving.

For this interesting specimen, the author is indebted to the kindness

of Master Herbert Coleman, cf Recklesstown, Burlington Co., New

Jersey, who found it on the bank of a small creek near that village.

Fig. 373 represents a. very interesting example of a carving in

stone, representing the head of a fox. In no one particular is the

carving correct, yet the general resemblance is unmistakable-, and no.

doubt can exist, but tihat the ancient sculptor

intended to portray a fox's head. The small,

knob-like protuberance at the neck, in con-

nection with the deep groove that separates it

from the -head, shows that this little carving was
FIG. 373.-- 5enna.

suspended ; and, either as a single ornament

attached to the dress, or as the pendant and prominent featüre of a

string of beads, was used for personal adornme-t.

Animal carvings, like fig. 373, have been very rarely met with in

the valley of the Delaware river, or anywhere in New England. In

central New York, and along the valley of the Susquehanna, they-

are more frequently found.



This specimen of a carving in stone was found near - Côlunibia,

Lancaster Co., Pa., by G. W. Caley, Esq., and by him presented

to the late Prof. S. S. Haldeman, from whom the author received it

for purposes of description and'figuring in this work.

A second example of these charns, pendants or trinkets, as the case

may be, fig. 374, which was also received from my lamented friend, is

a carved arrowpoint of steatite, which is quite elaborately ornamented.

On one side of the specimen there is drawn, by incised lines, a spirited

representation of our well-known "snapper" ·(Czeljdra sergentina),

and on the other side, theie are closely arranged series of parallel,

straight and oblique lines, which give a net-like -appearance to this side.

This is the only instance known to the author of well-known forms of

weapons being reproduced, in miniature, as orna-

ments. The representation of the turtle, however,

is of common occurrence.

In chapter V, attention has been called to the

occurrence of birds' heads engraved upon a siate

knife, and: to the probability that they were in-

tended to represent the heads of turkeys. In this

instance we have the other "totemic" animal
FIG• 374.-Penna..

représented, of the three which were chosen by

the Lenni Lenapè as the clan-marks of their nation: the wolf, the

turkey and the ·turtle. Interesting as the specimén is, irrespective

of the totemic significance of the animal engraved upon·it, this his-

torical knowledge of the political divisions of the Delaware Indians

certainly adds.to that interest very materially. Unlike many of the

objects described in the present chapter, this· specimen may not be.

simply an ornament; but.: what significance it had can now only be

conjectured.

This unique specimen, fig. 374, was found by Mr. G. W. Caley, at

Washington Boro', Lancaster Co., Pa., and presented to the late Prof.

S. S. Haldeman.

Under the name "trinket" is included a miscellanedus series of

small objects, which from their size, general appearance and material
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%f which many are made, are believed to have been simply small orna-

ments worn either singly, or in numbers, as a string of beads; or car-

ried about the persôn, as "charms." Almost all such objects are either

and so were evidently attached to the dress or

person by a cord. Many of these small ornamen I also

attached to scalps; and, thus bedecked with small perforated stones,

human finger bones and shelis, these scalps were borne aloft in many

of thë well-known Indian dances. No object seems to have been too

crude for the fancy of an Indian, and it is not -strange that so many

fragments of. commonplace objects even are found, which show that

they had been used.in some such manner as described. These objects

represent, in great part, the jewelry of the present

day, and while not possessing the same intrinsic

value, or any of the beauty of modern bijouterie,

they certainly are no less meaningless.

No classification of such objects can, of course,

be made, and but little can be said with reference

to the geographical distribution of the various forms.

In some localities, perforated teeth and shell orna-

ments are more frequently found than in others,

t where stone trinkets are abundant ; but in no locality

FIG. 3 7 5.-NeW does there appear to be any common form of trin-

ket strictly peculiar.to that neighborhood.

Fig. 375 represents a small, but symmetrical trinket, which has ,a

marked peculiarity in the ornamentation upon one side. The speci-

men its§elf is short, being but one inch and thrée-quarters in length.

The upper or perforated end is but three-eighths of an inch=in width,

and from this upper margin the specimen increases uniformly in width

until near the bottom, when it rounds off in an almost regular curve.

The hole appears to have been drilled wholly from the plain, or under

side, being wider there at the surface than upon the opposite side,

which bas a slightly worn edge occasioned by the rubbing of the cord

that suspended it.

The ornamentation of fig. 375 differs from any other specimen.col-
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Iected by the author. The surface of the stone has been smoothly

worn off leaving, a short distance below the perforation, a quadran-

gular figure that may be called a hollow square, there

being a cleanly cut depression in the centre of the

projecting "square,"' the width of which is just

double. the depth. Below this figure commences a f
second, which can an inverted pick-

axe, with the iron arms straighter than usual. It is

simply , a "eraised " ridge, the surrounding ·surface

being cut away to leave it in bold relief. It is not

exactly in theecentre of the specimen, but near it,

the upper ridge or handle'of the pick being slightly

inclined to one side. Below this, the specimen i FIG. 376.-Massa-
chusetts. .

smoothly polished and somewhat sloped to the end.

Fig. 376 represents an ornament made of a metacarpal bone of .a

deer. One end is very rmuch worked by being ground down and

perforated, but the sides of the bone and the lower end (Î. e., lower

end as seen in the illustration) are not altered

in any way. Small bone trinkets or ornaments

of this character are not uncommon, wherever

i4 ~ the soil has been.of such a character as to pre-

vent the decomposition of the bone. The

marked absence of bone iiplements generally,

in some districts, is doubtless due to this cause.

Fig. 376 was found in an Indian grave in

Lagrange street, Salem, Mass., With it were

several bone spoons, made from the jaw of a

porpoise.

Fig. 377 represents an interesting specimen

of this class of relics. It is a piece of black,

FIG. 3 7 7 .- New Jer- well-worn stone, but with no polish; it is thin,
sey. ½

but irregularly so, and has a greasy feeling which

is most deceptive. One can almost smell the grease, now stale, with

which the object seems to be saturated. The specimen is leaf-shaped,
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more pointed at one end than the other, and, when viewed hori-

zontally, bears some resemblance to a fish.

So generally are these stone trinkets, such as fig. 377, found singly

both upon the surface and in graves, that it seems probablethat they

were worn singly, to a great extent, as has beeni suggested, and *not

as one of many similar objects, as a string of beads, unless the beads

have. decomposed. Their occurrence in New Jersey, in ancient

graves, is very unusual; and they are not mentioned as among the

contents of ancient graves found in New England. These perforated

stones certainly can be nothing else than ornaments, and as they are

so abundant on many of our fields, it seems the more surprising that

none should be found with skeletons, especially as glass beads and or-

naments of European origin so generelly occur in the more recent

burials. It is possible, however, that all such ornaments. and trinkets

of every description are really from graves which have been obliterated

by the destruction of the forest once covering these fields, and their

long subsequent·cultivation. If the Indians placed their dead in very

shallow graves, it is possible that all the relics of this .people, now

found upon the surface in some localities, are really grave contents;

but it is not certain that they practised this method of disposing of

the bodies of their dead. They certainly had other mortuary customs

also, as burying in tumuli; and in placing the body in a sitting posture

in holes dug sufficiently deep to be beyond the reach of the plough-

share. The general levelling of our-fields, however, through the action

of winds and rain may have brought these, since the cultivation of the

soil has been in progress, quite near the surface. It rèquires but a very

short time, geologically considered, for a tract of country, which,

while covered with trees, was quite rolling, to become- comparatively

level, when once denuded of its forest growth and put under culti-

vation.

Fig. à78 represents a more marked example of these thin, black

hornstone pebbles, which has been utilized as an ornament. Whether

the natural cordate outline of this pebble caused it to be chosen, or not,

is doubtful.- The fact that it is a smooth, jet-black, and thin pebble,



was probably the sole cause of its being perforated,*and made thereby

an ornament. While this stone to us is a conventional heart in shape,

it ceitainly had'no meaning of this kind to the Indian who made

it. "The two-lobed form is but a conventional device .of civilized

man to represent .the human heart, and it is not at ail probable

that the North American Indian employed such a figure before he-

came into contact with the Europeans, especially as he does not use

it in his paintings and etchings at the present time, but copies directly

from nature."15 8

Occasionally this form has been found, of wholly artificial outline,

which shows that it is a

"type" of ornamental

stones, the origin of which \

may have been the natural

pebbles of this shape, which

were chosen simply for their

attractive appearance.

Of a later date are heart-

'shaped pieces of sheet-brass

which have been found in

considerable numbers in In-

dian graves, in the northern

parts of New Jersey and in
nG. 378. -New Jersey.

the New England states.

As the material was derived from the Europeans, it is probable

that these brass "hearts," like brass arrowheads, were made by the

whites and sold to the Indians, and not generally designed by the

Indians themselves.

Fig. 379 represents a split, water-worn jasper pebble, of somewhat

irregular shape,.with an extensive perforation through it. The hole

upon the under or split side is about one-half the diameter that it is

upon the upper. The under side, however, has an equally weather-

1&1 Barber. American Naturalist, vol. xi, p. 45. Boston, Mass., 1877.

26
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worn polish with the upper, indicating that the perforation was made

subsequently to the splitting of the pebble, or that many years have

elapsed since the "split" pebble was drilled, the peculiar gloss of the

fractured surface indicating great age. The somewhat irregular out-

line of the perforation upon the "split" side of the pebble favors the

belief that the fracture occurred after the* drilling. This specimen is

interesting from its resemblance to an African example figured by Sir

John Lubbock.' 5 9  This African drilled stone is square instead of

pentagonal, and the drilling is'of much less diameter at the junction

of the two depressions which, together, make the perforation.

It may, perhaps, be questioned if perforated pebbles, as large as

FIG. 3 79.-Ncw Jersey. .

fig. 379, were habitually used #s ornaments or charms. May. not

such a stone as this have been used simply as a sinker for a fishing

line ? For this purpose it is certainly well adapted; and, on the other

hand, possesses no one attractive feature to suggest its use as an orna-

ment. This is judging such a perforated pebble, however, from our

own standpoint; and every one will surely be misled ilsuch mat-

ters, if he base his opinion of the use of any object, or its value

in the mind of a savage, upon his own experience. The similar

specimen from Africa, to which reference has been made, was used

as an ear-ornament, and the weight and size of fig. 379 are not ob-

'" Jour. Anhrop. Inst..of Great Britain, vol. i, pl. 1.
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jections to the supposition that this specimen may have been worn in

like manner. Earrings, so called, of greater weight and bulk, are

still worn by inany of the western tribes.

Numerous.specimens, oi latger, naturally perforated pebbles, have

been found in New Jersey, especially on village sites, and it is highly

probable that all these had been carefully gathered and m6 stly worn

as ornaments. When much larger thar fig. 379, their use as weights

for nets and lines is probable;'as large, artificially perforated pebbles

were so used, as described in chapter XVIII.

Fig. 380 represents a small perforated disk of steatite, which varies

much from the preceding, and notably in being wholly of an artificial

shape. Steatite rings, or disks of

this size and smaller, are.· quite -

abundantly met with in many. j

parts of Chester Co., Pa., from

which locality.this specimen was

derived. That such specimens
were probably used only as-orna-

ments is indicated by the size

and the lightness of the material

of which it is made. It is pos- FIG. 0.o-Pe'nrsylvaial.

sible,«also, that these small,.per-

forated disks were used as gaming-stones. Whether the larger

specimens were used as spindle-whorls, mace-heads or weights for

digging-sticks, uses ascribed to them gs found in other countries,

cannot be determined ; but the relative scarcity of- these objects is, of

itself, an indication that their use, except as ornaments, was with the

Atlantic coast tribes wholly exceptional. Steatite rings, of a quite

different character, being more like modem napkin rings, are not un-

common in the region of the mounds, not only in Ohio, but. south-

ward and westward of that state. A single fragment of such a ring

has been found in* New Jersey ;-a second whole specimen was found

in a grave in Lancaster Co., Pa. From the position in which it

was lying when found, it appeared o ha e been attached to the hair
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of the person buried ; a third specipen, nearly entire, was ploughed

up in a field near Bushkill, Pike Co., Pa., in the sping of'1879.

Fig. 381 represents a very handsomely designed steatite bead, of

which very many have been found in New Jersey and Pennsylvania, and

in fewer numbers in New England. The illustration so clearly conveys

the character of this pattern of bead, that a detailed description is

not required. This specimen was found with a small string of shell

beads in an Indian grave in Mercer Co., New Jersey. From this it

might be inferred that objects of this. pattern were only used singly in

association with small beads of other kinds; but such was .not always

the case; as several strings of beads, all of the size, pattern and

material of fig. 381, are reported to have been

taken from ancient Indian graves in New Jersey.

With the native tribes.of the Atlantic seaboard,

as with the Indian everywhere, beads were the

commonest form of all personal ornaments.

Th.ey were made of.stone, bone, shell and baked

ckly, and present a greater range of patterns than

FIG. 3 8- -New Jcrsey do even the arrowheads. Those of stone and

baked clay were probably never as abundant as the shell and bone

->ead5, and as the ·date ·of earliest European contact is. that of the

abandonment of their manufacture, they are not now very frequently

met with.

A simple form of a bead is a small pebble that has a natural per-

foration. Many such occur in our tertiary gravels. -. Occasionally, a.

series of these have been found in a grave.. May not such pebbles

have been the· starting-point, from which were developed the manu-

facture and general use of elaborate beads of ail patterns?

Figs. 382 to 386,.inclusive, represent a pretty series, of small disks

of sandstone and other more compact minerals, which, by a single

perforation and, in some, a notching of the edges, have been converted

into veritable trinkets. These,-it can readily be seen, are by fact of

beig thin disks not available as beads; but as additions to a string

of beads they might be used, and also as small pendants with which
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their pipe-stems were decorated. Indeed, there is scarcely a limit to

the methods of utilizing these objects for decorative purposes.

In many localities these small perforated stone disks are very abun-

dant, and they have been found by the score where beads were rarely,

if ever, met with. That they really took the place of beads is, how-

ever, exceedingly improbable. As a series these- small perforated

stones, both with worked and unworked edges, bear a strong resem-

blance to the beautiful shell ornaments from southern California.' 60

FiGs. 382 to 3 56.--New Jersey. .

Fig. 387 represents a common object in all series of Indian orna-

ments found in New Jersey. The fossil sharks' teeth, that occur so

abundantly ia the cretaceous formations of New Jersey, did not es-

cape the quick eye.of the Indian, and they were used, when perforated,

as in fig. 387, as ornaments, and very probably to some extent as

arrowheads. These are probably the "fishes' teeth, fastened in with

· eU. Se Geog. Survey West of oodit Mtdian, vol. vii, Arcuology, pl. xii.
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glue," to which Holm refers.161' They do not appear to have been in

common use, in any manner, much beyond the valley of the. Delaware

river.

Fig. 388 represents a.canine tooth of a bear, with a perforation

near the base. This is one of the most common objects of all the

Indian trinkets, and is to-day as much. in use as

even in ancient times. Frequently a dozen have

been found in a single grave.

While canine teeth of other animals were also

used as ornaments, às of the wolf and wild-cat,

those of the bear were generally chosen, or, at--

least, largely outnumber the teeth of other an-

imals that have been thus utilized.

Fig. 389 represents a

curiously-shaped clay orna-

FiG. 3s7 .- New Jer- ment, such as are of com-
sey.

mon occurrence s some

localities, but are rareiy met with in others. This

specimen is made of nearly pure clay,.and has

been burnt to nearly a black .color. There are

two holes or perforations- in e a ch end of the

globular portion of the object, but these do'not

extend through. A cord therefore was not

passed through it.

Objects of this character, and others that are

rude representations of animals' and birds' heads,

are quite rarely met with in southern New Jersey,

but are common in the neighborhood of the Fo. 3 88.-New jer-
sey.

Delaware Water Gap and throughout the eastern

portions of New York state. In New England they are less frequently

found. Mr. Frey162 figures two examples of these clay ornaments,

11 1 
Holm, Z. c., p. 129.

"2Frey. Amer. Nat., vol. ir, p.; 782, figs. 1o nd lI.
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one representing an owl's head, the other that of a fox. These, as

he remarks, "are rude in style * * but by no means inferior to

similar terra-cottas from Mycenæ and Cyprus."

Sôme of the Atlantic coast pottery had the margins of the vessels

ornamented with lobjects,- either m ean-

ingless like fig. 389, or represen ting

animals' heads, as is so· commonly the

case with the mound-builders' pottery

of the southwestern

states. Objects of this

kind, therefore, when

found in a fragmentary
.. FIG. 389.-New Jersey. .

condition, and showing

by-the fracture that they had .been detached from a

vessel, can be readily distinguished from those that

were made as separate ornaments.

Figs. 390 and 391, which conclude the series of

objects described in this chapter, may be thought to

be misplaced, when considered as ornaments. That

these small, cylindrical pebbles, with the groove near

one end, are possible sinkers for fishing-lines, is a very

natural view to take of them probably, but it is one

that cannot be shown .conclusively to have been the

case. While they are in shape, the mini-

mum size of the well-known ''plummet"

of New England, they are so small and

Fin. 3 9o.-New made of so light a stone, that they would

jryi be of little use as sinkers; and the fact that

one, identical with the larger of these two, was found in a

.grave with a series of shell beads, and three brass buttons,

made it evident that it had finaly been used as an orna- FIG. 39!.

ment, if it had had other uses in the lifetime of him in New jerse'.

whose grave it was found.
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The custom of wearing and carrying about the person small

trinkets, such as have been described in this.chapter, is by no means

confined to the Indians of this continent. Mr. Ludwig Kumlein, in

his valuable notes on the Eskimo of Cumberland Sound (Bulletin

of the National Museum, No. 15, P. 45, Washington, D. C.,- 1879),

remarks of this.people : "Among their many superstitious notions,

the wearing -of charms about ·the person is one of.the most curi-

ous, These are called amgoouk, or amusit, and may be ,nothing

but pieces of bone or wood, birds' bills or claws, or an animal's

teeth or skin. To these charms they attribute supernatural powers,

and believe them to be able to keep tlhe-wearer from sickness or

misfortune. It is a common custom for the wife to throw a piece

of seals' blubber .on her husband's kyack when he is about to go

hunting ; this will give him success. Little .strips of deer-skin are

hung about the person in different places to insure success in

some undertaking or to ward off some- misfortune, real or imagi-

nary. We discovered one of these charms, which seemed to

possess unusual interest. It was wom by a little girl about eight

years old. She had a small envelope of seal-skin that was .worn

on the back of her inside jacket. We succeeded in bribing her

grandmother to show us the contents of the envelope, which proved

to be ,two small stones, .the one a bluish flint, the other apparenty

meteonc iron. The tradition connected with thèse stones, the grand-'

mother said, is that a very long time ago an Eskimo, from whom she

was a-lineal descendant, had discovered the iron, and had picked up

a stone to break a piece off and take home with him; but when he

struck the iron fire flew from it, and he soon learned how to make use

of this accídental discovery, and became a great man among the

people. . At this point we lest the thread of the old woman's narra-

tive, and ail we could further learn was that these two small pieces had

been preserved in the family for successive generations, and were

inherited by her from her mother, and, that she had now given them

to her grandchild, the child's mother being dead. The child will in

4o8
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turn give it to her children. She thought this charm of inestimable

value, and could not be induced to part with it, for, she said, 'no one

has yet died while wearing this charm.'

"Another charm of.great value to the mother who has a young

babe is the canine tooth of the polar bear. This is used as. a kind of

clasp to a seal-skin string, which passes around the body and keeps

the breasts up. Her milk-supply cannot fail while she wears·this."
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CHAPTER XXVIII.

COPPER IMPLEMENTS.

IF we are to judge of the extent to which copper was used by the

native populations of the northern Atlantic .seaboard of this country,

by the number of objects made of it, which have been discovered, it

is evident that we must look upon the use of this mineral as an ex-

ceptional occurrence, interesting.in itself but of no ethnological sig-

nificance. Indeed, the character of the few copper implements found,

judging from their* size and shape, although apparently indicating

that the value of this material for certain useful purposes had been

recognized, does not really gstablish the fact, inasmuch as they

tainly are fnot as serviceable as their counterparts of polished ýtne.

Native copper, worked merely by hammering, as was done by these

people, is not sufficiently hard to retain a cutting- edge. To this

end, it must be converted into bronze. • As pure copper, it is not so

valuable for cutting purposes, as newly chipped or even polished

stone.

It is quite probable .that. the copper "celts," made by the Indians

of the Atlantic coast, were never designed for use as weapons or

implements, but were intended for display upon special occasions; as

for instance in their various dances, when much ceremony was ob-

served, and various objects were.displayed, that at other times remained

hidden in the custody of their fortunate owners, 6r of the appointed

keepers, if tribal property.

In the description of the white-deer dance of the Hupâ Indians

of California, to which reference has already been made;on page 307,

Mr. Powers remarks that there are many articles paraded and worn in

their various ceremonial dances, that are held in great esteem, as

(411-)
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"rendering their possessors illustrious in the eyes of all men." Among

them "is the flake or knife of obsidian or jasper." In'this manner

the copper celts, found along our Atlantic coast, which when new

were bright, lustrous and attractive looking, were possibly used ; and

hence they might be classed with the ceremonial objects described in

a preceding chapter.

The several forms of small copper implements, such. as the awls,

needles and spoon-shaped objects, met with in some western localities,

and particularly in Wisconsin, have not been found on the Atlantic

coast; and, indeed, unless the implements of this material have been

so far destroyed by chemical action (through exposure to. the atmos-

phere and soils unfitted for their preservation), it is strange that there

should be so very few examples within the limits of New Jersey, con-

sidering the amount of material accessible to the native tribes.

The late Prof. Lewis C. Beck,î63'in an able account of the occur-

rence of copper in, New Jersey, remarks that "small pieces of this

metal have been found on the surface of the ground in various parts

of New Jersey. In the vicinity of Somerville, specimens weighing

from five to. ten pounds, have been obtained. The largest mass

which has, -to my knowledge, béen found in New Jersey, is now in

possession of James C. Vandyke, Esq., of New Brunswick. Its weight

is seventy-eight pounds; but a large piece has been detached, and

it is said to have weighed when. first obtained, one hundred and

twenty-eight pounds. It was ploughed up by a farmer near Sorner-

ville. On examining this specimen, pure metallic copper is visible in

various parts; but with it is mixed the lead-gray oxide, and it is gen-

erally incrusted with the green carbonate of copper." Prof. G. H.

Cook16 4 also reports copper as occurring in the city of New Bruns-

wick. He remarks that "flakes of metallic copper, from one-sixteenth

to one-eighth of an inch in thickness,.and one or two feet across, have

been found in cutting the street east of the college, and also in digging

a cellar in Somerset street."

"'Beck. Amer. Jour. of Science; vol. xxxvi. p. zo7. New Haven, Conn.

1"Cook. Geolipay-of New Jersey. p.-678. Newark, %868.
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Kalm mentions (Travels in N. A., vol, i, p. 300, 2nd ed.,. 1772)

that "the Indians, before the arrival of the Europeans, had no notion

of the use of iron, though that metal was abundant in their country.

However, they knew in some measure how to make use of copper.

Some Dutchmen who lived here (Philadelphia) still preserved. the old

account among them, that their ancestors at their first settling in

New York had met with many Indians, who had tobacco pipes of

copper, and who made them understand by signs, that they got them

in the neighborhood; afterwards the fine· copper mine was discovered

upon the second river between Elizabethtown and New York (i. e., in

New Jersey). On digging in this mine, the people met with holes

worked in the mountain, out of which some copper had been taken,

and. they found even some tools which the Indians probably made

use of when they endeavored to get the metal for their pipes. Such

holes in the mountains have likewise been found in some parts of

Pennsylvania, viz.: below New Castie towards the seaside, and always

some marks àTcopper are along with them. Some people have con-

jecturéd that the Spaniards * made these.holes in the moun-

tains.: but * it is * almostundoubted that the Indians

dug these holes."

It-would seem from the. above that the- Indians had access to a

great deal more copper than they appear ever to have made use of,

limitèd, as it was, in comparison to the supply obtainable in the Lake

Superior region. Indeed, it is not improbable that all the copper'

articles, found along the Atlantic coast, were brought from western

localities; and that the metal that was at hand in New Jersey was not

recognized, or, at least, not utilized. Covered in part by earth, dis-

colored by oxidation, and lying among rock of many descriptions

in a densely wooded country, it might well have escaped even the

notice of the keen-eyed redskin.

Whether the copper of New Jersey, or that from other localities, was

utilized, it is certain that there was enough in use, when the Euro-

peans first visited these shores, to attract their attention. Robert
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Juet,165 who served under Hendrick Hudson as mate in the •Half-

Moon, relates in his journal that the Indians "had red copper tobacco-

pipes, and other things of copper they did wear about their necks."

The use of this mineral, it would appear from the account given by

Brereton, was much more common among the Indians of Massachu-

setts, than among these tribes occupying the territory between the

Hudson and the Susquehanna rivers. Brereton's statement is, as

given in bis Brief and True Relation of the Discovery of the Northern

Part of Virginia ; London, '602,·that "they have great store of copper,

sore very red and some of a pale color : none of them but have

chains, ear-rings or collars of this metal: they head some of their.

arrows here with * * * broad arrowheads, very workmanly

made. Their chains are many hollow pieces cemented- together, each

piece of the bigness of one of our reeds, a finger in length, ten or

twelve of then together on a string. which they wear about their

necks: their collars they wear. about their bodies like bandeliers a

handful broad, all hollow pieces, like the others very fine and evenly

set together. Besides these,. they have large drinking cups made like

skulls, and over them thiù plates of copper, made like our boar spear

blades, aIl which they so little esteem, as they offered their fairest

collars or chains for a knife or such like.trifle ; but we seemed little to

regard it, yet I was desirous to understatd where they had such store

of this metal, and made signs to one of them (with whom I was very

familiar) who, taking a piece of copper in bis hand, made a hole with

his finger in the ground, and withal pointed to the main from whence

they came."

Celts made of copper have > been occasionally found in Maine,

Massachusetts, New York, Pennsylvania and New Jersey. Many un-

recorded specimens, of course, have been gathered,.and are lost to

science, but their rumber is probably not .sufficient to affect the

statement, as to their comparative rarity in the territory mentioned.

15See Rau in Smithson. Annual Report for x872 for an able essay on Copper, from which the
above reference is derived.
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Mr. A. F. Berlin166 has described a specimen found near Millbach,

Lebano~n Co., Pa., which is much smaller than usual, measuring but

two and a quarter inches in length.

Mr. L. W. Brodhead1 67 has recorded the finding of "a copper axe,

made however from the raw material (i. e., hammered into shape)

and ground down to the required size and form."

Mr. Elias Lewis, jr.,168 of the Long Island Historical Society, has

kindly sent me the following information respecting copper implements,

in the cabinets of that institution. He writes that among various

other inplements "are two copper axes, one very rude, the other well

formed ; both obtained from one spot, with a polished axe -of hard

jasper; surrounded by twenty large flint arrowheads setting upright.

They were two feet below the surface"

Mr. F. W. Putnam1 69 has recorded copper celts as found at Wake-

field, Mass.

Fig. 392 represents the more cbmmon form of the copper celts found

along the northern Atlantic seaboard. This specimen.measures three

and one-fourth inches in length, and has a cutting, edge of two inches

in extent. The upper and lower margins are almost twice as thick as

the blade. The marks of the hammer, by which this celt has been

shaped, are plainly seen over most of the surface except at the edge

and on the adjoining portion of the blade from which all hammer-

marks have been removed by subsequent grinding. It was found.

near Damariscotta, Maine, and is. preserved in the museum. of Ar-

chæology, at Cambridge, Mass.

Mr. Squier mentions, in his Aboriginal Monuments of New York

(Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge, vol. ii, p. 78), the dis-

covery of a copper celt, similar to figure 392, "ploughed up some-

where in the vicinity of Auburn, Cayuga county." He further says,

1" Berlin. American Antiquarian, vol. ii, p. .50 Chicago,-1879.

1 Brodhead. Delaware Water Gap, p. 89. Printed for author. Philadelphia, '870.

aElias Lewis, jr. Official Correspondence of Long Island Historical Society. Brooklyn,

x877.

lPutnam. Bulletin of Essex Institute, vol. i, p. go. Salem, Mass., z869.
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"it appears to be pure copper," and does not express the belief that

it was " cast" but that it simply had that appearance, due to "the

granulations of the surface ;" unless, indeed, it was made from molten

copper, either by the Europeans, or by the Indians after they had

acquired the art of moulding copper, from the white settlers. It is

now weil ascertained, however, that the grariular surfaces of many of

the copper objects found are due to the oxidation of these surfaces.

Stili, it should be here mentioned that Roger Williams (Key to the

Indian Language, p. 5.5) says, of the Indians of Rhode Island, that

FIG. 3 9 2.-Maine.

"they "have an Excellent Art to cast our Pewter and Brasse into very

neate and artificiall Pipes."

Through the kindness of Rev.. W. M. Beauchamp of Baldwinsville,

New York, I have been able to gather some important facts with refer-

ence to the occurrence of native copper implements, to ail appearance

.the handiwork of _the Indians, and am indebted to him for the follow-

ing illustrations of characteristic forms.

Fig. 393 represents a "copper gouge belonging to Albert Hopkins

of the town of Phonix, on the Oswego iver, New York. It was

found in Oswego .Co. of that state." This specimen is "convex on

the lower side, nearly flat upon thé upper, with long ridges. The cut-
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ting edge is hammered .igto a hollow on the upper side, and is round

(convex) on the lower." This specimen has recently been sornewhat

mutilated.

Mr. Beauchamp has kindly informed me of other specimens of celts

and gouges found in the same neighbor-.

hood, one of which is remarkable for its

size. This specimen, of which I have a

beautifully executed drawing, .made by

Mr. Beauchamp, is described by him as

a "large copper implement found by Mr.

J. Schultz, in May, 1880. One'side is ' ll

nearly flat, very slightly hollowing ; the

other ridged, as in like implements, and

a little hollowing on each side of the

ridge. There are the usual flattened

rough lines, which I now see are probably

part of the original surface, the rest being

corroded and granulated. It has a dull,

chisel edge. Its weight is two pounds,

fourteen ounces." This specimen meas-

ures one and three-eighths inches in

width, at the upper end; one and three-

fourths inëhes wide at the cutting edge,

and eleven-and one-half inches in length.

In reply to enquiries concerning the »

evidence-still existing of the use of cop-

per by the Indians forrnerly occupying

westerr New York, Mr. Beauchamp fur-

ther says• "shreds of-sheet copper are
FIG. 39 3 .- New York. .

common at Indian Hill, in Pompey,

having apparently been ~dsed ta make ornaments on the spot. Pen-

dants of thin copper may yet be picked up there, and arrows of the

same are found."

Fig. 394 represents a spearpoint of native copper "found near a

27

4.
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stockade site on Seneca river. The site is prehistoric, and I found

a rolled copper bead there. This

spear is in the collection of Mr. Otis

M. Bigelow,* of Baldwinsville, N. Y."

Fig. 395 represents. a "copper ar-

row or spear found near the river,

six miles west of here (Baldwinsville)
but not on a village site. Another of

per, hammered, was discovered under

the roots of a large tree which had

been felled. This specimen, also, is

in the possession of Mr Bigelow."

Mr. Beauchamp further informs

me· that "the other copper finds in

that neighborhood, so far as he can

- learn, are "one large arrow, two

gouges, two large-and unique celts,
and a copper bead or sinker4."

Arrowheads and other o bj e cts,

.both of copper and brass, "are also

found in this same locality, which 'are

of European manufacture, but Mr.

Beauchamp considers them readily

distinguishable from similar articles,

made of hammered, native copper.

It is fnot at all improbable that

copper weapons were m quite gen-

eral use, at the time of European

contact, and the early voyagers see-

ing these objects of copper, simply

introduced a better finished article,

FIG. 3.94. NCW VOTk. Ljust as they did glass beads, and

so led to a discontinuance of the manufacture of native copper arti-
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cles, by the Indians. That.the two patterns (as well as a third form,

which is that of Indian-made objects of Et*ropean sheet copper)

should now be found associated is quite natural,

for the introduction of European copper would

n-ot have led to the discarding of home-made

objects,.of the sane material. Judging from the

number of objects of brass found in many

localities near the seacoast, it is probble that this

mnaterial,. rather than pure copper, was mostly

used in manufacturing such objects as were used

inbarter with the coast tribes. On the other

hand, objects like figs- 393 and 394 may have

been nade in Wisconsin, where so many similar

specimens have been found, and brought as far

east as western New York, by that. system of

trade, which, it is well known, existed between.

the many tribes or nations, occupying the whole

North American continent.

The ornaments of coppeît-as yet discovered

along the Atlantic coast, do not differ in pattern

from those of stone. So far as ascertained, there

haire been a few examples of plain gorgets,

disks with one or more perforations, and'a few

globular and long cylindrical beads, found i

graves ; and less frequently single specimens

have been ploughed up ; but all the material

now prèserved in our museums would not suggest

to any one, that any of the New England tribes

or those occupying the coast so far south as

New Jersey, ever had "great store of copper."

The tobacco pipes made of copper, to which

Juet refers, may posàibly fnot have been copper, but merely wrapped

with a thin sheet*of tbat metal. This suggestion is based upon the
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fact that clay pipes covered in this manner have been taken from

Indian graves in Massachusetts.

In this connection, I desire to call attention to -an unusually long,

cylindrical bead or tube made of sheet brass, recently found by Mr.

Wm. Wallace Tooker of Sag Harbor, New York, at •

"Sabonic Neck, Shinnecock .Hills, Long Island ;" and

which has been kindly loaned for illustration, fig. 396. It

measures four and one-quarter inches in length and one-

fourth of an inch in diameter. It is neatly -rolled and

the diameter is nearly uniform throughout its entire lèngth.

judging from the smallness of the perforation, and the

character of the niaterial of which this specimen is made,

it may be safely said~that it was used as a bead or pendant,.

and not as a pipe.

In the collection of the -same gentleman, there is also

an. interesting specimen.of a brass arrowhead, fig. 397,

from Lorg Island. It is of the ordinary triangular pat-

tern, wit 1 the sides and base slightly convex in outline.

At a distance from the base, of about one-third the length,

there is a small, circular perforation. The surfaces have

apparently been hammered, and not rolled, although they

are quite smooth, and the specimen has a uniform. thick-

ness of one-fortieth of an'inch. It is identical in*size and

patternwith a series of brass specimens, now in the archæ-

ological museum at Cambridge, Mass. It was found in

an ancient grave, at Revere, Mass., and does not differ

materially from metal arrowheads found by the late Prof.

Haldenian, in Pennsylvania. In his posthumous publica-
FIG. 396.- tion, "Onthe Contents of a Rock Retreat in southeastern

New York. .1. el

Pennsylvania" (Transactions of the American Philosoph-

ical. Society, vol. xv, p. 351), that author figures a small brass.arrow-

head, of which he remarks, "fig. 35 represents a thin regular metallic

arrowhead of a, coppery appearance, but yellowr on a' new surface,
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and presumed to be European brass, therefore within the historic

period, with brass dishes occurring in graves. It was found outside

of the retreat." The specimen described in the above quotation is

about one-third smaller than.fig. 397 and is without the perforation..

Irregularly shaped fragments of sheet brass, also, and in some cases

of silver mixed with copper, have been found in New Jersey, associated
with the ordinary surface-found stone implements. In the course of a

few years' collecting,-the late Prof. Haldeman found similar fragments

quite frequently. In one of the small islands in the Susquehania riv-

er, nea. Columbia, Pennsylvania, he found màny "tom bits of sheet

brass," associated with stone implements.

These specimens, as well as all others of the same material, are of

comparatively recent origin, as all the evidence goes to show that the

Indians of the Atlantic coast at the time of the

arrival of the whites, were ignorant of the man-

ufacture of brass, and only knew copper as a

mineral that could be rolled and.hammered, but

not smelted.

The jesuit missionary, Claude Alloüez, says of

the Indians at Lake Superior, that they "respect

this lake as a divinity, and offer sacrifices to it

because of its size, for it is two hundred leagues F
F I- 397.-New-York. J

long and eighty broad. * * t happens

frequently that pieces of copper are found weighing from ten to twenty

pounds. I have seen several such pieces in the hands-of savages;

and since they are very superstitious, they esteem them as divinities,

or as presents given to them to promote their happiness, by the gods

who dwell beneath the water. For this reason they preserve these

pieces of copper wrapped up with their most precious articles. In

somie families they have been kept for more than fifty years; in

others, they have descended from time out of mind-being cher-

ished as domestic gods." (Quoted .in "Report on the Copper-lands

of Lake Superior, by Foster and Whitney, Washington, D. C., 1850,

p. 7.")
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The preceding quotation renders it the niore probab e, I think, that

the plain, so-called copper celts found on the Atlantic coast were more

likely to have been regarded in this light, than used as cutting instru-

ments; but the variety of forms of metallic implements and weapons

found in western New York, on the other hand, are to be looked upon

more as objects in daily use. To a certain extent also, they may be

of comparatively recent origin, as there is sufficient evidence to show

that in the historic period they made their own arrowheads from metal

derived from the European traders. Thus, we find in Underhill's his-

tory of the Pequot War, that a Dutch trader was prevented bartering

with the Pequots, -n the ground that they were.to be supplied in part

with "kettles or the like, which make them arrowheads." (Mass.

Hist. Collections, 3 rd series, vol. vi, p. 17, Boston, 1837.)



CCHAPTER R XXIX.

HAND-HAMMERS AND RUBBING STONES.

IN picking up a pebble andstriking a blow with it, we do but repeat

an act of primitive man when he chQse a rounded pebble, and used it

as a hammer. Had the pebbles, that required no preparatory altera-

tions in order to be made available,been used only to strike upon

substances more yielding than themselves, they could not now be

recognized as relics of a vanished race. Indeed, those that were used

oîily fòr cracking nuts, or as weapons, are now nothing but pebbles to

us, although many of them have had- a history, as.a weapon or ham-

mer, which, if known, would dispel every doubt that envelops the

da'vn of civilization.

In the present. chapter, these small. pebble-hammers, here called

hand-hammers to distinguish them from the hafted hammers or mauls

alrezdy descnbed, are associated with a very dissimilar class of stones,

which were usedlargely in connection with them. It is supposed that

the "pecking;" or process by which stone implements, suth as grooved

axes, were brought to the desired shape, was.done with them. This

pecking process would appear, from experiment, to be as destructive

to the hammer, as it was effective in removing the surface of the stone

operated upon, and hence it is probable that more than one such hand-

hammer was required to remove the inequalities, and reduce the stone

chosen for an axe, pestle or other implement, to the required form.

By reference to fig. 6, p. i8, it will be seen how much'of the original

stone it was necessary to remove in order to produce the slender, con-

ical head of the specimen represented. To accomplish it by peôking.

away the surface, several of these small hammers were probably re-
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quired, as their value for such purpose apparently decreases in propor-

tion as their surfaces become battered.

The associated objects referred to, called "rubbing-stones," are sup-

posed to have been used in rubbing or smoothing the slightly rough

surfaces which remained after pecking, and also in grinding and polish-

ing the edge and adjacent sides.of the blade of the implemient.

Fig. 398 represents a pretty little hand-hammer, made from a small

cylindrical quartzite pebble. The sides retain their natural surface,

but the ends are much battered.

Specimens of this simple pattern are not as widely distributed as

might be supposed. In many localities,

Wh e r e other implements·are in great

abund'a n c e, these simple objects are

often entirely absent; while, on the other

hand, the writer has frequently gathered

a hundred or more specimens on a

single village site.

These. implements vary much in size,

many being fully five and six times as

large as the one here figured. The

weight also varies, but fnot always in

proportion to the size; as many of the
FIG. 3q8.-; New Jersey. i

smaller ones are of such compact min-

eral th-aïthey equal in weight bthers of more than double the size.

None are found, however, which cannot readily be used with one

hand. The battered condition of the entire surface of some of them

cannot readily be explained, as it is difficult to .see how the sides of

small cylindrical pëbbles could have been used for pecking the. sur-

faces of other stones; but our knowledge of the processes by which

the Indian fashioned his stone implements does not always justify us

in forming or rejecting conclusions, on the subject. Hand-hammers

with the entire surface battered from usage are, however, but seldom

met with, in comparison with those in which only the ends show the

effect of use.
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Fig. 399 represents another form of hammèr-stone which is of com-

mon·occurrence fnot only along the Atlantic seaboard, but in Europe.

These hand-hammers, as they are called, are usually flat pebbles, cir-

cular or oval in shape, with a well-marked depression in the middle of

each side, generally known as "thuinb and finger pits." Many of these

have no trace of battering about the edges, nor other marks of hard

usage, while others distinctly show traces of use as hammers. Fig.

99 repiesents a specimen of these finger-pitted hand-hammers from

the valley of the Susquehanna. The material is "a tolerably hard stone,

FIG. 399.- Pennsyliania. 1.

consisting of rounded quartz grains, apparently a metamorphic quartz

or quartzite." In. a large series of these implements, the size varied

from five to less than three inches in diameter; and the weight, from

one pound and ten ounces to half a pound. ·It is worthy of note that

of the hundreds of these objects collected in various localities, partic-

ularly along the Delaware river, but very few reach the maximum

weight of those found in the valley of the Susquehanna. In New

Jersey,,the heaviest specimens are all of irregular. shape, and are but

seldom even comparatively flat and thin. It would not, however, be
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safe to infer from this fact alone, that the larger examples were used

for some other purpose than the one mentioned, as the battered con-

dition of the. edges shows that they had been subjected to violence

that could scarcely have proceeded from any other cause, than violent

contact vith some material equally hard or harder.

Fig. 4oo represents a second specimen differing only from the pre-

ceding in being of much smaller sizeý This specimen was found on

thebanks'of the Delaware river, and, like that from the Susquehanna

FIG. 4 oo.-New Jersey.

valley, may safely be considered as the handiwork of the Lenni Lenapè

or Delaware Indians.

For whatever. purpose this specimen may have been intended, it is

evident that it has been but little used, and was never subjected to any

such violence as is irnplied in the word "hammer." As will be seen

by reference to the illustration, this hammer is nearly circular in out-

line, and though not polished, its entire surface is very smooth. The

lateral depressions or finger pits have been drilled instead of pecked,

and are now very smooth. s this specimen is so nearly accurate- in
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outline, and ftee from blemish of every kind, it led the writerl7 0 to

believe that it had been probably used as a "chungké stone," as they

are usually called. The absence of a flattened margin, however, and

the fact that specimens of typical discoidal stones have been found in

New Jersey and Pennsylvania, render it quite doubtfûl, whether it

should » be classed with this characteristic implement of the southern

and western Indians

It appears from the verbal accounts of several cdllectors, that occa-

sionally stone hammers of .this pattern have been found in Indian

graves. If it could be ascer-

tained that in all that are so

found there are no traces of

use as hammers, it would in-

dicate that they were intended

for some other purpose. This

is not improbable.

Fig. 401 represents a pitted,

hand-hammer which is so -11115

battered along one portion of î

the margin, that it is quite

evident that it has been used

for hammering stone or some

other equally hard material.

The battered and -badlyN
FiG. 4ox. -New jersey..

broken condition of so many

of these objects is generally considered as an indication that one of

their chief uses was to break off the flakes of jasper, that were sub-

sequently worked into spears and arrowpoints. Not only is this ap-

parent from their battered surfaces, but hammers of this pattern are

fòund in numbers mingled with the chips, cores and.discarded speci-

mens that arqdoûnd in such -profusion in many kiealities, and mark

the sites of "open-air workshops." In. a subsequent chapter, refer-

10Abbott. Smithsonian Annual Rep. for 1875, p. 366, fig. 209.
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ence will be -made to a series of these hammers found associated

with the refuse of a long occupied workshop. The late Prof. Hal-

deman17 1 refers to them -.In' his description of the contents of a

rock-shelter discovered by himself, at Chickies Rock, Lancaster Co.,

Pennsylvania. He says, "y compris les pierres rondes provenant du

gravier de la rivière, et non seulement les marteaux ou percuteurs

portant d'un côté ou de deux une dépression artificielle destinée à

loger le pouce et les doights, marteaux dont les bords ont été brisés

par l'usage, mais encore les spécimens exempts de toute marque.

artificielle et paraissant avoir été colligés en vue d'un emploi ulterieur."

The other contents of this shelter were of such a' character, that it

fully justifies the conclusion of the author quoted, that "l'abri semble

avoir été occupé par une succession de fabricants de flèches."

The jasper cores, to which reference has been made, are bowlders

of this mineral, from which have been detached .pieces suitable for

making arrowpoints. These detached pieces or flakes are sometimes

six or eight inches in length; and-a large number of these w'ere fre-

quently obtained from one bowlder. A'hammer of some knd must

necessarily have been ued for detaching these flakes, and the fact of

the cores and these finger-pitted hammers being found together, as

described'by the late Prof. Haldeman, renders itWqpite evident that the

small hammers, such as fig. 401, were largely used for this purpose.

Occasionally there are found specimens of these hammers made of

a soft sandstone, which would of course be valueless for flaking jasper.

The object of these is difficult to determine, as they are too small and

friable for use, even as nut-crackers ; and indeed, their shape is not

fitted for this or'any ordinary purpose. It is possible that they may

have undergone materiaLdeeoniôition since used as hammers ;- but

if so, then these soft specimens must be of very ancient date, and-thus

furnish evidence of the antiquity of the Indian on the Atlantic coast.

It is of course probable that, to a considerable extent, ail these

1 7
Congres des Américanistes: Lnkembourg Session,- 877. Tome Second. Un Abri en Pen-

sylvanie: S. S. Haldeman, P. 324.
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hammers with pitted sides were used for pecking stone implements, as
was suggested of fig. 398. But to determie the particular purpose of
any or all hammer-stones is a task as vain as it is unnecessary.

Fig. 402 represents an implement in which the edges, or a portion of
them, have been worn away by rubbing, instead of having been chipped
or splintered by hammering. Implements like this are as evidently
rubbing or grinding stones, as those that are battered are hammers, and

Fi. 4o.--New Jtsey. 1.

they have been used\in polishing the beautifully finished celts, which

are almost as abun4t as these supposed . tools, wherewith in part

they were made. These rubbing stones are of all shapes, and are

about equally divided between thoe. that :have the finger-pit depres-

s, anid those 1 hi h the natural surface, of the pebble, on the

sides, is still retained. ey are usually -f .a finely grained sandstone,

but not always. A few specimens of jasper and other equally hard

stone are also found. In New Jt 4 ey, these rubbing stones are found
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in abundance on the former sites of Indian villages, but they are fnot

so frequently met with singly.

An exhaustive examination of a limited locality near Trenton, N. J.,
known to have been formerly a village site of the Delaware Indians,

resulted in the discovery of a number of these implements, having both

a worn and a battered edge; as though used for hammering as well as

rubbing. If these specimens were really used in both ways, the ham-

mer portion was doubtlessly used in pecking implements like celts,

axes, pestles and many of the cairved ceremonial and ornamental stones,

which were shaped by

this process, before be-

ing polished. It is not

improbable, however,

that a hammer, like fig.

401, m-y have been

subséquently used as a

polishing or rubbing

stone, and vice versa.

Fig. 4o0 differs from

the preceding in that its

entire margin has been

worn away by rubbing

against other stones.
F.403-- New Jersy.

The finger pits in it are

deep and smooth. Specimens with so littie of the natural surface of

the pebble remaining= are not as abundant as those irregularly shaped

pebbles in which limîted portions of the periphery only are worn. It

would appear from this, that in most cases, these rubbirig stones were

used for a short time and then discarded, as very many are found with

but a single worn surface, and that of very limited extent.. Those that

have been least worn by use are, as a rule, of quartz, jasper or chert,

materials that are not so well adapted for polishing purposes, as is a

sandstone of fine grain.

Fig. 404 represents a second specimen of these rubbing stones,
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which is even more worn than the preceding. It is a quartzite pebble

that has been altered in shape, by rubbing, until every vestige of the

natural surface has been removed. In it the finger pits have been

pecked outand subsequently worn smooth.- They are of unusual size-

and depth. In outline, this rubbing stone is' more irregular than fig.

403, and has one obtuse point on the margin. This blunt point is

quite~a common feature, not only in those specimens which are worn

entirely around the edge, but in those which are large, angular, and

worn only over a limited extent. The point is simply the result of the

continual wearing'off of

adjoining portions of

the margin of the stone,

and has.not itself been

used as a rubbing sur-

face.

These rubbing stonies

vary indefinitely in

thickness, and many are

almost globular in

shape. Indeed, it is

difficult to draw a line of

demarcation between

them and those small ar-F
FIG. 4o4.-New Jersey.

tificial globes of jasper

and quartz which are occasionally met with. These latter are seldom

so smooth as to warrant the belief that they were rubbing stones; they

rather appear to have been peckéd to a truly globular for and sûb-

sequently worn smooth by constant handling.

Fig. 405 represents a pattern of rubbing stone that differs in one

important particular from those already described. Instead of being

worn along the edg, this portion is only smoothed so far as this may

be effected by constant handlihg, while the sides are worn down until

they are perfectly level, and highly polished. In this respect, this speci-

men closely resembles the upper mlflstones already described.
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Rubbing stones of this pattern are far less common than the preced-

ing, and were probably used for some one purpose fnot now determi-

nable. For polishing the curved surfaces of celts and cylindrical

implements generally, they are not as well adapted as are those like figs.

402 and 403 ; nor is it probable that so large a pebble was used as a

pottery polisher.

Fig. 406 represents a second example of this forn of rubbing stone,

which, like the preceding, has had the sides worn down until they are

very smooth and even polished. Unlikefig. 405, however, this speci-

FG. 405.-NCw Jcney.

meil l as the nargin badlybattered, ari thus gives evidence of having

been used as a hand-hammer. A sm4 portion of the margin is

somewhat smooth and shows that it bas been pecked. It is therefore

probable that, when first in use, this rubbing stone had a pecked mar-

gin, as in fig. 403, which vas afterwards destroyed by the use of the

implement as a hammer.

It is perhaps questionable whether these implements were à,only

tools in use among the Indians, for polishing stone, from the fact that
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in many localities, where objects of stone of various patterns are abun-

dant, there is often a total want of these rubbing stones; and this is

true pot only of New Jersey, but of the other .Atlantic coast states.

To a certain extent they may, of course, have been overlooked, bd?

this will scarcelj explain their absence, as proved by careful search

instituted particularly for them. On the other hand, it is difficult to

explain the remarkable abundance of these objects in such a limited

locality as a single township in Mercer Co., New Jersey.

The foregoing exanples show how indefinitely these small hand-

Fx. 4o6. -New Jeey. 1.

hammers and rubbing stones vary. In fig. 407, we have represented

another form of rubbing stone, which shows many fraces of having

been long in use, but precisely in what lnanner, or for what purpose,

is not altogether clear. Judging frm the more marked features of the

specimens gathered, of which fig. 407 is an average example, this pat-

tern of these implements should be called a "sharpening" rather than

a "rubbing" stone, as the character of the worn surfaces appears to

be such as would be produced in the process of making and subse-
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quently sharpening the cutting edges of celts and axes." This would not

explain some of the'deep and wide grooves, worn obliquely across the

margins of many of these. specimens, nor would it account for certain

other features found in many examples, otherwise identical with fig.

407; but thé examination of a very large series leads me to infer that

the principal use of these

irregularly worn rubbing

stones was to give a eut-

ting edge to the celts

and axes-a sort of fin-

ishing tool, used only

after the body of the im-

plement had been shaped

and~s.moothed. This,

however, it must be borne

in mind, is wholly con-

jectural.

Originally an oval, flat

pebble, this specimen,

fig. 407, has been .used

as a rubbing or sharpen-

ing stone, until the out-

lines are Wholly altered.

The straighter portions of

the two sides have been

ground off until they

meet in a point. The
FIG. 407.-New J«esy.

slope of these worn edges

shows that the motion of rubbing was always in one and the same

,direction,-in this case, from left to right. In this, as in nearly aIl the

specimens collected, the base is rounded in outline, and-has a number

of small, worn surfaces of different shapes and characters. Some are

flat and circular, while others run into broad and shallow notches.

There are also.a few narrow and deep notches of the same character
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as those on the so-called sinew-dressers, described in a preceding

chapter. These may indicate that specimens like fig. 407 were used

for several purposes ; as it is very doubtful whether the edges of

polished celts could be smoothed or sharpened by being drawn through

deep grooves, such as are seen on this specimen. This, however, is

the prevalent impression, though it is probably erroneous.

This form of. rubbing or sharpening stone, likq the pre'ceding, is

common in the neighborhood of Trenton, N. J., but it does not seem

to be very well known elsewhere. In the collections of New Eng-

land forms of stone iùpplements, in the Museum of Archæology at

Cambridge, Mass., there is not a specimen that can be classed with

them, nor are they mentioned by collectors of stone implements in

the western and southern states. To a certain extent they may have

been overlooked, but it is improbable that so marked an object as fig.

407 should not have been noticed and preserved. That they are

probably comparatively scarce in most localities is inferred from the

fact that in several large collections of Pennsylvanian and·northern New

Jersey stone imiplements, not a single .specimen of these greatly worn

sharpening stones is to be found. Possibly of this same character, are

the "small ·pieces of grit-stone, almost the size of a. hen's egg, with

deep grooves on all sides," which.Dr. Potter has mentioned as among

the relics of the moundbuilders of Missouri. That author believes

these objects to have been used for sharpening knives of bone and

deer's horn. (Contributions to the Archaeology of Missouri: pt. f,

Pottery, p. 59, Salem, Mass., 188o).

Besides the several forms of hammers for flaking stone, for "pecking"

it into shape, for rubbing down implements until their surfaces were

polished, and for grinding. to a sharp cutting edge, the ceits, chisels

and axes, there are often found long, cylindrical pebbles, which have

been used as whetstones, for' sharpening the cutting tools of the

Indians.

Stoties of this character appear to be abundant wherever polished

stone implements are found. Iri many, there are several worn surfaces,

as in fig. 408; while in others, there is but one. When but a single
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worn surface is upon one of these whetstones, it is usually of such large

area, that it may have been used for other purposes than for sharp-

ening stone cutting-tools. Fig. 409 represents an example of this

forn. This specimen is of convenient form for grinding bone im-

FIG, 4 oß.-Ncw Jcrsey. .- FiG. 4 og.-New Jerscy. &.

plements, for rounding fragments of steatite for beads, ahd for many

similar purposes. A very fine grained slate was generally chosen for

this ciss of implements, and usually they were so well selected, that

when they are now found, they are. carefully preserved for sharpening

metalic tools.
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CHAPTER XXX.

SHELL-HEAPSs

SACO BAY.

So extensive has become the literature treating of those artificial

accumulations of sheils, and bones of animals used for food, that but

little can be said that will not appear to be a-repetitioni of the pub-

lished accounts of various archæologists.

The term "shell-heap" has. generally been applied to these traces

of the earliest occupants of our coast, not because they are exclusively

what this name implies, but from the fact tbt the shells of different

edible mollusks are the principal or chaact'ristic feature of the accu-

mulations. The term "kitchen-middens, or "kjækkenmoddings,"

has also been used, especially in Europe, andis admirably descriptive

of those that occur in northern Europe, and in the New England

states. This term implies the accumulations not only of shells, but

also of the bones of fishes, birds, and mammals used as food.. Through-

out this mass are scattered the implements of·stone, bone and clay,

which were.made and used by the people who dwelt upon this ever-
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increasing pile of .refuse from their daily repasts. In New Jersey,

however, there are to be found fnot only such kitchen-middens, which

are in fact, village sites, but there are also shell-heaps proper, or the

accumulations of shells made at various points where, periodically,

during centuries, different mollusks were gathered in vast quantities,

and preserved by drying over a fire.

Kalm (Travels in North America, vol. i, p. 240, 1771) refers to

heaps of shells near New York, made by resident Indians, who fished

for oysters and .her mollusks, not only as a food supply, but for sale.

He says, "The In'dians, who inhabited the coast before the arrival of

the Europeans, have made oysters and other shell-fish their chief food;

and at present, whenever they come to a salt water where oysters are

to be got, they are very active in catching them, and sell them in great

quantifies t l other Indians w to live higher up the country.- for this

reason you see immense numbers of oyster and muscle .shells piled up

near such places, where you are certain that: the Indians formerly

built their huts." Such heaps contain neither implements nor pottery,

nor bones of any mammals, fishes or birds ; and, except for their size

and present position with reference to the sea level, offer but little

attraction to the archæologist.

In nione of the shell-heaps of the northern Atlantic coast have we

any evidence of that succession of deposits of different remains, such

as has been so grap-hically described by Major W. H. Dall,' 7 e as

occuKing od,4he Aleutian Islands. This archæologist has determined

that in these islands, "the stratification of the shell-heaps· shows a

tolerably uniform division into three stages, characterized by the food

which formed their staple of subsistence and by the weapons for obtain-

ing, and utensils for preparing this food, as found in the separate strata;

these stages being-

I. The Littoral Period, represented by the Echinus Layer.

IL. The Fishing Period, represented by the Fish-bone Layer.

.mDa1I. Tribes of extre=meNorthwest, p. 49. Contributiond toN A. Ethnology, Yol. i. Wash-

ington, 879.
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III. The Hunting Period, represented bv the Marnmalian Layer."

Somewhat analogous to this is the evidence of the succession of the

shell-heaps in Florida, as determined by the late Prof. Wyman, 7 3 who

mentions -as one of the ten "conclusions" that close his invaluable

monograph, that "fragments of -pottery exist in the later but not in the

oldest mound. The pottery was in all cases of a rude kind."

Marine shell-heaps are still abundant along the entire Atlantic coast

from.the Bay of Fundy to the Gulf of Mexico. Some of the largest

are at Cape Henlopen, Delaware ;174 along the greater part of the

New Jersey coast,· from Cape May'7 5 to Keyport ;lî6 on Long Is-

land,17 and along the coasts of Maine and Massachusetts.17 8

The shell-heaps on Long Island are. probably more· extensive and

more numerous than elsewheré along the coastl southward of Massa-

chusetts. These heaps are all true kitchen-middens, and contain bones

of birds and mammals, itnplements and pottery mixed with the shells.

Mr. W. W. Tooker of Sag. Harbor; Long Island, has kindly furnished

me with the followiqg descriptive note of one of these heaps, which

may be considerèd as fairly representative of the whole series.

"West of the Otter Pond iý a shell-heap of considerable extent,.that

covers nearly three acres. On its surface have been found hundreds

of arrowpoints. Part'of this deposit is still hidden under the leaves

and soil of the woods and has never been disturbed. Along the cove

beyond, for a distance -of about one mile and a half, is one almost

continuous shel-heap.'. It is thicker at some places than at others.

Back on the southern slopes of the hilla, near swamps and springs, are

others, some being an acre in area. At Payne's Creek, there is found

one of the largest and most compact shell-mounds on this part of

Long Island. At the time the shells were deposited, the creek evi-

IsWyman. Fresh-water shell-mounds of Florida,·p. 86. Salem, Mass., 1875.
17Leidy. Proceedings of the Academy of Nat. Sciences for i86E. Philadelphia, Pa.

"Cook.. Geology of New Jersey, p. 362. -Newark, Ncw Jersey, 1868.
"'nau. Smithisonian Annual Report for 1864, p. 370. Washington, i8E>5.

lnEias Lewis, jr. Popular Science Monthly, vol. x, P. 436. New York, 1877.
I"Wyman. American Naturalist, vol. i, p. 56. Salen, Mass., s868.
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dently flowed in front- of the deposit, but now it is filled up and a

sandy country road extends along its front. This deposit covers about

three acres, and is. fully four feet in depth. In some spots on this

shell-heap, are remains only of the oyster; ip another, of the clam;

and a third of the scallops, and ·then the various shells will be found

to be about equally abundant, and mingled togither. In this deposit

have been found bones of the raccoon, bear, otter, fox, deer, and

rabbit. ·Armost all the stone implements used by the natives have been

found in this shell-heap. Also awls or pointed instruments of bone,

and one large bone fish-hook (chap. XV,.fig. 193). Fragments .of

their pottery, made of pounded shells, clay and sand, are seen strewn

in every direction."

Fresh-water shell-heaps. are also of common occurrence in the val-

leys of those, rivers in which the larger Unios or musels. live. These

inland kitchen-middens do not differ materially from those found upon

the seacoast, except that, generally, they are much more limited in

extent, especially in the New England and Middle States. In the

latter locality, indeed, they are quite insignificant in comparison with

the deposits of oyster and quahaug sheils at Beesley's Point, Cape May

Co., and at Tuckerton, Burlington.Co., New Jersey. Prof. Wyman179

has descrited an extensive shell-mound on the shore of the Concord

river, in Massachusetts, made up of valves of the Unio aomplanatus,
a species still existing in that river. Charcoal and stone and bone imple-

ments were found in this deposit. A small Unio shell-heap formerly

,existed on the shore of the Delaware river, at the :mouth of Cross-

wick's Creek, in Burhngton Co., New Jersey, which was composed of

valves of several species of Unionidæ ; Anodonta'purpurea, and Unio

viridis being most numerously represented. A few chipped stone

implements were. found. in it. The .buildipg of the Delaware and

Raritan Canal obliterated this deposit.

A second and much smaller mussel shell-beap, on the banks of

Crosswick's Creek, four miles from its mouth, approached mhost nearly

"'Wyman. Proceedings. Boston Society of Nat. History, vol.' ix, p. 243. Boston, Mass.
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the Danish kjokkenmeddings. Within a few square yards, there

was a layer of Unio shells and charcoal, with a few fish and bird bones,

nearly two feet in thickness. In this mass were several strata of fine

sand and mud, which suggested that it had been several times aban-

doned and subsequently re-occupied. In it were-found a small port-

able mortar and an oval '"crusher" or upper millstone, .a score of

leaf-shaped arrowpoints of large size -possibly knives-two rude

axes, and two remarkable "flame-shalped" or zigzag chipped imple-

ments, which were supposed to be ~spearpoints. These specimens,

unfortunately, were lost or stolen, but drawings were published in

Nature, London, vol, xi, p. 190. The larger one, measuring five inches

in length, was too delicate to have been used as a weapon, and doubtless

was used only upon ceremonial occasions. Whatever its purptse, its

pressure in a shell-heap was remarkable. No duplicates, nor indeed

any crooked arrowheads, approaching these unique forms, have since

been found.

Peter Kalm, the ·Swede, to whom I have so frequently referred,

mentions that in southern New Jersey "Myfilus anatinus (Unio), a

kind of mussel-shell, was found abundantly in little furrows, which

crossed the meado*s. The shells were frequently covered on the

outside with a thin crust of particles of iron, when the water in the

furrows came from an irdn mine. The Englishmen and Swedes settled

here seldomrnmade any use of these shells; but the Indians wohfor-
mery /ived here broiled them and aie the lesh."

In a recent letter from Mr. Ernest Ingersoll, who is known to arche-

ologists in connection with the early discoveries of the now famous

cliff-ruins of the far southwest, I am furnished with an account of some

inland shell-heaps in central New York. Mr. Ingersoll writes:

"I heard of several shell-heaps along this part of the Susquehanna,

but during my brief stay had only opportunity to examine one.person-

ally. This was on the high northem bank -of the. river, jîst in the

outskirts of the village of Owego, Tiaga county, N. Y., and had

previously been much disturbed. Tradition says it was once a hun-

dred yards or more in length, along tie edge of the bluff. These
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dimensions had been vastly reduced, but enough remained to give me-

a day's labor. The shells were frotm a few inches to about two feet in

depth and without intermixture of dirt, which only slightly covered the

whole. They were ail of the two or three species of Unio and Anodon

which inhabit the river there, and the exterior coat of every shell had

disappeared. Many of, the shells could be taken out entire, but re-

quired handling-with extreme care to be preserved. A few land shells

(Helix) were also seen, but they may have ciawled there and died;

that is, I would, not care to assume they were eaten by the Indians.

Associated with the shells was very little of value. Evidences of fire

occurred in the shape of blackened strata, cinders and calcined sheils.

Pebbles occasionally were found; but the only stone. implements dis-

closed was one hammer-stone, three netsinkers and a possible awl or

drill of argillite. Fragments of bones of fishes, birds and chiefly

deer, were abundant, however, scattered through the mass. All of

these fragments, except the joint-ends (which were broken short off),

were split,-I suppose for the marrow,-and were of small size. Upon

one of these pieces of bone, which was about two inches long and

half an inch wide, with smooth *edges, a series of transverse notches

had been cut, as though to tally some score or series of events.

"This locality, where the Owego-or Ah-wa-ga-creek empties

into the Susquehanna, was a warm and fertile valley much in favor

with the Indians who had a permanent village. here. • Many local tra-

ditions and memories remain of their occupancy. They are asserted

to have been a band of Massachusetts Indians who retreated to this

regioh and procured, from the Iroquois tribes who-held it, permission

to setle. I have not investigated the truth of this statement. In the

centre of the present town was the Indian graveyard, tradition asserts,

and the whole region abounds in stone relics, which in large number

and variety have been saved by half a dozer. persons interested in the

matter, throughout the county. During a visit of some weeks, I col-

lected as many stone implements as possible.

"Flint and slate 'chips' are extremely abundant aIl along the rWer-

bank and throughout the valley ; a good deal of jasper also occurs,
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and I found one large 'core' of this substance, which is all imported-

The arrowieads found are of various shapes; rude, unsymmetrical

forms predorminating. I found noJarge-speairheads, but heard of a

cache of thirtyor nire~planted close together and upright, which were

ploughed up some years ago; what became of them, I failëd to learn.

Hamffier-stones, some of thèm elabojate, 1 found very côminon, and

as for netsinkers, of al* sizes, shapes and degrees of value, they were

almost innunerable. Evidently these Indians (who no doubt antedate

the occupancy of the Massachusetts strangers) were great:fish eaters.

"Some skin-scrapers, long pestles, celts, grooved axes of syenite

(?), crn-mortars (çne biconcave) and flints of various forms, either

found by me or by others in this locality, are not worth spec4al re-

mark."

Dr. Daniel Ginton,'u in abrief notice of various inland shell-

heaps, more especially those of Florida, and along the Tennessee river

and its tributaries, has called attention to the fact, that "the exclusively

artificial character of many of these deposits, even of very consider-

ablé size, was lrst prominently brought before the scientific public ii•ï

Mr. Lardner Vanuxem, in the p'roceedings of the American Association

ofeGëtogists-ad-Naturalists for -840-42 (pp. 21-23). The exist-

ence of enortnous accumulations of the shells of the Ostrea virginica,

and Venus mercenaria, on the shores of the Chesapeake and its afflu-

ent streams, on the Jersey shore and Long Island, was discussed, and

various proQfs of their formation by the aboriginal tribes pointed out ;"

and he further states, that "these proofs may be briefy summed up as

follows: First. Valves of the same animal are rarely found together.

Second. Arrowheads, fragments of pottery and. charcoal are mixed

witli the shells in sita naturali. Third. The shells are broken and

frequently charred. Fourth. The substratum of the deposit is the same

as the surrounding soil. Fifth. The deposits are at the mouth and

shores of water-courses, where the shell-fish abound. Sixth. There is

absence of stratification and older fossils."

1
&Béinan. Smidonnia Annual Repor for 1866, P. 356. Washington ). C.
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Dr. Brinton subsequently reniarks: "It seems hardly necessary to

adduce evidence from the old voyagers to show that in the commissa-

riat of then fre-oast tribes, esculent shell-fish constituted an impor-

tant item. Cabeza de describes the accolents of the Gulf of

Mexico as dwelling in houses of -mats, '.built on heaps of oyster

shels' (Ramtusio Viaggi, tom. iii, fol. 317), and the first settlers of.

.. Maryland record with pleasurable recollections, 'oisters, broil'd and.

stewed,' that the savages offered them in profusion.-(Relation of

Marylind, 1634, p. 18, in Shea's.Southern Tracts).

The late Prof. Wyman,181in the American Naturalist, has given some-

what detailed descriptions of various marine shell-heaps in Maine and

Massachusetts, and these may be taken as typical of such deposits

wherever found u the New England coast. These deposits are in

Frenchman's Bay, and at Crou 's-Cove, on an island in Casco Bay,

Maine; and ato Eagle Hill, in Ipswich -- in the town of Salisbury; and

-at Cotuit Port, in the town of Barnstable, Massachusetts. The shell-

heap at F chman's Bay was "examined only near its border, where

a pît was sunk, s a deposit of clamn sheils about two feet in

s Among these were-found the bones of several animals,

including those of the der, elk and beaver, but no inplements of any

kind." Another deposit on an unnamed island wa rnore carefully

examiined, ,"A section through the heap at its thickest part showed

that it belonged to two diffèrent periods, indicated by two distinct

layers of sheils. The lowest, a foot in thickness, consisted of the

shells of' the clam iilkand mussel, all much decomposed, and mixed

with earth. Above this was a layer of dark vegetable mould, mixed

with vel, and from six to eight inches in thickness. Above

this was a second layer of shells, of the same species as those just

mentioned, but in a.muéh better state of preservation,; and with less

intermixture of earth; 'this deposit was in turn covered by another layer
of earth and mould, and these now sustain a growth of forest trees, bpt

noneof them of large size."

I"Wyman. America Naturalist, voL i, p. 56o, seg. Salem , Mass, 86&



The shell-heaps at Crouch's Cove. also proved, on examination, to

have been "deposited in two diffèrent lafers, very much as on the

island in Frenchman's Bay."

In all these heaps, the increased size and solidity of many of the

shells, as compared with the same species now living in the adja-

cent waters, weremnoticed; and to some extent, certain species, notably

the quahaug (Venus mnercenana) which is now very scarce and local,

north of Cape Cod, were abundant.

Dr. Chas. Raul18 has given a detailed description of shell-heaps

near-Keyport, Monmouth Co., New Jersey; which may be considered

as typical of the larger deposits found along -the New Jersey coast.

These heaps of refuse were made up ofi he common oyster ( Ostrea

borealis), and the hard-shell,.cam (Venus mercenaria), with a small

percentage pf periwinkles (Pyrula canaiculata andP. caricd). Evi-

dencesof the occupancy of these places by the Indians is to be seen-

in the presence "ofnumerous fragments of pottery and stone imple-

ments of the usual kind, otherwise very scarce in this part of New

Jersey."

On the extensive meadows immediately back or west of Atlantic

City, tlantic Co., New Jersey, are many small shell-heaps, some only
a few yards square. . Theselieaps are made up of shells of the oyster,

hard-shell clam or quahaug, periwinkles. ad soft-shell clams, alÝof

which show the effeets of exposure to. fire.. Careful examination of

many failed to yield a single stone or bone implement. These heaps,

which are "iri the marsh, and extend down to the har.d ground," were

made.when gatheringthe shell-fish for winter use, and were probably

occupied only.temporarily. Dr. G. H. Cook,18 3 mentions the existe'nce

of these $eaps in many localities along the New Jersey coast, and

states that "there is every iiilication that the marsh has grown several

feet about them since they were deposited.'

During the summer of 1879, in company with$Mr. F. W. Putnam,

RtMau. Smithsonian Anual R for x6 P. 37o. Washlngton, D. c.
"Cook. Geology of New Jessen p. 36a. , New Jerey, x868.

* -
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iheyther visited and, caeflly.examined an extensive shell-heap on

the west bank of.Iowdy's Creek, near Absecom InletAtlantic Co., New

Jersey. This deposit measured one hundred yards in length, and

varied from three to ten -yards in width. At present it is about four

feet above high water, and nearly as many below low water.'" These

measurements, with that of the rise and fail of the tide make the

deposit, at present, fully twelve feet in thickness. There have, how-

ever, been many shiploads taken from the surface, and when finally

abandoned by the Indians, it was doubtkisily half as deep again as at

present. . It is cotipoedin.reat part of hard-sheil cLams, with about.

ten per cent. of oysters and periwinkles. -A few frhgments of charcoal

were found, and al -the shells and fragments showed traces of fire.

No stone or bone implenents were found.

This extensive shell-heap, like the many smaler ones in the imme-

diate vicinity, was evidently simp1y a favorite spot for gathering the

shell-fish, and in.no respect a village site or even a camping ground.

Simated in a marsh meadow on a-navigable creek, and but a short

sail from -high ground, the Indians appear to hàve passed to and fro,

from the heap eo .the high land, where there are abundant traces of

their vilage'sites. Failing to find any implements or handiwork of any

kind in the shell-heap, we hunted over various ploughed fields on the

higher ground, and gathered numerous fragmefs of pottery, and afew

arrowheads.

Why the shell deposits and village sites, in this locality, should be

thus separated, is not readily understood, especially when it is seen-

that these deposits, now surrounded by marsh, extend to the hard

ground.. Then, as now, there was a deep, navigable stream between

then and the present main shore, but this of itself would seen to

hIs l esurernent was made from the present bed of the cieek, which has cut a channel upon

one edge of tis deposit. and shows a fine section* of the heap. it is a hoegngeneomas mass: the

lowermost pintions being more decomposed than thone neamer the surface iSWether the "fast

ground, Upc. which » the shell-heap is built up, is much loer th an the bed of the- creek was not

determined positively, bui it probably is two or three feet below n. and ths gives·the deposit that

»à doa itckness.

fr
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offer no objection to the locality as a village site. We can only ac-

count for it by the probability that, when the deposit was commenced,

this hard ground was then so near the level of -the ocean, that occa-

sional tides and the sea, during storms, swept over it. If this were an

exceptional occurrence, it would offer no obstacle to the temporary

occupation of the place as a station for collecting clams and oysters,

bt it would be an insuperable objection to the locality as a permanent

abode. This, too, would explain the absence of the bones of edible

mammals, birds and fishes, and'also of implements, all of which are

foundin the New Englnd sheIllheaps, and in those of New Jersey,-

which are built up upon the main shóre, or upon ground that icould be

pernanently occupied.

Mr. Chas. F. Woolley, in a commurication to the American Antiqua-

rian (vol. i, p. 22-), refers to the existence of "many shell-heaps of

aboriginal origin along" the New Jersey coast, and addsb: "ut few of

these reward the seeker with anything except a few chippings, and. in

many, even these are nting,* * the majority having been made

by the Indians in casting away the valves of the shell-fish, after string-

ing or otherwise preparing them, to carry back to their more permanent

habitations in the interior; for our state was traversed by well-defin.éd

trails leading from the ·Delaware to oyster-producing inlets of the

Shrewsbury, Squan and other streams. One of these heaps near Tuck-

erton, known as the " Hummock," has its base upon the Salt Mead-

ows, a half-mile from the firm land, and is very conspicuous as it can

be seen from out at sea; .it is a solid mass.of 'cm shells (1,Vnus mer-

cenaria), eleven feet high, twenty-five feet long, and an average width

of six feet: upon the top are growing several red cedars, six inches in

diameter;' no whole shells could be found and but few entire valves,

they.all showing the marks of having been opened with a rude instru-

ment. This has been opened several times, and tons of shels carted

away, but not a chipping or fragrnent of pottery has been seen, though

it is of undoubted aboriginal origin, and upon the mainland opposite

and a half-mile away,ground axes, celts and other implements have

been found."
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The New England shell-heaps, after most criticai examination by

Prof. Wyman,'" exhibi fno indications of an antiquity as high as those

of the old world. He remarks: "The.materials of them present some

variety in the degree of decomposition, which has resulted from time

and exposure, the lower layers being much more disintegrated and fri-

able, the sheils in fart, falling to pieces, while ·those of the.upper ones

generally preserve their original -firmness." Dr. RauIs8 observed this

same peculiarity in the heaps he examined at Keyport, Monmouth Co.,

New Jersey. He says "that considerable time. was required to heap

up these shells is evident, and, moreover,4ndicated by the chalky, po-

rous appearance and fragility of many of the valves, while those that

were cast away at later periods exhibit· these signs o( decay in a far

less degree." Prof. Wyman also notes the fact of "a disintegration of

the shores, th\seas undermining and destroying the deposits," and

adds, "there can ibe no doubt that these (deposits) were once much

more extensive that now, and that the water has worked its way into

thçir places. Lastlv, these deposits contain the remains of animals, as

of the elk, not known at present to exist, to the eastward of the Alle-

ghany mountains; of the wild turkey, now virtually extinct .in New

Englandl; andi of the grpat auk, which * as1 receded almost,

if not quite, to the Arctic regions," and concludes that there is as

yet."no proof of great age, or high antiquity."

The saie .is applicable to the New Jersey shell-heaps, the age of

which can only be estimated.by the indications of the subsidence of

the entire coastline, now in progress.

Prof. G. H. Cook'i states that "there is an abundance of evidence

to show that a slow subsidiençe of all the land along the tide-waters

not only of New Jersey, but of the whole eastern coast of the United

States,-bas been going on for several hundred years past, and there is

evidence that it is still in full )rogress. This movement is one of a

W~ymanl. /c., p. 571.

' Rau,.1. c., p, 372.

saThe auk is now .believed to b extinct

I"Cook, 1. c., p. 362. 4
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series which has occurred onour coast, by which the line of water-level

has been alternately elevated and depressed.. The extent of the move-

ments is quite limited, the whole range being comprised within twenty

feet." Prof. Cook was able to make·some meisurements, from which

he concluded the rate of subsidence to be "about two feet in a cen-

tury, or one quarter of an inch in a year. The whole amount of this

subsidence is not.known ; it must, at least, equal the whole depth from

high water-mark to the lowest points at which stumps and roots of

trees have been found in their places of growth. This from the evi-

dence, * is seventeen feet, and it may be more."

This, in brief, would indicate that if the shell-heaps now resting, as

they all do, upon "fast ground," but surrounded by marsh-meadow,

were begun~at the commencement of the subsidence, then at the rateY

of two feet.per century, the depression being about twenty feet, they

would date back one. thousand years. If, however, we consider that

there have been a series of these movements, and that the elevation

may not be perfectly regular in its movement, there is no.reason why

they should not be much older. Possibly, as the movements them-

selves have been oscillàtory there may have beeri -earlier shell-heaps

that were destroyed by a preceding period of submergence-; as many

of the present heaps are now being washed away by the encroach-

ments of the sea.

A thousand years is not time enough to explain many facts con-

iected with the archaeology of the inland districts. If it could be

shown that there were no shell-heaps of greater age, then. it. would

be necessary to class them among the later traces of the former occu-

pants of this continent, whichl no one would willingly admit. Hence

it is evident that a considerable antiquity must be assigned to them-

an age greater by far than ten centuries.

Dr. Cookum mentions that "the enormous piles of clam and oyster

shells, which were accumulated by the Indians, are all in the marsh,

"Cook, i. c p. 362.
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and extend down-to the hard ground." It is obvious from this, that

this "hard ground".was.in the immediate vicinity of the oyster and

clam beds, when the Indians first tarried here. There is absolutely no

reason for supposing that it was after the subsidence had commenced,

that the shells were first thrown down in a heap. It is even possible

that at that time, the land might have been slowly rising to a higher

level, and it is clearly as probable that the Indian was wandering along

the coast at the.very earliest practicable date, as that he first trod these

sandy beaches at some very recent.period.

Furthermore, some of the fresh-water shell-heaps have now an accu-

mulation of peat and alluvial deposit over'them, that is itself indica-

tive of a considerable antiquity. One of these has been found at

depth of six feet below the present surface, resting upon the tertiary

g.avels exposed by the shrinking of the old glacial river to its present

narrow channel. This refuse heap. is of an identical age with- thé

argillite fish-spears already described.

Shell-heaps built upon "fast ground," and now oceanward of our

coastline, have long since been destroyed by the steady encroachment

of the sea, and so our study of the antiquity of those that rernain in-

tact, can give us no clue to the earliest of these accumulations. Man

thérefore is older than the.oldest of the shell-heaps that remain.

Furthermore, in basing any estimate of antiquity upon shell-heaps,

it must be borne in mind, that the savage race or races, when they first

appeared on this.coast were certainly few in numbers and widely scat-

tered ; and it must necessarily have been long subsequent to the ti e

of their arrival, that their numbers so increased and their habitatio s

Were so far permanent as to result in the formation of these enormo s

heaps of shells.

SWhen we consider the Millions upôn millions of shell-fish that were

gathered, and from them pass to our river valleys, and see there too,

thousands of the relics of the-Indians dotting every field, and further,

trace the growth of the flint-chipping art from the'relics of the deeper

to those of the superficial soils, is it unreasonable to ascribe a "high
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antiquity " to the dusky savage whom the pale-faced intruder found in

possession of these lands?
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C}4APTER XXXI.

FLINT-CHI1PS.

UNDER this general term may be consideWd the various flakes, splin-
ters, chips, coreis, and the refuse of those ýinèrals that have been
used in the manufacture of such chipped implements, as knives,
scrapers, spearheads, arrowpoints, and drills or perforators. Wherever
any of these or allied forns of finished implements occur, it is usual

to find.chance specimens of this refuse material, and, wheni thus met
with, they have muchmore archaeological significance thart is generally
supposed. When, however, vast quantities of such chippings occur,
in a very limited area, they indicate, without doubt, that the various
forns of weapons and·implements were there made in quantities; and,
doubtlessly by a system of tradelft among adjoining tribes, they were

in time dispersed over a lare extent of country.

Such accumulations of this refuse material are met with under two
quite different circumstances.: as where asuitable exposure of living
rock occurs that is adapted to the manufacture of the various forms of
implements, which are, in such cases, necessarily of the sanie minerai,
and present, curiously enough, a very uniforn appearance in.the pat-
tern adopted, although the mineral is readily chipped intô other and
more delicate forms, as shown by broken specimens in the refuse
heaps where a bowlder of this same rock has been utilized; and again,

we have such accumulations, where selected minerals, in small masses,
have been brought together, and from this little storehouse of crude
materials the various forms of implements and weapons have been
formed.

19Ra». S"mh. Ana. Reps., for iSI29 p. 30,anci1877# p. 2916
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In the upper valley of .the' Delaware aiver, where the rocks fre-

quently afford such shelter of which the Indian was glad to avail him-

self and which are, at the same time, suitable for making many of

the forms of.implements which his ingenuity had at that time devised,

these traces of an early occupancy of the country by savage man,

shown by the accurmulations of flakes and splinters,-these "open-air

workshops," as the have been called,-are fequently met with. The

abundance of smálln flakes or chips, and of broken and unfinished

specimens, at onée indicates the character of the locality. In such as

have been caref l1ly examined, there has been a marked absence of

the small pebbles and indented ovál stones that are supposed to have

been used in .flaking the chert, jasper, and quartz,'which were so

largely selected for the manufacture of stone implements. Whether

they had been removed and the places abandoned while the. Indians

were still in possession of the country or not, cannot now be deter-

mined; but in all the workshop sites that were visited where the liv-

ing rock was utilized, there 'was in every instance an absence of 'seve-

ral features that characterize the same sites when found in more south-

ern localities, where there is no living rock, and ail the material and.the

tools themselves, when of stone,; were transported from more or less

distant points. The former. have always seemed to imply tlýat the

locality, being accessible to ail, the Indians came and went as their

needs suggested, and fashioned for themselves what -implements they

desired, and in this case they naturally took away with thèm the tools

they used. This would account for a marked absence of even the

simple hammer-stones. On the other hand, where ail the material is

foreign to the spot, it was probably the property of one or a few indi-

viduals; and if left at any time, ail connected with it would be. left

behind, unless it were the finished implements.

At first sight it mîght be thought that where a rock in situ could be

utilized, portions of it could be selected, such as would be available

for the desired forms of implements, anid hence that comparatively
few failures would occur. In other words, that the detached mass

would b in such shape and so far free fron weathered surfaces, that
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any defect in its constitution, as the présence of a foreîgn mineral,

could be detected, and no trial chipping need be made, to deter-

mine its availability. No such discrimination, however, was exercised

by the Indians; and in a rock-shelter, near Belvidere, New Jersey,

where arrowpoints were once made in vast numbers, there was an iin-

mense accumulation of chips that had every appearance of being

simply failures, being, for the most part, blocked-out spearheads, which

had been broken into halves, or otherwise so fractured, as to render

them useless. In all such cases there were to be traced such variations

from the characteristic constitution of the mineral as explained the

cause of the failure tb produce a finished implement on the part of

the ancient worker.

While, therefore, one cannot but admire the beauty of workmanship,

and marked display of taste, as shown in the finish and design of the

thousands of arrowpoints that have been gathered from our fields, it

must be admitted that, notwithstanding ail their skill, the makers ex-

perienced much unnecessary trouble from their inability to judge of the

qualities -of a given mass of miineral, prioôrto expending considerable

labor upon it. It was to this, rathet than to want of skill, when good

material was used, that we must attribute the quantities of "failures,"

as they have been well called, wiich characterize many a former sie

of an arrowmaker's labors.

It is desirable now, to refer in detail to an acGnmulation of chips,

cores, hammers, and other· material, found in a limited space, and

which indicated very clearly that at that spot some one .or more red

men had, for a long. time, been accustomed to manufacture ail the

forms of weapons and domestic implements collectively known as

chpped implements; for it is a curious fact, that, so far as it was prac-

ticable to determine, not a trace of a polished implement or polishing

tool has been met with in these open-air workshops.

In Hamilton township, Mercer Co., New Jersey, the author discov-

ered, during the summer of 1878, a large. series of splinters and irreg-

ular chips of jasper, mingled with the soil of a newly.drained swamp.

Immediately over these fragments large trees had grown, flourished to
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maturity, and died of old age. Judging from the depth at which some

of the jasper chips were buried, it was evident that these trees had

either been mere saplings, or had not yet sprouted, when the arrow-

maker here pursued his calling. Attention having been called to the

spot by the surface indications, the ground over an area of several

square yards was examinedand a large quantity of interesting material

gathered which has since been placed in the Cambr4 dge Museum.. It

consists, rfit, of masses of jasper and allied minerais, gathered from

the gravel beds that form the eastern b'nk of the Delaware river, at a

point some two miles distant, as the crow Oies. Secondly, of cortes

or the remnants of the selected masses above mentioned, which were

too small or too irregular in shape to be further available. Thirdly, of

large flakes, which being similar to those that often occur associated

with relics in our fields, may or may not have been considered and

used as finished implements. These flakes, however, show littlê sec-

ondary chipping, and were intermingled with chips, splinters, and dther

refuse material. A noticeable feature of these flint-like masses and

chips is the wonderful range of color they exhibit; not only are there

different shades of red, purple, blue, green, brown, and yèllow, but

many are most beautifulfy variegated. While there seems much evi-

dence to show that attractive coloration was prized by the aborigines,

it is found that the, implements made from such material were either

retained by them on relinquishing this territory to the white settlers, or

the mineral thus brightly colored is more easily fractured, when used

as weapons. Of the thousands of arrowpoints already gâthered, those

still perfect, of pale green, bright yellow, blue, and the lighter shades

of red, are quite rare ; yet flakes and broken implements of these

colors are represented, not only in the fields, but in the workshop

accumulations, as already mentioned. Fourthly, of blocked out and

subsequently discarded specimens,-the failure to fnish them being

evidently caused by a flaw in the mineral not detected at the outset.

Fifthly,.of specimens that were nearly finished but irreparably-injured

by some unlucky finishing touch. Thqse are often arrowheads, with

the points broken off, or such as have a barb or a basal corner de-

A
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tached. A very considerable number of these are 'certainly quite

as useful as weapons, as perfect specimens, and why discarded, as

they were, for some very trifling defect, i difficult to underitand.

Are we to conclude, that the readiness with which adepts manufac-

tured these chipped implements.was far greater than has been sup-

posed, and, therefore, that these objects were realy sok4 at a very

cheap rate, and that the Indian purchaser could affoird to be very

particular? Sixthly, of chips and splinters of every size and shape,

being the ordinary refuse that would necessarily accumulate in the

course of chipping jasper into arrow and spearpoints. Seventhly, of a

-- series-of qval, of nearly square, and of some irregularly shaped pebbles

of sandstone, jasper, hornstone, aíd porphyry, mostly with shallow

depressions, one on each side, and with the ends, if oval, and the.

angles, if square or of irregular outline, so battered as to show;that

they hàd been ised in strikingmineral as dense or moreresisting than

that of which they consist. Consideri g the circumstànces under

which they were found, their shape, and the evidence of hard usage

which they exhibit, it is very evident that they are rude implements

used, at least in part, in the manufacture of arrowpoints and other

forms of chipped implements. The use of such hammerstones was

doubtlessly quite limited, and other less uncertain meaps were taken

to produce the delicate fiiush of the smaller implements and weapons.

Although the size of these hanmerstones varies greatly, it is difficult

to see how minute flakes could be detached by their aid.. Probably

bone implements, that have since decayed, were used as finishing

tools .

.This simple form nf hammer, it is well here to observe, is vefy com-

mon wherever the ordinary pattérns of relics are met with, and in every

series gathered by collectors in various parts of the state (New Jersey)

there are several examples, .varying considerably in size and shape.

It can scarcely be held that they had.any use as a weapon, while as

hammers they would be useful in many ways.

Eighthly, of a few flat slabs of stone of small size, with an occasional

trace of hammering on either side. These were possibly used as lap-
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stones in part, and ay have been u ed, also, in connection with bone

implements, or flak , as a breastplate, whereon rested the base of

the bone flaking-too when, by pressure, series -of small flakes were

detached. This, how ver, is altogether conjectural.

In all this làrge mass of material consisting of about one thousand

pieces, there were ncó t ces of charcoal, nor any indication whatever

of fire ; no pottery, nor y whole or fragmentary weapon, nor do-

mestic irnplement of any d scription other than those mentioned.

The apparent absence o fire from this unquestionable workshop

site deserves a few words of mment, as many suggestions naturally

arise. It may, indeed, be tho ght that the absence of charcoal is

mere negative evidence, and doe not show that fire was not used at

this spot-; but when we consider at fire here would always be at -or

very near the same place, wherieve kindled, and would be kept con-

tinually burning during winter, it is evident that some trace of it

would remain in or on soil not subse uently disturbed, as was the

case in this instance. Very frequently J examinations of different

known localities' where store irqplements abound, there have been

found traces of fire that were clearly eviden es of the occupation of

the locality before the first visit of the whi e settlers. Assuming,

then, that the absence of all indication of fire is. vidence that one had

never beenkindled ther by the Indians, the fact seems to imply that

the spot was not occupied in winter, a season when e should naturally
suppose the Indians would be far busier in this in stry than at any

other time. The supposed absence of fire also i dicates that the

flint, prior to use, was.not heated, as has been stated as often done

What the effects of moderate exposure to heat are, s far as faýili-

tating the fracture of jasper "and allied mineral, is ques *onable ; but

the author's experience in arrow-making leads him to co clude- that

the varieties of jasper -and quartz represented.in these se rai series

are quite readily fractured, by either percussion, or pressure; and the

art of arrowpoint making consists wholly in the acquired skill *n gov-

erning the size and direction of the flakes detached,.after the 'mple-

ment has acquired, in general outline, the desired shape and size.



On the other hand, while a site; such as this, was apparently only

occupied in pleasant weather, it is noticeable that all such sites, so

far as discovered, lie in close proximity to a spring or rivulet of good

wate.r.

The entire amount of' refuse material, and number.of tools found

on this workshop site, do not throw any light upon the length of time

this spot was occupied; but, as it is not demonstrable how many

-hips were necessarily stricken off in making an arrowhead, and as the

eàith was here thickly strewn with thousands of very. small flakes, looking

very much like coarsely ciumbled shells and as much of this refuse, as

well as some of the larger pieces, was quite deep in the- soil, it seems

evident that the spot was o cupied for a long * time. The coarse

refuse may indeed: at times ·have been gathered up and removed,

but even supposing that this was ever done, the thickly and deeply

bestrewn· condition of the soit. wi very minute chips indicates a

prolonged occupation of this particulr site. We find just such frag-

ments about the known sites of Indýan settlements, and flint chips

are recorded amnong the contents of gra es. 19 1

Considering all the circumstances, the story that this accumulation

teils is this: here, shaded by dense woodson a slightly elevated knoll,

in .the midst of a mieadow-like expanse.of low-lying ground, through

which trickled a sparklig pring brook, had arried,.at times, for years,.

an arrowmaker, shaping with' marvellous skill those varied pattêrns

of spearpoints and delicate drills, which are still gathered from the

adjoining fields. nlike localities of many acree in extent, where ,the

traces of former occupation are scattered througIhout the wliolc area,

and indicate that manufacturing had once been in progress simply by

the abundance of chips, we have in this workshop site the evidences

of the toil of, probably, a single skilled workian, Wo, in the quiet ot

his forest retreat,·spent the greater portion of a long and useful life.

There is one feature of this interesting find to which it is de-

sirable to call particular .attention, inasmuch as it grobably has an

1Elevenih Annual Repc\rt of Peabody Museum of American Arch. and Eth., P. 313
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important bearing on the age of the supposed pre-Indian -arrow and.

spearpoints, to which allusion has been made elsewheres 9 2 This is thè

entire absence of ar-gillite, or that material of which nearly the entire

series of paheolithic implements from the gravel-beds are made. There

have been several descriptions already published of the character of

workmanship and position of a determining majority of the rude"

argillite arqwheads met with near the surface, and if they are, as a

class, to be considered as having the same origin -as. that of the more

elaborately formed specimens of jasper,.chalcedony and quartz, then

it would be natural to expect to find in. the refuse of an open-air

workshop, 'such as this, an abundanée of flakes, .splinters and cores

of that minerai. Such traces, .however,- do not occur; nor, as yet,

have otherwise similar sites been discovered where that mineral only

was used. It can scarcely be held that, as argillite occurs in the

valley of the .Delaware as a living rock, there only should we ex-

pect to find tces of the localities where the mineral was worked

up into arrowheads. It occurs also in the drift in the lower portions

of the same valley, and is as readily obtained as the pebbles of qusartz

and jasper, with which it is associated. Flakes of argillite do occur

quite frequently in the fields, just where we find the finislhed relics of

the same material, and also some rude examples of what may be

blocked-òut or unfinished implements; but why may not these have

been lying on the surface and in the soil before the advent of the

Indians ?

Whîle the two classes, or those stone implerents made of argillitee

and those. of quartz, occur on the surface.intimately associated, and

it is obviously impracticable to dissociate them with anything like

scientific accuracy, yet there is evidence that these argillite implements

were frequently worked over by the. Indians. •However this may be,

there is no reason why the rudely fashioned and weathered argillite

imnplements may not be far older than those made of other material;

• nEleventh Annual Report offeeabody Museum, p. 254 c 878. Se also Chapter XIX, p. 277,

ofthis work.
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and, when a considerable extent of the"'territory is carefully examined,

it becomes evident, as elsewhere shown,0 3 that such implements.,

whether of pre-Indian or Indian origin,' antedate the jasper and

quartz specimens with which. they are now associated. Unques-

tionabl% the occasional occurrence of argillite implements of ex-

ceeding delicacy of form, accuracy of outline, and comparative

freshness of surface, has an important bearing upon the question of

the date of the general use of this mineral,- for such specimens

of savage handiwork are probably the. productions of the Indians;

but when we remember that there have been no arrowpoints made in

New Jersey for at.least two centuries, and that argillite chipped some

time prior to that has undergone no appreciable 'alteration, we surely

have something of a guide as to the rate of weathering of·those other

forms that aie so deeply altered over their entire surfaces.' 94 No jas-

per specimens have been found showing great alteration of the surface.

They are as fresh as though chipped but yesterday, andis iot dt -prb-

able, that, although argillite will be affected .by exposure sooner than

jasper, if the two minerals were in. common use from the date of the

-arrivalof .the Indians there would be some difference detected in the

surfaces of jasper arrowheads when thousands are examined and

compared?.

Until we meet with the chips and other refuse of argillite associated

with those of jasper and quartz, or discover a workshop 5ite where it

was solely used, is it not safe to conclude that, from the great degree

of weathering which the vast majority of the implements made from

it have undergone, such specimens are of an earlier origin than those

of jasper and quartz; .the exceptions being referable, first, to the fact

that outcroppings of this rock, where·found in place, were sometimes

1
9

Nature, vol. Xi, p. 215, Jan. r4,-1875, Londoni and American Naturalist, vol. x, June, 1876,

p-329.

19
4
Arrowheads ofslate and shale are quite commonly met with, throughout the entire area of

the state. These, very generally, have " weathered" to a greater extent thàn those of argillite,

and having much the same appearance of the surface, are readily mistaken, for such as'are made

of the latter material. Arrowheads of argillite are not abundant-in many localities are very

seldom found.
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utilized, though not to a great extent, and also to re-chipping by the

Indians, of weapons, that to them, when they were gathered were

veritable relics of a by-gône time. Finally, as the palæolithic impie-

ments proper, as found deeply embedded in the drift deposits are, as

a class, argillite, it is rational to ascribe the origin of these rude

weapons of the sane material to·the descendants·of the same people

who fashioned them; and .their absence from the open-air workshops

seems confirmatory of this supposed earlier origin of these ruder, and

much weathered implements, in which we have atrace of an industry,

once world-wide, on the part of a people ruder even than the Indians,
whose productions as a class are as primitive and uniform as those -of

the later race are, in comparison, elaborate and varied.

The relationship which the argillite implements bear o those made

of jasper and quartz is probably still'further demonstrated by their

âbundance in those places where the two are found commingled; for

it is in the places which are believed to have been occupied, first by

the users of argillite, and subsequently by the Indians, that we can

gather those facts which give us some insight into the relative antiquity

of these different peoples.. There are no known localities where

argillite has been niade.use of exclusively, and, if there were, it would

be difficult to determine whether the inplements occurring under such

circumstances were of Indian origin or earlier. On the other hand,

as these implçments are scattered promiscuously over the country,

never occurring in such workshop sites as have been described, and

are found invirgin soil at an average depth, greater than that at which

jasper and quartz generaillyoccur, there is in these facts alone, a strong

indication of their greater antiquity. Where thoroughly conmingled,

as has been the case with the great mayority of surface "finds" of

relics of pre-European races in North An ca,; the question of the

abundance of the implements of th', one mineral, as compared.with

those of the other kinds, becomes all-i portant.

As an indication of what is supposed to be true of the Atlantic

coast of North America, it may be me tioned that of a series of

twenty thousand objects gathxred. by the ator in Mercer Co., New



Jersey, forty-four. hundred were of argillite, and of such rude forms

and in such limited varieties, ás would be expected of the productions

of a less cultured people than the Indian of.the Stone Age. 0f this

series of. forty-four hundred, two hundred· and thirty-three are well

designed drills or perforators and scrapers; the others bping spear

points, fishing-spears, arrowheads and knife-like impl nents-not so

great a variety of patterns as are now made by the Eskimo, nor

of such excellent worknanship. Although it is. true of these impie-

ments that they are of more primitive formsand therefore probably older

than the objects made of quartz and jasper, the argument does not rest

so much upon this greater simplicity, as upon their decomposed c'n-

dition, their occurrence at greatef depths in the undisturbed soil, the

greater adaptability of the spears foifishing purposes, and the absence

of all indications in the deeper soils, of the utilization of the minerals

habituaIy used by the later Indians.

For these reasons, it is claimed that we find sufficieit evidence, in

them, of a pre-Indian people:-believed to be the Eskimo-who,

it is furthe'r claimed, are the direct descendants of that still older

race, the fabricators of the palæolithic implements of the river drift.

A second find'of this character also deserves a detailed notice, al-

though it has already been referred, to by Professor Wyman. At the

time of its discovery, the importance of carefully noting everything

connected with it was not recognized. Ptofessor Wyman19 5 was fur-

nished with a few brief notes with reference to the specimens gathered

and forwarded to him. This "open-air workshop" was discovered

near Trenton, N. J., in 1872, and is less than a mile distant from the

one previously described. It is situated on the brow of a hill, or

rather of a- plateau margin, whére it is broken by a ravine through

w igh flows a considerablebrook. Originally surrounded on two sides

by a dense forest, here always has been an open spot; with an .çxten-

sive southern outlook over a broad expanse of meadow extending

from the -foot ofthe uplands to. the river. When discovered, there

195Fifth Annual Report Peabody Museum, p. 27.
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was simply a shallow depression to be seen, nearly circular in outline

and about ten feet in diameter.. On removing a thin layer of vege-

table .mould,'.through which projeéted a few irregular masses of yellow

jasper, there were found a large quantity of thin flakes, chips, and a

number' of broken arrowpoints, especially of the triafigular pattern.

Of the latter the proportion was muth larger than in the preceding

instance, and this fact may indicate that. the workman who had oper-

ated here was either less.skilful, or that this pattern is more liable to.

breakage, which ·seeis improbable. The accumulation of refuse, in

this instaice, was on a level floor of compact clay-earth, about which

I could not discover a trace of fire.·. Separated from this refuse, by a

layer of earth nearly a foot irf depth, there occurred a somewhat

similar deposit, except that cores and large chips only were found,

with no trace of either hammer-stones, or broken or unfinished imple-

ments. There was also but little variety of mineral, the deposit con-

sisting exclusively of dark, yellow-brown jasper. My impression is

that there was no connection between the two finds, but that the

deeper one was just.so much older as it requires years for some eleven

inches of soil to. accumulate in a forest, where the growth of vegetable

mould, from the decay of the annual fall of foliage, is steadily in

progress.

A third deposit of flint chips consists of a series of some fifty spec-

imens of brown jasper of quite a uniform size (P. M. 14,706), but

which in the character of the fracture differs materially frorn both

cores: and flakes. They are too irregular'and small for the former,

and exhibit no regularity in the flaking. Still, when we consider that

they were found closely packed ,together, and buried xiearly a foot

deep in a meadow, which was originally swampy ground, it is evident

that they were designedly buried, but for what purpose it is difficult

even to conjecture.

It may be well here to state that the three -deposits just described

are all in the immediate vicinity ofthe extensive deposit of finished

implements to which reference has been made in other publiéations.1'
9

"'Annual Report of Snúthsonian Institution for 2875, p. 272.
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These were all'of the same material, and identical with the jasper

fragments here mentioned. If the former were made at the spot or

near where they were found burigd, this later find of fragments may

indeed be a portion of the refuse accumulated in their manufacture;

having been selected for converting into small arrowpoints, and after-

wards forgotten.

An interesting'feature connected with these accumulations of refuse

is, that while the minerals there found are the saine as that of which

the great bulk, of arrowhéads and other implements are.made, there

will occasionally be met with a specimen of an arrowpoint, or fragment

of a spear, of different pattern and material, such, for instance, as the

extreme point or barb of an arrowpoint of obsidian ; r, it may be, a

fragment of jasper, of a color not occurring here, yet common in dis-

tant southern or western localities. These instances are numerous and

show clearly the contact of different and distant tribes ; for. what

better evidence can be produced to show that an implement has been

brought, either through the vicissitudes of warfare, or through barter,

from some far-off point, than to find that all trace of the material, of

which it is made, is wanting in the heaps of refuse? The range of

patterns of. ail our chipped implements is infinitely varied, and it needs

but a glance at the materialI have gathered from this one spot to show j

how little can be inferred-from the shape of any specimen. Scarcely

a European pattern except, perhaps, the most 'delicaite arrowpoints

from Denmark, that does not find its counterpart here,-at least in a frag-

mentary state. In some instances the shapes seem to have been deter-

mined by the particular use for which the implement was intended; but

in yast numbers the outline was determined by the shape of the chips,

and thus originated the non-symmetrical specimens that we frequently

find.- Some of these are so crooked that their availability as arrowpoints

is questionable, and they may have been used as knives. In the territory
of every petty tribe (and every creek appears to have had one such

tribal community dwelling in its valley), there is seen a family likeness,

so to speak, extending through the whole range of chipped imple-

ments, and especially among the arrow and spearheads so that it is not

30
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difficult to pick out an occasional specimen, and set it aside as some-

thing foreign.

Having already incidentally referred to the chance occurrence of

flakes and chips upon the surface of the ground, it is well, in conclu-

sion, to refer to them more particularly, as it is possible that, collec-

tively, they may have more significance than might at first be supposed.

Jasper flakes, such as fig. 411, occur not only in "open-air workshop"

sites, but on the surface of our fields; while flakes of other minerals,

more especially of argillite, also occur whenever we .find arrowpoints

and spearheads of the same mineral. On the other hand, no deposits

FiG. 41.-New Jersey+

of argillite chips and cores have be.en discovered. From these facts

the inference may be drawn, I think, that as argillite flakes, mostlyexhib-

iting a great degree of wèathering of their surfaces, are associated with

finished implements of the same material, but never in such numbers

as to indicate. the spots whereon the former weré fabricated, it is to be

supposed that as flakes they were put to some use, such as knives, or

if very small and not too irregular in outline, as arrowpoints. Figs.

412 and 413 are examples of flakes of argillite (P. M. 9,oo8, 16,315)
such as are found singly on our fields. In general outline, fig. 412

does not materially differ from flint flakes, as found in Europe- and
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with the sharp edge that this mineral presents, when freshly fractured,

it certainly is well adapted to cutting such yielding substances as the-

skin and flesh of small mammals, and to scaling and cleaning fish.

Whether fig. 413 could. be used as an arrowpoint, or is to be looked

upon as a small knife, is altogether conjectural; and yet there are many

ways in which just such a fragment of stone, provided the edges be

sharp, might be utilized. The same character of flakes (fig. 42' P. M.

14,629) with small chips of jasper, and finished implements of thè

same mineral being likewise scattered sifgly over the entire area of

the state, must therefore, if the argillite exarnples are not misinter-

preted, have a like insignificance. Considering the absence, as yet, of

FiG. 4r2.-New Jersey. .

sites of arrowmakers' workshops, where argillite was exclusively used,

and that chipped implements of this mineral are, when 'compared with

jasper, characteristic of the deeper soils wherever the virgin earth has

been examined; and bearing in mind also that argillite is a living rock

in the vicinity, while jasper.and the allied minerals, of which the bulk

of the chipped implements are fashioned, occur only as bowlders in

the drift, and'réquire mçre labor tô gather than it would take to visit a

ledge of living.rock,-it is sa e lude that the argillite spears,

arrowpoints and flakes, as a class, are of an time than the same

implements of the other minerals, and doubtlessly bear a closer rela-

tionship to the'still ruder-the primitive implements found in the river
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drift gravels of the valley-than they do to thoše made of jasper.

Certainly, .if fabricated by a former people, or even by their own

ancestors, these discarded or lost implements.would not escape the

keen vision of the Indians, few ,of whom lacked sufficient skill to

repoint, and render available these -ruder specimens of the same wea-

pons to which they were accustomed.

The conclusion might readily be drawn from the foregoing that

weapons and implements of all kinds, chipped from stone, weremade

by comparatively few persons, who supplied the people of their respec-

tive tribes with such iniplements. as~they required. While the manu-

facture of the finest specimens was very likely confined to adepts, who

FIG. 4 i3.-New Jersey..

made t the business of their.lives, it is probable that those of inferior

finish, which are found scattered over the state and' mingled with

others of artistic workmanship were made by hunters or warriors, as

the case might be, who subsequently lostthem. However occupied,

whether on the war-path or in the chase, it would scarcely be possible

for a warrior or a hunter to supply himself with as great a number of

arrowheads as he would need, even for a few weeks. Vast numbers

unquestionably were lost or broken when first discharged from the

bow; and when we consider the various conditions under which.these

same arrowpoints now occur, it is evident, that to a certain extent,

every Indian vas his own armorer. Ornaments and stone implements,

whether weapons or for domestic purposes, were of -careful or careless

468 -.oc
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finish-an dwe find both' patterns-as their owner. happened to be

proud or indifferent, or possibly neat or slovenly. A ground edge to

an oval pebbIe being required, the subsequent shaping of the other

portion of the implement might be gradually accomplished, if the

implement itself were used without a handle or could be readily sepa-

rated from it. Such shaping, by grinding away all irregularities, was

at best a slow\rocess, and one very unlikely to be followed as a means

of livelihood. When therefore, we find a beautifully polished and

symmetrically fashioneà celt we probably have a proof of the patience

and skill of its o ginal wner; and any one, with the exercise of the

same patience and skill, .ould soon learn to chip from flint his own

arrowpoints, knives nd spears.
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CHAPTER XXXII.

PALÆOLITIWC IMPLEMENTS.

WE-have now to consider a class of objects, which, though. bearing

marked resemblance to the ruder forms of Indian or neolithic impie-

ments, from their uniformity of manufacture, their identity of mate-

rial, their slight variation in.design, and their ccurre ce in an-older

geological formation than the present surface soils, are believed to be

veritable traces of a people, who inhabited the northern Atlantic sea-

board of America, prior ·to the advent of the Indian; if we accept

the .current opinion that the latter was a comparatively recent comer to

our shores.

Before passing to a detailed description of a seies of these eàrliest

traces of man, it will be necessary to refer briefly to the physical char-

2 acter of the #ver valley in which these implements have been found.

This is the more necessary because having been seriously misledl 97 by
the various geological reports that purport to give, in proper sequence,

the respective ages of the several strata of clay, gravel, bowlders

and sand, through which the .river has finally wom its charnel to the

ocean level, I have probably, in previous publications, ascribed too

great an antiquity to these implements, although what is now known

to be a.substantially correct history.of the various deposits in the river

valley does not dissociate these traces of man from a time when essen-

tially glacial conditions existed in the upper valley of the Delaware

.97 American' Naturalist; vol. vii, p. 2o4, figs. 37 and 38, Salem, Mass. 1873: and vOl , P. 329

fig. 2, Boston, Mass., %876.

Also: Tenth Annual Report of Peabody M4seum, Cambridge, Mass., p. 30, figs. , 2 and 3; an

Eleventh Annual Report, same institution, p. 223, figs.si to 4, inclusive. Caubridge, Mass.,
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river, though they occurred subsequently to the existence of the great

continental glacier, when at its greatest magnitude.

It was not until the surface geoiogy of the Delaware river valley was

carefully studied by Mr. Henry Carvill Lewis, of the 2nd Geological

Survey of Pennsylvania, that we were in possession of all· the facts

necessary to enable us to recognize the full significance of those early

traces of man, discovered in one of the latest geological formations of

this valley.

The results of Mr. Lewis' studies are embodied in two communi-

cations1 9 8 to the Academy of·Natural Sciences of Philadelphia ; but

to these, but brief reference will be made, as their author has kindly

prepared for this volume, an able abstract of his earlier papers, and

added thereto, the resuilts of his later investigations.

It is sufficient here to state that, according to Mr. Lewis, "the last

and newest of all the gravels"-in the valley of the Delaware river-

"is one which, at Philadelphia, seeied to be of little importance. It

lies close along the river ; and, rising a few feet above it, extends but

a short distance back from the river bank. It covers the flat ground

of Camden and the lower part of Philadelphia, and forms islands in

the river. It was called thé River gravel and sand. It is this alluvial

gravel, the latest, except- the recent mud-flats, of ail the surface forma

tions, * which, from its great development farther up the river,

is now named the Trenton Grave. It is in this * gravel

only, that traces of man have been.found."

This deposit of gravel has also been described in full, by Prof. Geo.

H. Cook, 199 who says: "The beds of stratified drift, at various places

in the valley of the Delaware, south of the line of glacial drift, bear

marks of having originated fromr the action of water. The bowlders

and cobble stones are all water-worn, and round, and are not scratched

198The Surface Geology of Philadelphia and vicinity: Proceedings of the Mineralogical and

Geological Section, Academy of -Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, Pa., Nov., 1878l

ALto the Trenton Gravel and its Relations to the Antiquity of Man. Philadelphia, Pa., Nov.,

1879.
29Annual Report of the State Geologist of New Jersey for 1877, p.-ar; Trenton, N. J., 1877.



· or streaked. They have all come from places farther north in the

valley and have been moved and deposited by powerful currents.

There are to be seen in the railroad cuts near Trenton, where the ex-

posure of this kind of drift is very fine, bowlders of gneiss, from the

rock near ; of red sandstone from the country just north; of trap from

Lambertville; of altered shales from the near trap ; of conglomerate

frôm New Milford; of magnesian limestone from the valleys of Warren

~ county; of conglomerates. froni the Blue Mountain, and of cherty

and fossiliferous limestones from the Delaware valey north of the

Water Gap. The gravel consists largely of quartz, but it contains

numerous fragments of red shale, and black slate."

This is a correct description of this drift material, except in one

most important particular. It is an·error to state that all the bowlders

and smaller pebbles are water-worn, and that none are angular. There

is, it is true, but a small proportion of scratched pebbles or bowlders,

but there are a large number of sharp, angular stones. No such uni-

formity of size, shape and smoothness. of surface as characterizes the

pebbles of our ocean beaches, is found to exist.

Prof. Geikie has described, as characteristic of all the river valleys,

in England, that the upper levels consist of coarser material than the

lower, "and frequéntly contain large blocks of stone which could only

have been. transported by river-ice;" while the lower level gravels are

usually of finer grained character, and that these "seemed to point to

a milder condition of things-to a time when the rivers were less

liable to flood, and the ice-rafts were uncommon" ("GreatIce Age,"

American ed., p. 435). An examination of the bed, as now exposed

on the bank of the Delaware river, shows that n.o such distinction can

here be drawn. By actual count, in a section measured off, there did

not occur more large bowlders abovethe line equally dividing the bluff,

than below it; but, on the-contrary, there were three more-beneath, not

counting those that had rolled from the bed down to the water's edge.

This of itself would be by no means conclusive·; but upon frequent

inquiry of men who had sunk wells and excavated cellars, it became

evident that these bowlders were met with in greater abundance, at

PAL£OLITHIC IMPLEMENTS. 4'73
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considerable depth, rather than near the surface. This irregularity o

their occurrence and position is of itself indicative of the agençy of

ice in the origin of the deposit. Mr. Lewis, however, has informed

nie, .that he thinks, if the entire area of the Trenton gravels be con-

sidered, that this gravel "is certainly characterized by bowlders on top,

resting upon finer material, as an examination ·of the railroad cut at

Trenton will show." My own impressions were that this was ~not

the case, and I therefore give the reader the benefit of the conclusions,

on this point, of a competent geologist, allowing my owh statements,

as originally, published (Peabody Museum Reports, vol. ii, p. 226),

to remain unaltered.

These large bowlders are also met with upon the surface. Many of

them have been very carefully examined in sit, and it was evident

that they were not deposited Vith the gravel beneath them, and the

latter subsequently removed by rapidly running water, for in nearly

every instance, there was a foot or more of sand between the lower

surface of the stone and the gravel, and this layer of sand extended so

far beyond the limits of the bowlder, that unquestionably it must have

been slowly accumulated prior to the deposition of- the bowlder; as

evidençe o hg, a well chipped, speao-shaped implement was found

in such a strat i, immediately beneath a stone that would weigh at

least half a ton. These surface bowlders undoubtedly have been

dropped from ice-rafts, together with sand and gravel, the ice then

floating over a broad expanse.-of country, in comparatively quiet waters.

In the Annual Report for 1877, of. Professor Cook, State Geol-

ogist of New Jersg, we find an excellent map, and a detailed account

of the glacial drift that covers the riorthern portion of the state and

consists of unstratified bowlder clay and ice-scratched, angular pebbles.

Where the debris of the ancient glacier ceases to be of this character,

Professor Cook conisiders the glacier terminated, and aIl the material

lying to the. southward as a modified'deposit due exclusively to water

action.

Of the great glacier itself, Dr. Cook remarks, in the report alluded

to, "even in New Jersey, it covered.the tops of the highest mountains.



"This immense mass of ice had a slow movement from the north

towards the south, in which it scraped or tore off the earth and rocks

from the rocky mass under it, grinding, grooving and smoothingdown

the.rocky surface, and pushing forward, tumbling and rounding thë
fragments of stone and rock, and finally leaving them at the southern

edge of the glacier, or wherever -breaks in it may have allowed the

loose materials to rest.

"The terminal or southern edge of the drift is well and yery plainly

markéd by a line of hillocks of mixed clay, sand, gravel, rounded

.stones and bowlders of large size."

Of its extent, geographically considered, he further remarks.of it,

as "heginning on the eastern side of the State on the north side of the

Raritan, at Perth Amboy, the line of Short Hils extending from that

place to the iTst Mountain, and passing just north of. Metuchen,

Plainfield and Scqt4hPlains, marks the southern edge of the drift.

"From there, it Nxtends fo the Delaware below Belvidere. The

portion near the Delaware shows the gravel and bowlders very plainly,

but it appears to have been washed and otherwise modified by floods

or great bodies of water descending in that valley. The whole line

of this morainesis remarkably plain and well defined.

"Across NÇw Jersey the line is not exactly east and west, but appeàrs

to deviate towards.the north, the deviation being greater somewhat in

prmportion as the ground is more elevated.

'The hillocks. of stones, gravel and earth, which together made tiLS

long chain, have every appearance of piles of débris which have been

thrown down without order, and without the presence of water to sort

or arrange the various materials."

Nowhere, as here described, does the terminal moraine of the great

glacier approach the bluff at Trenton nearer.than sixty miles, or fol-

lowing the valley of the river, fully seventy miles; but these distances

are really of little moment, in çonnection with the subject. of man's

presence here during the maximum severity of glacial condions in

North America. With the existence -of a glacier filling the entire

valley of the Delaware, sixty miles northward, and extending across

PALdEOLITHIC IMPLEMENTS. 475
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the state to the Atlantic coast, there must necessarily have been a

widely different physical condition~o~ the entire territory extending

southward. A large j art of this area, now constituting the southern,

low-lying portion of the state, was submerged; and Mr. Belt 2 0 has

pointed out, that over such low-lying and submerged areds,. there

would be spread out a vast amount of material, by the agency, f sub-

glacial torrents, consisting. of the true glacial débris, borne still farther

southward by the currents caused by the melting of the glacier at and

near its base. Such swift-flowing currents might readily, through long

periods of time, being charged with sand and small pebbles, wear

away much of the ice-scratching that is golcharacteristic of the pebbles

in the more northern drift ; but to such sub-glacial rivers we cannot

well refer the enormous bowlders scattered promiscuously through the

gravel.deposits, as seen at Trenton, that must be ascribed to the.more

powerful agency of floating masses of ice detached. from the glacier

existing farther to the north.

What has been here ascribed, by the late Mr. Belt, to the action of

sub-glacial streams, doubtless took place at a much earlier date than

the deposition of the gravel, through which flows the .shrunken river

of to-day. These accumulations of gravel are, it is much more prob-

able, as Mr. Lewis bas shown, of a. character that requires the aid of

floating ice to transport the larger bowlders.

These masses of floating ice, as Mr. Lewis believes, hayirg displaced

hie older clay and bowlder deposit, in. great part, from the valley at

Trenton, and southward, and worn a deep basin through it, the present

fiver, then a glacial stream, brought by the aid of floating ice enor-

mous quantities of material from the terminal· moraine of the conti

nental ice-sheet. and re-filled the valley created by the renoval of the

older clay and gravel. During the accumulation of this later gravel,

man must have occupied ·the adjacent land, and there existed no

physical reasons why he should not have done so. However recent,

the careful studies of. the geologist may ultimately determine these

1 0 0
Quarterly Jour. of Sci., Jan., 1878: London.
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gravels to .be, there need be. no relinquishment of the belief in the

archaeologically great antiquity of the traces of man found in it.

Adrnitting, without. doubt, that the sequence of conditions resulting'

in the various superficial deposits from the later tertiary to past-glaciat

times, as determined by Mr. Lewis,.there is to be considered the im-
portant fact that. the minimum time required for thé deposition of the

Trenton gravels was not necessarily the actual length of time during

which these accumulations were completed. In all such cases, it must

be borne in mind, that rapidity.and regularity of action are not colí-

stant factors of. the conditions that result in geological formations.

Fnrther, the supposed second glaciation of. the Delaware valley, limited

as it may have been, and comparatively of short duration, was yet an

event of remote antiquity, as -man measures the events of time. Not

simply a few centuries ago, was the river the mighty stream that Mr.

Lewis describes, when the vast. beds of this "recent" gravel were

déposited. Long vanished, indeed, may have been every vestige' of

the earlier, continenta-glacierbut what of the interim, between the

disappearance of the former and the appearaice ofthe supposed

latter? Can we assume that the events of the accumulationpf gravel

on gravel, clay on lay, removal of earlier and depositio: 5 of later

strata, occurred without a breàk ? We read of them as following each

other in a given order, .but seldom pause to think how long a time

might have elapsed between these several.occurrences.

Finally, as bearing on the one important question of man's antiquity,

it is here strenuously maintained that the forces that canght up these-

later gravels also gathered, in part, the rude -implements that now give

such interest -to the deposit. It is evident from the condition of some,

and the depth at.which many.are found, that they weremade .prior to

the formation of the containing bed, and were lost or discafded when

the floods swept down the valley. Surely, we are without warrant in

assuming that only after the last .pebble was in place, that man ap-

peared, and. dropping these .implements in the water, they sank into

the gravelly bed of the river, even to a depth of forty feet.

Admitting that man was not interglacial, and is more recent than

'47
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-the epoch of the brick clays described by Mr. Lewis, he surely·may

have been an occupantof the Atlantic seaboard before the total. dis-

appearance of the glacier.farther north. Whether this glacier is a first

or second occurrence of this phenomenon cannot yet be positively

determinéd.

Whatever the changes that may have taken plac diring the glacial

epoch, there is no evidence that the land now constituting the. southern

portion of -New jersey was uninhabitable, long prior to the deposition

of the .inplement-bearing gravels. There is abundant evidence, on

the contrary, to show that it ,was inhabited in preglacial times by a

number of the larger mammals, including the mastodori, which, it

should be remarked, lived long after the disappearance of every vestige

of glacial conditions. There seenws no reason, therefore,or excluding

man.

No floods· arising from the melting of the gfeat glacier or con-

tinental ice-sheet,:submerged the portioiÎ of the state, which extended

seaward miles beyond the present boundary,2 w as Mr. Lewis has shown

beyond question, and the aisence of traces of man in the older glacial

20 It is well known that there is now in progress a graduai.subsidence of all the lands along the

tide-waters of New Jersey, « How long ago this commenced is not readily determined.. This

depression and elevation is believed to be within a range of twenty feet; bet even this amnount.of

elevation would materially increase the area cf the state. Not unfrequently fragments of cedar

trees which are derived from forests now covered by the ocean, are thrown upon the beach,during

violent storms, and remains of-the mastodon have likewise been found, that are, with reanson, be-

lieved to have.'een washed from these same sunkeù forests. In an.interesting lecture by my

friend, Dr. Maurice Beesley· of Cape May Co., I find the fellowing statements, which have a

direct bearing upon this subject, and cfearly show how vast an area has been lost inthe lastfew

centuries by the encroachments Ofbe sea, all of which, in paloeolithic times, was habitable land.

"We find, likewise, that Eggjsland, twelve miles from our shores, was surveyed by Budd and

Worlidge in 169t, and taken up, as per their draft for Thomas Budd, a Quaker gentleman of Bur-

lington, N..J., for 3oo acres full measure. My father, Thômas Beesley, han related to me that

when he followed the water from t79o te Sooit contained about Go acres. Here we have a lossof

a40.acres in a century. In 1830 gunners went from our place to Egg Island to kili geese, which

frequent those meadows iri great abundance, and were very successful. This Island made aSal

disappearance about twenty years ago, and vessels now sail over the entire area it formerly occu-

pied. To throw its former area of.oo. a<;res into a circular form we find the wash hasbeen a rd

a year since 169t up to the time of its final disappearance. Therefore, the loss on the easside

of Maurice river cove having been one and a half rods a year, and onthe west side one rod, we

WJ
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drift indicates, it may be, that he never:dwelt in preglacial times upon

that portion of the country over which this drift was carried, and

northward of the terminal.moraines, but, of itself, offers no reason why

he should- not have lived, so long ago, in the territory beyond the

reach of glacial conditions.

Whether the view taken by Professor Cook, that the Treriton grvels

are of glacial origin and derived from floods caused by the meltig of

this great continental ice-sheet, or are an indication of a post-glacial

condition, subsequent. to the great glacier, as considered probable

by Mr. Lewis, the fact remains, that these implemenEs are indica-

tive of inan's presence, and have been placed. in their present posi-

have a loss per annum of two and a half rods between those shores, and as the distance between

Egg Island light and the mouth of Dennis creek ignow estimated at twelve miles, we fidid it must

have been solid land or meadow tht whole distance, with the exception of creeks and rivers, 1536
years ago, or A. D. 343. That- the whole extent of Maurice river cove was originally meadow

seems.plausible, from the factthat a muddy bottom exists throughout its widespread limits.

"Fromsthe present mouth of East creek, when the tides fall out low, a range of oyster beds can

be-traced for more than a mile into the bay, being the original bed of the creek. In fact Christo-

pher Ludlam, father of Charles Ludlam, Esqp located 4o acres of meadows in iso on the western

side of said creek, which from the minutes of tht deed ran up it a straight course zoo perches to

a ditch passing westwyd frous the creek at right angles. In x869 1 visited the spot and found

the whole tract of 40 acres had been swallowed up by-the capacious maw.of the bay, and exists

only in the shape.of atoms. Tlerefore, if zoo rods bas been washed away us sixty-eight years, we

find the average losu one and a half rods a year, as before stated.

"Denis creek, according to a su i 1767 by Aaron Leaming, the ad, and re-surveyed

by Leaming M. Rice and the w*te,in 867, has lost sýirods during the century.* As the "reach"

that disappeared. in that time ran a sosthwest cousre, ehnning·diagonally with the direct course of

the x5o.rods loss, the mouth of D nis o e must have been about three-fourths of a mile nearer

to the mouth of Goshen creek than at pr t. .As tis loss of soil still continues, where no gravel

exists, it is evident the farmers of tast .neigh4ýr will have the waters of Delaware bay

dashing against their homesteads in the course of three or four centuries more.

"This wash is not confmed exclusively to the bay shore. At Cape May City by ancient deeds

made irr 1689, tie distance across the Island, fosm the beach to the creek, was a65 rods. Is it

half thatdistance -at the present time? For many years past, barriers bave been erected to prevent

further encroachments. Those of you who are familiar with the seaboard,'will-have seen along

our beaches after heavy storms and tides the meadow-land jutting out oceanward with the salt grass

stbi adhering to it, asuit was two·ot thrte centuries before, when first enveloped by the westward

movement of the beach. I well remember,.likewise, large creeks upon.our beaches chat have been

submeerged and lost to view, probably forever, through this graduai change of soil, and thsrough the

intervention of- the winds, and the waters of old oceau. constantly encroaching upon and frittering

away our territorial bounds.
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tions, varying from three to forty feet in depth, by the same agency

that laid down thegravels; and iit either case we are carried back to

a time when a hed of bowlders, sand and gravel, of many feet in

thickness, was laid down, and subsequently a channel worn through

it, until the waters of the river reached the level of the sea, and all

accumulation of other material than sand andsilt practically ceased.

From that time until the present, how: many .centuries may have

elàpsed! Although brought to the near present-to but yesterday,

geologically speaking, we have yet to consider, that since the last

bowlder found its present resting place> there have accumulated in the

present flood plain ofthe river, vast beds of sand and mud, charged

and recharged with vegetable growths, that overlie' much of this later

gravel, and his also contains more highly wrought evidences of man's

presenze, themselves suggestive of a considerable antiquity.

Professor Cook202 very accurately describes the appearance of the

riv'er drift. In a late annual report he remarks, "there are a number

of terraces, on ground open towards the sea, which have théir upper

surfaces almost at equal heights above tide level. The terrace on

both sides of the Pennsylvania railroad, near Trenton depot, is one

of them. It is between fifty and sixty feet high. The gravel bed at

the railway depot at iew Brunswick and also that on Bayard street

are nerly the same level. The terraces at the Narrows in New York

e-ý jbor are also on the same level, and others along the west bank of

Passaic, in Newark, are of nearly the same height. . It can also be

recogáized along Bergen Hill, both on the North river and the Newark

bay sid&s. Up the Nortlh river, near Peekskill, similar. terraces are

very conspicuous, but their height above tide is about ninety feet.- In

New Jersey,-in the more southern part, terraces are seen, but they are

at a somewhat lower level. The whole of .them taken together indi-

cate that at some former tiie, perhaps at the close of the- glacial

period, the ocean level was somewhat higher than it is ow, enough

higher to bring it just over the tops of these terraces, and water

»2 Cook. Annual Report of State Geologst for 1878, p. 2. Trenton, N. J., 1878.

ý;îtîk
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bringing stones and earth from the higher ground would deposit thex.,

when it reached sea level, in these steep flat-topped terraces. The

terrace at Trenton is just where the valley of the Delaware comes

down to this level, and where it widens out to allow room for such a

deposit to accurnulate.. These âre good examples of terraces of the

Champlain Period."

In this brief extract fror the relfort on the surface geology of -New

Jersey, its author, it wil be seen, refers al the evidences of combined

ice and water action to the glacial epoch, or r'ot later tha period

constituting its close; and further shows that his view is that the

Trenton gravel is an ocean terrace, made by water which covered all

southern .New Jersey This. is, unquestionably, wholly an erroneous

view.2 a Referénce to the map accompanying Mr. Lewis' paper shows,

that the gravels that surround the Trenton gravels had emerged. rom

the ocean level long previous to the deposition of the latest-or Trenton

gravels.

Personally, I can but express an opinion on the archeological sig-

nificance of the traces of man found associated with these gravel de-

posits, and this is in nowise affected by the age and origin of the

containing beds. Whatever age the geolpgists may assign to them, be

it inter- or post-glacial, these traces of man must possess a very great

antiquity.

It is evident that, at just such a locality as Trenton, where the river

"widens out," traces of man, had he existed during ·the accumu-

lation of the gravel, would be most likely to occur. This is true not

only because there is here the greatest mass of the -gi-avel, and the

best opportuities for examining it in section; but the locality would

be one most favorable for the existence 4of , man3t the time. The

higher grountd in the immediate vicinity was stfficiently elevated to be

free from the encroachments of both ice and water and the clinate,

2 m
Sinc.theaber was in type, a late report by Professor Cook has been issued, in-which he

expresses views somnewhat at variance with his earlier reports, and te a great extent in accoidance

with the views expressed in an article on these gravels, by Prof. H. C. Lewis, in the Proccedings
of the Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences.
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soil and fauna, all such as to make it possible for mYan to exist, at

this time/'in this locality As Professor Cook, in this same report on

page 14 has said: 'It is difficult to get a clear conce tion of the con-

dition of things which would have allowed the whole surface tbecome

covered with thick ice, when that surface was nearly as it is noiw, and

some-points are. not satisfactily explained.- It can be undefstood,

however, that extreme cold was not necessary, for we see forests,.pas-

tures and grain fields about the. lower ends of the present glaciers.

s There has been found in the terrace of modified drift at Trenton the

tusk of a inastodon, which was evidently washed there when that mass

of natter came down the valley of the Delaware with the torrents of

water from the melting ice. It was about fourieen feet undèr the sur-

face, añd the gravel and stones were partially stratified over it. -From

these the inference seesiplain that the climate at that time-admitted

of the growth of animalsflike the elepliant ii size and habits. What-

ever theories or hypotheses may be adopted in regard to glaciers, the

piles and other deposits of loose bowlders, gravel, sand and clay and

the scratched rocks under them, which are found everywhere in north-

ern New Jersey, are wonderfully.like the deposits which-are made by

modern glaciers, and there is scarcely a feature in one but what can

be paralleled in the other."

. When ve consider that not only the remains of the mastodon, but

those of the bison have been. found in this gravel, and that within a

few yards of the spot where the tusk of the mastodon mentioned by

Profess7or Cook,was found, palæolithic implements have been-gathered,

one at the same, and three at greater depths, it is apparent that we

here have evidencú of man's contempOraneity on the Atlantic coast,

with the large mammals mentioned.

Certainly, it cannotbe assumed that these mammalian bones were

derived from the terminal moraine, where they were, at the timre of

their displacement, veritable fossils, and therefore their present asso-

ciation with human implements is merely qccidental-that the pebbles

and bowlders, being older than the relic5 of man, found with them, so

also are the bones of those mammals which no longer belong to the
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fauna of this region. If the bonesf4ounde ix"this gravel were petrifac-

tions, and had all the characteristic marks of water-worn pebbles

clearly traceable upon them, it might, then, be admitted that thefr

present association did not show any e Ience of equal antiquity.

This, however, is not the case. 'The condition of these remains ren-

ders it clearly evident that the mighty currents, and floating-iceber-gs

of that ancient day, gathered at one and the same time, not only the

bones of the mammals that roamed the neighboring forests, but like-

wise the weapons of the primitive people who preyed upon the'n.

It is desiable, at this point, to call attention to manimalian remains

which have occured in superficial gravel deposits in New Jersey; pos-

sibly not of an earlier date than the age of the Trenton gravels, but

- n>t directly connected with them. :

referring to the discovery of waIrus bones, in New Jersey, Mr

J. A. Allen, in his Monograph of North American Pinnipeds; p. 59

(Miscelaneous Publications, No. 12, U. S. Geol.- and Geog. Survey -

of .Trritories), says: "In view of the now well-known former exten-

sion of the habitat of the Moose,;Caribou, Reindeer, Musk Ox, and

other northern mammals, southward to Kentucky, the * *** hypoth-

esis (referring to Leidy's statement that the New Jersey walrus bones

may be the remains of the same species-as the living-which prob-

ably during the glacial periodîextended its habitation very far south of

the latitude in which it has been found in the historic period) seems

* * probable, and that the species in glacial times inhabited the

eastern coast of the United States southward to Virginia, if not even

beyotid this point" Meagre, therefore, as are :the traces of mammals

.. in the Trenton gravels, it is evident that patient search will ultimately

satisfactorily increase the list beyond that .of the mastodon and, bison.

inthè Geology of New Jersey, edition of 1868 page 740, Prof. E. D.

Cope'4as mentioned the reindeer as among the most extinct nam-

malia of New Jersey. f He says, "the Greenland Reindeer was a

tésident of New Jersey, when thewalrus was on its shores, and when

the climate resembled that of its. present home. Antlers have been

found in the gravel that covers the older formations everywhere. In
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the gravel that forms the eastern b k of the Delaware river, below

Trenton, N. J., the late Prof. T. A. onrad found a tooth, which he

informed me, soon after, had been i entified as that of the Caribou.

In this connection, -also, it may be mentioned that remains » of the

woodland reindeer (Rangifer caribo ) and of the bison have been

ound in an ordinary rock-shelter ne Stroudsburg, Penn. The latter

is believed to have been a remnant fr m a'human feast, judging from

marks of fire thereon.

In another cave, in Bucks Co., P nnsylvania, bones of the bison

*and moose are also reported.

In the first instance, stone and bo e implements were associated

with the remains of the animais metioned, as well as those of the

present fauna. These superficial "finls." have an important bearing

eon the question of the discovery of bones of extra-limital and

-1 xtinct mammals in the Trenton gravels. (Proceedings of the Phila-

delphia Academy of&Sciences, p. 346, x88o.)

The commingling of relics of man and the bones of extinct animals

is by no means.uenfined to the- Atlatic seaboard of this continent.

The researches of,.Pro>fessor W 04itneY
2 . demonstrate that this Is

true of the Pacific coast; while. in the interior, evidence ofthe

same association of man anid the mastodon has been discovere*Jy

Professor Aughey,so
5 in the Missouri valley. From the loess' deposits

in Nebraska, Professor Aughey has taken rude arrow or spearpoints,

one at a depth of fifteen, and the other of twenty, feet below the sur-

face; the latter beneath a vertebra of an elephant. In reference to

these finds, Professor Aughey remarks, "It appears, then,that some old

races lived around the shores of this ancient lake and paddled-thefs.

canoes over its waters, and accidentally dropped their arrows in its

waters or let them fly at a passing water-fowl. * * * * Thirteen

inches above the point where the last-named arrow was found, and

20 4.)hitney. The Auriferous gravels of California. Cambridge, Mass, 1879.

20sAughey. U. S. Geol. Strvey of Colorado, etc. Hayden, An. Rep. 1874, P. 255. Wash-.

ington, D. C., z874..
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within three: inches -of being on a Une with it, in undisturbed loess,

there-was a luinbar vertebra of an elephant (£ephas Americanu).

* * ** It appears clear from this conjunction of a human relic

and proboscidian remains that man here, as well as in Europe, was

the contemporary of the elephant in at least· a portion of the Missouri

valley.'"i b

When such indefinite bjects, as many of the palæolithic imple-

ments are, are offered as an indication of man's former presence, the

question naturally arises: how are we to know that these rudely chipued

pebbles are of artificial origin? Thissubject will hw be considered.

The chance occurrence of single ,specimens of the ordinary forms

of Indian relics, at depths somewhat greater than they have usually

reached, even, in constantly cultivated soils, induced the author several

years since, to examine carefully the underlying gravels, to determine

if the common surface-found stone implements of Indian origin were

ever found therein; except, in such manner as might easily be ex-

plaied, as in the case of deep burials, by the uprooting of large trees,

whereby an -implement lying on the surface or immediately below it,

might fall into the gravel benèath and subsequently become buried

several feet in depth ; and lastly, by the action of water, as where a

stream, swollen by spring freshets, cuts 'for itself a new channel, and

carrying away a lag&body. of earth, leaves its larger pebbles and

possibly stone implements of late.origin upon the gravel of the new

bed of the stream.

It was found that by all such means the most elaborately wrought

Indian relics have occasionally been buried at considerable depths.

It was also found, however, that there did occur in these underlying

gravels, certain rudely shape.d. specimens of chipped stone, which

have.all the appearances of the-stone implements of paleolithic times.

We find, also, on comparing a specimen of these chipped stones

with an accidentally fractured pebble; that the chipped surfaces of the

former all tend towards the production of a cutting edge, and there

is no portion of the stone detached which does not add to the availa-

bility of the supposed impienment as such,; while in the case of a
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pebble that has been accidentally broken, there is necessarily all ab-

sence of design ·in the fracturing. Although the, portions detached

from these supposed 'stone implements are chipped with refeience to

the natural cleavage of the mineral, these larger surfaces, the. result

of single cleavages, are always supplemented by minor chippings along

the edges, thus giving every indication of the original zigzag edge

having been made comparatively straight by more careful-work subse-

quently put upon it. This, of course, does not appear on a naturally

fractured pebble.

These characteristic chiþpings obtained in the large jasper hoes and

hatchets of the Indians, and a -comparison of these iith the. ruder

forms found in the gravel, show that identical. means have produced

the two forms: the difference being due to the want of skill in ,flint

chipping, and in some measure to the greater difficulty in shaping this

material, which differs essentially in.its constitution from true flint, or

the jasper, chert and chalcedony found in eastern North America ;

although it possesses a conchoidal fracture. It may be mentioned,

also, that although these implements are but little above the ordinary

refuse. of a modern quarry, and are often closely reproduced by the

hammer, when fracturing rock for road-bed, yet they are none the

.less of artificial origin; and further, it must be borne in mind that

this absence of careful workmanship is not wanting in the more recent

productions of the Indians. . From ancient graves in Massachusetts,

from the stone graves in Tennessee, as well as from surface "finds"

in Missouri, are several specimes-now in the Museum at Cam-

bridge-which are in all respects, except in the mineral used, identical

with the more specialized examples from the Delaware river gravels.

There is, in all.the specimens collected, a considerable amount of

weathering of the surfaces, the degree of which varies somewhat in

the whole series, except where« mineral other than .argillite occurs.

In such specimens, the alteration of the surface is much less.

The degree of weathering is of much importance, in its bearing upon

both the age and origin of these objects. Not until a iarge series had

been obtained from various depths, was it practicable to determine
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what variation occurred, in this respect; but lately, it lias been found,

on comparing a large series from depths varying from three feet to

forty, that those from the greater depths were less weathered than

the specimens found near the surface, except in a very few instances,

when a few examples, showing a great amount of weathering, were

found at depths exceeding twenty feet. Those specimens of palo-

lithic implements:found upon the surface, on the other hand, intimately

associated, as many of them are, with ordinary Indian relics, are inva-

riably more weathered than those found in situ, in -the deep, under-

lying gravels. In the uniformity of the- degree of weathering of all

the surfaces, we have evidence that the several chips removed, to

produce the implement, were- flaked off at. the same time, and. this,

at once, places these objects in the.category of artificial productions.

We derive from these facts, several important inferences bearing

directly upon the age of these implements. Those that are but slightly

weathered, and occur in deep, .undisturbed gravel, were doubtlessly

dropped in the river, and falling upon the gravelly bottom of the

stream, wvere quickly.covered by the constantly increasing mass of mate-

rial which thé swift.currents were·bearing downward- from the ice-bound

valley. These unweathered implements were comparatively new when

lost. The more eroded examples from the same deep gravels may be

considered as lost or discarded specimens that, after long exposure,

were brought by the floods from: some distant point. Those found

upon the surface are such as were in use at the time of.the grådual

accumulation of the gravel, and from that distant time until now, have

been expošed to the corroding influences of alternate winter's frost

and summer'gheat.

If the few specimens with deeply eroded surfaces, that have been

taken from depths exceeding twenty feet, were weathered by long

exposure prior to their burial in the gratel, then, they must have been

lost long prior to the occurrence of the transporting floods, and so

made ind used during the accession of glacial.conditions, the second

time (?) in the river valley. How long prior to that event, who shal

say?
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It has been suggested that these chipped surfaces might have been

produced by frost action, and that these supposed implements there-

fore, were natural productions. 'Given a single fractured surface,

which might be. produced by the ordinary action of frost, and no

other productive agency is required; but when we consider that

instead of one, there are twenty or forty planes of cleavage, ail

equally weathered, and that an implement has been produced similar

in form and finish to those neolithic specimens about whose origin

there is no question, and we fail to see how nature, by any known or

imaginable force, could so fashion either an oval pebble or an angular

fragment of rock.

Inbthis connection, attention may properly be called to many speci-

mens of "chipped pebbles" which cannot be -considered as imple-

ments, inasmuch as there is no trace of design in their present:shapes.

They are, indeed, artificially chipped over the greater portion of their

surface, but they have nowell defined point nor cutting edges. These

irregular masses, usually smaller than the finished implements, bear

no evidence of being chushed, although glacial aètion probably ex-

poses fragments of rock or ice-encased pebbles more to such crushing

force, than to any -othèr, except perhaps that process of rubbing
against denser minerai, which results ii- deeply 'incsed strio,-the

so-called glacial scratches. The lithological character of argillite is

such, that a given mass of this mineral, if exposed to a crushing force,

will not' fracture in .such a way, as to resemble in any degree, the

chipped pebbles, here referred to. When associated.with the finished

forpis, and the same general character of weathering. nd of chipping

is noticed on both, we cannot but consider them as identical in origin,

and need have no hesitation in classing such designiess forms, as

broken specimens, as 'failures," or, in some instances, as refuse.chips,

as they are found to have, in all respects, the same forms·that are char-

acteristic of the localities where neolithic implements-ofhertan

jasper have been made.

One feature of them all, and especially of those from the deeper

gravels, needs to be briefly referred to this is the worn condition of
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the edges of the several surfaces produced by the detachment of the

flakes, There are, especíally in fig. 413, no welldefined outlines -of a

single facet, although each separate flake can be traced on the surface

of the implement. This partial wearing away, of these lines of sepa-

ration of the several chips that have. been removed, does not occur,

to any marked degree, in. jasper specimens. that approach fig. 413 in

shape,; size and chipping. Whether this is the resuit of use previous

to being lost or discarded, or of wear by long expostire to the shifting

movements of sand and gravel, cannot now be determined-; but of

itself, it seems to connect closely these partly worn, yet clearly arti-

ficial forms, with rolled pebbles, which ini outline only suggest the

possibility of having once been chipped impletnents. While, naturally,

broken pebbles may·often approach in shape any of these forms of

stone implenents, it may at once be seen that it is, in every case, but

an accidentai resemblance.6 - The outline is obtained, but not that

subsequent. chipping that gives the finish that makes the implement

desirable for use. The gravel bes, in which these "turtle back " celts

and their modification have been found, contains a small percentage

of angular pebbles, thàt have not lost all traces of recent fracture, and

therefore are not as smooth and uniformly polished as an ordirary

pebble. Thtse specimens, when bearing marked resemblance to those

clearly of artificial orgin, nay in* fact have fashioned by man,

and iave only partially lost, by the polishing action of water and sand,

tlose indications of artificially produced fractures, which characterize

the specimens here-figured; but, as-a rule, the angular pebbles are of

natural formation, and their.imperfectly ground and polished surfaces

give.evidence of the possibility; that, under favorable circumstances, a

2
" The relative abundance of these implements is perhaps a matter of some importance, in its

bearing on the question.of their origin. Were they natural forms, the peculiar force that operated

to produce them, so marvellously like ordinary Indian relics as many of them are, would scarcely
have been limited to so few pebbles as in this case: unless future exploration shall discover at.,

some distant point a locality where only chipped pebbles occur. An effort has been made to esti-
mate the comparativée abundance of these palmolithic implements in the gravel deposit forming
the bluff on the eastern bank of the Delaware river, and as near as can be .determined, it is. about-

one ten-thousandth of one per cent., or one in every million of pebbles. - sufficient number of

these implements have certainly not as yet becn gathered, to affect materially this calculation.
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chipped implement might be associated with this. gravel, even from

the time of its deposition, and yet escape the wearing action by which

lts artificial features are obliterated. The deposit may be described

as largely made up of ordinary smooth, water-worn pebbles varying

in size from half an inch in diameter, to bQwlders estimated to weigh

from one to twenty tons.

Convinced that the so-called "turtle back" ceits, which are the

most primitive form of the chipped implenients of the gravels, really

are of artificial origin, many of them being identical in shape with the

ordinary forms of European drift implements, and, furthermore, since

among the specirnens found, Ure. several spearhead-like implerr.ents,

there can be but little doubt that, unassociated as thev are with the

comrhon forms of surface-found relics, they are remains of an earlier

and a ruder people,. who occupied the eastern shores of this continent

prior to the advent of the Indians, or ar,e their immediate ancestors,
as:the case·niay be

Mon. Mortillet2 0 has, in a late communication to the Society of.An-

thropology of Paris, givèn an interesting account of the resemblance be-

tween the implemènts found in the valley of the Delaware, and those

occurring in various localities in France. He says of a series- of these

implements·collected by the author of this volume, and forwarded to

him; "These stones d onot chip so well as those of the Somme,

because the latter are of silex, and silex is easily-chipped. On the

Delavarde [Delaware] River; there is no silex; men were there

obliged to use a* different stone-the trap, a sort of volcanic rock,

slightly argillaceous, and very hard and difficult to chip. For this

reason the axes that you see here are not as perfectly made as those

from St. Acheul.

"In many parts of France rocks other than silex are einployed

and they are no better than those brought us. * * M. de Semallé

bas presented us with axes in quartzite which came from Bretagne,

207 Mortillet. Bulletin de la Société d'Anthropologie de Paris, Tome Deuxième (III Série),
P. 439. Paris, 1879.

'à-
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and although our colleague assured us that he had carefully chosen

them from among many that were not so marked, it is certain that

they are chipped rudely enough, because in fact quartzite is exceed-

ingly difficult to break as you wishiit. Here now, I present you with

axes in quartzite from the valley of the Garonne, and you can see

that they are rudely chipped.

"It is interesting to see that the same epoch has produced similar

industries in such different countries. This makes it more probable,

that therè was formerly a great bridge .between America and Europe.

The similarity of a great number of animals and of plants common

to the two countries shows the-existence of this communication. Still

it may be supposed that certain kinds of birds could have crossed the

ocean; seeds of plants may have been transported by the wind but

this explanation is insufficient for insects and is altogether.iñadmissible

for terrestrial shells. How can it be imagined that snails and slugs,

unable to live. in water, could have passed from one continent tô the

other if there-had been no [means of) communication between the

worlds? Pethaps this communication may have taken place in the

sorthern part of the ocean, in the latitude of Newfoundland."

Fig. 414 represents .a carefully wrought stone implement, which

may be considered as a typical example of this class of objects.

In its shape and size, as wellas the circumstances under which it

wasfound, it is a repétitidn, in America, of the hundreds of such

finds, that are so common in many of the river valleys, both of France

and England. Almond-shaped celts -of this size and finish are not

abundant when compared with the whole number of specimens found.

They furnish evidence of the highest skill in chipping stone, and were

probably among the most formidable weapons possessed by man at

thpt time.

Fig. 414 was found by the writer, while watching' the progress of

an-extensive excavation in Centre street, Trenton, N. J. It was nearly

seven feet from the surface, surrounded by a mass.of very large cobble-

stones and bowlders, one of the latter ov'r1ying it.. It is moderately

weathered; but the boundary ridges, of the various flakes that, have

* &à



been detached, are nearly obliterated, apparently by long exposure to

shifting sands and running water.

Fig. 415 represents an average specimen of the flat-bottomed, peak-

FIG. 414 .- Ncw Jersey. '.

batked stones, known in some localities as "turtle-backs," a name

that admirably describes their general appeaFance. These implenents

(for their artificial origin can scarcely be questionéd) are vey uni-
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form in the character of the chipping, in the material, argillite, of

which they are made, and the erosion of their surfaces, though in this

latter respect they vary more than in any other.

The specimen here figured measures four inches in length and

FiG. z.New JereY. j

two and -one-haif inches iii width. The bottom is nearly a perfect

plane, and shows, by the slight indentations and scratch-like markings,

that it has been. chipped into its present shape, and flot accidentally,
broken.1 n ne and one-eighth inches;the

tPeak, oerhighest point of the back, being in the riddle of the

specimen, measured lengthwise, but rather nearer one side than the
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other. The broader side of the back does not appear to bc any better

adapted for cutting, than is the narrower or more abruptly descending

side.

Although this stone, from long exposure, has become porous upon

the surface, two edges still remain sharp and regular, and exhibit an

amount of skill in "flint-chipping" about equal to that of the ordinary

sate hoes, shovels, spears and arrowpoints. Close examinationshows

that the back has been worked into its present shape by a series of

powerful blows, or by pressure.

Usually large surfaces are left,

in se.vera.l instances planes

being formed.by the detach-

ment of a single fragment of

the rock, which extends from

the .peak to the edge of the

implement.

This specimen was found.on

the face of the gravel bluff that

forns the eastern bank of the

Delaware river, below Tren-

ton, N. J. The original po-

sition, as to depth, was fnot

noted at the time, as these

objects were Fnot then dis-

tinguished from the ordinary

FIG. 416.-NewJersey. relics of the Indians. - As

many specimens, however, of the same pattem have been collected

dt this l)lace, n ost of which were from undisturbed gravel, and at

determined depths, it is gaite evident that ail these implements are

from the saime general locality,· and while differing much in age,

are not in any, case to be referred to the Indians of a cotxparatively

recent time.

Fig. 416 represents a-somewhat smaller éxample of these "turtle

backs;' taken from the saine locality. As in the preceding instance,
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this specimen is made of arg4llite, and has been considerably eroded

by long exposure. This is believed to have occurred prior to its

being.deeply buried in the gravel bed, from which it was taken. The

chipping, as in fig. 415, is coarse, but well designed, and has produced

a moderately sharp cutting edge around: the entire niargin. As is

nearly always the case with these "turtle backs," the under side is

perfectly flat, and hence it is that these specimens, when resting upon

their flat under surfaces,

resemble the shells of

our common box tor.

toise (Cistudo). To

this fact they owe their

popular name.

Fig. 417 represents a

third example of the so-

called "turtie backs,"

but varies in being

pointed, or spear-shapéd

in its outline. Like the

priceding oval speci-

mens, this implement is

flat~upon its under side,

but this side is not the

natural surface of the

pebble, worn smooth by

water action, but the FIG. 417 .- New Jersey.

plane left by detaching a single large flake. The specimen has there-

fore the appearance of being the half of an ordinary paLæolithic

implenient, which has been evenly split in two. This specimen, now

preserved in the museum of the. Academy of Science, at Salem, Mass.,

was one of the first found on the gravelly bluff facing the river at Tren-

ton, N. J., although its age and origin were not recognized. at the time.

The preceding specimens, excepting fig. 414, bear such a resem-

blance to a class of jasper impleménts, which are supposed to have
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been cutting tools, that we are warranted in assuming, that they were

used for much the sane purposQs. - The flat ux'der surface does hot

give to these ".turtlebacks" as good cutting edges as are found on

those.specimens that are chipped upon both sides ; but, notwithstand-

ing this objectionable feature, the edges are sufficiently sharp to be

available for cutting flesh and similar yielding substances. For some

such purpose, they were probably used.

Fig. 418 is an example-of more elaborately wrought form, and is

of interest from its resenmblance to the European patterns of paheo-

lithic implements, and from the fact thatit is an excellent egnnecting

link between the ruder formas, that have been figured, and t6ose that

are of higher design and better finish. This spear-shaped,.orpointed

implement is carefully-shaped from an argillite pebble, and hs -well

defined sharp, if not cutting, edges. The base is rounded, and pre-

serves the natural surface of the pebble. The point is quite -acute,

and the sides have been produced by chipping, so that a'compara-

tively uniform surface his resulted. The degree of weathering is

uniform, and so far as this can be trusted as a guide, tie specimen

has had each flake removed at practically the sarne time.

This'implement measures six inches in length, by from three to

three and one-fourth inches in width, until near the point where it

suddenI narrows.

It was found at the bluff at Trenton, in a narrow gorge, caused by

running water which, however, had not displaced the material forming

the sid,es of the little chasm. It was nine feet from the surface, and

overtopped by a.large bowlder. It bears considerable- resemblance

to certain chipped implements of jasper, porphyry and . sandstone,

which have been occasionally found on the surface associated with

ordinary Indian relics; and which the writer .supposes were· largely

used as "heads" for war-clubs. However this may be, an implement,

like the one here described, might readily be mounted in a handle, or,

having a blunt base, be held in the hand and wielded with terrible

effect. Other examples of this form, mostly of argillite, have been

collected from the same locality.
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Fig. 419, a b, represents two views of a quite carefully wrought

s-

Fic. 418.-New Jersey. j.

specimen of these rude implements, measuring nearly five 4nches in

J.
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length, by two and one-half inches in average breadth, and less than

two inches in greatest thickness. It is an excellent example of that

form previously referred to, as a ''turtle-back" celi. Of this specimen

g

FGo-*ga.-New Jersey. }.

Dr. M. E. Wadsworth says, "as far as .an be "told from examining its

external 'urface, without any fresh fracture, 1 should consider it to be

made of very compact argillite. It shows weathering, and also a

more recent fracture, which has weathored to some extent. I should
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consider it very doubtful if this could be formed naturally." This

specimen, like the precedinr, came from the bluff facing the river.

It was taken fron a depth of three feet in from the face of the bluff,

which was itself evidently the un--

disturbed'gravel.

It is desirable to state, in this

connection, that the upper surface

of this bluff was removed many

years ago, when grading the street

that now passes along the slowly

crumbling escarpment formed by

the wearing action of the river

flowing at its foot. Al the super-

ficial soil and several fe e t of

gravel were removed, and all

specimens now. found 'in the talus

are necessarily from the gravel

itself, and could fnot have been

derived from the original surface.

A. series of the earlier found

of these argillite. implements,

derived from the gravel be ds,

were subipitted to Dr. M. E.

Wadsworth, of Cambridge, the

eminent lithologistto deternine

their mineralogical character;-

with especial reference to -the

possibility of the fractures that

might arise from natural causes.

Of the specimen, fig. 420, Dr.
FIG. 419.-New Jersey. . Wadsworth says, "It is an argillite.

It is highly indurated, with a conchoidal fracture, without cleavage,

and fuses to a yellowish green or white glass which is feebly miagnetic.

The weathering which it shows could hardly have taken place except

PAIAEOLrHIC IMPLEMENTs.
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before it was covered with soil; it might possibly, but I think not

probably, in a loose, open .gravel. It is not at all likely to be of

natural formation." The specimen is figured of natural size, and

requires no further description, other than to remark that it was found

in the undisturbed gravel of the.bluff facing the Delaware, at a depth,

of six feet from-the surface.

The 'Word "undisturbed" is purposely emphasized, inasmuch as it

FIG. 42.--New Jersey.

is necessary, as Professor Pumpelly has pointed out, to determine

'hether the undisturbed specimens occur in the gravel as it exists

when first exposed, or in .ag talus that may have been formed at the

base of the bîtff, and which, in some cases, may extend upwards,

nearly to the top"; as in the latter eveh1t it is possible that an imple-
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ment might have very recently rolled down from the sprface, and be,

now, buried several feet from the face of the bluff. This possible

occurrence has been duly considered in every instance, and no such

displacement evidently.had taken place, in the instance of the speci-

men here figured, or

in that of others found

both before and since.

Fig. 421 represents

a specimen formed of

an argillite pebble, with

a portion of the water-

worn. or weathered sur-...

face constitutin the

greater partoEf the

base, on one side of \

the implement. The

corresponding side is

a uniform surface, but

is less smooth, and ex-

hibits every indication

of being much less

weathered, although it

is greatly altered from

a freshly fractured sur-

face.

This specimen meas-

ures four and one-

fourth inches scànt in

length. The base is, FIG. 42r.-New Jersey. .

in width, a little less than one-half the length. The chipped portion

decreases uniformly in width from the base, the flakes having been

detached from both sides, and the edges. The specimen terminates

in quite a blunt point, and does not appear to have been more

acutely finished, than it now is. In general outline, fig 421 closely
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resembles many of the European flint implements from the river

valleys, and bears far more resemblancezto many neolithic forms

than do the majority of the chipped flints from tertiary deposits lately

described in detail by M. Robiero. 208
This specimen was taken from the gravel, at the bluff forming the

eastern bank of the Delaware river at Trenton, at a depth of seven

feet from the surface.

Fig. 422 represents a carefully shaped and creditably designed ar-

gfflite implement, that is much like many of those4ound in-Europe-

FIG. 422.-New Jersey. .

From the base, which is the unchipped natural surface of the argillite

pebble, this implement is flaked eqúally. on both sides, and brought

to an edge along each margin, and at the same time it tapers to an

obtuse point, sufficiently marked, however, to indicate that it' was

intended to pierce às well as to cut. The broad base, which is suffi-

ciently wide to allov the specinen to stand upright without support,

2 0sDescrip. de Alguus. Silex E Quart. Lascados en contraltos nos carnados dos terrenos:

Tertiar. e Quaternario. M. Carlos Robiero, Lisboa, 1877.
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could never have been attached to a long shaft, and so it could never

have beep used as a spearhead.

Held in the hand, it would seem to be an awkward instrument for

most purposes, but the broad base would serve to protect the hand,

were it held in this way, and used for·striking sudden blows. Hafted

in some manner, an excellent weapon is obtained and one that would

prove not only valuable, in close combats, but as a hunting imple-

ment, whenever an opportunity was given to strike a sudden blow.

Neolithic implements of this pattern, but usually longer, were prob-

ably used4or·grubbing rÔots, but i

found in thé river gravels, are more likely to have been ice-picks.

If we are warranted in-supposing that the people who made and used

these palæolithic implements lived here during the prevalence of an

arctic climate, then they must have had some means for cutting holes

in the ice, and for such a purpose, the broad-based implements,'like

fig. 422, were àdmirably adapted. If used in this manner, they would

be peculiarly liable to be lost through the. holes cut in the ice.

This specimen was.found,-several years ago, in the bluff or gravel

bed that formerly faced upon the east side of Cooper street, Trenton,

and was in the loose gravel, whjch was then being removed. It was

near the centre of a mass of small pebbles and sand, which was

detached bodily, and from the foot of the. bluff, and which, when

it crumbled, exposed this.specimen. Above the mass, in which this

specimen was embedded, extended a stratum of sand of considerable

thickness, overlying which was the surface soil. The specimen was at

least at a depth of eight feet.

It was at this ·locality, that some time before, the writer found, in

situ, three chipped masses of stone, supposed to havehad an. artificial

origin. That two of them were palæolithic implements, subsequent

discoveries have shown to be true. Of these, as early as 1873, the

opinion was expressed,2 09 that as they occurred so deeply in the earth,

and iri gravel and sand that showed.no evidence of recent disturbance,

20eAbbott.. American Naturahst, ot-v.oii,-p. 207, sg. 3 6-3 8. Salem, Mass., 1873.

33

.
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ioe sed people far antedating the race

that subsequently occupiedthis same territory.

Fig. 423, a, b, represents the spearhead-like implement previously

referred to. The illustration shows, at a glance, the artificial origin-of

the specimen. It is made of flint, and is the only instance of the

occurrence of a drift implement of this mineral. This specimen was

taken from the gravel, at a depth of six feet from the surface, on the

site of the Lutheran Church, Broad street, Trenton, N. J. It was

FIG. 423.--New Jersey. +.

fouid lying in situý in a shallow stratum of coarse pebbles, and clearly

showed by its surroundings that it had not become buried at this depth,

subsequently to the deposition of the containing layer of pebbles.

The fact that this specirnen was found at a depth, at which under

exceptional circumstance ordinary. Indian relics might be buried, and

being of a different mineral from the characteristic forms of the gravel,

might lead to the belief that this more artistically chipped flint spear-

sha4ed implement, was an "-i:ntrusive" relic of Indian origin. The
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general character.of this gravel-bed, even at this shallow depth-six

the-surface-wherethis flint specimen occrred, was such

as to convince any one, had they examined the locality at the time,

that the specimen had not reacled there subsequently to the deposition

of the gravel itself. Fortunately, at the time, an exceptionally good

opportunity of examining the locality was offered, and it was evident

that the implefnent-bearing gravels, that can be readily distinguished

from the later beds, here came to the surface. Bowlders of large

size were upon· the surface, and the sides -of the excavation, from

which was taken this specimen (fig. 423), showed by the close pack-

ing of the material constituting the mass, that it had not been recently
disturbed, and that it had been ·deposited by the same forces that

formed the gravelpb1uff, now constituting the èaster bank of the river,

nearly two miles distant. immediately above. it, i. e., on the same

horizon, but fnot directly over it, and continuously to the surface were

numbers of large 'stones, several of thern containing from six to ten

cubic feet. In such a mass, and at such a depth, it is scarcely possible

a spearpoint of the later Indians could have reached. The fact that

the specimen is flint, and not argillite, has no bearing on the question

of its being other than a palæolithic implement,-inasmuch as ini all

well known localities in Europe, where paleolithic flints occur, there

have been found occasional specimens made of other minerals.

Fig. 424 represents a very carefully chipped argillite implement that

bears a marked resemblance to many of the Eurbpean specimens of

palolithic implements. The specimen measures four and one-half

inches in length, and a little less than two and one-half inches in its

greatest width. In the chipping, this specimen varies somewhat from

a typical turtle:back, in that the under, or flatter, side is somewhat

chipped, especially along the edges, which throughout their entire

length, exhibit traces of secondary chipping, whereby the edges were

made more nearly straight. The general outline is that of a spear or

lance-head, rather than an indefinitely shaped "chipped .implemnent,"4

as many of them are. There is in this instance a well defined point,

and a broad, straight base, giving a general contour quite similar to
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ertain jeeper and slate "hoe blades," as this pattern of neolithic im-

plemn is sometimes called.

This specimen, fig. 424, was taken from the bluff facing the river,

but two miles farther south than the exposure near Trenton, from which

rmost of the.specimens

have been gathered.

It was discovered in a

perpendicular exosure

of the bluff, immedi-

ately after the detach-

ment of a large mass of

material, and in a sur-

face that had but the

( , -* day.before been ex-

Ad ( i posed and had not yet

begun to crumble.

The specimen was

twenty-one feet from

s the surface of the
ground, and within a

foot of the triassic clays

that are here exposed.
i/ Directly over it, and in

contact, was a bowlder

of large size, probably

weighing one hundred

pounds ; while at a dis-

tance of five. feet above

was a second much

FI, 4 e larger- bowlder. The

character of the mass, which was that of the bluff on the bank of the

river near Trenton, was such as to render it impossible that this

specimen could have reached this position subsequently to the deposi-

tion of the containing bed.



Fi g.425 represents a very artificial looking, and yet quite unique,

fopn of chipped stone impleinent. it certainly>ears no resemblance

to any common form of neolithic weapon or domestic implement. In

FiG. 4 25 .- New Jersey. +.

general, its appearance is- that of a rude sjp ar, such as not unfrequently

occurs upon the surface, made of jasper and quartz; but the handle-

like projection, which may or may not have been pointed originally,

PATAOLITHIC IMPLEMENTS. 507



renders it difficult to determiine the probable use of the implement;

but that the specimen is artificial, and designed for some definite pur-

pose, there can be.no doubt.

This specimen measures four and five-eighths inches in length, and

two inches in maximum width, exclusive of the projecting point *or

"handle " at one side. This projection is one and one-fourth inches

in length. The chipping on this implement is quite well defined along

the edges; and this, of itself, gives evidence of its artificial oigin;

for we do not find traces.of secondary chipping, whereby zigzag lines

are straightened, occurring among crushed or frost-fractured pebbles.

This unique form was found on the same gravelly bluff from

which the preceding was taken, but at a point two miles distant,

down the river. The.specimen was exposed after a laind-slide which

occurred on Aug. 24 th, immediately after a violent storm. A large

mass of gravel was detached bodily, leaving a fresh surface of the

bluff, from which this specimen projected. The depth from the sur-

face was considerable, though it could not be accurately determined

at the time.

Fig. 426 rzepresents a sr'ecimen more like a weapon than any of

the rude implenents that have as yet been collected. Its shape seems

to suggest its- use, and, considering the rough workmanship that has

been expended upon it, it is admirably adapted to the supposed use

to which it was put.. It foreshadows the-tomahawk of more modern

times. There appear to have been no fractures since the implement

was made.. The whole surface presents the same weather-worn ap-

pearance, and it is doubtful if even the rude edges were more regular

in design or sharper than at present. Very nearly eight inches in

length, the specimen may, for purposes of description, be divided into

two sections-the front or blade of the weapon, and the hammer-

head or back. The blade or front portion is- four inches in length,

forming nearly a continuous line with the top of the back; the eleva-

tion of the outline or margin' being less than half an inch at the

angle of the back and edge. Below, the line of the back and that of

the blade form an obtuse angle; the blade being beneath, an inch and

508- P RIMITIVE INDUSTRY.
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thrëe-eighths wider than the narrower portion or hammer-head. The

entire margin of this specimen has been chipped into its present shape

and condition, giving.it a rudely-rounded appearance at the top, edge,

bottom, and extremity o6f the back. This chipping has not been done

by an ordinary hammer-stone, pecking off the small fragments and

producing the peculiar dotted' appearance common to the ordinary

grooved cobble-stone axes; but the stone has been flaked off in larger

pieces, although the appearance.varies somewhat from the shelly
fracture of jasper. As a large portion of the side of this specimen

is smooth, it is probable that the mass, as originally detached from

FIG. 426-. -New Jersey. 4.

the rock, bore some resemblance to the weapon or implement as it

now appears. This implement is of special interest as being the

most primitive specinien of a rude hatchet yet met with, that appears

to have had a handle fastened to it. A split or forked sapling could

have been as readily attached to an axe of this shape as to any of the

grooved forms. The shallow notch beneath, at the junction of the

back and blade, was'apparently so chipped to make the handle more

secure.

This axe-like specimen was found upon the surface of a gravelly

field, under circumstances that have no bearing upon the question of
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its age. The fact that it is of argillite; together with its weathered

condition and the similarity of the chipping to those implements found

in the gravel, renders it probable that it is fnot. the handiwork of the

Indian. It is described, in this connection, because, its condition is

such as to suggest that it had as early an origin as the term "palæo-

lithic " implies.

Its palæolithic age is further rendered probable from the fact, that

very recently, during an examination of the gravel bank f eing the

river, near Trenton, N. J., by Prof. W. Boyd Dawkins, Prof. Henry

W. Haynes and others, a very characteristic specimen of a pointed

palæolithic implement was found, that had a rude, but quite distinct

encircling gr-oove, and was therefore evidently intended to be hafted.

Still another specimen, found in deep undisturbed gravel by the writer,

was of such shape that it could scarcely have been used, unless at-

tached to a haridle.

Finally, it is desirable to add, in this connection, that these rude im-

plements have been frequently found in situ by others, as well as

myself, and thus evidence is not wanting to show that my ovwn .i-

pressions as to their antiquity, based upon the circunstances of their

position, when found, were not unwarranted.

In the Annual Report of the Museum at Cambridge, Mass., for

1880, the Curator has recently referred to this· subject, in connection

with the series of specimens found by me, and presented to that

institütion. Professor Putnam remarks that "others, including myself,

have found implements in place in the gravel, and at a meeting of the

Boston Society of Natural History,.held Jan. 19, 188o, the subject was

carefully discussed; and the evidence, supposed to be wanting by some

as to the actual -finding of specimens in situ in the gravel, wasgiven

in detail.

Having spoken at length of the deposits of gravel from which the

characteristic implements here described have been taken, and the

position of these gravels in the geological series having been shown,

that we may appropriately determine the antiquity of these relics, it

is necessary now to point out the relationship of the relics of an'

ancient people found in them, to the containing beds.
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What seems to be a most conclusive argument in favor of the.view

that these relics of men are as ol as, and in some cases it may be older

than, the gravels that now surround them, is the fact that while the

paeolithic implements are characteristic of the gravel, and neolithic

implements of the surface, it is quite natural to find the former, as we

find its containing bed, frequently tropping out upon the surface;

while we never find this same soil at great depths, nor do the relics of

the Indian, that now dot its surface, ever occur in such inexplicable

positions. We can easily imagine an earthquake creating a deep

chasm or crack in the surface, and inhuming a comparatively modern

implement; but there are no traces of such cataclysmic action here,

and if such an event had occurred, there would be other evidences

than the commingling of objects from the surface with the underlying

deposits; but such are wanting. Besides, if these rude forms were of

identical origin with common Indian relics, then rude and elaborate

alike, jasper, quartz, porphyry and slate together, axes, spears, pottery

and ornaments, all of which are found upon the surface, should occur

at these depths. Any disturbance that would bury one, would bury

the others. - Such, however, is not the case ; and this one fact is, I

think, of itself sufficient to show that there is a distinction to be drawn

between these roughly chipped implements and the skilfully wrought

productions of the Indians.

Furthermore, in considering the relationship of these rudely fash-

ioned stone implemnents to the beds containing them, and the place of

the latter in tle geological history of the globe, it must first be.borne

in mind, that the many changes which have occurred in the past were

periods of long duration, and that the changes of climate and the

modifications of the dry land were. all gradual occurrences. None

were of such violence as to .render the globe uninhabitable by man.

The severity of the glacial climate itself, it is known, but partially de-

stroyed, though.it largely displaced, animai and vegetable life; and-if

the displacement of mammals is a clearly ascertained fact, it is quite

safe to include man, if he also existed here, as I have endeavored to

show was the case.
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In the foregoing sketch of the indications of a primitive people that

occupied the northern Atlantic seaboard of America, prior to the gen-

erally supposed recent advent of the North AmericanIndian, nothing

has been adduced to indicate the racial belongings of this preoccupy-

ing people. In the traces themselves of this supposed race that have

been preserved, there is nothing that helps to solvethe question of

their pre-Indian or Indian origin ; and we must consider them simply

as rude productions- of the Indians, who, as a'people ·in the palSo-

lithic stage of culture, reached our coast possibly as far back in time

as the glacial epoch, unless other evidence can be brought to show

that an earlier and ruder race once possessed this countiy. Have we

any evidence of this?

A careful study of the relationship of the implements characteristic

of, the gravel, to the better known traces of the Indian -ordinary ar-

rowheads, celts and axes - of itself, suggests the probability of the In-

dians being-.comparatively recent. occupants of Eastern America;

although, -if measured by years, the duration of their occupancy ex-

tends far indeed, into the distant past.

The conclusion that the- Indians were preceded by another people

is based upon Xhe fact that it is not. practicable to trace any connec-

tion between the characteristic chipped palæolithic implements and

the polished, pecked and finely wrought objects of Indian origin ; the

one formu certainly nothaving any necessary connection with the o>ther.

The wide gap that exists between a full series ofeach of the two forms

is readily recognized,-when the two are brought tQgether, and no

one will hesitate to acknowledge it ; but mere verbal descriptions of

distinctive characteristics, prominent as they are to the eye, convey

but little meaning.

The gap th't exists between one of the more highly specialized pal-

æolithic implements and a rude agricultural tool of Indian manufac-

ture,. is slight indeed, and the maker of the one might readily have

made the other; but when we consider that a¯difference of material

also, to a great extent, is characteristic of the two forms, and.the rude

argillite objects on the one hand are as marked a feature of the gravel
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beds, as the rude flint and slate hoes and shovels are common to the

surface, it becom'es .evident to those who carefully examine the several

forrns from the two positions, that they are as widely separated as the

fossils of different geological formations. Indeed, were the. gravel

beds, that contain these implements of palæolithic age and origin, by

any means. converted into solid rocks, these artifrcially shaped stones

would become veritable fossils, and as clearly indicative of a well de-

fined species of man, -as the casts of Cucu/aa, so abundant in Our

green sand marls, mark a well-kndwn form of molluscan life once com-

mon in the Cretaceous seas.

As' to the ordinary stone implements, it may be mentioned that

those found upon the surface are all in accordance with whagwe know

of the Indians, who, while occupants of the Atlantic coast of North

Amrica, were dwellers in a densely wooded country, with the distribu-

tion of land and water as it now is; but are riot these pabeolithic

implements wholly out of place in like positions? One can scarcely

conceive of any use for a "turtle-back celt," or for soineof its mod-

ifications such as are seen in the limited range of patterns of the older

forms, uniess, perhaps as qrrde weapon. If the environment of a

race to any important extent deterines.the patterns of its weapons of

war, and of the chase,-as well as its domestic implements, then it is

clearly evident that the well'known forms of Indian stone implernents

most readily met their requirements; and with this people, depending

sa largely upon their skillwith the bow for their subsistence, and armed

with hatchets of another pattern, these palæoelithic implements are

unquestionably out of place. They are so far different, and more

primitive in construction, as to suggest their use at a time long prior

to the discovery of the bow, when another, and less wary fauna must

needs be hunted, and they also indicate a lower degree of culture than

that of the Indian at the time of the discovery of the continent by

Columbus.

It has been shown that a variation in the physical condition iof this

country both as to distribution of land and water, and climate, with

concomitant differences of faima and flora, obtained during the glacial
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epoch; and to this period, orto a subsequent one of shorter durationi

when a second ;glaciation of these valleys occurred, it would be more

reasonable to ascribe these rudely fashioned implements, even if found

only on the surface, but-which, by their presence in the drift gravels,

give us a faint glimpse of the primal race that occupied our shores.

When also, we consider that the several conditions of glacial times

were largely those of Greenland and arctic America, and that there is

unbroken land communication between the desolate regions of the

latter and our own more favored· land, and more important than

ail, that there now dwells in this ice-clad country a race which, not

only in the distanta past, but until recently, used stone implements of

rude patteras.; it is natural to infer that·the traces of a people found

here, under circumstances that demonstrate a like condition of the

country during their occupancy, are really traces of the same people.

This opinion, however, has been frequently questioned, and grave

doubts expressed as to the relationship of American palæolithic man

and the modem Eskimo. The publication of the recent volume of

Pfof. Wm. Boyd Dawkins, entitled "Early Man in Britain," 21 0 renders it

desirable, to pursue this'subject somewhat further, although the marked

similarity of the European and American paleolithic implements, and

of the circumstances under which they occur, have been dwelt uçon,

and the recent remarks· of M. Mortillet, on this subject, quoted in full.

The conclusions of Prof. Dawkins are of unusual interest, inasmuch

/as his: impression is that the older palæolithic man became totally ex-

tinct and the later paleolithic or "Cave-man" vas of a different

origin. This opinion is certainly at variance with the traces of post-

glacial palæolithic. man, as found on the Atlantic coast of America.

The conclusions of Mr.. Dawkins may be briefly stated, as follows:

paleolithic man is separately considered as the River-drift man and

the Cave-man*; the former believed to be much the older péople and

known by -the series of simplest -patterns of stone implements, "found

21 Early Man in Britain, by W. P.oyd Dawkins, chaps. vi and vii, p. z24 et seq. London,

MacMillan and Co., 1So.
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in the-late Pleistocene river beds." This River-drift man watndered

over the greater part of Europe, and Asia, leading "a wandering feral

life under feral conditions * * * a hunter of a very low order, but

not lower than the modem Australian." The Cave-man, on the con-

trary, was greatly restricted in his rangè, which of itself is held to be in-

dicative of different age and race, and was far in advance ofthe River-

drift man, in the variety and workmanship of his implements and

weapons. If not two distinct peoples, these River-drift and Cave-

men are certainly sections of the same race, which found their way

into Europe at widely different times, the River-drift man being of far

higher antiquity, and· lived countless ages before the arrival of the

Cave-man. "We are without a clue," writes our author "to the

ethnology.of the River-drift man, who most probably is as completely

extinct at the present time as the woolly rhinoceros or the cave-bear;

but the discoveries gf the last twenty y'ears have tended to confirm the

identification of the Cave-man with the Eskimo."

In the earher chapters of this volumre, reference has been frequently

made to the occurrence of rude arrowpoints, scrapers, and other forms

of stone e nts made of argillite which suggest an origin anterior

to the ordi»a.<jasper and quartz implements of tle' Indians; and in

the description of the open air workshop sites of the Indians, where

arrowheads were chipped in great numbers, the absence of argillite

flakes in the accumulated débris was noted.

For these reasons and others more particularly referred to, in pre-

ceding chapters, it is believed that these more specialized argillite im-

plements, although found, to a large extent, upon the surface, and

associated -with objects of Indian origin, really bear a closer relation-

ship to the rude implements made by the American River-drift man,

than to the Indian handiwork of more recent timçs.2 11 If we are wai-

s11One marked result of the deforesting of the country, andits constant cultivation has been to

remove, in great part, the many inequalities of the surface, and to dryup many of thie 'naller

broo4. The hilocks have been worn down, the valleys filed up, and this, of course, has resulted

in bringing to the surface, on the higher ground, the argillite implements which were at consider-

able depths, and in burying, in thevalleys, the more recentjasper and quartz implements of Indian
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ranted, as suggested by M. de Mortillet, in considering the Acheulèen

hatchets of France, the flint implements of the River-drift man of

England, and the argillite irmplements found in the valley of the*Del-

aware, as the handiwork of the same people; then, tracing the parallel-

ism further, it may be asked whether we have, in America, any evi-

dence that this earliest or River-drift folk became extinct here, as Mr.

Dawkins believed was the case in Europe. -If we have no evidence,

but on the contrary we are able to point out a united and continuous

series of indications of palnolithic man's presence from so remote a

period as the deposition of the Tienton gravel, until the comparatively

recent date when man had become as advanced in culture, as the

Cave-man of Europe, then. the parallelismof the two continents is

so far broken, that the culture inàthe one country is confined to one

race, and in the~other it is indicative of two.

Along the Atlantic coast of this continent there do not occur geo-

logical formations of a character favorable for the development of that

particular phase of human culture known as Cave-life, as represented

in -Europe's prehistoric annals ; but the same improvèment in the pat-

terns'tithl finish of stone implements, and the use of bone, as well as

stone, and all the distinguishing features of Cave-life, except that of

the artistic representation of men and animals, are all readily traced as

the gradually acquired improvements of the descendants of the ancient

palæolithic man, who in nowise differed from the River-drift hunter of

Europe.

This absence of geological forrríations calculated to preserve the

earliest traces of man in.unmistakable condition, and the scarcity of

fossil remains in the gravel deposits renders the problem of determining

when and by whom t1iis continent was originally populated far more

difficult to solve, than the like problem. concerning Europe; but not-

origin, that were left upon the soil, when lost or discarded by 'the red-man.' -n the remnants of

forests still remaining, where no such disturbance of the soil hias.occurred, the relative deptlwt

whichuargillite and jasper respectively occur, indicate the greater uge of the former. This is also

shown by the position, in 'meadowinud" of the so-called sish-spears,to which attention has already

been called.
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withstanding these disadvantages, there is sufficient evidence remain-

ing, to warrant the assertion that- the palmolithic man on the one hand,

and the makers of the argillite spearpoints on the other, stadn in the

relationship of ancestor and descendant, and if 'the latter, as is

probable, is in turn the ancestor of the modem Eskimo,.then does it

not follow that the River-drift and Cavo-man of Europe, supposing the

relationship of the latter to the Eskimo to be correct, bear the same

close relationship to each other, as do the American representatives of

these earliest of people?

If this view be correct, it shows that the sequence. of events, and

advance of culture, have been practically synchronous in the· two con-

tinents.; and the parallelism in the archaæology of America and Europe

becomes something more than a "mere fancy." Nor is it improbable

that future· discoveries in Europe will bring to light the missing links,

which, by their absence, seem to separate the River-drift hunter from

the later Cave-man.

The subjoihed tablea;shows the essentially similar characteristic

features of the prehistoric archæology of the two continents.

AMERICA. EUROPE.

Paaollthic implements in Trenton Flint implements in Pleistocene

gravel. River-drift.

Argillite implements of more spec- , More specialized flint implements'of

ialized patterns in alluvial deposits and the caves.

surface.

Jasper and Quartz implenents of Neolithic stone implements of highest

North American Indian. Polished grade. Polished stone.

stene.

Bronze.

The evidence of the presence of the Eskimo far southward of his

present range rests on many and varied facts, some of which, it must

be admitted, are of doubtfui.value.

It has been urgently claimed that no traces of man have been found

along our seaboard that cannot, without violence to kno*n facts, be

referred to the Indians of the past few centuries, and therefore we ame

without warrant, in introducing a hypothetical race to explain away so
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simple a- matter as the commingling of rude argillite 'and elaborate

jasper arrowheads.

The manifold indications of prehistoric man on the Atlantic coast of

North America cannot, however, be reduced to such a m agre array

that a mere reference to the Indian is all that is necessary. fThe com-

monplace occurrence of gathering rude arrowpoints in he bottom

lands, and of finding others of more artistic finish in an upland field,

may, to a superficial observer, have no further meaning th'an that these

objects are relics of the Indians who once roamed over this country;

but to him who gathers tens of thousands of these- relics, and notes,

with conscientious care, the position in the earth -of each ; who.ram-

bles, not simply over ploughed fields, but scrutinizes every exposure

of the upturned. soil; digs deeply in the peaty accumulations of the

meadow lands and scans every foot of the steep muddy banks of tide-

water creeks; to him, these abundant relics of the vanished races tell

a far different story, and hint, in no uncertain way, of diverse origins.

If then, all.are not Indian, to whom,shall we.refer the others except to

the Eskimo?

It is not within the scope of this volume to refer, except briefly, to

the histoical evidences of the presence of the Eskimo, south of the

St. Lawrence. 'Dr. Brinton 2 12 says, "there is reason to believe that at

one time they possessed-the Atlantic coast ýconsiderably to the south.

The Northmen, in the year jooo, found the natives of Vinland,

probably near Rhode Island, of the same race as they were familiar

with in. Labrador. They contemptuously call them Skralingar, chips,-

and describe them as numerous and short of stature (Eric Rothens

Saga, in Mueller, Sagenbibliothek, p. 214). It is curious that the

traditions of the Tuscaroras, who placed their arrival on the Virginian

coast about 13oo, spoke of the race they found theie (càled Tacci

or Dogi) as çaters of raw flesh 2
.
3 -and ignorant of maize (Lederer,

Account of North America, inHarris, yoyages).'

If we could with full confidence.refer the olde! shell heaps and all

the'more ancient traces of prehistoric man, down to so late a date as

12
Brinton.' Myths of the New World, 2d ed. p. Ï4. New1 York, 1876.

sutd•he name Eskimo is fom the Algonkin word Erkimantick, eaters of raw flesh." Brinion.
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A. D. roo, to the Eskimo, the archæology of the Atlantic coast

would be shorn of all obscurity, and every relic would possesi areadily
deciphered history. It riay be added, that in view of the results of

recent archæological and historical research, it is within the range of

possibility, that fthis will be the. crowning result of future investigation.

In his excellent article on the Tribes- of the Extreme Northwest,

Mr. Dail2  remarks, "my own impression agrees with that of Dr.

Rink, that the Innuit were once inhabitants of the interior of America;

that they were forced to the west and north by the pressure of tribes

of Indians from the south," and again, "there are many facts in

American ethnology which t.end to show that originally, the Innuit of

the east coast had much the same distribution as the walrus, namely,

as far south as New Jersey." Theconclusion reached by Dr. Rink,2 5

to which Mr. Dall refers, is, that the "Eskimo appear to have been

the' last wave of an aboriginal American race, which has spread over

th'e continent from more genial regions, following principally the rivers

and water-courses, and continually yielding to the pressure of the

tribes behind. thern, until they have, at last, peopled the seacoast.".

In a subsequent publication?216 Dr.'Rink has repeated these conclu-

sions. He rernarks, "Quant à l'événement qui les a fait émigrer de

leur pays primitif et se diriger vers le Nord, je suis disposé à croire

que cela a été une guerre, mais je pense que cette guerre n'a fait que

les mettre en mouvement, que la marche-vers l'embouchure a été très-

lente,·et que la durée du séjour en ce lieu s'est prolongée.

"&D'autre part, j'ai cherché à démontrer que c'est dans la partie nord-

ouest de l'Amérique du. Nord, dans la région du Mackenzie et de

l'Athna, qu'il faut chercher le fleuve ou les fleuves à l'embouchure des-

quels les Esquimaux ont développé leur civilisation, et que leurs

ancêtres sont issus des régions attenant aux cours supérieurs de ces

fleuves.

"En effet, la grande majorité des Esquimaux se trouve en Amérique,

214Contributions to N. A. Ethnology (U. S. Survey of Rocky Mt. Region),-vol. i, p. to0.

213Tales of the Eskimo, London, 1875-
UCompte-Rendu de la Gngrès international des- Américanistes: L'habitat primitif des Esqui-

inaux; M. i . Rink, P. 331. Luxembourg, 1878.
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et un petit nombre seulement habite l'Asie. Cela parait indiquer que

ce peuple est originaire du continent américain. Cependant, tout en.

soutenant cette thèse,'je ne me dissimule point que cette seule con-

sidération ne suffit pas-pour que la question soit vidée.

"Mais, dans mes études comparatives sur les moeurs, la langue, la re-

ligion et les traditions des différentes tribus esquimaudes, j'ai déjà

trouvé bien des choses qui confirment la thèse de Parigine américaine

des Esquimaux, tandis qu'au contraiie je n'ai trouvé que très-peu de

faits favorables à la thèse de leur origine asiatique."

If we accept the conclusions of Dr. Rink, that the Eskimo is of

American origin, and necessarily occupied, originally, a more southern

portioii of the continent, than that to which he is now confined, every

difficulty î the solution of the problem of the antiquity of man on the

Atlantic sebard of America seems to vanish.

It has been shown that we have traces of early man that are appar-

ently not of-Indian origin. The important differences-that distinguish

them from Indian handiwork have been carefully pointed out, and fur-

ther, it has been shownthat they are a characteristic feature of a geo-

logical formation, that indicates that they are of greater antiquity than

any known traces of the Indian.

The meagre evidence, on the other hand, that we have of the ad-

vent of the Indian on the North American continent, is strongly sug-

gestive of his Asiatic origin, and possibly, of his .derivation, in part,

from a submerged continent, of which we havé a trace, in certain

islands in the Pacific ocean. Their arrival in America probably does not

date from a period sufficiently remote, to afford geological evidences

of antiquity, other than that offered by certain of the shellheaps.

If we admit the Asiatic origin ofthe Indian, and the American

origin of the Eskimo, the greater antiquity of the latter is evident, and

in the pakeolithic implements of the river drift, and in the neolithic im-

plements df the surface, we have the remaining traces of the handi-

work of these two early peoples, who, throughout the unnumnbered

centuries of prehistoric times, and until less than three centuries ago,

were tÊe sole possessors of this-continent.
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CHAPTER XXXIII.

THE AGE OF THE TRENTON GRAVEL.

THE discovery of palaeolithic implements- in a gravel at Trenton,

and the important relation which this holds toward the question of the

antiquity of nai in eastern America, make a careful determination of

its age a matter of. much interest.

While in the present state of our knowledge, we can fix no eact

date for this gravel, it is possible nevertheless to ascertain approxinlately

the relative geological. time in-which it was deposited. To solve this

problem. we must determiqe in the first place what relation this gravel

holds toward all the other surface deposits of the Delaiware valley, and

in the second place whaf connection each or any of these deposits has

with the great glacier which once covered a large portion of northern

America. The writer, having been for several years engaged in a

special.study of~the more recent geological deposits of southeastern

Pennsylvania, bas divided them into a series of distinct formations;

of which the oldest is a clay of wealden or sub-cretaceous age, and

the newest, a modem mud which is now forming on the banks of the

Delaware and other streams. Of the five clays- and four gravels

which he has distinguished for convenience of study, but of which

several. may hereafter prove to be of closely related age, it will be

necessary here to refer only to those which bear. directly upon· the

subject under consideration.

THE YELLOW GRAVEL.

Nearly the whole of southern New Jersey and a small adjoining

portion of Pennsylvania' are covered by a deposit of yellow gravel-

(523)
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which has been variously known as quaternary, southern drift, etc.. It

extends southward all along the Atlantic coast in the region of tide

water, rising some two hundred feet above the level of the ocean. As,

it caps the watershed between the Atlantic and the Delaware (eleva-

tion 90 feet), the writer has, in a former paper, 217 named it, for con-

venience, after a town in this, watershed, where, in a railroad. cut, it is

well exposed,-calling it the "Glassböro'gravel;" but in the present

discussion, it will be sufficient to call it the YELLOw GRAVEL..

Itis characterized by small waterworn pebbles, somewhat eggshaped

in form, seldonm above an inch in length, usually less, and composed of

quartz or quartzite rocks. There are also occasional pebbles±of flint, and

of fossiliferous hornstone and chert. It contains no large boulders

and -has no pebbles of soft or. readily decomposable rocks, and its

pebbles have nearly all a weatherworn eaten appearance. Still other

circumstances, such as the great amount'of erosion it has suffered, and

the decomposed state of the beds upon which it lies, point to the

conclusion that it is an ancient deposit of aqueous origin, made during

a submergence in. preglacial times. Professor Cook, of New Jersey,

states2 18 that the glacial drift overlies and is more recent than the yel-

low· gravel. This gravel, of newer tertiary age, is bounded on the

northeast.by a line of rocky hills which extends all along the southern

Atlantic coast parallel to the ocean, and which we have called the

UPIAND TERRACE.
2 1 9  This Upland terrace crosses the Delaware a few

miles above Trenton, trending towards Princeton,'and the yellow gravel

is not found above this point.

THE PHILADELPHIA RED GRAVES.

A more recent gravel, the PHILADELPHIA RED GRAvEL, is confined to

the immediate valley of the Delaware. This gravel is a mixture of the

217The Trenton gravel and its relation tothe Antiquity of Man. Proc. Ac. Nat. Sciences, Phila.

c88o, p. a96.

"'Report on Clays, p. 17.
r21he Surface Geology of Philadelphia and vicinity... Proc. Acad. Nat. Sciences, Phila., ISSO,

P. 258.
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yellow gravel with more recent pebbles brought down the river valley.

It contains numerous pebbles and boulders of soft triassic shale and of

other rocis of thé upper DeLaware, it holds waterworn boulders of

sometimes twU'- feet or more in length, and it is distinctly stratified in

horizontal pr u ulating layers. This red gravel, colored by peroxide

of iron, is mpré clayey than the yellow gravel and lies at a lower level

within a cþail cut through the other gravel. The writerehas recog-

nized the rpresentatives of both of these gravels in the same relative

positions, on the Potomac near Washington.

The red gravel has been apparently deposited by -an ancient flood of

the river of great volume, at a time when it rose one hundred or more

feet higher than at present. The presence of flow and' plunge mdtion

and of alternate sandy layers indicates a rapidly flowing current.

While its stratified 'chara:ter, its smooth waterworn pebbles, ahd the

soft decomposed rock -upon which it rests, ail show that it was not

tnsported by ice, yet the presence of boulders which can be traced

to the northern valey of the river, the absence of all traces of former

life in the gravel, and the altitude above the present river which it at-

tains,*point to the melting of a great glacier as the origin of the flood

which formed it. Itis:norethanprobable that this gravel belongs to

the CHAmuir EPoCH, the epodh cf the melting of the great glacier

whose southern terminus in the Delaware valey was near Belvidere,

sixty-five miles above Trenton.

ISE PmILaDELPHIA BRICK CIAY.

Resting unconformably uponthe Philadelphia red gravel is enext

deposit in order of time-the PmnEmH mUcK ciAY. Iis clay,

of a yellow color, and of varying depth and purity, is here crAnèd to

the vafey of the Delaware and its tributaries, and is characteriz by

the presence of numerous boulders which become more frequent the

river is ascended. The writerhas traced the boundaries of this ulder

bearing clay up to the glaciated region and finds that i uformly

rises to a fixed limit of one hundred and fifty to one hundred and
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eighty feet above the river, Where the valley is wide, as at Philadel-

phia and Trenton, the clay is pure and fit for brick-iaking, but in

narrpw or steep potions of the valley the current bas been too swift

for the deposition of clay.and it is represented by occasional, stranded,

waterwor boulders. TIis clay rets against the upland terracç from

Trenton to Philadelphia, at an elevation of one hundred and fifty feet.

On the Lehigh river, a tributary of.the upper Delaware, where the

bed of the river is more than two hundred feet higher than at Phila-.

delphia, the clay rises one hundred and eighty feet above the river.

Whenever both clay and gravel are present, the clay lies uncon-

formably upon the 1aWer. Generaly it lies in a series of crests and

hoflows upon the gravel, the cay occupying the hoUows between the

crests of gravel. The following section, observed in Philadelphia,

shows six well marked waves of gravel and clay,

s jU

.3 . 4 -

Frequently there occur, in or upon this clay, boulders of large size.

Thus in Philadelphia there are smooth boulders of Silurian rocks be-

tween four and five feet long, at an altitude of one hundred feet above

the river; and on the Lehigh above the Gap, we have founda bould-

er six feet long, elevated One hundred and fifty-feet above the rver

at that place. In th&vicinity of Bethlehem, thirty miles below the ter-

minai moraine, the boulders in the clay sometimes show glacial strir.

thardly admits of doubt that these boulders were borne by large

cakes of -floating ice derived from the base of the aelting glacier.

W. .designate as "uppe Delaware," 1he saSep nanow portiç r the river aboye side waer,

and as "kwer Delawara,"-the tidal portin of the iiver, or from Trentoe, southward to Delaware

b"y.
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That this was an epoch Of submergence is indicited by thé elevation

of the deposit. While the underlying gravel was deposited by arush,

ing flood, it was not until quieter conditions had prevailed that lay

could be formed. It is probable that this cay may beassigned to a
period when theland stood one hundred and fifyfeetor more bIelw

its present level, and when the côld waters frotn the meking gliet

bore ice rafts which dropped thelr.boulders. No shells or other signis

of life have-as yet been found*in.the brekclay, andit is inferred both*

that the -water was fresh and that it had a temperature toc low t

support life.

'In the consideration of the age of this clay, the amount of ercsion it
ias suffered is an important feature. Unlike tei modern alluvial clays

of dark colot, i does not appear on the imnediate banks of strens,

and has disappeared, wherever eroding agencies have been most

active.

Finaly, it is ofinterest to find that the lay whichi cements the un'
stratiied "-n," the "ground moraine" wwhich cuve* the glaciated

région to the north, is of a character so siniar to the Philadelphia brick

day, that thre is at strong probability that the latter was derived,

in great part, directly from the grinding base of the glacier. The

Philadelphia brlckclay becomes more and more stony as we proceed

northward, until in val&ys at the basof the terminal moraineofthe

glcie itestonkes are alnost as numerous as those of the true glacial til.

Deposits of this boulder-beazing brickelay have more than once leen
confonaded writh glacial·moraines. The latter, hoWever, s is' well

known, rty be distinguished by the abundance of.angtlàr and ic

seirntched baklders and by the absence of stratification.

Tie relation cf the Philadelphia brickclay to the tl wil be further

<iscussed affer the moraine and the other koducts:of ice adion have

been described,

MM ETRP2lO IÂE

The last- a»d -newest of al the graves-a formation whiCir when first
sndied at Phiudelphia seemed of slight importance, and was caBedby
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the writer the "river gravel and sand," but which from its great

development at Trenton is now appropriately known as the " TRENTON

GRAVEL" -forms the subject of the present paper. At Philadelphia

it lies close along the river, within all the older gravels, and rises but a

few feet above the water. It is in this alluvial gravel, the latest, except

the recent mud flats, of àll the surface. formations, and in this gravel

only, that traces of man have been found.

The Trenton gravel at Philadelphia is composed principally of a

sharp, micaceous sand, which below water-level is a quicksand, over-

lyini clean, dark gray gravel, whose pebbles are made exclusively of

the-no e-forming-the-upper valley of the river. The pebbles of this

gravel, unlike those of the older gravels, are generaly flat-a shape

characteristic of true river gravels. Quarts pebbles are much less.

numerous than in the other gravels. . Irregular strata of-"bar-sand"

frequently alternate with. the gravel. The islands in the river and its

banks are made of this gravel, and from data obtained from artesian

wells, it appears that in the middle of the river it is about one hundred

feet deep, lying upon rock. It therefore fils up an incient channel-of

the once larger river, and the river now flows upon it. Occasions4

large.boulders lie upon the sand.

It is to be especially noted that the Trenton gravel is bounded by a

continuous hill of older red or yelow gravel, and that it therefore lies

in a channel previously excavated through those giavels, down to the

underlying rock. On tracing the Trenton gravel up the river, it is

found gradually to extend farther from its banks and to rise to agreater

elevation-above it,.until in the vicinity of Trenton, thirty miles above

Philadelphia and at the head of tide-water, this formation extends

several miles back from the river and rises between thirty and forty

feet above it.

A few miles above Trenton the valley of the river narrows, and from

here up, the river flows upon a rocky bottom, and the Trenton gravel

is shallow and confined to the immediate vicinity ofthe river. It forms

a low terrace, seldom over ten feet high, and extends as a "flat" on

either side of.the river. It continues up into glaciated regions, where it
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appears to form the lowest and most recent terrace. The writer has'

observed similar gravels on the Susquehanna and Allegheny rivers, and

it is probable that they occur on all rivers rising in the glaciated

region.

THE GEOLOGY OF TRENTON.

The great developmeh't of this formation at the city of Trenton,

and the archSological interest attached to it at this place, call for A

yet more detailed description.

Trenton lies at thejunction of three great formations, the Azoic or

Gneissic, the Triassic, and the Cretaceous. A narrow belt of steeply-

inclined gneissic rocks, which in Pennsyrlvania are extensively developed,

passes through the centre of the city, and is laid bare in several places.

Resting unconformably upon. the northetn edge of the gneiss is a

series of red sandstones and shales which have a gentle .dip to the

north. These belong to the Triassic formation, which extends for

forty miles up the Delaware, and which is intersected by frequent trap

dykes. Immediately south of Trenton is a plastic clay of lower cre-

taceous or Wealden age, which rests upon the southern edge of the

gneiss, and dips very gently toward the sea. The more recent

deposits of sand and gravel lie in horizontal strata upon these three

formations, and often cover them so completely as to. bide them from

sight.sL

The Trenton gravel, which is here coarser than:at Philadelphia, ex-

tends in the shaptof a horse-shoe eastward and southward of the city

ofiTrenton. It forms a bay, which extends fully four miles back from

the river, and which has one extremity in Trenton, at " Five Points,"

and.the other at a distance of two miles below the city. It is a level

plain, which is bounded throughout by a hill, on which appear the

older yellow or red gravels and the brickclays. Since it was depos-

*oro fu descriptions of these formations, sec Gologyof New Jersey. 8vo. Newark, N. J.

x868. Geo. H. Cook, Stat. Geologist.
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ited, the river has cut down through it to the- gneiss below, forming a

bluff. South of the :ity the river is bordered by marshy meadows

formed of recent alluvial mud, beyond which rises the bluff.

The writer has prepared a map.(page 53r) showng the extent of the

Trenton gravel in this vicinity. That portion. of the rnap which is

unruled represents territòry covered by red or yellow gravel and

the brickclays. The upland terrace bounding these older deposits is

outside of the limits of the map. The recent alluvial mud is shown

bordering the river in places below the limit of tide-water, but is absent

above that point.. An interesting ancient island of red gravel is shown

in Pennsylvania. - It wil be noticed that the Trenton grave'l, confinéd

to the immediate vicinity of the river above Trenton, suddenly spreads

out.like a bay at that city. Localities where palmolithic implements

have been found below the surface are marked by a small cross.

The Trenton gravel, as exposed on the river. bluff and in the

numerous and long railroad. cuts in the city, is seen to consist of

a dark gray stratified gravel, overlaid by a gray sand. The gravel

contains no clay, but -has frequent sand> layers in which "flow

and plunge" structure may be observed.. Its pebbles are .smooth,

and generally of a flat oval shape. They are composed entirely of

the rocks of the upper Delaware valley. This gravel has been well

described by Professors Cook 2s and Shaler.2 The sand over-

lying the gravel varies in depth from three to eight feet, and has all

the characters.of a true river sand. Waterworn boulders frequently

lie in or upon this sand, and are rarely eight feet in length. It is·dif-

ficult to account for the presence of such large boulders, except by

assuming that they have been dropped from ice-rafts which floated

down the once greatly enlarged river. They were dropped at a time

immediately subsequent to that in which the gravel was deposited and

when the violence of the flood had diminished. The .depth of the

2"* Annual Report, 1877, P. 21.

223 Annual Report ot Peabody Museum, 1877, p. 44.
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Trenton gravel varies fron perhaps forty feet in'the centre of the

"horse-shoe," near the river, to six or eight feet near its edges. Near

the house of Dr. Abbott, not far from the extremity of the "horse-shoe,"

the Trenton gravel and sand is about fourteen feet thick and overlies

the series.of older strata which here compose the greater part of the

bluff. The following section is seen about two miles south of Trenton.

FIG. 427 -Section f bluff two miles south of Trenton, New Jersey. a, bTimrro (SRAVEL

Implements-a, fne gray sand (boulder); à, coare sandy gavel; c,red gravel; d
yeov gravel (preglacial); e,plasticclay (Wealdon);f, aÉl yellowsand(Hastingsf
g, gnoi., .s, alluvial mud; s, Delaware river.

THE TRENTON GRAVEL A TRUE R1VER GRAVEL.

The presence of large boulders in the bluff at Trenton, and the ex-

tent and dépth4f the gravel at this place, have led to the supposition

that there was here the extremity of a glacialmoraine. Yet the absence

of "tilt" aadof scratched boulders, the absence of glacial striæ upon

the rocks of thevalley, and the stratified character of the gravel, all

Spoint to water action alone as the agent of deposition.. The depth

of the gravel and thepresence of the bluff at this point, are ex-

plained by the peculiar position that Trenton occupies relatively to the

river.

Trenton is in a position where naturafly the largest amount of a river

'ravel would be deposited, and where its best exposures would be
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exhibited. It is at the point where a long, narrow valley, with

precipitous banks and continuous downward slope, opens out into a

wide, alluvial plain at a lower level. It is here that the rocky floor

of the river suddenly descends to ocean level, and even sinks below

it, forming the limit of tide-water. Thus any drift material which the

flooded river swept down its channel would here, upon meeting open

ground, be in gréat part deposited. Boulders which had been rolled

down the inclined floor of the upper valley would here· stop in

their course and all be heaped up with the coarser gravel in the

more slowly flowing water, except such as cakes of floating ice could

carry oceanward. On the other hand, the finer -gravel and sand

would be deposited farther down the river. Thus it is that the

material, which at' Philadelphia is generally fine, grows coarser as

the river is ascended.

We. have seen that the gravel which at Philadelphia forms the

bed of the river and rises only slightly above it, at Trenton forms

a cliff nearly flifty feet high. The river has cut throsi vel

at Trenton. but still flows upon it at Philad a. The fact follows

as -a natural consequence of the position of Trenton. Having heaped

up a mass of detritus in the old river channel as an obstruction

at the mouth of the gorge, theriver,-.so soon-as its volume di-

minished, would immediately begin wearing away a new channel

for.itself down to ocean levek This would be readily accomplished

through the loose material, and would be stopped only when rock

was reached. On the other hand, that gravel which had been de-

posited at pIaces farther down thseriver where its bottom was below

ocean level, would remain uneroded, or nearly so. When the river

had attained the level of the ocean there would be no occasion to

cut a deep channel, and it would therefore flow on top of the gravel

which it had deposited.

It is necessary that this point should be understood, since- it has

been thought that to accourt for the high bank at Trenton, an ele-

vation of the land must have occurred, It wil he seen that the

534
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present explanation requires no change of level from thatat present

existing. An increase in the volume of the river will explain all the

facts. The accompanying diagram •

will render this more clear.

The fact of the rivèr having cut

through the gravel at Trenton, while lràr -

at Philadelphia it flows upon it, is

due to the configuration ofthe rock

floor of the river, which at Trenton:

rises above ocean level, and at Phil-

adelphia lies nearly roo feet below it.

A few miles north of Trenton, all .

the older oceanic gravels disappear

and two >formations alone remain. :à

.These are the Philadelphia boulder-

bearing brickclay and the Trenton'

gravel. Both are confined to the

valley, and until we reach the region

once covered by the glacier, no drift

of any kind occurs above the limit of [
the brick-cay.

The -Trenton gravel, now confined

to the sandy, flat borders of the river,

corresponding probably to the "inter-

vale" of New England rivers, lies

withinachannel cut.throughthe brick

clays. That it is much more recent

than the brickclay.is.shown both by

the fresh appearance of itspebblesC

and by the less amount of erosion it

has suffered. Unhike the land covered
nuiiaderpbla.

by older surface formations, that cov- ..

ered by the Trenton gravel is remarkably level and free from.hillocks or

ravines. The change in topography may be well seen i» the neighbor-
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hood of Trenton, and can be noticed almost anywhere along the.

valley. This difference is much more marked when comparison is

made with the océanic gravels. The Trenton gravel exhibits a topog-

raphy peculiar to a true river gravel. Frequently, instead of forming

a flat plain, it forms higher ground close to the present river channel

than it does near its ancient bank. Moreover, tiot only does the

ground thus slope downward on retreating from the river, but the

boulders become smaller and less abundant. Bth of these facts are

in accordance with the laws of river deposits. In a time of flood

the rapidly flowing water in the main' channel, bearing detritus, is

checked by the more quiet waters at the side of the river, and is

forced to deposit its gravel and boulders as a kind of bank.

The section across the Delaware river above Trenton shows this

topograßhy and the relation of the Trenton gravel to the brickclay.

Sd < dd

Fzi. 4g.-Seedîon across the river at North Trenton. a; Philtadphia brickclay with boulers; à,
Trenton gravel; c, Delaware river; -d, gneiss.

Having now shown that the Trenton gravel is a true river gravel of

comparatively recent age, it remains to point out t e relation it bears

to the glacial epoch.

THE TERMINAL MoRAINE.

At or near the southerniimit of the great ice-sheet is an accumulation

of drift hilis of characteristic rounded shape, forming a true terminal

moraine. These hills, generally covered by large transported boulders,

are connected together laterally, in an irregular manner to form- a

ridge at right angles to the ice motion. They are composed entirely

of drift and form a remarkable accumulation which, rising sometimes

over two hundred feet in height, can be traced. continuously across

the country.

536
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Across northernNewJ , Prof. Cook ml has carefully traced it from

Staten Island, east, to Bebridere, on the west; and has shown

tha over hills and across valleys in such a manner, that byno

other known agency than a great glacier, could it have been produced.

Mr. Warren Uphams2s has traced it from Staten Island, eastward,

through Long Island to Block Islànd and Cape Cod. Its course

throughout Pennsylvania will shortly be made known. Similar moraine

accumulations*have been followed through a number of the western

states by Profs. Whittlesey, Winchell, Chamberlin, and others. In

Wisconsin, Prof. Chamberlin,s" and in Minnesota; -Mr. Upham,27

have made. investigations which indicate that these. accumulations

narkthehalting places of the-glacierA dufingthe period of its grand

retreat.

This great moraine, which can be traced across the continent, marks

the terrnination of the ice-sheet throughout the principal portion of the

last glacial epoch. There is some evidence that in an earlier period a

glacier advanced south of that limit. The moraine, throughout its whole

course,is composed in great part of an unstratified deposit of angular

and rounded boulders and pebbles embedded at all angles in astiff

clay, and very frequently scratched and polished. Occasional strati-

fied sandy beds also occur. Curious features of glaciated regions

whichmay be seen from Maine to Minnesota are the "kettleholes" or

bowl-shaped depressions with no outlet, each. of which perhaps marks

the place.where a mass of ice was buried in the sand, afterwards to

melt and form a hoilow. North of the moraine, the glacier has left

undoubted traces in the universal.covering of unstratified boulder clay

or /, in the smoothed ând grooved rocks, the 'transported boulders,

the frequency of lakes and swamps caused by unequal distribution of

the drift, the long<gravel ridges known as kames, and the terraces along

the rivers. These phenomena are wanting south of glaci action.

Ist A IepotsM o( Geological Survey of New Jersey, zSy and Z878.
"sProc. Amer. Assoc. Adv. scL, vol. xxviii, 1879
'Gology of Winnesm, i4, p. 5, et Sq, 1877.

ÎL

"'rGelogicai Report of Mi"'e""**, p. 73, z879.



The materials. formn themoraine in eastern Penahyha

in great part derived, fron far distantl but 41e

immediate vicinity to th iorth. The sae my,1e: fW h 1

and especially of its love portions. There is no evidenceof iceberg

retherfbdL posits. 'As already statéd, the Phàadelphi

brickclay, on the other ho

longer distances.

The moraine on the D laware, sixty miles above Trenton, is dis

tinctly marked on both sid of the river. In the valley, its materials

have been modified by wat action and spread out near Belvidere as

a plain of stratified gravel. pebbles onthe hig g

glacial scratches, while in the have been subseqnentlt

waterworn . In Pennsyvania thea mosine trends.froun Belvidee l
phebbleson te hiher4gound*sho

diretion the Kittatinny Mountain, eas-o< the

Wind Gap, and being each valley that it

of the , either the ice or the moraini

material so blocked up as to form temporay lakes

north of that point, by damming back the water. Thus we find, in

the vicinity of Stroudsburg, Pnnsylvania, a series of beautiful, le-

topped terraces, the highest rising seventy-five fret above Brodheads

creek. Here, too, is what appears to be a "kane,"-a lon steep

ridge ofstratîfied gravel formed probably by sub-gacial streams, and

afterwards partially covered by the terrace materiaL These curious

features of glaciated regions have been wel described by Rev.

Geo. F. Wrightas inM c it Wann Upham' in

New -Hampshire n4 Verunont, andby Prof G. H. Stone aI

Maine, and it is shown that while more recent thai the "tli" they

\are, oler thàà the straiified- valley drifL

The whole drainage areaof the Delaware, north of the Water Gap,

show iindoubted evidences of glaciation. There are many facis

oPc. r nnn Soc. Nat. Hist., 9 oL:ix, p.4; l. xx, pS
2» Auer. JoUap. Sae Dee, Srr, p. 46 NMw Hm scsvey..L.il

2•Pi•o. Amer. Asma. Adv. Sciesae, veasL x, x86O
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which inicate that the. ice even close to its lowey termimstad a

thicknesof over one thousand Leet, which increai&I northward.

hnobucot Knob, s,too above the sea and only about twelve . eile
northof the limit-of i tglacier shows trsported bouides and

glacial scratches oM iti very swmMit; while in t.heWyoming vali.y,

ediately.north, the presence of a glacier isshow by terraces and

TmE AGE OF TIE HILADELPHIA BRIK CLAY.

unth e Trnton gravel, it willbe most i-

that -age of the. Philadelphia bricklay--a formation di-

ectly e heieltùingof the beconsidered.

We have iready seen that th briçkclay and the Trenton

gravel are confined ato the same valley, the former is of much greater

exoent thai ti ltter, aud was deposited at an earlier age, North of

th. moraine it is not uncoumn tofind stratified saids alternately with
bedsof day, but as no case has the. Trentoa gravel been observed

either ta onan beds ofday or ta alternate with em and th.e cou-

clsnia ahready arrived at tat the Trenton grvel lies withina chaindl

wbich bad been ezcavated througi the. bickclay, is confirmed y

au the facs observed. Iftheherefore, it canbe show that the Phila-

delphia brickeday isof C'hamplin age, and subsequent to the forma-

t f t tiR," itwll necessarily follow tht the Trenton gravel be-

kngstotheexteaeeend ofglacial times, or.is post-g

tBete , Pe8asylvania, some fifteen miles below the

a n *iimiive ~is apjosed. ere, upon the summit of a

hU rising one hndred and eighity feet above ith Lehigh dver, the

bricklay, hokldàg kg. vsnoth bolers, lies unconfo ably upon a

deep deposit afa Wsatied gravel, intesediate iris chaaen be-

tween the "moie dr f gaciated and the. Phladelphia-

M.d. grave. Tii. raelof-whiciititWy feet la is expSed, -à

distinety statified, and s composed of waterwarn th

occasional cQarse sindy layers, and withno boulders

* J':
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sections may be -observed in the kames. and terraces north of the

Delaware Water Gap. It is a well established fact that these forma-

tions overlie and are more recent than the unmodified til, which was

deposited both as the terminal moraine, or beneath the ice-sheet as a

ground moraine, and that they represent later stages in the melting of

the glacier. The Philadelphia brickclay, now-shown to be still more

recent, belongs, therefore, to a late portion of the Champlain period.

It appears-to have been formed at a period of submergence during

the retreat of the glacier.

A study-of the valey of the Lehigh.river throws much light upon

thp age of. the bricklel. .In the narrow valley extending from gla-

ciated regious down to the Lebigh Water Gap, the clay is represented

by waterworn boulders, often of large size, stranded on the banik.

These are most numerous near the river, and are verysearce at their

extreme onter limit, one hundred and eighty feet alibève the water.

From the Lehigh Gap to the Delaware the valley is broad and the

clay finely developed. - Its boulders are so very much more numerous

than they are at Philadelphi, t at a section through it nearlyresembles

a section through a moraine, and the two phenomena have been con-

founded. The action of an ice-beàring flood of immense magnitude

is clearly shown all along the river. Some of the claiys which border

the greet lakes, rising one hundred to two hundred fret above them,

are perhaps of siriilar age. Inapaper on-the age of-the-Trenton

gravels, Rev G. F. Wrigit,s Wih.as.examined a number of locali-

ities with the*writer, estimates the'glaciated region drained by the

ùpper'DelaWare to be about six thousand square miles, and shows that

ýven supposing the ice to have been fifteen hundred feet deep over

h ùiis area, it would be Impossible to piovide for a flood of sufficient

magnitude to account for the whole deposit of Philadelphia brickclay,

without assuming an extensive depjession of the valley. Professor

iDana, n .an exhaustive study of thE floods produced i sputhern

New England. during the rmelting of the glacier, shows that the

SP 1>rciç Boç.Soc. Nea*. 1, J2,9. 1% 19881,
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Connecticut river rose me hundred and fifty to one hundred and

eighty feet above its present level Many authorities might be cited

to show the universality of this flood.

Whether the stratified drift-which forms the New Haven plainM

belongs to the epoch of this same great flood, or whether, with the

Trenton gravel, it was formed in more recent times, is a question,

the discussion of which brings us back t the problemn presented at the

beinni g of this chapter, namely, the geological position of the

Trënton gravel.

TE' AGE OF THE TRENTON GRAVEL.

From the facts already cited, it wiR be seen that two hypotheses

only can apply to the Trenton gravel. It is either pst-glacial (A)

or it-belongs to the very last portion of the glacial period (B).

The vie held by the late Thos. Belts can no longer be maintained.

In his "numerous papers in the Quartedy Journal of the Geological

Society of London, and in the Quarterly Journal of Science, he en-

deavored to prove the pre-glacial age of the implement-bearing bëds

of Engand and elsewhere.' Ina paper "On the Discovery of Stone

Implements in Glaial Drift in North Anerica," he fails to recognize

any distinction between the gravels, and holds that the Trentongravel

is older, than the brickclay or "pre-diluvial,"-i. e., pre-champlain.

As we have seen, the Trenton gravel is truly post-glacial. It only

remains to define more ·stfictly the meaning cf that tern. There is

evidence to support each of these hypotheses now set forth, and it

may be that, in considering them in order, both may be found to 4e

true.

(A) That the Trenton gravel is a pst-glacial river deposit, made

at a time when the river was larger than at present, is a conclusion

Swarrnted by many facts. We have seen that it represents the:very

***0a Southern New Fngland during the melting of the Glacier. Amer. Jour. Science, oVol.

Sept. to Dec., 2875.

s .D lc. d., p. 414.

lu Oartery Journal o Science, Lendon, January, :878, P. 55.
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last of the gravel deposits of the upper Delaware valley. It caqnot

be assigned to the glacial period, except by assuming that there have

been no river gravels deposited since that time -an assumption difli-

cuit to maintain. River gravels which are truly post-glacial occur in

glaciated regions along the bottom of vaBeys. These lie only a few

yards above the water, and are bordered.by termes of stratified drift.

They form a sandy plain, on top of which boulders frequently lie.

Where tences occur, they form the iowest of these and appear to

have been made up from the materials of the older deposits. This

same sand and gravel can be traced down the Delaware, past the ter-

minal moraine, into the-non-glaciated regions. At Bevidere, we can

observe, ist, the unstratifiedmoraine, some distancebackfromthe river;.

2nd, the stratified drift formed from the moraine and spread out as a

plain at a lower level, and which is-of the saine ee as the terraces

above the Water Gap; 3rd, a, sandy rver grsýe1 newer than cither

of these, which forms the low, sandy plain along the river and is of

limited extent. Farther southl, we find this last gravel all along the

stream. It becomes deeper as we go down the valley. Frequently

it may be obseried to form a bank close to the strebm and to slope

gently downwards towards the side of the valley--a feature alreadyr

described as belonging to this gravel.

Finally, on reaching Trenton, we find this same gravel, with the

same characteristics, but of greater depth and extent, spread out to

forim the plain upon which part of that city stands. There has been

no break in the sequence of facts observed; and the conclusion is

forced upon us that the deposit at Trénton is the same as that which

borders the upper parts of the river, and that both' are pôst-glacial.

If the Trenton gravel were the same as the upper tenaces of the gla,

ciated regions, there should be some traces of such terraces betweçn

the moraine and Trenton. Yet none such have been observed, and

the only continuous terrace is the lowest one, which finaly merges

into the Trenton plain.

The Trenton. gravel differs in several respects from te .stratified

drift of the New Haven plain-a deposit typical of New England



rivers. During a recent examnation of that locality, under the gui-

dance of Prof. Dana, it was observed that it resembled the gravel of

the terraces more than that of the Trenton plain. Unlike a true river

gravel, the boulders did not lie on top of the deposit, but below it, as

though the glacier, in its retreat, had first dropped the boulders and

then covered them with sand and gravel catried along by the flood

issuing from its base. The New Haven plain, unle that of Trenton,

characterized by numerous kettle-holes,-the result probably of ice

actior,-and all of its features suggest that it was formned while the

melting glacier was close at hand. The Trenton grave on the other

handmshows no evidences of ice action.. That the boulders upon its

suface were. dropped from ice-cakes is however probable., The ma-

terials of the gravel are composed of a mixture of pebbles brought

from the stratified moraine drift of-Belvidere and northward with peb

bles formed la t'he river bed farther south, both of whichthe flood has

bmought dovnand--esratfie

A good of sufficient extent to produce the deposit at Trenton need

not necessarily be of very great magnitude. From -the upper border

of Pennsylvania to Trenton, the Delaware descends over aine hua-

dred feet-an average fai of five feet per mile. Even from the Dela-

ware Water Gap to Trenton the descent is about four feet to the mile.

Since in a great part of its course the vanley is a narrow one, it will be

seen that a moderate increase of the volume of the river at its head-

waters could produce all the effects observed at the point where the

vafley suddenly opens out. A similar post-glacial good has been

recognized in England and upon the continent. Mr. TyIor2 3 cals

the age of the flood the "Pluvial period," ·remarking,a that "the

existence of a glacial period almost necessitates that of a pluvial

period, commençing priorto the glacial and continuing aLfter it, occu-

pyg a region south of that occupied by the ice and snow

Although the Trenton gravel was subsequent to the great melting

. Quar. Journ. Geol. Soc., voI. xxii, p. 463; vol. xxiv, p. to3.
SL#c. ct;, vol. xxiv, p. Lo.
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which produced the brickclay, it is possible that t was immediately

subsequent to the final:disappearance of the last traces of thece--

at the headwaters of the Delaware, and that it is post-glacial only in

a local sense. It is more recent than the glacier at thé time of its

retreat from. Belvidere, but there is no proof that the glacier did not

linger considerably later in more northern regions.

(B) Thus the second hypothesis may be.true, as well as.the first.

In considering the Trenton gravel as entirely post-glacia, there arises

the difficulty of assigning a sufficient origin for the flood which formed

it. No flood within the historical epoch hasbeen known to at all

approach inmagnitude those whichîia time deposited the Trenton

gravel. No boulders of the size found in and upon that gravel are

now carried down the river. by floating ice. At the time of the Trenton

gravel floods, the lower part of the site of Philadelphia, the whole of

that of Bristol and Tullytown, and nearly ail of that of Trento4; were

submerged. No rain-storms within the recollection of man, or men'

tioned in tradition, could have supplied such an anount of water,

and no origin for such extraordinary rains suggested, except under

a very different climate or by evaporation'from a melting glacier.

That the climate was then coid is furthe-indicated not only by'the

suggestión that there was thed probably véry large masses of boulder-

bearing ice floating in the en4igd river, but also from the fact that

fossil r-emains of arctic animals, as the reindeer and walrts, have been

found in post-glacial deposits in New Jersey and Pennsylvania, which

indicate a continuance of a colder climate than -now, after the disap-

pearance of true glacial conditions. The frequent occurrence .of

boulders resting upon the sand overlying the gravel suggests.the

grounding of large ice-cakes derived from some mass of ice large

enough to be alled a glacier.

SiAce the present channel of. the river at Trenton has been exca-

vated after the deposition of the Trenton gravel at that place, and

since such excavation would necessarily begin so soon as·the river

ceased .to deposit any gravel, it follows that the river could have

flowed on top of the. deposit at Trenton only when, as. a ood of great
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volume and rapidity, it bore along large masses of gravel. Althtugh

possible, it is difficult to separate. completely such a flood fro the

meking of a glacier. Yet, if a glacier, it must have been very differ-

ent, both i age and extent, from that whose melting caused the

Philadelphia brickclay. Judging from comparativer erosical- one----

one might be indiced to think that perhaps as mtuch time elapsed

between the depositionof the brickclay and that of the Trenton.

gravel as has elapsed from the latter period to the present day.

From the limited extent of the Trenton gravel, it is inferred that if

caused by a glacial flood, such glacier must have been either a~local

one or at least have had its southera extremity confined to the Dela-

ware valley. The melting of a local glacier in the Cafskill Moun-

tains would probably result at the headwaters of the: Delaware in a

continued ftood of sufficient volume, if supplqmented by the action

of floating ice, to fort the Trenton gravel. Whether such a glacier

was alingering remnant of the great glacier wlich had retired from

Pennsylvania and New Jersey, and still existed farther north, or

whether there was a separate and more recent glacier belonging to a

second glacial epoch, ls as yet an ôpen question.

There ate.not wantlng evidences a second glacial ee>ch la Amer-

ica. Intercalated beds, which, according to their geogråphical posi-

tion contain land plants or marine shels, have frequently been found

with true "til" both above and below them. These offer "undeniable

evidence that animals and plants occupied te-land during temperate

interglacial epoëhs, preceded and followed by an arctic climate and

ice-sheets like those now covering the interiorsof Greenland and the

Antarctic continents Prof Chambedin, of Wisconsin, in a recent

letter to the writer, suggests that the Philadelphia red gravel and brick-

claywere formed at the time of the fist and most extended glaciation,

and a channel excae t iugjt during the interval of deglacia-

tion while the second advancé of the glacier formed the New Jer-

sey oraine,.and ils final retreat, theTrenton gravel.

GeolI of M--ncue Report for s877, p. 37 Report for x879, p. U5.
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A second glacial period in Eumppe, luiown as the " n r Pe-

rod, has long been recognized. It appears to have followed that in

which the clays were deposited and the terracesforned, and nay

theiefore correspond with the period of the Trento gravel. If there

have been two glacial epochs i this country, the Trenton giavel can
notbeearlie r thanthe closeeof thelaterone. if there has beenbut

one, traces of the glacier must have continued into comparatively

recent times, or long after the period of sulirgence. The TrenIne

gravel, whether made by long cotinued floods which fbllowed a first

-or second glacial epoch,-whether .separated fm all true glacial

acion orthe reslt ofthe glacie's * -nal meing-i truly a post-

glacial deposit, but still a phenomenon of essentiaRy glacial tiées

times more nearly related te the Great Ice Age than to the present.

Tm MrIIQuIT OF MAN.

Inte ng as is the solution eo any geological problem, it s doubly

so when it involves the question of the antiqity of the humnan race.

Archaeology now joins with geology to make history. When ve find

that the Trenton gravel contains implements of hunan omanip

so placed withrefereceto itthat it evident that ator soone aer the

time of its deposition man ha ae on its borders, and when

the question of the antiquity of ainn Auerica is thus before 4s, we

are tempted to inquire stl fiuther4nto the age of the deposit imder

*discussion.

It has been clearly shown by several competent rhlg that

the implements that have been found are a constituent part of the

gravel, and not intrusive objects. It was of peculiar interest to

tha t it lias .been onl4y irithin théelimits-*,of-the Trento gravel, previ-

ously traced out the writer, that Dr. Abbott, Prof F. W. Pun

Mr. Luien Carr dothers, have discovered these implemnents,i

si The map accompanying this chapter, on which each place

is .marked wheà-plements have been found beneath the

iustrates this point. At the caii e on thé Pennsylvan

-E
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road, where extensive exposures of these gravels have been muade,

the deposit is undoubtedly nlisturbed. No implement could have

come into this gravel except at a time when the river flowed upon it

and when they might have sunk through the' lose and shifting mna-

teri. Al the evidence points to the conclusion that at the time of

the 'Trenton gravel good,.Man in a rude .state,.with habits similr to

those o the River-drift Huter of aurope, and probably under a

alimatesimihr to that of:aore northera regions, lived upon the banks

of the ancient Delaware, and lost his stone implements in the shifting
sanda and gravel of the bed of that stream. The term "Eskimo

period" has been suggesteds for that of the Tsenton gravel in

accordare with the view that present boreal races are the descendants

of :the aticient phoithic Mmi.

The actual age of the Trenton gravel, and t consequent date te

which the antiquity of man on the Delaware should be assigned4are

questions whh geclogical data alone are insuicient to solve. The

oly clew, and .thata most uniatiefactory one, is afforded by calcula-

tions-bsed upon the anmountof erosioin. This,like algeological

considerationsisrelative rather.than absolute, yet several calculations

.have been made, which, baied either upon the rate of erosion of river

channls, or the rate of accumulation óf sedimeit, have attempted to

ix the date of the close of the glacial epoch. By assuming that the

Trenton gravel ws deposited immediately after the close of this

epoch, an account of .such cálculations may be of interest. If the

Trentorn gravel ispast-glacial in the widest acceptation of the term, a

yet later:date must be assigned to it

When a student of surface geology, who has lived south of glacial

action, examines for the first time the truc glacial drift and sees the

am-like ridges and bowl-shaped depressions maintaining regutar

outlins and steep ohe cannot but be struck with the -compara-

veLrecent look fthese deposits. He cannot but believe that if

the great periods of time have elapsed since their deposition, which

2
roc. Acad. Nat. Sd. Philadel., r88o, P. 308.
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somne geologists maintain, the gravel ridges would be rounded down

and the kettle-holes filled up by the erosive action of frost, rain and

wind. Recent investigations in glacial geology are briging forward

many evidences that the fiial disappearance of the glacier in eastern

America was not far remote.

Prof. Chamberlin sP remarks that "n sensible denudation has

taken place in Wisconsin since the glacial times in either drift bearing

or drifless areas. Mr. Upham, 's speakingof the lakes which dot the

surface'of Minbesota, says, "the lapse oftime since the ice age has

been insufficient for rains and streams to fill these basins with sedinent

or to cut outlets low enough to drain thez; though in many instances

we can see-such changes slowly going forward.'

Rev. G. F. Wright,s'in a paper entitled."An atempt & cakl/al

aproximately the dak of bMe Glacial Era in Easern North America,

from th dept of sediment in one of the bowl-shaped depressions

abounding in the Moraines and Kames qf New. England," inds that

the accumulation of peaty matter i a typical kettle-hole in Massachu'

setts, whether caused by growth of vegetation or by.winds.and rais

is.equal to a level deposit of- eight feet in thickness. At the rate of

one inch in a century, which.is probably less than the true rate, this

would placé the dose of the glacial epoch at less than ten thousand 

years ago.

A still more recent estimate has been made by Dr. Andrews, 1who

from calculations based upon the erosive action of the greatlkes, con' .

cludes that the total lake depositsmade since the glacial epoch, were

formed within seventy-five hundred years.

Another source of calculation is the recession of the flils of a river

since glacial times. The most notable calculation of this kind is that

made upon the recession of the Falls of- Niagara. A gorge seven

miles in length has been cut from Lewiston to the present falls Mr.

2S Geology of Wienasin, voL ii, p. 632, 1A77.

24G0<eagy of Minesota, Report for 1879. p. i2.
-2" Amer. Journal Science, vol. xxi, Feb. ,88z, p. ino.

42
Tra"c oChicago Academy of-Sciences, vol. ii

........
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Bakewell estimated the annual cutting of the fals to be

about one yard a year, but Prof. James Hall and Sir Charles

Lyils '«thought that one foot a year was a more probable atnount.

They showed that beds containing recent shells and mastodon teeth

occurred in the banks above the gorge, at ,the whirlpool, three miles

below the. fals, and also on Goat Island above the falls, indicating
that iin the Champlain epoch the waters of Lake Erie extended up

over the gorge and. present fails, and that since that period a large

portion of the gorge had been excavated. Thiey found also at the

whirlpool an anciënt pre-glacial channel, which, having been fiiled

with drift in glacial times, had forced the river to cut a new channel

through the rock since that period.

There'are here, therefore, data for cautng the'close of the gla-

cial epochi. If the whole gorge has been cut out since that epoch, at

the.rate of one foot per year, thirty-five thousand years would be re-

quired. It. has been, however, ore than once suggested that a por-
tion of the gorge is pre-glacial. Prof. Dana24 5 supposed about one

mnile of it to be pre-glacial, but Mr. Beltm after a personal investiga-

tion -concludes that the gorge above the whirlpool was excavated

nearly up to the present position of the fails in pre-glacial times.

After giving the evidences upon which he founds his opinion, he

sys; "If the conclusion at which I'have arrived is correct, that

the gorge from the whirlpool to the falls is pre-glacial, andthatthe

present river has onlycut through the softer beds between Quee

town and the whirlpool, and above the latter point merely cleared out

the pre-glacial gorge in the harder-rocks, twenty thousànd years or

even l'ss: is amply sufficient for the work done, and the occu ce of

the glacial epoch, as so. measured, will be brought within the shorter

28Geology of New York, vol. iv, p. 33, et see.

Travel in North America,8-':, vol. i, p. r2, et seq. Se, ailso Proc. Geol Society of
London, vol. ii, p.77, vol. ii,'p.59, vol.

$46 Manual of Geology, p. e.

b *eQuanterl.Journalof SewcApril, 3875, P. 135.

c., p. 154.
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period that, from other considerations I have argued, has eIapsed since

itwas at its height."

A calculation of a sixuilar kind has been made by Prof. N..H. Win-

chellsM upon the recession of the falls pf St. Anthony, since the last

glacial epoch. These fails, in the Mississippi river, were discovered

in 168o, and a continuous record of their recession may be found

since then.. A narrow gorge, formed bytheir recession, extends from

the fails toFort Snelling, eight miles south. Belowtthis point the val-
ley widens, and shows indisputable evidence of having been exca-

vated in pre-glacial times. From the falls to Fort Snelling, however,

the drift, which lies above the rocky walls of the gorge, bas been cut

through so as to fortm a bluff on either side; this fact, wrhen taken

in connection with others pointing to the same conclusion, clearly

shows the post-glacial age of this gorge. An ancient channel of the

river, now filled with;glacial drift, is described a the evidence seems

decisive that,since the glacial epoch,:the river, av been forced ont

of its old channel, has cut out a new one eight miles long,through the

rock. Unlike the rocks at Niagara,·those at the Falls of St. Anthony

are horizontal and of unvarying composition and any conclusions

made here will be of traich greater accuracyî ro ;wucleliives

three separate measurements, which resmt in the following terms of

yearsrequired for the total recession, viz.:-!,1o3 years; 6,276 years;

and 8,202 years. He holdsihat an average of these rates-8,86o

years-represents the time which has elapsed since the maximum cold

of the last glacial epoch.

Thus we find, that if any reliance is to be placed upon such calcu-

lations, even if we assume that -the Trenton gravel is of glacial age, it

is not -hecessary to make it more than' ten thousand years old. The

time necessary for. the Delaware to cut through the gravel down to the

rock is by no means great. When it is noted that the gravel cliff at

Trenton was made by a side wearing away as at a bank, and when it

GeoL. of Minnesota, Annual Rep. for 876, p. :56 et seg. Seç also, Quart. Journal Geol.

Socicty of London, Nov. 1878, p. 886.
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s remembered that-the erosive power of the Delaware was formerly
greater than et present, it will be conceded that the presence of the
cliff at Trenton will not necessarily infer its high- antiquity; nor in the
character of the gravel is there any evidence that the time of itsdep-
osition need have been long. It maybe that as investigations are car-
ried further, it will result not so much in proving man of very great
antiquity, as in showing how much more recènt than usuay supposed
was the final disappearance bf the glacier.

In all these subjects we are but, at the threshold of understanding.
We are entering a field wheré many sciences meet and where each
nmst help the other. No single investigation is sufficient. In "he

present discussion, the aim has been to define the age of the Trenton
gravel and the consequent antiquity of Man in the Delaware vailey
àolely with reference to geological events.

At the present stage of the discussion, theories are necessarly some-
what provisional; but as facts multiply and others enter this wide field
of investigation, we may hope at no distant date to arrive at more
dfime and trustworthy conCusions.

*. . -
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Connecticut -Valley, 111, 113.
"1 .6knife-like based, 101.
" mraximum size of, 107.
"i "6 New York, Ii1.

notched based, 105.
" polished, 116.

.é"4 4" Concord, Mass.
117.

haîîrlbed, 118.
New Jersey. 119.
" "&"York, 119.

Ohio, 119.
44 t 6" t Pennsylvania, 119.

Wisconsin,119.
Du Pratz, M. Le Page, 326.

Easton, Penna., spearpoints from, 251.
Ehauchoir., 219
Ellsworth, E. W.. 61.
England. flint scrapers fron, 121.
Engraved gorget, 384.
Eskimo, Cuimberland:Sound, 64.

"4-.ornaments, 408.
S.stose scrapers, 126.

" spearpoints,268.
Eskimos, traces of, in New England, 2.
Essex Co., Mass., plummets from. 268.
Europe, flint slingstones fr'om, 134'.-

perforated stone hammers in, 60.
Esropean origin, objects of, 1. 401,418,420.
.E vans, John, 09, 136, 139, 255, 291, 294, 301.
Evans, Dr. John C., 31.

Fish-spears, argillite, 273.
how different from
flint, 278.

. in alluvial deposits,
274.

flint, Connecticut .valley, 273.
"Massachusetts. 2691..

Susquehanna river, 272.
Flintchips. occurrence of, on "workshop"

sites,453-
daggers, 305.

Arkansas, 119.
Denmark,30.
Tennessee, 119.

-"deposits of,7
199.

" Mass.. 202.
"nondagaCo.,4

.N. Y., 204.
, 1,snpposed uses

of, 195, 200.
Florida. fresh-water shellheaps of, 215,439.
Fort Bridger. Wyoming Terr.,.137.
Fossil shark teeth. 405.
Foster, J. W., 280, 383.
France, flint scrapers from, 121.,
Frey, S. L., 204, 205, 213, 407.

GArcilasso de .la Vega, -reference of, to
Qtib nets of Indian,,239.
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Georgia, arrowheads, 281.
. grooved axes,11.

steatite pipes, 326.
Gillman, Henry. 370.
Gloucester Co., New-Jersey, arrowheads,

302.
" " " axes, 18.
"4 " axe-like im-

plement, 29.
discoidal .
Stones, 341.
grooved
hammers,57.
perforated
ainkers, 245.
spearpoints,.

Gorgets, 377.
". copper, 380.
" fragnients of. utilized, 381.
"4.New England, 382.
"."@Jersey, 378.
"g Ohio, 378.
"*ornamented, 379.

Gouges, 50.--
Champlain valley, 52.
New Jersey, 55.
" "' York,·54.

Museum at Cambridge, Mass., 54.
Greenwell. Rev. William, 140.
Grooved hamiers, 57.

Kansas, 58.
" peculiar forms of, 59.

used as weapons, 59.
hoes, 222.

Hackensack river, New Jersey, flint
knives'from, 81.

Haldah Indians. bone implements of, 207.
Haldeman. 8. S., 29, 60, 83. 115,- 137, 143,

202, 25t, 252. 253, 260, 2613, 264, 267, 268,
280, 284, 288, 290, 292, 295, 298, 299, 302,
337, 342. 397.428.

Vartford, Washington Co., N. Y., slate
. knife from, 66.

Hiayges, Prof.f Henry W., 510.
Heckewelder; 1Rev. John, 74, 384.
Henderbon, J. G., 230, 234.
Hingham, Mass.. clay- pot from, 173.
Hoes made of elk.horu, 218.
Hoe-blades. objects supposed to be, 220.
Holm. T.. Caimpaniua. 139, 149, 206, 243,

267, 279. 316, 335, 400.
Hudson, Hendrick, 407.
Huilsoi river,. Valley of, arrowheads

from, 292.
Human face, carved in atone, from Alaska,

.394.
iuman face, carved in atone, from New

Hunan face, carved in stone, from New
York, 392.

Hunterdon Co.. New Jersey, hematite
. celts from, 46.

Hunterdon Co., .New Jersey, hematite
implements, 390.

HupA Indians, white deer dance of, 307,
411.

Illinois, boat-shaped stone from. 383.
deposits of lint -implements n,

199.
flint spades and shovels from, 191.

" fragments of pottery from, 182.
pluxmmet from, 233.

Indian pictographs, 345,,
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Indiapa, arrowbeads from, 288, 208, 303.
celts from. 45.
narrow celte or chisels fromt50.
secrapers from, 129.
stoue awls or peiforàtors fron,

114.
twisted spearpoint from, 265.

IngersolT. Ernest. 441.
Inscribed stones, 345.
Ireland, gint scrapers from, 121.
Iroquois, bone hoes of, 218

celtà. how used by. 38.
" clay ornaments made by, 172.

pipeqof. 320, 338.
pottery. 173.
stone clobs amobg, 161.
totems8of,.383.
war-clubs of, 200. 310.

Isle of Wight Co., Virginia, steatite pipe
from, 320.

Jones. Col. C. C., jr.. 25, 73, 12%- 144, 154,
155, 192, 208, 225, 230, 245, 20, 281, .305,
ß409. .

Josselyn, Jobn, 258.

Kalm. Peter, 94, 147, 155, 176, 185, 208, 217,
279, 316, 335. 346, 413.438,441.

Kansas, grooved stone hammers from; 58.
Kentucky, spearponts fi ou, 262.
Kingston, New Hampshire, seate knife

from. 70.
Kiowa Indians., 39.
Kuilein, Ludwig, 64, 408.

Lake Champlain, Yalley of, arrowheads
froni. 281.

Lake Champlain, Valley of, axesin, 10.
cerermonial
objecte, 350.

"6 'tchîpped fint
knives, 86.

"i" gotrets from,
382.

stone gouges
found in, 2.

Lake Hopatcong, New Jersey, ground
arrowheadtronm, 92.

Lake.Hopatcong, New Jersey, large ar-
.rowhead fromn, 281.

Lake Hopatcong. New Jersey,.perforateci
sinker Irom, 245.

Lake Luzerne., New York hafted celt
ifrom, 37.

Lake Superior, Indians of, 421.
Wtnnipi>eogeeN. H, 360.

Lagnbertville, New -Jersey, large grooved
axe from, 13.

Lancaster Co., Penna., lay pipe from,
337.

Leidy, Prof. Jos., 137, -439.
Leuni-Lenapè, 12, 72, 270, 343.
Lewvis and Clarke, 310.

iaj,415, 439.
"enry Carîvil, 472.

Lewes,.Delaware, eculptured pipe froin,
322

Liberty Co., Georgia, quartz mortar fom,
155.

Lockwood, Rev. . 376, 389.
Lokiel,12,149. 166, 21, 268, 325.
Lubbock, Sir John, 40, 45, 305, 402.
Luxembourg, Congres desAmericanistes,

115, 428.

Macebual of Pacifc Ielaê 8
MacLean, J. P., 355.

Maine, copper celta froem. 414.
plummets froni, 233.
"hell-heeps of, 4.19.
spearpointe from. 256.259.
e tetite foodvesels from, 185.

Maize. 49
Maryland, hell.heaps of, 444.

slate kives ntom, 63.
sairpoitsfrom, 256. 259.

Alassachusette, abundance of copper a-
moug Indians eo.414.

abondance.. of stone
gouges ln, 50.

bone i.plements frm,
211.

bone epoon from ancient
Indian gravee in. 206.

carved stone pestle from,
160.

carved etone represent-
l ng feh, fromi, .185.

ceremoniel carved stones
from, 352, 350, 36.

chippedllintkivesefom,

clay pot fromn,.174.
6 o'*per celte from 415,
flint drille and awfe a om,

111.114.
" freeh-weter shell-heaps,

in, 440.
grooved axes from, 11.

not found
ln Indian graves, in.i11.

" Indians, method of pro-
11curing ßre of. 135.

" large chipped imple-
ménts fromn, 202.

northweste- coaet pipe
freen. 393.

occurrence of plummets
in,227.

ornaient of deer'e bone
froni, 399.

poliehed drill from, 117.
pottery fromenshell.heap

in. 181.
shell-beaps on coast of,

124,-440, 448.
slate knives from. 68.
steatite pipe from. 318.

"4 vessel fron, 185.
" atone pendante from lu

dian graves in 389.
eupposed feh.spears

from,.268.
n tubular -smoking· pipe

from. 330.
Maul, wooden, from Connecticut.valleyN

6i.
Mercer Coe., New Jersey, ancient Indian

ville esaite in. 143.
Mercer o.,New Jerse, arrowheede,297.
Mica, occurrence ofin Indian graves, 175.
Michigan, bird-sbaped etones. 370. .

occurrence of Buycon shells
n, 325.

Mink (Putoresl evon), 2711
Missaippi river, 13, 190,349.
Missour, pottery from mounds of, 173,

177.
sharpening stones from, 43.

Mohiawk vlley, New York, bone imple-
mentes -omi, 205.

Mohawk vall y.New York, nntents of
anciept-Indian graves I, 887.
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Mohawk- valley. New Yotk, small arrow-
heads lfrom, 290.

Mobawk valley, New York, worked bea-
ver's tooth from. 213.

Monk-lahi, bones of, in shell-heaps, 124.
Monmouth Co., New Jersey, gorget fron,

380.
stone orna-

ment from, 376, 392. -
Morgan, Lewis H., 38,200,300..
Mortars, deep, used with pestles, 155.

portable, 152.
shallotv, to be used with crush-

ers. 153.
Mortars, tstaionary.151.

" wooden, 156.
Mortillet, remarksi ese, laware river

palolithmic implements. "490.
Mound.bnilders, relationship of, to Indi-

ans,2.
Mound-buildera, grooved stone axes of,

16.
Mullers. 164.
Muskrat, 276.
Musters, Geo, C., 32.
Net-sinkers, Delaware river valley.12U;

large. used as anchors,-243.
notched pebbles used as, 237.
perforated. 243.
Susquehanna river valley,

240.

New England, agricultural tools In.218.
arrowheads in..281, 298, 302.
bone awls in, 98.
ceremonial objecta from,

350, 356.
chipped llnt knives. 80.
copper oljecTh among lu-

dians ot, 419.
S-intdrills in, 99.

acrapers in, 123, 129,
131,1133.

groove.hamners in, 57.
" " .stone axes in, 11.

19,27,30.
" Indians. 364.

nets of Indians òf, 239.
nort4west coast pipes

from. 323.
ornamented -clay pipes

from; 3:8.
paint eups In, 168 -
pendants from, 393,395.
pesties in, 155,163.235.
pitted stones in, 192.
plummets in..227,240.
polished celte.in, 41, 44.

atone drill from,
117.

" pottery of, 171,182.
" crapersusedas strike-

.a.light" » in. 135.
semiulonar 'slate knives, 63.

.sinew.dressers in. 146.
shell-heaps in, 180, 440. 448.
"lender spearpoints or dlsh-

spears fkom.272.
slickstones in, 144.
smoking pipes in, 317.
spearpoints in, 252, 260,

" steatite food-vessls from,
. . 188.

atone gouges in. 51.
" &-ornaments of Indi.
ans of,_400, 406.
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New Hampahire, aimalcarvingfrom,387.
boat-shaped atone fom,

$82.
carved ceremonial atone

from, 360,365.
northwest coast pipe

from.326.
slate knife from, 70.

Jersey, agricultural implements,217.
arrowheads,·278.

"9 awîa, 112.
d ird-shaped stones, 369.,
bone lsh.hooks. 208.

"6 " ".impleneuts, 205.
"4 "- celte.34.

t ceremonial object. 350.
" chippeddintlimplements. 195.
"!" '4' slip-

* posed uses ut amaller, 201.
chipped lint knives, 7.

howhaft-
ed, 79.

"4 " "d " nisupposed
uses of. 81.

New Jersey, " " " spear-
shaped, 89.

New Jersey. "wth
stemmed bases, 86.
*Jersey, chisels, 48.

" " chty pi pes, 334
" " ."tub-es, 346.

copper implements. 311.
deposits of axes, 33.

"i " 'discoidlal atones,.341.
",11 drills, 97.

"4 "i "-oses of, 109.
"9 .41" lsh-spears, 266.

" " l " antiquity of ar.
gillite, 275.

Jersey, fint chips, 453.
"1". daggers, 305.

" "4 gorgets, 377.
gouges. 50.
grooved hammers. 57.

atone axes,11, 19,24.
"9 t"* club-heads,

309.
hand-hammets, 423.
benmatite celte, 46.

"d Indfans of. 73.
' ." trails-in. 16.

inscribed axes. 32.
atones, 345.

46 mortars, 149.
In glacial bowlders,

150.
" muller's, 365.

native copper, 312.
net-sinkers, 237.
obliquely grooved -axes, 26.
occurrence of Catlinite pipes

in, 3.37.
paint cupa. 166.
pendants. 388.
perforated sinkers, 243.
pestles, 156.
pipes. 315.
pitted atones. 192.
plnminets, 231.
pointed axe-like implement,

30.
polîshed drills. 1Ma.

" " "4 .. alate knives, spear-
44 Potter shaped, 92.

pottery,170
"& "4 rubbing stones, 429.
"4 "4 scrapers, 121.
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New Jersey scrapers, uses of,-123.
"4 "4 " *"*as strike.a-

light, 135.
" sharpening stones. 433.

sheIl.heaps, inland, 440.
mari ne, 437, 445,

448.
sinew.dressers, 145. à-
slate knives, 63.

"with- ornamen.
tationî, 70.

"" sick stones, 139.
spade-shaped slickstones,

223.
" spearpoints, 24.
"0 64 slate, 200.

twisted orriWed,
265.

44 44 steatite food vessels, 186.
stone mask. 393.
teshoap, 138.
totems, 38t.

"4 " trinkets, 395.
"4 "4 tubitlar smoking pipes, 332.

"Mexico; pulished gronved axes,20.
York, arrowheads, 288, 290.

axes, 11.•
"4 bird-shaped stones, 369.

"i bone flshhook.,209.
"i " " impflements, 205.
" " carved pestle from, 161.

"celts. 42.
ceremonial objects. 350.

" chipped dint implements, 204.
"'. kmves, 82. .

"i " l," deposit
of, 84.

"4 " clay pipes, 339.
"4 i.no pper implements, 414.
"i i-,sh spears. 273.

Olint drills. 111.
gouges, 50.
grooveil atone club-heads, 310.

"4 hafted celtf'om Lake Luzerne,
37.

" pipes, 317,331. 337.
polished barbed drills, 121.

"4 scrapers,131.
shell-heaps, inland, 441.

marine, 439.
slate knives, 66.

" " spear-saped, 92
" siickstones.143.*

"d "4spearpoints, 249, 263>
" stone trinkets, 396, 406.

worked heaver's toôth, 213.
Nlîsson, Sven, 46,140, 209414,-218,,309.

Ohio, arrowheads. 288, 290.
" bird.sfiaped atones, 374.

bone awia, 98.
celts. 45.
ceremonial objects, 340,354

" chiseIs, 50.
" clay tubes, 339.

copper gorgets, 380.
p lummet from, 233.

" lint dris, 98, 114.
knives,83.

" gorgets, 378.
d hematite plummets,231.

humanî iî-tn carvedin stone, 391.
mullers, 164.
pipes, 328.

" pitted stones. 192.
plammets, 230.
polishe.d drill-like implements, 119.

Ohio, scrapers, 129.
. spears, 239, 270.

stone masks, 393.
twIsted spears, 266.
triangular arrowbeads,298.

Onondaga- Co., New York,. Implements
from. 161,204.

Otter (Lutra canadensie) . 276.
Owego..New York, Inland shell-heaps at,

Oysters. shells of, -n marin# shell-heaps,
438,443.

Pacifie coast, lone fsh-hooks frômr, 208.
"4 " sesties from, 162.

Paint cips, 165.
Palmeoitlic impiements, 265, 471.

abundance of,
489.

character of, 485.
how differing

fl'om "Indlan" implements 511. A
Palieolithic m iIements, position of,"tn

8«tu,491.496,580,502.04,56.
Pilwolithic man of America, supposed

relationshi» of, to Eskimo, 514, 517.
PaImer. Dr. Edward, 228.
Paring kuife from Amoakeag falls, N. H.,

ß6.
Passaic river, N.- J., oval ·fint knives

from, 81.
Peabody Moseum of American Arche-

ology, at Cambridge. Mass.. 11 20,26,
32, 42. 54, 38,1, 66, 70, 1li 117,119, 131,
151, 160, 161, 172; 185, 186, 207, 229, 241,
275, 293, 302.,36, 323, 327, 328, 339, 350,
351, 356,373, 381,383,389,392, 394, 471,
474, 510.

Pemberton, New Jersey, inscribed axe
from,32.

Pendants, 389.
ornamented, 390.

Pennsylvania, arrowheads, 290.
axes..witih narrow edge,30.

l" brass arrowheads. 420.
carved arrowhead from,

397.
copper celts,414.
discoidal so'ne frora, 342.

, - ébauchoir, 210.
" sh gigs, 260.

spears, 267.
" gouges.154.

hand hammers, 428.
Indions, 16.

" ntsinkers,241.
obliquely grooved axes, 26.
perforated stone hammer

from, 61.
polished stofle drilis, 118,

.119.
", slickstones, 143.
" spearpoints,251.
" stone ring. 493..

Perforated net-sinkers, 143.
Perkins, Prof. Geo. H., 10, 86, 91, 160, 161,

162, 171, 281, 282. 33,350, 351, 382.
Peruvian stone knife, 90.
Pestles, 155.

"g 'carved,159.
" . collared, 162.

Pipes, 315.
calumet, 317,
clay, 334.

-materials of which made' 316.
Northwest. coast, from Atlantic

States, 324.
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Pipes, sculptured, 323.
so-called " compound calumet,"

333.
tubular, 330.

"4 4", California,330.
. varlous forms of, 317.

Pitted stones, 191.
"4" occurrence of, iln Southern

States,192..
Plummets, abnndance of ln New Eng.

land. 227.
supposed uses of, 228.

Pot -o e nrocks, as mortarsi 151.
Potsdam sandstone, mortar of bowlder,

of, 151.
Potter. Dr. W. B., 435.
Pottery,.169.

"4 cord marked, 184.
how ornamented, 177.
incised,179.
in shell-beaps 170
Missouri or bl'sck pottery. occur-

rence of, on Atlantic seaboard,
177.

puncturee. 180..
thumb-nail markings on, 184..

Pueblo axes,20.
Putnam,· Prof. P. W., 21, 65, 124. 175,·185,

186, 227, 231, 241, 323, 339, 350, 364, 385,
415, 510.

.uabang, see shell-heaps.

Rasies. Father, 2
Rau, Dr. Chas., , 470, 217, 222.

240- 327, 414, 439,445, 448,'4
Read, Prof. M. C.,61.
Reindeer, bones of, in Trenton gravels,

483.
Rose collection of Danish implements, in

Museum at Cambridge, Mass., 366.

Sabonic -Neck.. Long Island, N. Y., shell-
heaps at, 420.

Salem Co., New Jersey, spearpoints from,
251, 255.

"Mas., atone implements from,-121.
Scndipavia, axe-ltke implement froni, 40.
Schoolcraft, H. R., 65, 157. 162, 248, 310,

325, 338, 845, 346, 369, 377.
Schumacher, Paul, 30, 88,186.
Scrapers, 121.

flakes used as,124.
notched, 136.
polished, 131.
stemmed, 130.
used as1" strike-a-light's," 135.

SfEwnee Indians, 74,371.
Shells. as kuives. M4..
Shell-heapa,·124, 170, 171, 180, 437.

", Aleutian Islands. 438.
" Anodenta-purpurea, shells of,

forming inland. 440.
44 antiquity of New England,

448.
antiqnity of New Jersey, 449.
AtlIantic .coast, 438, .440, 444,

449. -r
inlandl or fresh-water, 441.
Ostrea boÉealis, shells of,

forming, 445.
Ostrea virginica, -shells of,

forming, 443,444.
Pyrula canaliculata, shelas of,

formcing, 445.
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Shell-heaps, Unio complanatus, shells of,
forming tilan4,440.

Unio vis-dis, shella of, form-
ing.inland,·440.Venms ercenaria, shells of,

forming, 445.
Sinew-dressers, 145.
Slickstones,.139.
Snapper (Chelydra serpen«ina), 260.
Snyder, Dr. J. F., 199è
Spearpoints, 247.

" rgillite, 260.
66ýautiqliîy «f,260..

fash-gigs." 260.
maximum size of, 250.
probable use of. 258.
twisted or."rifled,''265.

Spindle-.soket stones, 192.
Sqn pr, E. G.,.233. 415.
Squei. and Davis, Messrs., 17, 66, 307, 339,

369. 37e.
St. Catalina Island, Cal., steatite quarry
, on,186.
Steatite food vessels, 185.

". " • " how manufactured,
186. 88.
quarry in New England, 188.'

Stevens,.E. T., 150, 329.
Stirling. lr. E., 370.
Stubbs, Dr. Chas.1., 3351.
Susquehanna river. Pa., valley of, arrow-

heads from, 288, 2912.
Susquehanna river, Pa., " " axes,

Susgnehanna " " "' "copper
impiements, 414.

Susquehanna river, '"" drilla,

Susquehanna " " " " iish-
mpears. 273.

Susquhanna river, flint
uie,83.

SusquehannaI " " "" bad
hammers, 426.

Susquehanna river, " " " net-
t sinkers,,240.
Susgüehanna river, '""" pol-

ished atone drilla,118.
Swanton, Vermont, implements f'om an-

cient graves near, 374.
Swiss lakes, celts rom, 42.
Switze:land,·fint scrapers from. 121.
Syria, atone implements from, 45.

Tapley, DiJ., 360.
Tazous Indians, 325.
Tennessee, cay pipes, 327.

int daggers, 203.
polished scraper from, 131.
shell disk froi, 73.

Teshoas, 138.
"4 Wyoming Territory, 138.
" New Jersey. 138.

Titusvile,INew Jersey, carvedstone ofrm,
384.

Tooker, W. W., 209, 439.<
Totems, 72. 383.
Trenton gravels, antiquity of, 472.

mammaian remains
found in, 483.
origin of 522.

Trenton, New Jersey, an Indian village
site, 372

clîy pot from, 174.
déposit of axes

found at, 33.
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Trenton, New Jersey, mortar n bowlder,
. at, 141.
pipe feom, 26.

Trinkets, 404.
Tuckerton, Ne* Jersey, shell-heaps near,

447. ,
4 "d spearpoints, 271.

Uh'ea-ogwit-h8L 8. •

jnaiachtgo, see Delaware Indians.
Unamis, see Delaware Indians.
U. 8. National Museunmi 64.
U. S. Surve, West 100th Merid., 20, 79, 84,

88, 298 .,306, 405.

Vanuxem. Lardner, 443.
Venus mercenaria, see shell.heaps.
Vermont, arrowheads, 280.

" bird-shaped stone from, 175.
clay pots from, 175, 176, 181.

. pesates from, 162.

Walius, bones of, là drift gravels, 488.
Warren:Co., New Jersey, hematite impie-

ments, 46.
Wellleet, Cape Cod, Mass., earved stone

representtng human face, fron, 9M6.
Whitney: Prof. J. D., 8. 421.
Whittiesey. Col. Chas.. 870.
Williams. Roger. 28..825.
Wilson. Dr.. Da1îe, 31.
Wisconsin, copper implements,419.

poshed drill-like inimplements,
119.

pottery. 181.
Wittmer disk. see Discoidal atones.
Woolley, ChaÀ. F,. 447.
Wyman. Prof. Jeffries, 171, 173, 205, 211,

215, 481, 440, 444, 448, 463.

Yardville, Newersey, an Indian village
Site, 151.
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